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Introduction 
Exacting and compulsive minds have attempted in the past to out 
lines of distinction in the ambiguous area. of the novel. Just what 
is a novel? Can it be defined in terms of its geographical origins? 
its connection with a particular class of interests? its subject 
matter? its hero? its villain? its philosophical speculations? its 
use of a dramatic plot? or its descriptions of places and things? 
All approaches have pertinence; some are more inolusive than others; 
but any approach which ignores the possibility of change , (accretions 
which collect in time; others which are discarded} must inevitably 
become dated. The problem presented in this study has been to find 
an inclusive approach. First. to find and justify a starting point. 
to define it thoroughly by pointing to the strands of tradition that 
lead up to it, and finally to explore its possibilities in a. subsequent 
tradition of criticism--all of these efforts are intended to culminate 
in a. theory of the novel tradition in England. 
This attempt at a definition is the frame work of the study of the 
critical histo~ of DefoB's seven most popular novels. In the sections 
'Wtdch follow the statement of the problem, its limitations. methods, and 
materials ,will be found an examination of two importe.nt strands of the 
tradition prior to and contemporaneous with Defoe's career as a writer 
of fiction, .!.:.!.:.• the novel and romance as literary forms, and secondly, 
a view o£ the relationship of the novel with the substratum of informa-
tional and moral literature in the same period. 
The body of the study, an examination of the criticism of seven 
novels of Defoe over a period of two hundred years, will rest upon the 
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assumption that such a study will reveal the shif'ts in taste which may 
help to define the novel from his period into our own, that it will help 
to clarify the relative meanings given to the novel by each successive 
generation of critics: the special views of what Defoe's intentions and 
ends were, and the theories of fiction that dominated the taste of such 
critics. 
Further, a study of the gradual acceptance of the work of Defoe 
as something permanent in our literature may organize a picture of' the 
gradual acceptance of the novel as an art form. It will also give 
an idea of the aspects that have been studied as part of the structure 
of the novel or as part of the technique of the novelist. 
But novels did exist prior to Defoe's publication of' Robinson 
Crusoe. A legitimate question at this point would be why Defoe has been 
selected as a strategic example by which to trace changes in meaning 
and technique connected with the term novel. A simple answer is that 
the term was applied before, during and for same time after the lifetime 
of Defoe to a species of fiction with which he did not wish to associate 
his own "WOrks. A more complicated answer is the business of' Parts I 
and II of this study: the first, dealing with backgrounds and traditions; 
the second, with the special effects created by Defoe's contribution 
to eighteenth century fiction. As the result of such examination, the 
view has been taken that the eighteenth century produced the modern 
English novel, and Defoe was ~ong its foremost contributors. 
In addition, such study reveals that the change in meaning of the 
term novel occurred gradually and accretively in three important ways. 
For its definition had grown out of Boccaccio's tales: a short story, 
almost anecdotal, generally comic in spirit, but which could deal with 
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intrigue--what Milton call~ "a mere amatorious tale." The change 
involved first of all th~ larger issue of the developnent of a language 
of prose--a deliberate attempt to avoid the metaphorically elaborate 
tropes of baroque literature and to achieve concreteness. a simple word-
thing relationship. 
Again, the shi:rt involved to a large extent an attempt to create 
a reading public of the expanding body of the middle class. The treat-
ment and subject matter reveal a cha.nge in emphasis trom the desire to 
define the etiquette of the aristocrat, whose audience was limited--and 
thus allowed an artist a freer hand with the esoteric--to the desire to 
satisfy the de.mands of a literate middle class which insisted upon fact 
over fie~ion, or preferred that fiction which was most like tact. 
Finally, the short tale with its elements of plot, character, 
dialogue, and description expanded in length and in range. It might be 
both comic and tragic, one or the other. and in its treatment, the author 
must attempt to create a reality of circumstance. It is perhaps the 
latter that most clearly defines Defoe's special contributicm. 
To what degree Defoe was responsible tor this shift in the meaning 
of the novel, is a subject upon which critics differ. This study will 
indicate, however, that his use of the plain and reasonable prose and 
his narrative method derived trom hiS ' ability to create and maintain 
real life-like situations has often resulted in his being called "the 
Father of the English novel.n This approach to reality in fiction by 
means of a homely, almost colloquial style has been described variously--
"the use of the veri similar ,• "the use of circumstantial detail, • "truth 
to life,• and •maktng the lie go down like the truth.* . Its definition 
rests, as shall be sho11n, in the use of language that is close to that 
ot report, and in the use ot material verifiable in sources ot 
intor.mational literature. 
A group ot late nineteenth century French, English, and American 
novelists created the naturalistic and realistic novel on the premise 
that the inferences and judgments made of the characters and morals 
in a novel ought to emerge trom the particulars enumerated and not trom 
explicit interpretations by the author. This movement in the develop-
ment ot the novel is in direct line of descent trom Defoe's conscious 
or •accidental" discovery of' the importance of' letting= .action and words 
speak tor themselves. He always maintained the pose of an editor, an 
objective bystander viewing .from a distance a private person's memoirs. 
In short, Defoe, as the history of criticism reveals, ceases to 
be only a primitive or precursor (although this view is still held) 
and occupies a key position 1n the history ot the novel in modern times, 
let us say, trom 17<19 to the present. :More than this, his importance 
is not confined to one of simply historic notice, tor his fiction 
created for literature a tone of' voice, an attitude of' mind, the effects 
ot 'Which do not appear in a school of imitators end die away, but which 
permeate the Whole tradition of the modern novel as it exists into our 
own time. 
If the importance of De.foeta fiction can be maintained, then a 
study o.f the problems raised in the criticism of' seven of his most 
popular novels should reveal much about the changing attitudes toward 
the novel; tor as Defoe's novels continued to be popular, to raise 
comment and criticism throughout the centuries, a comparison of' variant 
attitudes in the early appreciative stages, in the century of' biographical 
interpretation, and in the period of interest in Defoe's novels for 
their technique, should reveal much about modes of literary interpre-
tation of the novel. For example, the preference for Robinson Crusoe 
by earlier critics and their delight in the Memoirs of a Cavalier 
contrasted with a later interest in Moll Flanders and The Fortunate 
Mistress can lead the student to inferences about the variant defini-
tions the novel was assuming. 
The study of the criticig,m, though involving the cons i deration 
of an amorphous body of appreciation, analysis, definition, and classi-
fication, finally reduces itself to three basic problams concerning 
the definition of the novel. These provide the basis for organization 
in this study. 
The first problem in the study of Defoe critici~ and its relation 
to the development of the novel as treated in Part II, deals l'Tith the 
acceptance by the reading public of the validity of fiction as a 
legitimate form ot literary expression: it is the old problem of the 
relative value of fiction and fact. The second problem (Part III) is 
concerned with the function of the novel: instruction or pleasure--
how the idea of a moral necessity conflicts with an esthetic necessity 
in fiction. The third aspect (Part IV) deals with the view of the 
novel as an att6mpt to recreate experience--not necessarily a record 
of experience, but a creation of a world as individual authors see it. 
There, the novel is accepted as an art form, and the concentration of 
interest rests in the technique, the how's and why's rather than the 
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what. The study can by no means be complete, tor as the novel continues to 
be written, changes occur that re-define it. For new generations Defoe's tone 
o~ voice may easily die away. 
There remain two important areas 'Which this introduction must cover 
before the background of the novel prior to Defoe can be profitably 
discussed. The first of these is the subject of limitations; the second, 
sources and methods used for this study. 
For present purposes, pertinent material is defined as that 
criticism and study 'Which deals 1li th seven o~ Defoe's novels. These 
novels ~re selected upon the basis of a wide popularity in England 
and America: those that were frequently read and frequently commented 
upon, interpreted and re-interpreted during the course of the two-
hundred and fiTe years since their publication. These will be referred 
to by their short titles throughout the thesisa1 Robinson Crusoe I, II, 
III, 2 Memoirs of a Cavalier, Captain Singleton, Moll Flande;r,, A Journal 
pf' the Plague Year, Colonel Jack, and The Fortunate Mistress. Others 
contain prominent fictional elements but have ceased to be popular and 
to provoke critical comment: ~he King of the Pirates, The Family 
Instructor I, II, Religious Courtship, A New Voyage Ro.llD.d th$ World, 
. . 
and The Consolidator--all of these works have been c.onsid~r.ed for the 
points they offer in the history of criticism to eupport the theory 
presented. 
Limitations have also been imposed upon this study in relation to 
possible areas of criticism. All foreign criticism has been eliminated, 
lcomplete titles are given in P:art II, Chapter I. 
2In most criticism. and comment ·to follow the short title refers only to 
the first part of the Crusoe tr:Llogy unless otherwise indicated. 
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except where it was felt that foreign criticism produced new directions 
for the course of English fiction, but on the Whole this material--
significiantly the French realists of the nineteenth centur,y--has been 
dealt ~th aummarily. This rule applied particularly when the criticism 
in question echoed or was echoed by English or .American interpretation. 
One might expect a reasonable quibble to arise out of the inclusion of 
.American studies, particularly in Part IV; but they are acceptable for 
two reasonS: one, the obvious cultural and language heritage shared 
by the two countries; and the other, the spurt of interest in American 
scholarship in the study of Defoe, especially during a period of interest 
in realistic fiction. 
The second important area that must now be discussed is that of 
sources and methods. The approach adopted here was a simple chrono-
logical arrangement, highlighted by those critics and scholars 'Whose 
contributions seem the moat significant both in a given period of writing 
and in relation to earlier and subsequent oriticis.m. The material used 
was found in two libraries: The Boston Public Library, llbich houses the 
Trent collection on Defoe, and Widener Library at Harvard. Their Defoe 
shel-res may not be complete, but may be said to contain the most relevant 
material; for even there, much was found that was repetitive. 
The works of reviEnliers, essayists, biographers, and scholars were 
located by means of bibliographic tools listed in the Bibliography. 
Direct references led to more obscure sources of information which were 
examined by their indices for references to the seven novels, or by the 
words novel, romance, fiction, realism, literature, biography, historz, 
and prose or by derivatives of these as needed. 'Where there were no 
indices, the book or parts of a book was read. through, or in minor 
terls, the chapter headings senred as an index. Once the notes were 
assembled chronologically, it was a simple matter to derive the three 
dominant patterns that provided the organization of the study: fact 
and fiction, morality and esthetics, techniques of realism in the novel. 
During the nineteenth century every biographer of Def'oe attempted 
in some fashion to bring up to date the history of Defoe critic!~. 
George Chalmers, Walter Wilson, William Lee, and Thomas Wright--'Wh!' mayo 
be considered the major biographers in tho period--proceeded to discuss 
the major prose .fiction by referring to testimonials by Pope, Johnson, 
Rousseau, Coleridge, Lamb,a.nd Scott. These comments were meant to serve 
as an indication of the long-lived aspect of Defoe's fiction, and perhaps, 
to give the blessing of authority to works Ydlich snjoyed popularity but 
were not generally well receiwd by some of the critical aages as per-
manent contributions to the history of the nowl. In any case the comments 
were not offered for what they might re-veal about the history of the 
novel or Defoe's part -in it. In comparatively recent times only two 
brief articles in Englische Studien (1932-33, 1933-34) by Charles E. 
Burch have offered anything like a conscientious attempt to order the 
material of Defoe criticism into a chronological pattern. As ·a biblio-
graphic tool, his work was invaluable to this study. As an interpretive 
work, howewr, his efforts fall short in the conclusions. 
Mr. Burch divides his work into two periods, 1719-186o and lSC$-1894· 
For these he offered two separate titles which tend to obscure the long 
range objectives that might be assumed to underly both. The first 
entitled -British Criticism of Defoe as a Novelist,a covers the early period. 
In it, however, he makes no attempt to distinguish kinds of criticism 
and appraisal., and includes criticism of Defoe's ~rks as a politician, 
journalist, and economist as well as biographical data. His justifies.-
tion would seem to be that Defoe's reputation was not based upon his 
fiction in this early period, rather upon other aspects of his writing 
career. As a result the picture of Defoe as a novelist does not emerge. 
The two important pieces of literary analysis in this period are not even 
looked into. Burch excuses Charles Gildon's pamphlets as the product 
of "a personal hatred of Defoe," and therefore, ~is criticism cannot be 
.. 
seriously considered. n An important contemporary view is thus ignored. 
Further, inadvertently or by choice, Burch has omitted a considers.-
tion of Mrs. Clara Reeve's The Progress of Romance, perhaps the only 
novelist in the eighteenth century who comments at length on Defoe as 
a novelist or romancer. 
Such omissions may nat be crucial, but Buroh' s first article 
concludes with the view of Defoe 1 not as a novelist, but as 
no more nor less than an able but unscrupulous 
journalist, and that this opinion was so deeply 
rooted that he (the eighteenth century critic] 
could not lay aside this view even temporarily 
to evaluate his literary 1'JOrth.3 
Buroh also points out significantly that none of Defoe's early bio-
graphers were competent literary scholars, and thus ignored Defoe's 
relatively important position as a novelist. These men did, however, offer 
criticism which reflected current att itudes toward the novel. George 
3charles E. Burch. •British Critici sm of Defoe as a Novelist," Englische 
Studien • LXVII .· ·(1932~1933') : ,.:· P• ··l80 • 
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Chalmers, it is true, was more interested in Defoe the patriot a.ncl 
journalist, but he did comment, and, at some length, on Robinson Crusoe 
and Memoirs of a Cavalier. Walter Wilson 1'18.S so 1V8ll aware of his 
weakness in literature that he relied exclusively upon the opinions 
of Charles Lamb when he came to discuss the fiction. Their views ought 
legithnately be fitted into the literary climate of opinion. 
But the a.n~er to the problem of Defoe's upe.rtial eclipse" can just 
as easily be seen as part of current attitudes to~d the novel in 
general, as it does 1n the moral views of his character. Seen in the 
light of the negative attitude toward the novel voiced by critics in 
the eighteenth century, Def'oe' s lack o:f stature as a novelist is greatly 
clarified (see Part lr). 
Burch offers two reasons for the Defoe revival in the early nine-
teenth century. Defoe's increased status .. he says, derives partly 
f'rom the renewed interest in Defoe's suggested political, economic, 
and social reforms, and partly from the passing of' the classical 
tradition. But both of these movements a.re related (this Burch did not 
commEnt on} and necessarily brought about a change in attitude toward 
the novel, ldl.ioh at this point in its history wa.s very 1m1ch allied to 
political and social conditions. Perhaps, for this reason, the Romantics--
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Lamb, Hazli tt, and DeQuinc~y--recognized the 
viability of the novel as an art form, and particularly praised Defoe's 
efforts in developing the groundwork of it. In his conclusions, there-
fore, Burch's work suffered a lack of integration between what 'Yf&S 
happening to Defoe as a novelist with ~t ~s happening to the novel aa 
an art form. 
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In his second article, it becomes apparent in his title that his 
scope was larger than he had previously implied. •Defoe's British 
- - -
Reputation• enlarges the area of etudy; Burch concentrates upon two 
major trends. Defoe ceases to be received as a statesman patriot; 
hence, loses ground as a moral teacher; and Defoe begins to be studied 
more as a literary figure and less as a national character. The present 
study, though it incorporates such conclusions, attempts to organize 
them upon the literary grounds suggested by the conflict of morality 
and esthetics w.hioh dominated criticism in the nineteenth century in 
Part III. 
Burch's study leaves off in 1894. For the concluding chapter of 
the present work which covers the period 1890-1925. a view of the novel 
as a means of recreating life experiences is offered under the title 
•Techniques of Realism in the Novel.• The interpretations therein were 
aided greatly by a study of George Aitken's prefaces and introduction to 
The Romances and Narratives of Daniel Defoe and Arthur Secord's .!!!! 
Narrative Method of Daniel Defoe. 
It is hoped that the relationship of Defoe with the modern novel 
will bring the reader to an understanding of the novel as a mode of 
narrative fiction seen less as a fixed genre with rules fo~ application 
than as a £or.m relative to the men Who create it, adaptable to prevailing 
conditions of manner end taste, and yielding to fresh lines of experi-
mentation and analysis. 
There now remains the task of presenting two views of the novel; 
first in relation to the literary tradition prior to and contemporaneous 
with Deif'oe, and secondly to the substratum literature of morality and 
information. Each in its own way was moving toward a view of reality 
that was different in its scope (and hence productive of new forms) 
from the literature that had preceded it. 
.12, 
PART ONE TRADITIONS 
Chapter One The Literary Tradition and the Novel: from Vraisemblance 
to the Verisimilar 
In this and the follo~ng chapter~ the approach is directed toward 
an understanding of the view of reality found in the literature of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth century. The present chapter is concerned · 
with such views as were expressed in the works of prose fiction which 
were accepted as part of a consciously literary tradition. Such current 
criticism reveals how authors expected their novels or romances to be 
received; and when compared with Defoe's o~ critical comments (Part II~ 
Chapter I), this criticism should reveal at what points he was in accord 
and at what points he was at variance with the consciously literary 
tradition. Work has already been undertaken in this area, notably by 
Charlotte Morgan, Arthur Tieje, Joseph B. Heidler, and William McBurney. 
Their work supplied this study with subject matter~ but the concept 
which organizes the criticism, that of variant interpretations of 
vraisemblance and the verisimilar grew out of inferences drawn from 
Benjamin Boyce's comments on a series of seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
tury prefaces.1 
The second c~apter deals with literary trends that were seen to be 
part of the growth of the eighteenth century novel--such trends as were 
rooted in moral and instructional literature. The material was expli-
citly motivated by some sort of reform zeal and might appear as pseudo-
fact or fiction, fictionalized fact, or fiction justified simply by 
its moral instruction. Like the movement from vraisemblanoe to the 
1Prefaoes to Fiction, ed. Banjamin Boyce (Los Angeles: Augustan Reprint 
Society, 1952). 
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verisimilar~ the approach to reality was one which the middle class 
imposed upon new fo~s of literature. This is reflected in prefaces, 
newspaper essays, and occasional rem_arks. The chapter is organized 
upon the oomruonplace concept that the novel grew out of social and 
economic revolts of the seventeenth century and arrived with the 
middle class dominance of the political and social scene. No really 
inclusive work has been done on this particular relationship of the 
novel to substratum literature, but suggestions of biographers~ 
scholars, and critics dealing with Defoe and the early eighteenth 
century have enabled this writer to make a generalized picture of 
the relation between the ethical informational literature and the prose 
fiction of Defoe. 
The novel has had a long history of ambiguity, particularly ..men 
it is viewed as a technical term. It is part of the tradition of prose 
:fiction and can be said to reach back to the Greeks and Romans. In 
every age of English literature, so.me form existed. The Elizabethans, 
the Restoration figures, and the Augustans all had their forms of 
fiction, but two modes or domillating spirits in narrative writing are 
seen by modern scholars to co-exist in elmo at every period: the ro.ma.nce 
and the novel.la 
By the eighteenth ce.ntury the relation of the former to idealiam 
in the epic and that of the latter to the special incident in history 
and anecdote had merged into ambiguous synonyms. This wa.s partly the 
result of -.riters attempting to get 8.1V8.Y from the bad connotations of 
la.For discussion, see R. Wellek and A. Warren, Theory of Literature 
(New York: Harcourt Brace, 1949), "The Nature and Modes of Narrative 
Fiction,• PP• 219 ft. 
corruption and frivolity that cllmg to the two terms. Thus~ they 
concealed their fictions under the titles of history, memoir, or life. 
A means of defining the variant forms has frequently been made by 
modern scholars in terms of the public that was addressed. They make 
distinctions in terms of social classes and their tastes in literature. 
They declare that as the bourgeois became the dominating social class 
at the close of the seventeenth century, its realism and its morality 
were to define literature, and more espe.cially, the form and tone of the 
novel~ whereas in the seventeenth century~ a sharp line deme.rked the 
literary tastes of the semi-literate plebeian and of aristocratic circles. 
The former tradition was in medieval times largely oral. It can be 
glimpsed in such fabliaux as •The l/iiller' s Tale • or "The Reeve's Tale• 
or in popular jest books. For the Elizabethan peasant or apprentice 
there was an inheritance from the folk history of England: 
a picturesque story of classical, medieval, 
and biblical legends, on which the ballads 
embroidered endlessly, a series of traditional 
heroes of the people end their adventures., ••• 
and the broad but not al1U8.ys unsuitable humor 
of the jest-books; and all this supported e.n 
idiom rich in proverbial wisdom, that explains 
in some degree the wealth of allusi~n in the 
drama and the pamphlets of the age. 
During the seventeenth century this tradition continued. "Popule.r 
f ·iction," comments one critic, •consisted to a very large extent of 
redactions of the Elizabethan romances and journalistic narratives imbued 
with the political and religious temper of the tiirs. •3 The local jest, 
2Queenie D. Leavis, Fiction and the Reading Public (London t Chat to and 
Windus, 1932) , PP• 8&7 • 
;Charlotte Morgan, The Rise of the Novel of Manners (N.Y.: Columbia 
University Press, 1911), p. 2. 
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the anecdote, the hawker's pamphlet, and the chapbooks of debased 
romances were added to the popular pabulum extracted end expended 
from a more literary diet of the aristocratic circle. It is this 
very tradition that influences and is part of the formulas of al :~ 
legories, penitential tracts, and rogue biographies, and books of 
travel. 
Removed and very much opposed in aim end intention 118.& the reading 
of the aristocrat. From the Restoration in 1660 to the end of the 
century, the romance and the anti-romance imported from the French and 
Spanish were in vogue for the English ilite. They were adapted as 
well to the demands of the drama of the period. Different not so much 
in content from the popular romances, they were directed to a limited 
and literate public, and their authors were conforming consciously to 
an established doctrine of an ideal decorum and committed to e~.rtistic 
ends. On the other hand, "the popular fiction had no literary meritJ 
and as it had no other aim than immediate suooess, it rarely possessed 
more than ephemeral interest. 1114 
Toward the close of the seventeenth century the two classes began 
to merge, and the product in literature began to combine elemEllts of 
appeal from both traditions. Not only was the rise of the bourgeois 
as a political and economic power responsible for this amalgamation, 
but that rise in itself involved a decline of social patronage for the 
writer. lie soon " found, however, that he 118.8 able to earn a livelihood 
by writing because his public was increasing enormously. At first the 
quickest returns oame from the translations, the drama., and pamphleteering, 
~organ, The Rise of the Novel of Ma.tm.ers, P• 2. 
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but after Defoe, the novel became a form so popular that it could 
support its creators.4a 
William M.cBurney in his unpublished dissertation, "Formative 
Influences on the English Novel 1700-1739," remarked that at times 
the term novel was used to avoid the bad tone that rang from romance; 
but in John Kersey's The New World of Words (1706} the novel was defined 
as a •short romance." T.he definition shows the kinship between the 
novel and romance, and indicates that one of its features was its 
relative brevity. It shall be made clear later on. that other 
distinctions applied; for the moment, however~ an examination of the 
origin of the term is in order. 
The ter.m came into general usage in English after William Painter's 
Palace of Pleasure (1?56}.5 Painter meant b,y a novel a short story 
which might deal with romantic, satiric, or realistic themes; more 
particularly, he referred to none of the tales or short atoriles contained 
in the Decameron of Bocoaccio (l478}." Interesting also is the use of 
the ~rd Historz Which Painter related to the novel. Painter englished 
the Italian word, novella, which referred to a short story with a 
oompaot plot of situation and a punch line. The action was so contrived 
upon backstairs or bedroom comedy that the characters were drawn and 
details enumerated to build up a sense of climax resulting in a punch 
line. But Painter's use was a more general one, in that its only 
4awilliam McBurney and Charlotte Morgan claim that the novel became 
profitable only after Richardson's Pamela; for until then, novels were 
dubious business ventures. Both, however, admit that Defoe showed that 
the novel could support its creators. 
5see N.E.D., substantive 2a. 
Unless otherwise noted all dates given in parenthesis after titles are 
dates of the first edition of a book. 
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distinctions were its familiarity and its brevity. 
The modern view of the novel, however, hinges upon the realistic 
portrayal of character, behaviour and situation--a close rendering 
of social conventions. Hence, in shaping a tradition for the novel, 
moderns have looked for such elements in Thomas Nashe' s The Unfortunate 
Traveller (1594). It is now praised :t'or its realism, •its democratic 
approach to life/1 and its modernity; but Nashe did not refer to his 
work as a novel or indeed any of its variants. Similarly the works of 
Thomas Deloney; Jack of Newburz, The Gentle Craft (c. 1598), often 
appear as tor.ms of the Elizabethan novel because of Deloney's desire 
to justify and extol the bourgeois, and his attsmpt to make fiction 
read like fact. For similar reasons Thomas Harmon's A Caveat for C011U11)n 
Cursitors (1567), Robert Greenets Cony Catching Pamphlets (1591-2) and 
Groatsworth of Wit (1592) , and Thomas Dekker's Guls Hornebooke (1639} 
are all seen as important in the development of bourgeois realism in 
prose, and hence precursors to the modern novel. 
In Elizabethan times realistic literature was balanced by the 
courtly interest in the ideal person, situation and behaviour. The 
literature of the romance fulfilled this demand in Sir Philip Sidney's 
Arcadia (1590), John Lyly's Euphues (1578) and in imitations of these 
by Greene, Lodge, Dekker, and Emmanuel Forde. In the seventeenth 
century the cleavage between courtly and popular {really bourgeois) 
readers was still evident, :t'or the English prose fiction of the upper 
classes was almost completely dependent upon the translations from 
the French and Spanish romances and anti-romances. 
The romances are of two major varieties: the idealistic and 
the satirical. The idealistic romances are described by Arthur Tieje 
as 
a form of long prose fiction which has for 
its chief aim the delight of the reader, which 
is grounded on love and adventure, and above 
all, employs ·such incidents .. machinery, 
characters., settings, and style as can be 
insistently satirized by realists as un~rue 
to their conception of "life as it is.n 
The idealis.m that is the subject of ridicule by realists was 
expressed in some kind of code. Tieje listed seven forms that varied 
in popularity from medieval times to the seventeenth oentury: the 
chivalric, the pastoral, the allegorical., the religious, the informa- . 
tional, the conversational, an~ the heroic. As the form developed in 
the hands of Honor/ d'Urf4" {Astre"e 16o7-l9), the length of these 
romances increased prodigiously. They beoame later known as long-~ded 
romances, but there was an effort upon the part of later Writers of 
the romance to get away from the ideality of character (characters 
Which do not exist} and propriety of manner (actions in accord with 
a supposedly ideal etiquette) toward vraisemblance .. *the probability 
of action a.nd emotion on the part of fictional personages." Scud~ry' s 
Ibraim (1641) and .La Calpren~de's Cassandra (1642) made similar claims, 
that he has "made the foundation of my work historical, my principal 
personages such as are marked out in the true history for illustrious 
personages."? 
6Arthur Tieje, The Theory of Characterization in Prose Fiction prior 
to 1740 (The University of Minnesota Studies ~ Lan~ages and Literature, 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 191·6), #5, P• 4. 
7Tieje, The Theory of Characterization, P• 17. 
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/ Scudery claimed that his (her) purpose was 11 to give a more true 
resemblance to things;' and attacks the authors who adhere "too much 
to Wondars • 11 In Cla'lie (1656-6o) the santLrnent is expressed that 
things which have close relation to the 
truth~ and ~ich appear to be possible~ 
affect one much more than tho§e Which one 
can neither believe nor fear."fa 
The excesses of the romance did~ however~ bring about reaction, 
partly no doubt because it precluded a study of the actions and 
behavior of the "low characters." The view of vraisemblance as held 
by the romancers had to be broadened by the interpretations of the 
satirical and anti-romance writers as well as by the picaresque writer. 
Camus' preface to Cls6reste (1624) interpreted vraisemblanoe to 
mean rra fidelity to life in its more seamy aspects11 : 
If I dig in the ordures of the world, 
if I represent evil actions and even 
unchaste ones, although very rarely~ 
in order to make them detested, and if 
I through the bloody invectives which 
I make against vice purge the world of 
its corrupt manners, why will anyone 
blame this labor?8 
Anti-romancers and satiric writers like Antoine Furetiere (Le roman 
bourgeois, 1666) and Sca.rron (Le roman oomique~ 1651) tended to 
reinforce this interpretation, first by picturing the life of the 
bourgeois as contrasted with the ideals of the nobility, and more 
important, by attempting to present their view of reality. 
~nile the long-winded romances ran their course in England--the 
7aTieje, The Theory of Characterization~ p. 17. 
8Tieje, The Theory of Characterization, P• 33· 
period of translations runs ~oughly between 1650 and 168o--other forms, 
with aspects found by modern scholars to be more closely~ated to the 
novel as it now exists, were of~ering a different diet to the English 
upper classes.9 One o~ the more significant forms for the later 
eighteenth century was that of the picaresque which Tieje defined as a 
"series of real lila adventures of dubious moral tone, all somewhat 
connected with the life story of a criminal, rogue, or victimized person.• 
The form is said to have originated in Spain, the earliest significant one 
being, Lazarillo de Torme's (1559). As a result o~ the vogue in Spain came 
Cervantest satire of chivalric manners, Don Quixote (16o4), Which was at 
once picaresque in its episodic structure and its anti-romance tone. 
In England the ~orm naturalized itself into the literature of roguery, 
which will be discussed in the follo~g chapter as related to middle 
class interest in literature. The picaresque was literally transposed 
into English by Kirkman and Head, whose The English Rogue (1665) is 
described as •an enormous serial ••• reh&sh ot old anecdotes, odds and 
ends of villainy, ~ . rummaged ~rom all the best-known Spanish novels, 
not excluding Don Quixote, Francion, Histoire de Larrons." In addition, 
the authors have borrowed ~rom the Deoameron and from English vagabond 
literature ·(Awdeley to Dekker) •to eke out their supply ot erotic 
adventures. ill10 
9Roger Boylet s Parthenissa (1654-1655) was the only substantial imitation 
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o~ the long-~ded romance in English. Cont~poraries e.g., Dorothy Osborne, 
thought it dull. The form enjoyed a vogue as adapted to the heroic drama 
(166o-70) and in~luenced the manners o~ salon groups such as those o~ the 
'.'matchle!> s Orinda," and the Duehes s o~ N awcastle. 
10Ernest A. Baker, The Later Romances and The Establishment o~ Realism, 
The History of the English Novel, III (New York: Barnes and Noble, 
1950), PP• 46=47. 
The history of developing aspects of the novel as it has been 
viewed to this point stems from a series of forms, related only in 
the sense that they are prose fiction. Important for our study of 
Defoe's work is the concept of vraisemblance which was growing away 
from the concept of probability in accord with aristocratic ethical codes 
to an adherence to the conventions of bourgeois life. This tendency is 
revealed in the growing popularity of the novel forms. which toward the 
end of the seventeenth century had developed into a historical, a 
sentimental, and a manners novel. 
Tieje's trichotomy seems relatively spurious when aspects of these 
forms which become part of the eighteenth century novel are considered. 
For all of them tended on the whole to be shorter than the romance and 
to describe life realistically in a language more kin to that of 
colloquial prose than the poetic and metaphorical language of earlier 
prose; further they tended not to have the furniture of the romance; the 
awkward il'Ibercalated tales. the cardboard characters. and the loose 
mechanical plotting required by the apical structure which they strove to 
imitate. ' Many of these novellas came from France, La Princesse de Cleves 
(1678). Lettres portugaises (1699), and The Turkish Spy (1687-1694). 
Some were modelled upon Cervantes' novellas, some on the Deoameron. 
The period 1700-17~ was in part dominated ~ English translations 
of foreign fiction. It is ili'.portant at this point to suggest briefly 
the kinds of literature that were introduced and ~at effects they were 
having upon native fiction • . McBurney in •Formative Influences" observes 
that 
foreign fiction ••• oocupies a dual position 
in the history of the English novel as one 
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of the chief deterrents and as one 
of the chief formative influences 
upon its evolution. During the first 
decades of the eighteenth century 
approximately one-third of all novels and 
tales printed in English ~re translations. 
This proportion varied within the period 
from one-half the new fiction published 
between 1700 and 1710 to two-fifths during 
the 1730's.11 
Many of the English novel writers, Mrs. Behn, Mrs. :Manley, Mrs. 
Heywood, Roger L'Estange, and Ned Ward turned to translations as a 
way of earning a living. Translators attempted to expand descrip-
tions and turn phrases into contemporary jargon in order to give the 
middle-class flavor of Queen Anne's period to the situations at the 
court of Louis XV. Plot structure 1V8.S altered so trat virtue might 
be rewarded and large scale excisions catered to the current taste 
· for short novels. 
In France, as well, there ~s a tendency for contemporary pictures 
of life and speech as well as brevity. There developed 11a double trend 
to"WB.rd the shorter structural fom and more probabl~e reflection of 
life in subject matter and treatment." Continued McBurney, •Jean Reynauld 
de Sergeais," 
and :Madame de 
credited with 
the nouvelle, 
had been used 
Cervantes and 
la Fayette are generally 
discarding the roman for 
although the shorter form 
earlier if2imitations of Bandello .• 
11see the unpub. diss. (Harvard, l.94B) by William McBurney, ;~~Formative 
Influences on the English Novel 1700-1739~ P• 37· 
12MoBurney, "Formative Influences," P• 56. 
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Sergeais in his preface to Nouvelle fran9aises leaned upon the credo 
that the novelist should describe things as they are, not as they 
should be. Mme. de la Fayette definitely separated the novel from the 
romance in The Princess of Cl~ves by recreating historical personages 
in a well-defined plot which attempted to give a balanced portrait of 
t he individuals and their growth toward self-realization. 
Another Frenchwoman who succeeded in creating realistic situations 
and contemporary manners was the Comtesse d 1 Aulnoy in The History of 
Hippolytus and The History of John of B.ourbon. She called her works 
hi stories, and they were kin in form to that of the key novel or the 
chronique scandaleuse and the secret memoir, in which there was 
a general mixture of adventure, love, 
and contemporary scandal within the 
semi-fictional framework of the novel •••• 
The novels of Courtilz ••• showed a careful 
synthesis of fact and fiction that became 
one of the basis for Defoe's semi-
historical novels.l3 
Despite the emphasis in their prefaces upon realistic portrayal 
of character and situation, the subject matter of the novelists in 
this literary tradition tended to appear (at least to JOOdern eyes) 
far removed from our conception of the verisimilar. This is nowhere 
clearer than in the native products of Mrs. Aphra Behn and William 
Congreve. 
The subject remains romantic love; tha figures are stilted and 
the situations patently contrived. In Mrs. Bebn's chief contribution 
to the novel, Oroonoko (1688), we find that the central figures are 
13McBurney, *Formative Influences,"p. 57-8. 
still noble born, are stnl attempting through numerous obstacles 
to achieve a reunion, and are still speaking in set speeches. But 
there is an effort to achieve realism, which when compared to that of 
romances which preceded it, is found to be of a new order. The story, 
like that of The Fair Jilt (1688), is attributed to the report of an 
eye-witness: 
I do not pretend to entertain you with 
a feigned story, or anything pieced 
together with romantic accidents; but 
every incident, to a .tititle, is truth. 
To a great part of the main I myself 
was an eye-witness; and what I did not 
see, was conftrmed by actors in the 
. 1 intrigue •••• 
On the whole, the work borrows from what it disdains, the romanoe: 
Oroonoko and Imoinda. are particularized and so are the minor characters 
of' the slave-trader, the plantation owner, and the lieutenant-governor; 
but not too· muoh farther than romance writers had achieved. Mrs. Behn's 
roots are obviously in the heroic drama, which in turn, derived .from the 
romance. Even the incidents are bizarre, particularly the torture and 
chase scenes, but they have been characterized as realistic in detail 
and bourgeois in their feeling for democracy. This is primarily due to 
the folksy gossip who narrates the tale. She offers a parallel to 
Defoe's objective editor and establishes an effect of verisimilitude. 
In the wake of Mrs. Bebn' s popularity--she was primarily writing 
for an aristocratic circle, but her works were much read by the middle 
classes in the eighteenth century--came the lady-writers of the English 
l~~a-I3e~_; _ Select~d 'lrit:ingsof.'th~ Inge.rrl.ovs. .Mr - ~ -Aphre,~_e)J.n'*el d. -~· John· Balco.inb 
and Robert Phelps \New York: Grove Press, 1950 , P• 74• 
novel: Manley, Haywood, Barker, Davys, Aubin, and Rowe. Their target, 
particularly after Manley, 'WB.s the huge middle class. They declared 
that their efforts were calculated to improve the manners and morals 
of the time. Using subject matter largely drawn from what was then the 
classical romance, they oriented the material to the de~Ands of 
sentimental philoaophy and bourgeois benevolence. They wrote pseudo-
historical, domestic, and epistolatory novels. Some of'fered their 
novels within the franework tale, paralleling that of ' tbe oriental 
Arabian :Nights, translated, t.runca ted, and distorted in 1704. They 
offered their fiction as history, secret memoirs, chronicles, epistles, 
and travels. Ernest Baker finds that their services tended to keep the 
supply of novels and stories high Which had the effect of accustoming 
an expanding reading public to find amusement in fiction, and of opening 
a market for such novelists as followed, particularly Richardson and 
Fielding, for Defoe ~ms contemporary to many of them. 
If "fJe turn now to Congreve' s Incognita (1692) and study his concept 
of fiction in relation to his ~~rk, we can perhaps see that his concept 
differs from Defoe's idea of the novel which is discussed in Part II. 
The novel at the turn of the century was beginning to shape itself 
and provided a counterbalance to the excesses of the romance. At least 
this is true of ~t critical theory appeared en the subject.l5 Ite 
brevity, its middle class characters, its opportunities for a remedial 
ridicule and humor may account for the praise of its realism. Congreve 1 s 
definition follo-..·ed this line of approach. "Novels, 11 he va-ote, "are of a 
15For discussion, see Joseph B. Heidler, The History, from 1700 to 
1800, of Enflish Criticism of Proee Fiction (Urbana: Univ. of Ill. 
Press, 1928 , XIII, #2. 
more familiar nature"' then the romance; they 
come near us and represent to us 
Intrigue in practice~ delight us 
with Accidents and odd Events, but 
not such as are wholly unusual or 
unpresidented, such work not being 
so distant from our Belief brings 
also the pleasure nearer us.lb 
The unreality of the romance was created partly by its enormous 
l~gth and intricate and overburdened plotting, as well as its desire 
to fulfill an ethic fbr the aristocrat. To bring it closer to reality, 
Congreve suggested the fa~iliar (bourgeois) character and the applica-
tion of the rules of the drama. But he sa~ the solution not in the 
overwrought heroic drama., but in the tight plotting of comedy. The 
solution to the romance's length and verbosity was to revitalize by 
~pplying the rules of drarea; 11 since/' he reasoned, "all traditions must 
indisputably give place to the Drama" and "since Drama is the long 
extracted from Romance and History.• 
He rejected the epic devices o~ beginning in media res and the 
use of the intercalated tale. Instead, he applied the three unities. 
The design, he said ought .. to be single, ·.- and the theme suited to 
comedy; the latter inevitably being 11marriage end obstacles which are 
subservient to the purpose.• 
The i mport of.'Congreve's criticiSm· lies ' i n. his : r:ecogn-it ion ·that t he coreept 
of verisimilitude in ·the· romance was too Uinited:· an approach· to reaHty.Ont he 
surf'ace, it l'tould seem that this criticism had only a negative function, . 
16vulli~ Congreve, Inoognita;or,Love and Duty Reconcil'd (New York: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1922), P• 5. 
for the story proper of Incognita is little more than an ironic treat-
ment o:f the conventional pattern of the stormy course of misunderstanding 
and love leading to marriage :fea·sts at the end. There are the usual 
obstacles and devices: mistaken identities, previous vows, disguises 
and letters; but by truncating and domesticating the pattern according 
to the formula of restoration comedy, he attempted to achieve a 
certain level of reality unknown to the romance. For Congreve allowed 
the idealized characters 1b la.pse.'from romance postures inbo reality; or 
he digressed in the first person away from an impending but romantically 
dull episode. 
For example, he exaggerated the intense picture of the love-sick 
hero of romance: 
There arose another Sigh; a Sympathy 
seiz'd Aurelian immediately, (for by 
the Way, sighing is as catching among 
Lovers, as yawning amongst the Vulgar) •••• l7 
or he r~diculed the long-winded romance use o:f image and metaphor: 
But Aurelian (from whom I had every 
tittle of her Description) fanoy'd he 
saw a little Nest of Cupids break away 
from the Tresses of her Hair, •• Nay~ so 
particular were their Allotments in her 
service~ that Aurelian was very positive 
a.: young Cupid who was but just pen-feather' d 
employ'd his naked Quills to pick her teeth.18 
In the parenthetic phrase, Congreve ridiculed the attempts of the 
romancer to indicate the reality of their story, by indicating that 
every Tittle was vouched for. In another place he parodied the 
vraisemblence in romance by declaring that 11 I might err in some 
material pin or other. JJ 
17 Congreve, Incognita, P• .33· 
18congreve, Incognita, P• 29· 
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A source of irritation in the romance was the intercalated tale. 
Congreve steered his readers away by remarking: "He was to tell the 
Truth, naturally addicted to the Madrigal~ and we should undoubted have 
had a. small Desert of Numbers to have pick'd and Criticiz'd upon~ had 
we not been interrupted •••• " 
But Congreve' a single fiction had no imitators. His 110rk remained 
a deft parody of the romance without really creating a new form; though 
the brevity, the middle class characters, the concern with do~ies and 
marriages became staples of middle class novels. 
In a sense, then, John Kersey's definition of the novel as a short 
romance remained quite accurate for its time (1700). If the concept 
of vraisemblance a.s interpreted by the romancers and even the romance 
satirists is considered, and if the subjects of love. marriage, and 
behavior during courtship are also considered, the developing novella 
or nouvelle drew from the romance tradition. Again, the two modes 
of fiction are related in this period in the sense that! they are kinds 
of prose narratives and species of fiction intended to address a high 
born and literate group. 
But there were important changes. One was the developing class 
of readers from the bourgeois, who wanted none of the fanciful or 
frivolous treatment of love. In this connection Mrs. Manley's work 
is important because it tended to be transitional and tie together in 
rather haphazard fashion the prevailing tastes of the upper circles 
in the Augustan period a.s well as cutting across class distinctions 
in its political tone and appeal to the desire for gossipy scandal in 
her middle class readers. McBurney gives a summary of its importance 
in his "Formative Inf'l uence s '! :-
The synthesis of amorous tales, pique.nt 
and almost morbid in lushness of dete.il, 
and of thinly disguised anti-Whig propaganda 
was one 'Which coincided ••• with ·the li.terary 
and political sympathies of the upper· class 
reading public ••• the taste of polite feminine 
readers for foreign novels, English l~poons, 
character sketches, highly-spiced bits of gossip, 
and fictionalized "true histories,• as well 
as a desire for native fiction. The strong 
political bias and the pretended revelation 
of inner political workings ••• not to mention 
the sensual element, attracted male readers.l9 
In 1705 her f'antasy of contemporary political life, Queen Zarah of 
the Zarasia.ns,;appeared. Dressed up in fanciful titles contemporary 
figures ,. {Sarah Churchill~ the queen) wandered through the very blase' 
and base world of corruption and greed. Love, instead of being canonized, 
became the ere a ture of the hour in the manner of the Restoration comedy. 
But though N~ley's fiction is little more than~ English version of 
the French vogue of the ohronique scandaleuse, she offered very sound 
criticimn in her preface. 
She was aware, for example, that the lengthy romance had exhausted 
itself'. -For, as she put it in the preface, the English11have no sooner 
begun a Book but they desire to see the End of it." Her concept of 
vraisemblance was in keeping with middle class morality. She insisted 
upon writing only that ~ich may be morally believed .. " Nero cazmot 
nrurder his mother, for that is morally unsound. But at the SMl.e time, 
vraisemblance required 11 sweetness~ Manley's O'Wil term f'or that quality of 
character or situation that is close to home, real. She held that 
19McBurney, uFormative Influences.'' PP• 80-81. 
extraordinary characters and situations ought to give wa.y to ~1the most 
simple Actions" which engage the reader "by the circtUllstances that 
attend it. • 
Again, she emphasized the importance of particularizing characters 
as a means to vrai serob lance: 
Most Authors are content to describe 
Men in general, they represent them 
Covetous, Courageous, and Ambitious, 
without entering into the particulars, 
and without specifyinga5he Character 
of their Covetousness. 
This hinted at a kind of development of character which she was unable 
to achieve in Zarah or The New Atalantis (1710). Nonetheless, Mary 
fuanley stressed that quality in an author which saw around a character, 
the author's "uninterestedness. '' She continued to define vraisemblance 
by saying that an author need not praise or blame, but ought to allow 
the reader to form his O'Wll judgment. At the san:e time she 'WOuld have 
her author mindful of his responsibility to his public. In fiction, or 
history as she called her work, the principal duty of the author was 
•to inspire into Men the Love of Vertue and the Abhorr-ence of Vice, 
by the Examples propos' d to them." 
Beyond the development of the concept of vraisemblance to that 
of the verisimilar in its shift from aristocratic manners to those of 
the middle class, from idealism to realis.m, came the idea of a sense of 
the well-defined plot derived from the pattern of the heroic drama in 
Mrs. Behn and the Restoration Comedy in Congreve. This aspect of the 
20Prefaces to Fiction, ed. Benjamin Boyce (Los .AngeleS: Augustan Reprint 
Society, 1952), no pagination in Manley's preface. 
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novel though hinted at in the passages of dramatic dialogue in ~ 
~ly Instructor and Captain Singleton was on the whole eschewed by 
Defoe. 
A third and significant distinction between the romance and the 
novel was the decided effort in the direction of establishing a 
language of prose in contradistinction to the alaborate metaphorical 
tropes of the long-winded romances. But to eX8J!l.ine this change, it 
will be necessary to discuss several substratum forms ~oh bad important 
influence upon the direction the novel was taking. These grew out of 
the popular tradition, and in the Augustan Age, manifested themselves in 
the development of the strong vein of moral literature, in the newspaper, 
and books of travel. 
~.2 
Chapter Two A View o£ the Novel and the Literature of Fact and 
Morality 
Like other evolving social groups in E.nglish history, like the 
members of the Tudor court and the rakes of the Restoration, the 
English middle class, as it rose to wealth and prominence, sought a 
definition for itself in literature. ~om this literature, it demanded 
justification--a justification of ita tears and desires, its daydrewms 
and nightmares. It wanted to be twitted for its vices and praised for 
its virtues of good common sense and morality. By 1700, with only the 
remains of the iron discipline and the spirit of individualism that had 
dominated the Puritan theocracy under Cromwell, the dissenting tradesman 
fell prey to a double standard, which a century of ~elioal reform did 
little to unity. 
On the one hand were the demands of the religious ethic, pro-
pounded by Bunyan and Baxter in the seventeenth century. On the other 
were the demands for economic advanoement.1 The conflict had worked 
its changes upon the puritan spirit, "who sixty years back, had been 
Cromwell, sword in hand; thirty years back, Bunyan, singing }'cymns in 
gaol; but now the Puritan was to be found in the tradesman-journalist 
Defoe. "1a 
Like the Puritan, the Anglican 'Whig had also to square with his 
1 For discussion specifically related to Defoe, see Hans Anderson, "The 
Paradox of Trade and Morality in Defoe, 11 Modern Philology, XXXIX (August, 
1941), PP• 23-46· 
laGeorge M. Trevelyan, Illustrated English Social History, 4vols. 
(London: Longmans Green, 1949-1952), III, P• 29. 
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conscience the unpleasant connotation that Christian morality had given 
to trade's handmaidens: credit and currency. These had to be made 
respectable. Some Puritans and ~nigs achieved a fusion of the 
temporal and spiritual callings by claind.ng that "the conscientious 
discharge of the duties of business. is among the loftiest of religious 
and moral virtues. • 2 Hence • for the ff!IW, Trade and her handmaiden-s 
became the oomp anion to virtue along the pathway to redemption 
(George Lillo's London Merchant, 1731). For both the Anglican and the 
Dissenter, the way was not al118.ys through a religious ethic, but a kind 
of literary sanctification. Hence, in all forms of literature came the 
great emphasis on Virtue, but cumbered with the dowry, the, yearly 
income, the inheritance, and the honest pound. 
The importance of Puritanism and its effect upon the middle class 
has been indicated by Ta~ey: 
Puritanism was the schoolmaster of the 
English middle class. It heightened their 
virtues, sanctified without eradicating 
their convenient vices, and gave them an 
inexpungeable assurance that. beyond 
virtues and vices alike, stood the majestic 
and inexorable laws of an omnipotent Provi-
dence, without 'Whose foreknowledge not a 
hammer could beat upon the forge, not a 
figure could be added to the ledger.3 
The conflict had a curious result in directing the course of English 
fiction. For in moments of supposed leisure. the Puritan would call 
2R. H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism (London: John Murray. 
1936), P• 24J.. 
3Ta~ey, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism, PP• 211-212. 
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not for the scribblings, profanities, and frivolities of the diseased 
mind--the product of the novelist and romancer; but for the worthwhile 
and instructive literature that echoed the Scriptures, the sermonic 
allegory, the tale, if it must be a tale, that had a moral point, 
clearly indicated. Handbooks of daily discipline would be considered 
i mportant additions to the library; such works as are said to have 
influenced Pilgrim's Progress (16'78, 1684), like Arthur Dent's ~ 
Plainman 1 s Pathway to Heaven (1006) and Bishop Bayly's The Praotioe 
of Piety (1612), as well as Bunyan's work itself were the materials 
for moments of study and contemplation. 
John Bunyan himself, was aware of the spirit of fiction that 
permeated the allegorical narrative, and though it had derived from the 
time-honored usage in morality plays, in Bible and Bible paraphrase, and 
in the exempla of medieval times, end though his Pilgrim's Progress 
stands as a perfect mating of the spiritual premise with the fictional 
framework, he found it necessary to apologize to his public for his 
use of fiction: 
But it is feigned. ~hat of that? I trow 
Some men, by feigned words as dark·as mine, 
Ma.lce truth to spangle, and its rays to shine1 
But they want solidness. Speak man thy mind& 
'!'hey drown the weak, metaphors make us blind. 
And Bunyan defended the ~taphor for the benefit of the reader, whom he 
had scrupulously characterized in italics: 
My dark and cloudy works, they do b}lt hold 
The truth as cabinets enclose gold.4 
4John Bunyan, Entire Works, ed. Henry Stabbing, 4 vols. (London: 
Virtue and Co., 1859), II, PP• 9-10. 
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In its time and for a century or so afterward, Bunyan's work was 
not regarded for its literary values. It grfSW out of and gave rise 
to a number of allegorical works based on the theme of everyman's 
progress along the road from sin to redereption: The Travels of True 
Godliness (5th edition, 1684) • The Progress of Sin (1684) • ~ 
Situation of Paradise Found Out (1683) and The Pilgrim's Guide (third 
edition in 1684).5 
Albeit its instructional value was its chief merit in the eyes 
of his contemporaries, Pilgrim's Progress was enjoyed for its realistic 
prose and its concrete imagery. They also recognized in its episodic 
.frame, the familiar pattern of the popular redactions of medieval 
romances which Bunyan is said to have read: Bevis of Hampton and Guy of 
Warwick. further • there was an appeal in the idea of the pathway to 
heaven being similar to that of a journey. Bunyan remarked, 11 This book 
will make a traveller of thee"; his characters also make a voyage. Like 
the travel wri tars, Bunyan knew well how to build a sense of reality from 
an accumulation of telling details. His fancies 11 stick like burs." But 
in the end, his readers ware always aware that the dominant theme which 
kept the digressions pertinent and gave unity to the 'Whole was the way 
to salvation. 
Bunyan continued to make use of the device of allegory, and defended 
its fictional content in the preface to The Holy War (1682), by commenting 
that though a book could "divert" and be "pleasant," it could also "be 
far from folly." In his study of the evil-hearted man, Mr. Badman (1680) • 
5For examination of these texts, see J. 'Wharey' s A Study of the Sources 
of Bunyan's Allegories (London: J. H. Furst, 1904), PP• 123-133. 
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he defended the use of dialogue on the basis that it was pleasurable to 
the reader; and the spirit of fiction, he defended, because in itself 
it was a useful vehicle for expressing universal truths: 
to the best of my reme.mbrance, all the 
things that here I discourse of, I mean as 
to matter of fact, have been acted upon 
the stage of this6world, even many times before mine eyes. · 
Perhaps, it is a mistake, as E. A. Baker says, to attempt to 
fit Bunyan into the pattern of the evolving novel, but it must be 
recognized that Bunyan's work is an example of the conditioning process 
that was creating the bourgeois mind in its approach to an ethic. The 
eighteenth century novel is influenced, at least inso:fat· aa Defoe is 
concerned, by such puritanical patterns as Bunyan's fiction creates. 
Besides, most histories of the novel--Baker's among them--consider Bunyan 
in one aspect or another. For example, Frank Chandler in The Literature 
of Roguery calls The Life and Death of Mr. Badman a puritan •romance of 
roguery. n Badman becomes in this interpretation the anti-hero, the rogue, 
and the justification of the story as a tale of morality 198.S the very 
one that served as an excuse for the rogue biographies. 
Said Bunyan: ni have put fire to pan and doubt not the report will 
be quickly heard •••• let those that would not dye Mr. Badman's death, 
take heed of Mr. Badman's ways." 
Consider as a parallel the intention expressed by Kirkman and Head 
in the first part of The English Rogue: 
bworks of Bunyan, IV, P• 3· 
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I hope all persons Who make use of 
this book to practice debaucheries 
will b e inclined to forebear and 
decline their wickedness, lest a 
judgment overtake them, as they will 
find it hath done these extravagants.7 
The parallel by no means is meant to prove that Bunyan wote 
novels~ but is offered at this point to indicate the strong need on 
the part of authors of various forms of fiction to justify the 
fictional elements as moral. For in the prose fiction of the middle 
class in England in the latter seventeenth and early eighteenth century, 
fiction had to hide behind the skirts of moral purpose or pretended 
truth to fact. This strain of justification is very significant in the 
understanding of Defoe's justification of his works, as shall be pointed 
out in the next part of this study • . 
When the author could offer his public an account of a true life, 
or base it upon the events of the day, he ])id_less need of this kind of 
moral justification. Seventeenth century readers had begun to respond 
to rigorous does of moral instruction in the Puritan version of exem-
plary lives, good and bad. In such an area John Bunyan contributed his 
Grace Abounding (1666), in which he strove to lead men to the light by 
example of his own spiritual suffering and trial. In the same spirit, 
Bishop Gilbert Burnet had offered his Rochester (1680), Richard Baxter, 
his Life of II'!I's. Margaret (1681) and his Reliquae (1696), and the 
Quaker, George Fox, his Journal (1694). Largely autobiographical and 
follo~g an episodic or diary structure dominated by the single theme 
7 From the preface to The English Ro~e as quoted in Frank Chandler's 
The Literature of Roguery, 2 vo1s. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1907), 
I, P• 218. 
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of acquiring grace, the subjects undertook the spiritual journey in the 
realm of the psyche to grasp the cup of grace as the knight in the 
spiritual romance of the middle ages undertook to renew life by discovering 
the Holy Grai 1. 
Although not all undertook to hide under the moral purpose that 
justified the biography and the autobiography, a good many of the lives 
of' rogues that appeared in the seventeenth century, appealed to the 
repentance scenes at the end for their justification. One attempt to 
make a .fiction based on low life exampla was Francis Kirkman's The 
Counterfeit Lady (1673)7a which told of the misfortunes and ~coesses 
ot a common woxr.an who attempted to be the fine lady, who picked pocket a, 
and decoyed unsuspecting husbands. The source for The Counterfeit Lady, 
A true Account ot the Trial of Mary Carleton had been distributed after 
her execution. Published immediately a.f'ter the trials of such criminals, 
hawked no doubt at the execution, such pamphlet lives stood as crude 
connnentary on London' a low life. 
Some were, however, without repentance to justify their existence. 
In their turn, as they were captured, tried, and executed., the actual 
rogues of the seventeenth century were written up by the yellow journalists 
of the period for quick sale. James Hind, Richard Hainam., and William 
Morrell, notorious as highwaymen or robbers., served as models for these 
impromtu picaresque& in such tales aa The Prince of Prigge (1651), ~ 
~1tty Rogue (1656}, and The Notorious Imposter (1692). Some of these, 
7~or a discussion of the probabl~ r elation of the Mary Carleton narratives 
to Defoe's Moll Flanders, see E. Bernbaum's The Mary Carleton Narratives 
(Cambridge, Masa.: Harvard University Press, 1914). 
according to Frank Chandler, seemed to capture the flavor of the 
picaresque as written in Spain and France, or in England's Unfortunate 
Traveller. Of The Notorious Imposter, Chandler remarks that the 
story is heartless like that ot most 
picaros. but ita harslmesa is aottened 
by humor and it reads like fiction. 
despite the author's declaratiap that 
there is so much fact to be drawn upon 
in this life that "excepting a little 
garniture (the common pardonable liberty) 
the Whole feast wen~reat you with has not 
one borrow'd dish. 
The picaresque "heartlessness" yielded to puritan moralizing in 
-
The Penitent Murder (1657; five editions in two years) and the Tyburn 
Calendar (1700). But even here under the guise of morality, the 
lives tended to revel in sordid detail that ~ight have contributed to 
the middle class taste for realism. 
Although the criminal life "Pih S never viewed with favor by the 
Puritan middle class, it continued to vie with the more respectable 
lives on the best seller lists of the seventeenth century. It served, 
as it does in all periods, to offer the novelht a substratum from 1Vhich 
he draws his subject matter ( Crid and Punishment • .An American Tragedy) • 
The self-respecting, though they might read them on the sly, would never 
admit to their having value. moral or othe~ise. But the literary 
historian must recognize that the pamphlet life offered the novelist 
an area of subject d.tter, and as such, has a pertinence in this attempt 
to understand the growth of the novel in the early eighteenth century • 
.Another area served to supply subject D.tter, technique and fonn. 
to the novel as it served also to supply the middle class with informa-
8 Cbandler, The Literature of Roguery, I, P• 153. 
tion and common sense. This area might be called the informative, of 
which two aspects will be discussed here: the newspaper and the travel 
literature. 
With the shift in the political and religious values under the 
impact of internal dissensions and foreign wars, the middle class came 
into political prominence at the end of the seventeenth century. Such 
leaders as the Whigs--and the Tories were quick to follow their lead--
recognized that even where there was a limited suffrage, there was need 
for communication. The f'ree vote 1'18.& not alvrays within the range of the 
spoken word, and might be convinced by the vrritten one. Thus, a new 
avenue to political power was opened. Literary talent proved a merit 
for advancement, and the stakes could be high. Addison wrote for his 
secretariat; Steele, for his baronetcy; Swift, for wba t he hoped 'WOUld be 
a bishopric; Defoe, to be an economist or accolm.tant for the govermnent. 
It has been often enough recognized -that his Essay on Projects (1($7) 
and his True-born Englishmen (1701) procured him the attention of King 
William III. 
When the political parties found their positions enhanced by the 
influence of:apl'(fp'a :ga.nda press, and l'lhen. policymakers employed journalists 
and pamphleteers to dish up a meal of news letters, newspapers, and 
periodicals, Defoe's Review (1704-1714) was among them.9 Not only was 
9The lapse in the LLioensing Act in ll$4 released news reports from 
the censorship of governmental and royal matters that had held 
through the Stuart period. 
his 8l!l.ong the most popular, but it was the most long-lived iii. its period.lO 
Then again, as the mercantile interests grew, their desire .for 
knowledge, .for current information on every subject, made the news-
report invaluable. Taking this factor into aoco'lm.t and even considering 
the low level of literacy in England at the time., it should surprise 
no one that the circulation of the newspapers and periodicals was very 
high.ll News reporters tended to be partisan. They consciously 
attempted to influence or to help to shape policy. In an effort to 
explain and argue points of policy, they also, but less consciously. 
created a definition of nationali·sm that suited the tastes of the 
bourgeois reader as the emphasie in government tended to shift away from 
that of the landed aristocracy to a government seen as the instrument 
of an expanding economy--an adjus-tment that wa.s already beginning to 
show its effects by creating a greater fluidity betweEtJ. social classes& 
10 
By the latter part of the seventeenth 
century, partly as a result of the common 
struggles which made the Revolution, still 
more through the redistribution of wealth 
by commerce and finance, the former rivals 
were on the way to be compounded in the. 
gilded clay of a plutocracy embracing both. 
The landed gentry were increasingly sending 
their sons into business; 111the tradesman 
meek and much a liar11 looked forward, as a 
Apart from Def."oe who always protested his impartiality., partisan 
journalists in the period included the High Tory Charles Leslie of 
the Rehearsal (1704-1706}, the Whig John Tutohin in his Observator 
(1702-1707), and the Tory Jone,than Swift, in his Examiner (1710-
1711); Addison and Steele expressed Whig sentiment in their papers. 
11For discussion., see William Payne, »r. Review: Daniel Defoe as 
Author o£ the Review (New York: King'• Crown Press, 1947). 
matter of course to buyirig an estate 
from a bankrupt noble.l2 
In shaping .a bourgeois nationalism. the reporter 'might also 
recognize the importance of news--news for its ow.n sake--to the nouveau 
elements. That the public vm.s infol"l!lation-hungry and was indiscriminate 
in its taste for news provided The Spectator with a subject for ridicule: 
In short they have a relish for every 
thing that is:-news, let the matter of 
it be what it will; •• I have thoughts of 
publishing a daily paper, Which shall 
comprehend in it all the most remarkable 
occurrences in every little town. village. 
and ha:rr~et, that lie within ten mi~s of 
London, or in othef words, within the verge 
of the penny post. 3 
In their search for the new81VOrthy the reporters of the period 
attempted to create a fresh taste for ritual in manners that echoed 
or rather defined such movements as the Society for the Reformation 
of :Manners. The Spectator declared in #10 that his express purpose 
was to "enliven morality with wit" and "temper 'Wit "With morality.'' 
- -
and further that he wished it be said of him that 111 have brought 
philosophy out of the closets and libraries, schools and colleges, 
to dwell in clubs and assetr.blies, at tea tables end in coffee houses." 
T.he effort to fUrther secularize the ethic and refine the manners of the 
bourgeois was expressed in the Spectator's obligation in all he wrote 
to be directed by a sense of •benevolence, and love to mankind." 
12Tawney, Religion and the Rise of' Capitalism, P• 208. 
13joseph Addison, The Works of 
~~~~--~~~~~------~~~--~~~~--~~~~~--of' Bishop Hurd's tion, ed. 
1853), V, PP• 41-2. 
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The news writer, as he undertook to justify the moral, political, 
and social position of the middle class, pointed to the obvious fact 
that the nation's power -..as more than ever dependent on its oo:rmn.erce. 
Trade "We.S emobled by the Spectator: 
Trade, without enlarging the British 
territories, has given us a kind of 
additional empire: it has multiplied 
the number of the rich, made our landed 
estates more valuable than they were 
formerly, and added to them an accession 
of other estates as valuable as the lands 
themselves.l4 
As a master of additional empires, the tradesman had powers equal 
to that of royalty; end it is not surprising to find among the 
gentlemen of the Spectator 1 s club, Sir Andrew Freeport, 11 a merchant 
of great el!li.nence in the city of London." 
Political journals dwelt expressly in foreign affairs, the science 
of the military, and explanations of laws and bills of Parliament. 
Defoe's Review devoted itself during the wa.r years to a study of the 
progress of the lf8.r trorr, the front office. In fact the Review was more 
a political column than a newspaper in that its four sheets were primarily 
devoted to a single essay about 1200 words in length. But it too, in the 
manner of a newspaper, offered a gossipy supplement filled with queries 
and replies (the Soandlerous Club, later the "Little Review") as -..ell as 
advertisements of books, cosmetics, and current panaceas. But as the 
public interest shifted away from the war, Defoe introduced more varied 
subject matter than trade and pol itics--though they remained the staple--
there were essays dealing with lov-e and marriage, the place of 'IIOman, the 
l4Addison, The Works, IV, P• 202. 
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practice of smoking, of profanity, and a number of semi-sermons on 
honesty and the importance of a religious spirit. 
But Defoe was by no means alone. The news reporters as a group 
tended to offer for discussion any subject from political diplomacy, 
church ritual, and social reform to questions of domestic life and odd 
occurrences; consider in relation to the latter two famous pieces of 
journalism of the period: Steele's paper on Selkirk in the Englishman 
(December 13, 1712), which sermonized on the loneliness of man on a 
desert island, away from all society; and: Defoe's realistic pamphlet 
on Mrs. Veal's astonishing appearance to her friend, llrs. Bargrave, 
during which time she sat decorously before a tea table in a dress of 
scoured silk. 
Inevitably as their influence increased, the style of the reporters 
tended to adapt it sail!' to the demands of their readers as their readers 
became accustomed to their prose. They continued to employ traditional 
devices of the seventeenth century literary tradition. They employed 
the character in creat:ing such personages as Ned So.rtly, Tom Folio, The 
Tory Foxhunter, Mr. Review, and Captain Sentry. They BS.de use of 
allegory to make moral points: Addison's genealogy of Wit. They extended 
the use of satire in the form of a letter: Spectator i/92, "Books for a 
Lady's library." They preached on manners and moral reform, but the 
moral sermon of the seventeenth century had been softened in its 
intonation and rhetoric, and had become the reasonable essay of the 
eighteenth. 
But upon the question of English prose the news reportera were in 
agreement with the plain equation of words and things, summed up in 
Spra-t's comments on "the attemp-t of -the Royal Society (1667) "to 
return back to "the primitive purity, and shortness, when men delivered 
so many things almost in an equal number of words. 11 Conscien-tious 
effor-ts to crea-te a language of report-like prose and rid prose of 
i-ts Donnesque and Browneian me-taphors and conceits were made by "the 
exponen-ts of Augus1;an reasonableness: in Dryden's prefaces, Swift's 
narrative prose, Tillotson's sermons, and Temple's essays. Dryden, 
Swift, and Defoe were interested in establishing purity in the 
language by means of creating an Academy to deal with problems that 
language brought about. 
Defoe's intentions were perhaps more plebeian than the others. 
Not only did he wish to be understood, but he wanted to speak on the 
level of his plain end middle readers. In his papers and pamphle-ts of 
the peri od 1704-1714, he relied more and more upon repetition, blunt 
speaking, definition, and illustration by example. For Mr. Review, 
11 a word in its 01111 unique context had but one, clear 'lmmistakeable 
meaning."l5 
As well as serving to create an idiom in prose, to iron out the 
tropes, conceits, and redtmdanoies of the baroque style, news writing 
supplied the middle class with information and a standard of taste and 
manners. The news "Wl"iter' s efforts 1'f8re par-t of the middle class 
effort to establish itself securely in the fabrio of English life. 
The desire for factual knowledge by the middle class was expressed 
by Sir Dudley North: "Knowledge in great measure is become mechanical." 
l5For a discussion of Defoe's journalist style, see Payne, Mr. Review, 
PP• 25 tr. 
The desire to know, to weigh, to measure, and to analyze may be considered 
as a practical result of an expanding political and economic government 
as well as an interest in the workings of nature as expressed in the 
efforts of the ~yal Society to create an empirical science (see Alfred 
North Whitehead's Science and· the Modern World,l9l.,B, Chapter IV, "The 
Eighteenth Century11 ). Both interests required native prose that was at 
once simple and clear. It should convey the vast stores of information 
that were becoming available because of the huge mercantile interests 
dependent upon distant lands--in the East India Company and other 
colonial enterprises. Information exact and detailed would seem a 
prerequisite for the prescient merchant andpolitici_an. It would come 
as no surprise, therefore, to find in a merchant's library, beside 
his rel i gious and moral handbooks, many factual octavos--almanacs, 
handbooks of chemistry, manuals of trade, atlases and finally books of 
travel, exploration, and only incidentally, of course, of adventure.l6 
0£ these, the most important influence upon the evolving novel was 
the literature of travel. Of the most popular and definitely an influence 
upon travel fiction written by Defoe, were Robert Knox's Nineteen Years 
of Captivity (referred to-in this text by the short title, Ceylon, 1681) 
and V¥illiam. Dampier's A New Voyage Round the World (l&Tf). In its o1m. 
time. Da.mpier;s Voyage was extremely popular and frequently enlarged and 
re-published. A second edition was printed in the same year of publica-
tion, and, by 1717, Dampier had publiShed five editions of his original 
l6por a breakdo~ and discussion of the library of Mr. Bowry, London 
Merchant, see William McBurney's "Formative Influences, " PP• 17 ft. 
text as well as several revised and expanded editions. For this reason 
and for its very probably influence upon Defoe, the Voyage can best 
serve to illustrate the basic aspects which fictionists found valuable 
devices for creating the illusion of reality in accord with bourgeois 
conventions and psychology. 
A New Voyage Round the World 
Describing particularly The Isthmus of 
.Amerioa, several Coasts and Islands in 
the West Indies, the Isles of Cape Verde, 
the Passage by Terra de Fuego, the South 
Sea Coasts of Chili, Peru, and Mexico; 
the Isle of Guam one of the Ladrones, 
:Mindanao, and other Phill ipine and East 
India Islands near C~bodia, China , Formosa, 
Luconia, Celebes, etc., New Holland , Sumatra, 
Nioobar Isles; the. Cape of Good Hope, and 
Santa Helena. 
Their Soil, Rivers, Harbours, Plants, Fruits, 
.Animals, and Inhabitants. 
Their Customs, Religions, Governments, Trade, 
etc •• 
The title indicates something of the scope and nature of the 
work. The phrase "voyage round the world11 indicates, as Dampier 
stated in his Preface, his desire to give a semblance of unity "a Thread" 
to his work by structuring it upon an account of the circumnavigation 
of the globe. His thread provided him with a device upon which to hang, 
in a manner worthy of Sterne, a series of di gressions concerning "soil, 
rivers, harbours, plants, .fruits, animals, and inhabitants," and "customs, 
religion, government, trade, 11 of particular conntries which he visited. 
The digressions rather than the circumnavigation are the substance of 
the book. 
In his Dedication "'To the Right Honourable Charles Montague..'' then 
President of the Royal Society, he made clear that his first intention 
lay in his "zeal for promoting of useful kn.owledge 11 and to supply 
information nto the Cotmtry' s advantage." Unlike contemporary travels 
like Esquemeling's Bucaniers of America (trans. Ringrose, 1684-5) or 
Knox's Nineteen Years in Captivity, which stressed moral or religious 
values to justify some of the 11 i1Tli!loralu cantent, Dampier's Voyages 
tended to be objective in tone. In fact, Dampier proceeded with his 
task in the manner of a data collector intent on accounts of sightings, 
coastlines, of relationships between various specimens of flora and 
fauna (equipped with illustrations), and of customs and practices of 
nati ve peoples. 
In his descriptions, Dampier tried to adopt the tone--one would 
almost hazard that it was deliberate--of the objective eye-witness. 
He frequently made use of such phrases as "This is as I saw it,n 11 as 
I guess," or 11 as I judge," stylistic devices that assure the reader's 
credulity about strange events in far off places, ~ simply suggesting 
the observer's human limitations--a d~ice later used extensively by 
Defoe. 
Elv'en from this point in the discussion, it should be obvious that 
t here was a kinship between these works of travel and Defoe's fictional 
voyages, among them Robinson Crusoe. There, too, were found the digressions 
on the natives, climates, and produce, occasionally, the flora and fauna, 
the tEn denoy of an almost personless narrator to record his adventures 
in the first person, some of the technical jargon pf the sea customs, and 
finally the obscure central narrative which traced out an adventurous 
voyage. 
The religious or moral element that was conspicuously absent from 
Dampier's Voyages was part of Robert Knox's Dedication of his manuscript, 
Ceylon. He declared that he published partly to please his friends, 
11 chiefly that I might publish and declare the Great Mercy of GOD." His 
narrative is sprinkled with moral reflections upon human nature, and 
many passages are found which attribute all motivation and situation to 
God's blessing or God 1 s mercy. A sample passage begins: "Being settled 
in my new house, I began to keep hogs and hens; which by God's blessing, 
throve very well •••• ' God's eye did not leave Knox's hogs and hens. 
Dampier and Knox on the whole tended to rely upon actual experiences 
and set an example for later travel writers. Said Dampier: 11 I have taken 
nothing from any Man without mentioning his Name, except some few 
Relations and particular Observations received from credible Persons who 
desired not to be !lamed. ••17 
Fict ionists engaged on imaginary travels prefaced their narratives 
with similar remarks. Aphra Behn and Jol:m Bunyan both, it will be 
remembered, had utilized this form of rationale. Behn had further 
adopted the eye-witness account. An earlier narrative, Isle of Pines 
(1668) relied upon dead level circumstantial detail to create an 
illusion of reality, and much later Jonathan Swift was to burlesque 
suoh claims in his preface to Gulliver's Travels (1728): 
There is an air of truth apparent 
throughout the whole; and indeed, 
the author was ao distinguished 
for his veracity that it became a 
sort of proverb among his neighbors 
at Redriff, when one affirmed a 
17'William Dampier, A New Voyage Round the World (London: Adams and 
Black, 1937), P• 197. 
thing, to say, "it was as true as 
if Mr. Gulliv$r had spoken it. nl8 
Furthermore, he caused Gulliver to protest in a letter to Sympson 
against alteration of his manuscript, declaring that people should 
not doubt the truth of his account inasmuch as they could find about 
them so many individuals like those he had described. 
The immediate result of Dampier's success was the appearance 
of many other voyages in form of journals or log books: voyages 
by Wafer, Woodes Rogers, and Edward Cooke. But it 1V8.S not until 
Defoe began to write adventures based upon actual travels that a 
di~ect influence is found upon the contemporary fiction. Such works 
as ~tain Avery, King of the Pirates (1719), Robinson Crusoe (1719-20) 
and Captain Singleton (1720) show distinct borrowings from the litera-
ture of travel. Other authors followed suit: The Voyage of Captain 
Robert Faloolner (172JJ), Voyages and Adventures of Captain Robert 
Boyle (1726). The Voyage of Richard Castlema.in (1726), and The Hermit 
(1727). 
The fictionists, offering their works as true lives of pirates or 
sea captains, were able to draw tram the travel books its loose episodic 
structure, controlled generally by the course of the ship, the use of 
dead-level circumstantial detail as a medium of realistic prose, the 
precedent for digressive or descriptive passages. 
By way of theme t here was the hint of religious and moral reflection 
to be drawn from the incidents; for character, there was the objective 
18Jonatha.n Swift, Travels into Several Remote Nations of the World. In 
Four Parts by Lemuel Gulliver (1726) in The Portable Swift, ed. Carl 
Van Doren (New York: Viking, 1948), P• 203. 
-
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middle clasa, trade~inded eye-witness; and for subject matter, there 
were the strange and far away lands and peoples. odd and surprising 
events: wars with savage tribes, stonns, hurricanes, trade winds, 
earthquakes, and above all, shipwrecks. 
When Defoe came to write his fiction, his biographies, histories, 
criminal lives and travels, he was to draw upon the various and tangled 
threads that wove in and out of the literary traditions. The literature 
of morality had offered the purpose of warning Unsuspecting victims 
and setting examples for the good citizen by way of repentance and 
redemption; even numerous reflections upon social behavior. It offered 
as well an occasional and realistic portrayal of the seamy side of life 
and odd aberrant patterns of behavior. From the literature of fact came 
a 11plain and middle style. 11 the prose language which was the language 
of report. The social purpose of moral reformers and political 
explainers, the curiosity of the news hound intent on turning any 
subject into news was also part of the heritage acquired from Defoe's 
years of service as a news reporter. 
The travel books yielded an abundant harvest of fact and figure, 
historical detail and topical reference. and lent the aura of the 
verisimilar. From both the criminal lives and the travel books came 
devices for authentication and creation of reality, as well as the 
loose episodic structure which provided a maximum in variety of adventure$ 
possible. These Defoe was to incorporate when he sat do1m to write his 
fiction and create for his posterity an approach, a tone of voice for 
the modern novel. 
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PART TWO FACT AND FICTION 
Chapter Three Defoe's Definition of his Fiction 
The history of the novel has been partially obscured~ particularly 
during the eighteenth century~ by the opprobrium that attached itself 
to the term. In the period 1700-1730 the use of the word novel ~uld 
have been an anathema to Defoe. For it was clearly associated with the 
terms fict i on and fable~ both of ~oh. as has been indicated. required 
some kind of defence. Because to the puritan mind they represented a. 
type of moral dishonesty, fiction and fable had to be defended • . In 
poetry, the terms were defended by Sidney, Spenser, Jonson, and Dryden; 
in the area of prose fiction, Bunyan, the ortminal biographers, the 
romancers, and the lady writers had adopted the common defence phrased 
in Stephen Lewis' translation of Bishop Ruet's L'origin de romans ••• 
(1715} which was to 11mollify the rigour · of precepts by the allurements 
of example." But moral disapproval was so deeply rooted in the 
puritan attitude of mind that writers who wished to avoid it, disguised 
their fiction under titles that indicated the · presence of fact rather 
than fiction. 
Thus, there appeared a number of biographies, histories, msmoires, 
and journals. Defoe's works are examples in point, for they were •never 
presented as fiction. Robinson Crusoe~ Colonel Jack, Moll Flanders, 
and The Fortunate Mistress were offered as autobiographies under the 
supervision of an editor. Memoirs of a CaV'alier and A Journal of the 
Plague Year are classified by their titles. An important line of 
critical interpretation is, therefore, to place these works in a fictional 
genre: to show how they come to be thought of as novels. 
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I t is not until Sir ~ lter Scott• s life of Defoe appears 
(1821-22) t hat t .e nerrativ base upon h i storical r cord and the purely 
i magina.t ive but probabl~ na rat1v e of:. me.n:ners m r g& under t he tsnn 
ovel. ThiD , thm, i s th · problom of Part ~ ·o of this study , l''iction 
and f ct 't to trace th history of the 
mainstroa of t he no rol. 
l<or t he I''ir t chapter, ho .evor, study of D foe ' a special vie 
of' hi ficti on in r el :tion to t h is problem will be troat d o His pre£' ces 
clearl y i di ce.to tho.t he ir;hed to avoid t he ehort unified o.nd rsa li tic 
novel~la) a s F,~r ctie d by Behn. Congr eve, - 'anley and her f'ol l o :er ; 
lso , ho clearly r pu i ted t he stigma of the r oma.noo. They do suegest 
t hat Defoe ·as per haps coneoiou&ly attempting so ath1ng n • Hi s under-
tanding of' the terms biographz or .!..!.!:!• history, journal or memoir will 
ernerge in t he discusnion t hat tollcma. 
Pr cfnoas e.nd t itl es , for t hat matter , t:.er e often deoeptive in Defoe ' s 
period. Otten itten f or t he same urpo se as advertising blurb s on the 
dust j ckats ot .. odern novel s , t hey e unr liabl in th claims they 
n de f'or t ha ·:ork, or th purno se the;,; offer d for just ific!ati n of its 
e xistence as liter tu s . Unlike t heir modern desosndenta, t hey wer e 
a.l . st al .'ays m-i tt · n by t he nuthor of th :or k ; but like t h , they did 
provide en i ndex of t he current att i tudes to~ardo ;orka of prose fiction: 
· /hat c:topl :xpeoted f or their money; .hat the authors tad t air _ u lio 
t o t hi nk t hey should lik to get. Thio pparent oontr~dic­
tions in the p1• faa s t o Lief'oe' s works and obscures mt v ery rell .ie;ht 
be construed e.s n f'f'ort in a new direction in fiction . 
Fo ef'oe h d at hand a ready made public lh o had cone t o oc pt 
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fiction under the guise of pretended faot or when heavily overlaid with 
moral sentiment. H~ was close to sixty when he began to write Robinson 
Crusoe# his first extended narrative; but before 1705 he was already known 
to London for his occasional pamphlets, generally concerned with current 
religious and political problems. By 1719, he had behind him fourteen 
years of journalistic practice as editor and reporter of The Review, 
The Mercator, and :Mist' a Weekly Journal. He had as well printed separately 
a number of occasional pamphlets and books, among them two famous reports: 
of the apparition that appeared to Mrs. Bargrave and the storm that had 
swept England in 1704. He had, therefore, developed a wide reading public, 
trained to his literary mannerisms; and, in turn, must have by this 
experience evaluated the interests and desires of that public nearly 
to perfection. He was thoroughly conversant with the political, economic, 
and religious events of the period, and he had learned to write about 
these topics in an easy, plain style, replete ~th examples and detail, 
fUll of fact and moral reflection# which his middle class public relished. 
When .. in 1715, he turned to problems o:f ethics end social behaviour, 
he adopted a pattern that he claimed was entirely new. In The Family 
Instructor1 he concocted a series o:f fictions to illustrate moral points. 
A continuous narrative of the problems o:f several families holds together 
or frames a series o:f dialogues directed in theme toward the virtues of 
a religious household. In this preface Defoe could be explicit about 
the problems o:f technique# for he did not have to worry about the public 1 s 
1Full title: 
and Children. 
T.he Family Instructor in three parts. I Relating to Father 
II To :Masters and Servants. III To Husbands and Wives. 
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acceptance of fiction so obviously related to a moral pattern established 
by manuals of behaviour. 
He had~ he explained, considered the possibility of a long dr~tio 
poem, but he felt · his material -was tttoo copious 11 to allow for the 
restraint and the excursions necessary to a poem of this type. Perhaps 
he had in mind a doggerel and domestic version of man's temporal 
existence patterned after Milton's long dramatic poems, for he makes 
reference to Paradise Lost in the preface to the first volume of The 
Family Instructor" and to Paradise Regained in the second. What he 
chose to do, however, was to set off in a series of highly charged 
dialogues his moral precepts--borrowing freely from the drwma its des-
criptions of action, its creation of character. and its use of dialogue. 
The first dialogue is brought about by a "child ••• supposed to be 
come up to such years as to be thinking and inquiring; however, our 
little child asks but very little of his father, but what a child at 
that age may be capable of asking. 11 The questions concern life 11 death, 
and immortality; they stir up a tempest in the family. As a pious regime 
sets new standards of behaviour, each of the children responds according 
to his or her training. An older son and daughter reject, to their o1m 
unhappiness, the reform; a younger son and daughter embrace it heartily. 
The fr~e is entirely fiction, and Defoe justified it in ter.ms of 
the end, "~·, to bring yol.mg and old alike to set earnestly and heartily 
about the great work of serving, glorifying and obeying the God that made 
them." The fictional method is, said Defoe, new 11 but perhaps more 
pleasing than older manuals. He subscribed to the benefits derived from 
the ~eetened pill, if the great end of the fictional dialogues is 
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achieved, i.e., 11to instruct 'Where a parent may see duty. 11 
Of fiction devoted exclusively to worldly pleasures . as opposed to 
moral or religious values, Defoe made his view very explicit. A breach 
is created between the parents and children when an elder daughter 
discovers that her ufoolish romances and novels, of which she was mighty 
fonda are burned in the zeal of reform. 11 I had," complains the daughter, 
"a good collection of plays, all the French novels, all the modern poets, 
Boileau, Dacier, ••• 11 ; and vmat replaces them? 
Here's nothing but a Bible, and an 
old foolish book about religion, ••• 
here's the Practice of Piety, and 
here's The lvbole Duty of Man. 2 
The mother's zealous rage is provoked by the very sigb,t : of her daughter's 
unholy collection: 11 Th.ese are the cursed roots from whence this bitter 
fruit grows up. 11 
However, Defoe acknowledged the extreme popularity of the French 
novel, though he regretted it, he said, in the preface to the second 
voltml.e of The Family Instructor. For this, he asserted, only human nature 
is to be blamed: 
Upon this account~ instead of suggesting 
that a second volume of this work should 
be less necessary than the first, I cannot 
but think they would either of them be 
imperfect without the other; if the Turkish 
Spy,3 and such other books, from the kno~ 
variety of them, have pleased and diverted 
2Daniel Defoe, The Novels and Miscellaneous Works of Daniel Defoe ••• in the 
edition attributed to the late Sir Walter Scott, 20 vols. (Oxford: Talboys, 
1841), XV, The Family Instructor, P• 75• 
3Defoe is thought to ~ve had a hand in the continuation of the Turkish 
~ (1718). Mentioning its popularity at this point has been referred to 
as a subtle form of advertising that popular romance. 
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the world even to the seventh and 
eighth volume~ if this subject is 
less pleasing~ and fails of running 
the same length with those looser 
works, it must be because we have . 
less pleasure in things instructing, 
than in thing~ merely humouring and 
diverting •••• 
The Fwmily Instructor from the date of its publication into the 
nineteenth century was a popular success.? but that popularity did not 
entirely succeed in turning Defoe into a writer of manuals. In 1718 
the second volume appeared;6 but by the beginning of 1719 Defoe had hit 
upon a new formula that proved extremely popular Vlith the middle class 
reader. Said one biographer: he had "got an epic entirely after its 01m 
heart with a hero it could understand end acbnire because he was taken 
frcm its o1m. ranks."7 
The discussion of the preface to The Family Instructor ~11 give a 
rather black and white picture of Defoe's ideas of fiction. However~ 
when he indulged in the black practice himself~ his views were somewhat 
m6dified by the consideration that morality was no longer the supreme 
justification for fiction. Truth-to-fact became a means of ,justification. 
4Defoe, The Novels and Miscellaneous Vlorks, XVI, The Family Instructor II, 
P• ix. 
?Thomas Wright in The Life of Daniel Defoe (1894) says "no one should sit 
dolVIl and go straight through it. A better plan would be to read a portion 
out loud to one's family once or twice a week." 
6A companion to The Fawily Instructor was written and published by Defoe 
in 1722 entitled Religious Courtship. Other moral tracts appeared during 
the remainder of his life. He by no means lost interest in this aspect 
of his writing. 
7James Sutherland, Defoe , (Philadelphia:Lippincott 1938), P• 231. 
Hence, though it was clearly fiction. Robinson Crusoe was offered to 
the world as a true account. As inconsistencies were pointed out by 
Charles Gildon8 Defoe strove to reach a new defini tlon of 'What his 
fiction ~s and how it vras distinguished from other forms of prose 
fiction. A fairly clear idea of the tradition in which Robinson Crusoe 
was written is found in the title pagez 
The Life and Surprizing Adventures of 
Robinson Crusoe of York. Mariner; \\bo 
lived Eight and Twenty Years all alone 
in an uninhabited Island on the Coast of 
America. near the Mouth of the Great 
River Oroonoque; Having been cast on 
Shore by Shipwreck, wherein all men 
perished but himself With an Account 
how he was at last as strangely deliver'd 
by Pyrates. Written by Himself.9 
Here were the ingredients that comprised his formula: the true 
life or autobiography; the sensational undertaking: echoes of the popular 
account of the life of Alexander Selkirk;lO and the travel and adventure 
in far-off but real places ~th bizarre but real characters of cannibals 
8For discussion, see Part Two. Chapter Five of this study, "The Develop-
ment of a Critical Tradition." 
Daniel Defoe, The 
lackwell. 27) • 
lOThomas Wright in The Life of Daniel Defoe (1894) list four of the most 
popular versions of Alexander Selkirk's island stay and rescue: (1) 
Captain Woodes Rogers. A Cruising Votage Round the World (1712). (2) 
Edward Cooke, A Voyage to the Southea (1712). (3) Providence Displayed 
(1712), supposedly by Selkirk. but actually no more than a compilation 
of the two previous accounts. and (4) Richard Steele's paper in The 
Englishman for December 3. 1713--an account Whioh drew moral reflections 
from the period of solitude and ingenuity on the island. 
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and pirates. Once the formula had proved itself11 Defoe put it into 
operation for five years, the emphasis shifting from one or another 
of these variant factors. They are regarded as Defoe's contribution 
to fiction. 
In all his prefaces Defoe v~s primarily concerned with authenticating 
his narrative--sometimes going to elaborate shifts as will be seen in 
the preface to the_ Memoirs of a Cavalier--to avoid the implications 
resultant from the use of fiction. His concern wa.s to make the unreal 
seem real, the real as real as possible, and justi~ both by pointing 
to their use as serving to illustrate moral proble.ms. He very often, 
then, adopted the pose of an editor, Who was passing on the value of the 
journals of histories of •real 11 persons and 'Who was attempting to justify 
their publication. 
Justification tended to be three sided in accord with critical 
ideas of literature that prevailed in Defoe's time. The first was the 
familiar utile and dolce principle, with the emphasis upon utile as the 
references in The Family Instructor would lead us to suspect. The 
second justification was found in the variety and nsurprising11 quality 
of incidents. The incidents were various and surprising insofar as 
they were true. The third and overall effect was that of bringing the 
reader to a religious and moral frame of mind by virtue of the fact that 
the work itself exemplified the workings of Divine Providence. 
In the preface to Robinson Crusoe, Defoe anticipated little in the 
way of moral objections, for he as~ed, perhaps naively, that Crusoe's 
11There was a rapid eale of Robinson Crusoe. The first edition had 
appeared on April 25, 1719; a second on May 12; and a third with two 
separate printings on June 6 and August 6 of the same year. 
adventures would be accepted as true. As en editor, whose wisdom 
had been consulted, he justified the publication upon the basis of the 
wonderful variety of adventures; in fact, 11 the life of one :man being 
scarce capable of greater variety." Second, he asserted the book to 
be 11 a just History of Fact; neither is there any Appearance of Fiction 
in it. 11 Third, that no matter how quickly the book is read and laid 
aside, it will serve as both diversion and instruction, but it is the 
instruction that is mst commended, especially as it serves to inform 
men of the 'M:lrkings oi" Divine Providence: 
The Story is told with Modesty, with 
Seriousness, and with a religious 
Application of Bvents to the Uses to 
Which wise Men always apply them (viz.) 
to the Instruction of Others by th~ 
Example, and to justify and honour the 
Wisdom of Providence in e.ll the Variety 
of Our Circumstances, let them happen 
how they win.l2 
On the twentieth of August, 1719, Defoe published The Farther 
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. Since Charles G~ldon had crudely 
parodied the inconsistencies in Robinson Crusoe's adventures in his 
pamphlet, The Life e.nd Stre.nge Surprizing Adventures of Mr. D ••• DeF ... 
(1719), Defoe found it necessary to present an enlarged apology. 
Gildon had noted with malicious satisfaction that the errors clearly 
pointed to the faot that Robinson Crusoe was not history but fiction. 
Further, unscrupulous publishersl3 had already offered a pirated version 
12 Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, Robinson 
Crusoe, I, P• ix. 
13Thomas . Cox's abridgment in August 1719• 
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of the book, with all its moral reflections purged away, Which tended 
to emphasize the fact that the book was enjoyed not so much for its 
instructional value, but for the elements of narrative, both fictional 
and real. Defoe responded to his critics by giving them the lie: 
All the Endeavours of e~ious People 
to reproach it with being a Romance, 
to search.'. it for Errors in Geography, 
Inconsistency in Relation and Contra-
dictions in the Fact, have been proved 
4 abortive, and as impotent as malicious. 1 
Defoe could not, however, show how these endeavors had been proved 
abortive, so he turned his argument to a justification of What he 
called Invention or Parable. This brought hLm to a justification in 
moral terms--"the just Application of every Incident, [and ·the religious 
and useful Inf~rences drawn from every Part." Thus, he denied the 
work as romance, but justified fictional elements. Perhaps he was aware 
of a middle ground which might be called realistic fiction; but if he 
were, he dared not oall it a novel which stood as a synonym for amorous 
and trivial intrigue in the minds of his middle class readers. 
Since he offered no other term, Defoe as editor, attempted to 
def'end The Farther Adventures15 end in a sense defined his fiction in 
a series of' phrases: 
contains ••• strange and surprizing Incidents 
and a great Variety of them; ••• 
Application ••• serious and suitable ••• 
prof'itable and diverting ••• 
Reflections, as well religious as moral, 
14Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, Robinson 
Crusoe, I, P• x. 
15The Farther Adventures of Robinson Crusoe Being the Second and Last 
Part of his Life, and of the Strange, Surprizing Accounts of his Travels 
round three Parts of the Globe. Written by Himself. 
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Which are not only the greatest Beautys 
of the Work, but are calculated f~b the 
infinite Advantage of the Reader. 
By arguing from the fourth point ("Reflections ••• ") Defoe denied 
the validity of the pirate abridgment, partially one might suspect, 
in an effort to kill its sales. For it is only b,y virtue of its 
Improving qualities that Invention can be justified to -nse _end good 
men. 11 A later pirate abridgment published in August of 17~ was 
SUinir..a.rily dismissed in the same way as "inaccurate in every way, in 
mistaking the sense of the author, Matters of Fact, and Misapplication 
of Moral Reflections. 11 None of these apologies distinguished Defoe 1 s 
prefaces from those of his conten1poraries. Many made the same or 
similar justification for their work in an effort to establish their 
respectability: entertaimnent, but under the guise of moral exemple.. 
But in the text of The Farther Advenbures, Robinson Crusoe commented 
upon the mannerisms of the travel books then so popular with the middle 
class reading public. He indicated that his method of approach was e.n 
improvement, 
I shall no longer trouble the Story with 
a Relation in tba first Person, which will 
put me to the Expence of ten thousand said 
I 1 s, and said he's, and he told me's,.:bttt 
~hall collect the Facts Historically as 
near as I can gather out of my Memory from 
what they related to me, and from ..mat I 
met with in my conversing with them and with 
the place.l7 
16Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, Robinson 
Crusoe, I, P• x. 
17Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, The Farther 
Adventures, II, P• 149· 
He showed at another point a genuine attempt to control his 
narrative; f'or he pointed out that the travel narrative offered the 
maximum in digressions, "But I," said Crusoe, 11 shall not make 
digression into other men's stories not my own." 
On two separate occasions, he indicated that the travel book 
was overweighted with 11 descriptions of' places,." facts f'rom logs and 
journals, but that he would not "pester his account~: with distracting 
and dull detail. The opening passages of' A New Voyage Round the World, 
published by Defoe in lT~. indicate that Defoe was attempting to make 
t he travel book more interesting. He did not say he was fictionalizing 
it, but his improvements tended in that direction. 
In the preface to Serious Reflections (August 6, 1720)18 Defoe 
adopted the guise of' the aged marinEr from York and by doing so, took 
a further step toward admitting the part fiction plays in his works. 
Since he was unable to justify fictional elements on an esthetic basis, 
he must do so on a moral one. • The fable," he remarked, 11 is always 
made for the moral, not the moral for the fable. "The neo-Augusten 
clioh~Def'oe had picked up from Gildon, Who had used it to attack 
Crusoe' s adventures. Defoe made it his own, by making all problems 
of execution or technique yield to the moral. Hence, Serious Reflections 
with its accompanying Vision of the .Angelic World becomes the climax of' 
the three parts of' Robinson Crusoe. Though these comprise a series of 
moral essays by the aged and reflective Robinson, he continued to assert 
18T.he full title is Serious Reflections during th~ life and surprizing 
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe with his Vision of t'he Angelic World. 
Hereafter it will be referred to as Serious Reflections. 
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a basic ground of fact in the story--for he would not have Robinson 
Crusoe a romance: 
I, Robinson Crusoe~ being at this time 
in perfect and sound mind and memory, •• 
do hereby declare their ~he critics, 
Gildon particularly] objection is an 
invention scandalous in design, and 
false in fact; and so affirm that the 
story, though allegorical, is also 
historical; and that it is the beautiful 
representation of a life of unex~pled 
misfortunes, and of a variety not to be 
met with in the world, sincerely adapted 
to end intended for the common good of 
mankind, and designed as at first, as it 
is now farther applied, to the most serious 
uses possible.l9 
To the list of aspects found in the preface to The Farther 
Adventures, there must be added a fifth which attempts to give a 
genre to Defoe's works in his own ~rds: historical and allegorical. 
To support this point Defoe referred to a "man alive" of 'Whose life 
his Crusoe adventures were an allegory. In his way of thinking it 
placed Robinson Crusoe in a class with Don Quixote, also en " emblematic 
hi story."a:> 
Thus did Defoe argue the validity of fiction. Though invention 
be 11 false in fact/ it was aoceptable in the spirit of allegory, 'Which, 
if it were not true in its particulars either to the life of Alexander 
Selkirk, or indeed as Gildon had suggested, to that of Defoe~ it might 
19Daniel Defoe, Serious Reflections during the life and surprizing 
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe with his Vision of the An elic World, 
ed. G. H. Maynadier N6W York: Crowell and Co., 1903 ~ p. ix. 
a:>Though there seems little enough in common between Don Quixote and 
Robinson Crusoe~ eighteenth century connnents by Samuel Johnson~ Clara 
Reeve, and James Beattie tended to link them together. See Part II, 
Chapters II and III of this study. 
prove acceptable in its general implications as true to the history of 
mankind. 
Robinson Crusoe was often viewed by critics to be an exemplum 
for mankind. Defoe opened the way to that interpretation -by his develop-
ment of the idea: 
Here is invincible patience reeommended 
under the worst of misery, indefatigable 
application and undaunted resolution under 
the greatest and most discouraging circum-
stances; I say, these are recommended as 
the only way to work through those miseries, 
and their success appears sufficient to 
support the most dead-hearted creature in 
the world.21 
In further support of fictional elements, Defoe advanced justifications 
for the use of the far away and surprising elements in the Defoe 
narratives. The exceptional situation. he claimed, is a better means 
of ccnveying the moral instruction than the ordinary situation; for 
11facts that are formed to touch the mind must be done a great way off. 
and by somebody never heard of. 11 Then 'When delighted by the extraordi nary 
situation, even when not true, the reader is enabled to see a parallel 
of the original that much more clearly when it 11 is so near home." 
In defense of fiction Crusoe's reflections upon the "immorality 
of conversation and the vulgar errors of behaviour, 11 made his position 
clear. For he defends the practice of selling or writing a parable, ''an 
allusive allegoric history, 11 primarily because it is designed for moral 
and instructive ends. In the same category of parables from the Bible 
and Pilgrim's Progress, he placed the "adventures of your fugitive 
friend, 'Robinson Crusoe.'" 
21Defoe, Serious Reflections, P• xii. 
Defoe seemed here as elsewhere to be turning the derogatory comment 
of Gildon in his favor; for Gildon had r~narked: 
Thera is not an old woman that can go 
the price of it, but buys the Life and 
Adventures, and leaves it, as a legacy, 
with Pilgrim's Progress, The Practice 
of Piety. and God's Reven~e Against 
Murther to her posterity. 2 
'What is of concern to this study is that Defoe was attempting 
to give the authority' of tradition to his work, which he claimed 
different from other works of fiction. On the one hand he turned 
to the "emblematic history11 of Don Quixote, and on the other to 
the literary parable of Bunyan. The meeting of the puritan manual 
literature--Practice of Piety and the Whole Duty of Man, eto., and 
the consciously literary tradition of the anti-romance picaresque 
was practically explicit in Dafoe's prefaces. 
In addition Defoe drew consciously from the factual narrative--
t he subst ratum literature of travel. Such material was conscientiously 
introduced into Robinson Crusoe and The Farther Adventures as the 
stable structure of fact, but, he claimed, with the added framework 
of the allegoric and moral theme. T.hus, he opposed his adventures to 
"t hose stories which have a real existence in fact, but which, by the 
barbarous way of relating, became as romantic and false as if they had 
no original. n In 1719 he levelled this charge against the anonymous 
22Paul Dottin, Robi n$on Crusoe ~~n'd ' an4 , Cr~tioi~'d••• 
J . ·-M. Dent and :::>ons, 1923), P• 73· 
(London: 
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writer who had mangled the biography of Captain Avery.23 
Defoe stripped the mangled biography of all 11 romsnoe. 11 . He presented 
the ntrue a.coount 11 --a. much cleaned up and more sympathetiC? portrait of 
Avery than the ea.rlier one whioh had been drmm. when pirates were still 
a. terrifying national threat to commerce. For in 1720 Defoe had Crusoe 
criticize such old tales which like the "Galley of Venice" had so often 
been "vamped, doubled, and redoubled, that there was not one piece of 
the first timber in her •••• • 
Despite the confusion of motives that Defoe gave for his publishing 
Robinson Crusoe's trilogy, it is not an unlikely assumption that he 
recognized he was doing somet1ung different from. his contemporaries both 
in the field of the consciously literary narrative and that of the 
factual account. If not during the writing, then at least after publica-
tion, the difference was clearly registered in the light of the enormous 
success of Robinson Crusoe, in its numerous printings during his lifetime 
and in its tendency to quickly produce imitations. This much is 
apparent: he took advantage of the success by exploiting the ingredients 
of his formula for five years. 
Therefore, he immediately undertook to publish another book of 
adventure, which in form and style was much in keeping with the tradition 
of travel literature: The Life and Pyracies of the F~ous Captain Singleton,24 
23Defoe is thought to be referring here to The Life and Adventures of Captain 
John Ave~, The Famous English Pirate (rais'd from a Cabbin-Boy, to a King) 
now in Possession of Ma.daga.scar ••• ~ritten by a Person who made his Escape 
from thence and faithfully extracted from his Journal. Sold by J. Baker, 
1709. Secord attributes this work to Adrian van Broeck. 
24Herea.fter it will be referred to as Captain Sing~aton. 
published on June 4, 1720, two months before the Serious Reflections 
appeared. The title gave a summary of ingredients: 
Containing an Account of his being 
set on Shore in the Island of 
Madagascar, his Settlement there, 
with a Description of the Place and 
Inhabitants: Of his Passage from 
thence, in a Paraguay, to the main-
land of Africa, with an Account of 
the Customs and Manners of the People: 
His great Deliverance from the barbar-
ous Natives and wild Beasts: of his 
meeting with an Englishman, a Citizen 
of London, among the Indians, the great 
Riches he acquired, and his Voyage Home 
to England: As also Captain Singleton's 
Return to Sea, with an Account of his _ 
main Adventures and Pyracies with the 
famous Captain Avery and others. 
This ; title, like that of Robinson Crusoe, reveals Defoe's formula. 
The travel narrative--the title aped that of Vfilliam Dampier's Voyages--
written by the hero; the sensational elements in the long march across 
Africa, and the interest in piracy and crime. No mention is made in 
the title of the final chapters of repentance, but ethical dialogues, 
reminiscent of The Family Instructor, between Singleton and his mate, 
William Walters, were squeezed into the narrative to give it the appropriate-
ly instructive tone. Further, Defoe made no effort to justify Captain 
Singleton in a preface. One might infer from this and from the lack of 
reference to moral passages that he hoped the factual content (~, 
Avery and Pirates) would justify the publication. 
In 1722, a particularly productive year for Defoe, he published 
two works which show a shift in emphasis from the re-rendering of the 
travel narrative seen in Captain Avery, Robinson Crusoe, and Captain 
Singleton. In Moll Flanders25 and Colonel Jack26 he undertook to 
write biographies as if they were autobiographies under the super-
vision of an editor, but the central character shifts from the sea-
going criminal to the home grown variety: the thief, the whore, the 
fence, and the highwayman. New points of defense were offered in the 
prefaces to these works whioh require that they be studied together 
and in some detail. The two works were often thought of as companion 
pieces; Jack being the male counterpart of Moll in the criminal world. 
This frail sort of parallel is of no concern to us here. What is 
important is that Defoe attempted in the prefaces to both "autobio-
graphies 11 to give a rationalization for their criminal activities in 
terms of the circumstances that created their childhood surroundings 
and early upbringing. 
:&l.oll, pointing an accusing finger at the life she was forced into, 
25The Fortunes and Misfortunes of the Famous Moll Flanders, 1tbo was Born 
in Newgate, and during a Life of continued Variety for three-score Years, 
besides her Childhood, was Twelve Year a Vfuore, Five Times a Wife (whereof 
once to her own Brother) Twelve Year a Thief, Eight Year a Transported 
Felon in Virginia, at last grew Rich, liv'd Honest, and died a Penitent. 
Date: June 21, 1722. Hereafter it will be referred to by the short title 
Moll Flanders. 
26The Histo of the most Remarkable Life, and Extraordina Adventures, 
of the truly Honourable olonel aque, vulgarly call'd olonel Jack, 
%~o was born a Gentleman, put Apprentice to a Pick-Pocket, flourish'd 
Six and Twenty Years as a Thief, and was then Kidnapp'd to Virginia: 
Came back a Nerchant, was Five Times married to Four Vihores, -went 
into the Wars, behav'd bravely, got Preferment, was made Colonel of a 
Regiment, followed the Fortunes of the Chevalier of St. George, was taken 
at the Preston Rebellion; receiv'd his Pardon from the late King, is 
now at the Head of his Regiment, in the Service of the Czarina fighting 
against the Turks compleating a Life of Wonders, and resolv'd to. die a 
General. Written by the Author of Robinson Crusoe. Date: December 20, 
1722. Hereafter it ~11 be referred to as Colonel Jack. 
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complained that her life might have been less scandalous if the 
govern1nent had provided for the support of the illegitim.ate children: 
"Had this been the Custom in our own Country. I had not been left a 
poor desolate girl •••• " Colonel Jack commented in a like manner upon 
his native innocence and the consequences of his early training: 11 f or 
I never took this Picking of Pockets to be Dishonesty. but as I have 
said above, I look'd on it as a kind of Trade, that I was to be bred 
up to •••• 11 
The note of social reform--easily carried over from Defoe's early 
pamphlet, The Essay on Projects, was manifest in the preface to Colonel 
Jack. VJriting under his own signature , but as the editor of Jack's 
h i story, Defoe hoped that the work would inculcate the appropriate 
moral, would serve as well to alleviate human misery. "HERE'S ROOM, " 
he declared in boldface. 
for just and copious Observations, on 
the Blessings, and Advantages of a sober, 
well-govern'd Education. and the Ruin of 
so many Thousands of all Ranks in this 
Nation. for want of it here; also we may 
see how much publick Schools and Charities 
might be improved to prevent the Destruc-
tion of so many unhappy children, .as in 
this Town, e.re every Year bred up for the 
Exeoutioner.27 
Defoe reinforced the point by referring to e. principle of 11necessity11 
which he had developed in the story of the repentant pedagogue who comes 
under Jack's charge in America. 
"But sir, 11 said he, 11 I believe my case 
was what I find is the case of most of 
21Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, Go;Lanel Jack, 
I, p. vii. 
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the wicked part of the world, viz., 
t hat to be reduced to necessity i s 
to be wicked; for necessity is not 
only a temptation, but is such a 
temptation as human nature is not 
empowered to resist.28 
The history of Jack's childhood therefore, becom3s an example of how 
""' 
a child of a naturally 11 docible Temper11 was formed by force of circum-
stance, ..!.!!.•, by 11necessity!' to be a thief: 
Had he come into the World with the 
Advantages of a virtuous Education, 
and been instructed how to improve 
the generous Principles he had in 
him, what a Figure might he not have 
made, either as a Man, or a Christian.29 
Def oe's attitude toward fictional elements in these latter pr e-
face s seems to go hand in hand with his introduction of social refor.m 
as j ustification for Colonel Jack and Moll Flanders. He showed greater 
leniency toward probaole fictional elements. Of course, he insisted 
that Moll Flanders was a private history. But roJ~~~.nce or history, vmat 
did it matter, since the end was the same in either case? Reno~, he 
left to the reader nto pass his own opinion upon the ensuing sheets and 
take i t just as he pleases." Further, he readily admitted, for pro-
priety's sake, the presence of an editorial hand, even though the author 
Ris here supposed to be writing her o~ history. 0 
It is true that the original of this 
Story is put into new Words, and the 
stile of the f~ous Lady we here speak 
28Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Def oe, Colonel Jack, 
I, P• 249. 
29Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, Colonel Jack, 
I, P• vii. 
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of, is a little alter'd, particularly 
she is made to tell her own tale in 
modester Words than she told it at 
first •••• 30 
Later, Defoe referred to the 11 pen employ'd in finishing her Story11 
which had excised 11lawd Ideas." The rephrasing and the expurgation 
were both justified in terms of moral and religious grounds, for the 
admission of the arranging hand was probably as near as Defoe could 
corr~ to an admission of a direct use of fiction. 
In Colonel Jack the fictional element was treated in an almost 
cavalier spirit, indicating that Defoe was fairly ~11 satisfied 
with his rationale for fiction in the moral instruction of the narrative: 
A Book founded on so useful a Plan, 
calculated to answer such valuable 
Purposes ••• can require no Apology: 
Nor ic it the Concern of the Reader , 
whether it be an exact historical 
Relation of real Facts, or whether 
the Hero of it intended to present us, 
at least in part, with a moral Romance: 
on either Supposition it is equally 
serviceable for the Discouragement of 
Vice, and the Reoorr.mendation of Virtue.31 
The justification of these works in terms of social reform, 
and the greater leniency toward fictional elements are small but 
important aspects of these prefaces. But in both the major emphasis 
was directed to~ard the importance of the moral. Once again it is 
moral over fable. In Moll Flanders, particularly, the whole structure 
30Defoe, The Novels end Sel ectad Wi"±tings of Daniel Defoe, Moll Flanders, 
I,. P• viii. 
31Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe,. Colonel Jack, 
I, .p. viii. 
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of its defense 'was .hri.l~ on its contribution to moral edification. 
Further, Defoe came fairly close to identifying his (or Jack's) 
fictions as romance. But the realism in those episodes which expose 
low life viciousness, admired so much by nineteenth century critics 
like Leslie Stephen and George Saintsbury. were never justified upon 
esthetic grounds. On that score Defoe never varied from his single-
minded devotion to moral necessity. There are only hints of esthetic 
necessity. Thus, the evil represented in Moll's life is exhibited in 
every detail :merely to enhance her subsequent repentance: "To give 
the History of a Wicked Life repented of, necessarily requires that 
the wicked Part should be as wicked as the real History of it will 
bee.r •••• "32 Thus too, did Defoe advise his readers to observe in 
particular the moral beauties rather than the fabulous or narrative 
parts. 
In keeping with this argument he pointed to the justification 
offered by the apologists of the stage. Vice was always a valid way 
of bringing home the principles of poetic justice, as it was then 
understood: 
Throughout the infinite Variety of 
this Book, this fundamental is most 
strictly adhered to; there is not a 
wicked Action in any part, but it is 
first and last rendered Unhappy and 
Unfortunate; there is not a superla-
tive Villain brought upon the stage, 
but is either brought to an unhappl 
End, or brought to be penitent •••• ;3 
32Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, Moll Flanders, 
I, P• viii. 
33Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, Moll Flanders, 
I, p. ix. 
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A third point that might be noted of the preface to Moll Flanders 
is that it contains one of the few references which Defoe made to the 
unity of his work. Crusoe had already pointed out that he preferred to 
keep to his o~ story, and Moll's history is made to center about her 
character. at the expense of the interesting subject matter offered 
by the life of her highwayrnan husband and that of her governess. 
Defoe explicitly ignored the possibility of inserting them, he said. 
And the point gains some validity by virtue of the fact that he did 
not even promise them as forthcoming volumes, which might easily nullif'y 
the remark, as an example of' current advertising methods. 
On the whole these prefaces reveal two important attitudes: a 
note of social reform broadens the rigid interpretation of morality 
seen in absolute terms of religious necessity to one of' relative terms 
implied by the principle of' "necessity"; and, a more lenient attitude 
toward fiction, a recognition of the popularity of the novel and the 
romance, than was found in The Family Instructor. 
The preface to The Fortunate Mistress34 added little or nothing to 
what has been said. If the preface revealed anything in its tone, one 
might suspect Defoe's defensive attitude was perfunctory. Certainly 
there ~s none of the strong feeling that was found in the prefaces to 
The Farther Adventures and Colonel Jaok. "The history of this beautiful 
lady is to speak for itself," Defoe began. If it failed to divert or to 
be morally instructing, that was the fault of the "Relator" who says 
34The Fortunate Mistress or A History of the Life and vast variety of 
Fo~unes of Mademoiselle de Beleau, afterwards call'd the Countess 
de Winte.lsheim, in Germany. Being kno1m. by the Name of Lady Roxana 
in the time of King Charles II. Publication date: March 14, 1724. 
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nit must be from the defect of his Performance, dressing up the story 
in worse Clothes than the Lady, 'Whoa e Words he speaks. n 34a 
Regarded by twentieth century critics (Aitken, Chandler, Morgan, 
McBurney, Woolf and Williams) as the closest Defoe ever came to a 
novel in the literary tradition, the work contained a preface which 
was devoted almost exclusively to establishing the narrative as truth 
to fact. The story's ·foundation, said the relator Defoe," is laid in 
truth of fact, and so the work is not a story but a history." 
The Scene is laid so near the Place 
where the main Part of' it wa.s trans-
acted, that it was necessary to 
conceal names and persons; lest What 
cannot be yet entirely forgot in that 
Part of the Town should be remembered, 
and the Facts traced back too plainly 
by the many People yet living whQ4would know the Persons by Particulars.' b 
Further, the writer says he was acquainted with the Lady's first 
husband, the brewer, and with his f'a ther. He, the "Ylri ter11 or 11 Relator, u 
knows part of the story is true; thus feels he can vouch f'or the rest .. 
The second part of' this brief pre£ace is concerned ~~th pointing out 
the moral beauties of the work: the "noble Inferences9 which might be 
drawn from the history of this real lady. 
Rene~, it might be said, that Defoe had off'ered explicitly no 
new form other than that which he lad been of'fering during the years 
1719 and 1724• He pointed to the s~e bases for justification that 
34aDef'oe, The Novels and Selected Writin~s of' Daniel Defoe, The Fortunate 
Mistress, I, P• ix. 
34bDefoe, The Novels and Selected Yfritin~s of Daniel Defoe, The Fortunate 
Mistress, I, p. ix. 
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appeared in other prefaces: truth to fact and ethical justification. 
Of t~e two other works that are included in the present study, 
A Journal of the Plague Year35 and Memoirs of a Cavalier36, the former 
contained no preface. but the latter contained one of interest prirr.arily 
because of its many "proofs" of the authenticity of the work as an 
historical do·cument. These ~rks, although they may have seemed true 
historie s to many critics. offered nothing by way of a departure from 
Defoe ' s narrative method. True. there r~ains the fact that Defoe 
drew Jr.ost of his material from actual accounts of the wars and the 
plague and wove about them the impact of these events upon .fictional 
characters; but he had dre.TM true incidents, characters and situations 
from travel books or from life in Robinson Crusoe, Moll Flanders, 
Colonel Jack, and The Fortunate Mistress. In the two historical works, 
the fictional eye-witness offers some sense of unity to a series of 
. events and the tendency to moralize. There is also a focus upon the 
sensational or 11 surprising11 event characteristic of the four novels of 
adventure. The distinction between the two groups of 'WOrks is that in 
the former two there is more history, less fiction; and in the latter 
35A Journal of the Plague Year Being Observations or Memorials of the most 
Remarkable Occurrences, as ~11 as Publiok as Private, ~ich happened in 
London during the Great Visitation in 1665. Written by a Citizen who 
oontinu'd all the while in London. Publication date: March 17, 1722. 
36uemoirs of a Cavalier or a M.ili tary Journal of the Wars in Germany and 
the Wars in England from the Year 1632, to the Year 16,48. Written three-
score Years ago by an English Gentleman, Who serv'd first in the Army of 
Gustavius Adolphus, the glorious King of Sweden, till his Death·; and after 
that, in the Royal Army of King Charles the first, from the Beginning of 
the Rebellion to the End of that 'Kar. Publication date: May 21. 1720. 
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four. more fiction and less history. 
' The preface to Me~nirs of a Cavalier is interesting primarily 
because Defoe was concerned with establishing its veracity. It 
offers the reader first an understanding of the importance Defoe 
placed upon the historical narrative. and second, an insight into 
his method for establishing the veracity of the document. 
He began by assuring his readers that the memoirs were found 
long ago "'by great Accident"'--no details--in the closet of a minister 
of King 'William's reign. The minister is identified as one of the 
secretaries of state. Then, a letter--vague in details--signed by 
a mysterious I.K. informs the reader that it was taken in plunder 
at 1 or after the fight at Worcester. Defoe did not offer any other 
externals, he turned to "internal evidence": 
that it was born of a Soldier, and 
indeed it is through eve~ Part, 
related with so Soldierly a Stile. 
and in the very Language of the 
Field, that it seems impossible any 
Thing but the very Person who was 
present in every Action here related 
could be the relator of them.37 
With the establishment of the literal over the fictional truth 
in this manner, Defoe offered the work as a "confutation of many 
Errorsn upon the subject of the wars "and even in that extraordinary 
History written by the Earl of Clarendon. 11 Hence, the real beauties 
of this work are not the moral themes, but 11 Particulars which are 
nowhere else to be found ... though the main facts are confirmed in every 
detail by other histories. The only flaw in the work, said its editor, 
is that !l it is not carried farther:t; but he suspected that other parts 
37Defoe, The Novels and Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, Memoirs of a 
Cavalier, . p. viii. 
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exist ~ong old family papers and will be readily offered to the editors 
When the family saw the first two parts and recognized their value. 
The only hitch in this convincing preface is that no scholar has 
yet identified I.K. or the minister or indeed, recovered the original 
papers. But scholars like Lee, Aitken, and Trent have detected i nconsis-
tencies in the text, a soldierly style that reminded theF. of Defoe, arid 
obvious borrowings from historians like Clarendon. 
All facts related to the matter indeed point to Defoe. The preface 
in itself might be considered as an example of the method of establishing 
verisimilitude by introducing circumstantial detail--a method common to 
the body of his prose fiction. He tended to build his fiction about a 
nucleus of commonly accepted knowledge.38 This was the ground of fact--
in this case, actual source material for the two wars. Woven into the 
narrative of historical fact is the fictional character of the cavalier, 
whose presence unites the disparate elements and gives the reader a 
personal interest in the events. The fiction is given plausibility by 
the fact and is further reinforced by the pseudo-editorial attitude 
of the impartial editor examining end explaining the authenticity of the 
text. 
Thus, Defoe enlivened the material of the travel book, the moral 
tracts, and the book of history by giving each enough of the fictional 
approach to create a personal interest on the part of the reader. 
38rn Robinson Crusoe the nucleus can be found in Selkirk's island story; 
in the Journal, the plague; in Singleton, Madagascar and the march 
across Africa; in Moll Flanders and Colonel Jack, prison life, modes of 
thievery, and American adventures. 
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At this point certain lines of intention Should have become clear. 
Defoe's prose fiction can then be defined in terms of them. For subject 
matter Defoe drew upon two rather distinct areas: the strange and 
surprising adventures, taken largely--as shall be noted later in the 
discussion of sources--from history and travel literature; and the 
religious and moral reflections which had precedent in the bod~ of 
puritan literature of the seventeenth century. The former he chose to 
call history; the latter, the real "'eauties," he called allegory. 
His work then became historical allegory. The purpose of his ~~rk 
was also twofold: to divert by the surprising quality and variety of 
adventures; though this purpose was to be subservient to the profitable 
or instructional one, from which he expected his readers would make the 
proper applications to their own spiritual, moral, and social behaviour. 
It is equally clear that Defoe did not concern himself with esthetic 
problems of technique and method. When he could, he justified fiction 
by morality or social reform; if this approach was too tenuous, he 
justified it by its literal or its figurative truth-to-life. 
Nmch of the Defoe scholarship and criticism of the last thirty years 
has been devoted to showing an obvious manipulation of material culled 
from travel, historical, and religious literature; Defoe only hinted at 
his method of digesting and reorganizing his vast reading reservoirs. 
In the passages from The Farther Adventures, he pointed out weaknesses 
in the digressiveness and redundancy in the travel book, and his own 
attempts to keep within a hero-centered narrative frwme. The same point 
was made in the preface to Moll Flanders. At different times Defoe 
related his work by way of the parallel use of the 11 emblematiotr device 
to Don Quixote and Pilgrim's Progress. 
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Chapter Four The Emergence of Fiction from the Literature of Fact 
The narrative of a lif'e, a voyage, or a journey offered the maximum 
looseness of structure, permitted digression and reflection and allowed 
for an opportunity for circumstantial detail. It made possible the 
widest variety of subject matter: surveys of social levels, of geo-
graphi c space and political time, as well as copious digressions of a 
moral and psychological nature. To provide a sense of unity and a 
feeling of personal involvement all that was needed was a central character 
through whose eyes the panoraw~ could be viewed. This formed the primi-
tive plot structure of the romance and anti-romance forms, for the 
picaresque and the criminal biography; but in the literature of travel 
it provided the base of works like William Dampier's Voyages and 
Robert Knox's Ceylon. 
In fact, all that was necessary to make this narrative structure 
fictional was to impose the imaginary character upon a stream of 
real events, i.e., historical events, or to place an historical character 
into an i~aginary situation. In either case the author could claim for 
his work a ground of fact that would satisfy his conscience-stricken 
readers. Defoe made this transition in his fiction, and thereby developed 
a genre. 
In one work he was able to surpass the tentative efforts made in 
his lifetime in the form of the pseudo-journal, the secret history, the 
imaginary accounts of travels, and historical novels. Robinson Crusoe 
was the invention of what Defoe called the historical allegory, or what 
might be called the fictional history or biography. To see how this 
new fictional form was modified, altered, and justified during the 
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eighteenth century is vital to an understanding of the century's 
attitude t~rard Defoe's fiction and to the perception of the develop-
ment of the concept of the novel. For the question of Where to put 
Defoe in the annals of prose fiction remained acute into the early 
decades of the nineteenth century. 
Therefore~ an important digression becomes necessary at this point 
in order to trace the development of this branch of prose fiction into 
the mainstream of the novel. In the eighteenth century the words novel 
or romance were often used synonymously; and neither had much status 
in the literary hierarchy. The reason for this lay : in the fact that 
fiction was thought of as little better than a deliberate lie and could 
be justified only When~ as a fable, it served the purpose of moral 
instruction. The fictionist was, therefore, forced to conceal the 
appearance of imagination or deliberate and ostensible creativity in his 
or her work and call it a history, memoir, or life {biography). The 
emphasis in criticism of imaginary works tended to shift during the 
century from a strict moral justification to one based upon its truth 
to the experience of mankind in general. As history and travel tended 
to prove the more palatable justification for an information-hungry 
bourgeois, the fictionist drew upon the devices suggested by contemporary 
ideas of history and the resources supplied by factual narratives. 
Early in the century (1711) the Earl of Sba~bury recognized the 
enormous popularity of the fictional or pseudo-travel~ and was quick to 
condemn it because it did not convey general truths: 
Histories of Incas or Iroquois, written 
by friars and missionaries pass for 
authentic records •••• They [ the reading 
public] have far more pleasure in hearing 
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monstrous accounts of monstrous 
men and manners than the politest 
and best narration of the affairs 
of governments and the lives of 
the wisest and most polished people.1 
Though such fiction passed for authentic record, Shafte~ury had no 
objection to fiction as such; for What he was most interested in was 
how well the author could relata his details so that they became 
11moral and profitable.tt For, he wrote: 
facts unably related, though with the 
greatest sincerity and good faith, may 
prove the worst sort of deceit; and 
mere lies, judiciously composed, can 
teach us the truth of things beyond 
any other manner.2 
Again, though he recognized the "lure of the travelling memoirs 
of acycasual adventurer," he . indicated that unless the author attempted 
"the just standard of nature," he could not relate his material and 
bring it to the ideal of great literature: moral edification. That 
Defoe attempted this sort of application in Robinson Crusoe, the 
prefaces, particularly that of the third part, amply attest, although 
his attempt to fuse the moral with the factual has often been criti-
cised as spurious. 
Other fictional writers of the period 1720-1740 attempted with 
greater or lesser success to achieve the appropriate mixture of history, 
morality, and fiction. Mrs. Penelope Aubin came under the spell of 
Robinson Crusoe and in 11 several of her novels produced a mixture of 
1Anthony Ashley Cooper, Third Earl of Shaftesbury, Characteristics of 
Men, Manners, Opinions, ·~imea, ... , ed. Jolm M. Robertson, 2 vols 
(London: G. Richards, 1900), II, P• 222. 
2Shaftesbury, Characteristics, II, P• 223. 
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ro~~tic adventure and love matters in which faith and virtue were 
tried by many afflictions and rewarded according to merit.n3 The 
Mistresses 1iianley 11 Heywood, and Barker at one time or another attempted 
to fit the older heroic romance pattern to a short novel based on an 
historical event. Again 11 in his memoirs and histories, the popular 
Abbe PreVost tried to fuse the sentimental principles of benevolence 
wit h assorted historical data purportedly true. 
The purely ~torious or love-intrigue type of novel was eschewed. 
In short 11 Defoe had shown that love was not enough. Fiction required 
moral instruction and the appearance of reality. In 1742, such novels 
were cl assified as entertainments in the index of the Gentl~an's 
Magazine. and in this period there were not more than five or six refer-
ences to the novel in the general index. FUrther.more, the classification 
of history, voyages 11 and lives was treated as distinct from the novel 
even when they possessed fictional elements. The novel when mentioned 
was crit icised as "an unprofitable way of spending time, 11 "prejudicial 
to morals, u 11 corrupted by giddy and fantastic not ions about love and 
gallantry 11 11 ~d frequently 11 debauching the fair sex. n4 
Johnson, Smollett, and Fielding in the midcentury brought a more 
positive attitude toward fiction into their criticism; but the fiction 
3Ernest A. Baker, The Later Romances and The Establishment of Realism, 
The History of the English Novel, III (New York: ~arnes and Noble, 
i950) ' p • 124. 
4san:tuel Johnson, in keeping with contribut:Or.s . to Gentleman's Magazine, 
condemned the novel of the day-- 11 a small tale generally of love--" not 
11beoause they treat about love, but because they treat of nothing •••• " 
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they praised and~ in the latter oases, practiced, was the historical 
biography or history (Defoe's allegorical history). Samuel Johnson, 
for exa.mple~ e.rgued against the marvelous in fiction. nits province 
is t o bring about natural events by easy means, and to keep up curiosity 
wit hout t he help of wonder. " But Johnson's realism i s in·· keeping · 
with t h e Earl of'· Shaftesbury' s ideal of the just standard of nature. 
The very closeness to real life of such works increases their influence 
as vehicles of morality. Therefore, "care ought to be taken, that, when 
the choice is unrestrained, the best examples only should be exhibited." 
And further: 
It is justly considered as the greatest 
excellency of art, to imitate nature; 
but it is necessary to distinguish those 
parts of nature, which are ~Dst proper 
for imitation; greater care is still re-
quired in representing life, Which is so 
often discolored by passion or deformed 
by wickedness.5 
Johnson., writing in 1750, 'WaS no doubt thinking of Fielding when 
he referred to the above descriptions of fiction as the comedy of 
romance. At any rat.e Tom Jones was offered to the world as a comic 
epic in prose. 
But by 1748, Tobias Smollett in the pre£ace to Roderick Random 
was already indicating new directions for the course of the fictional 
biography. He, too, argued for a kind of reality in fiction: 
Of all kinds of satire, there is none so 
entertaining and universally improving, 
.as that which is introduced, as it were, 
5samuel Johnson, Th~ Rambler, ed. Alexander Chalmers, 4 vols. 
(Philadelphia: Woodward, 1827), I, _p. 58. 
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occasionally, in the course of an 
interesting story. Which brings every 
incident home to life. and by repre-
senting familiar scenes in an uncommon 
and amusing point of viaw, invests them 
with all the graces of novelty, while 
nature is appealed to in every particular.6 
Smollett, by adopting the attitude of the anti-romancers and by 
means of satire and realism, hoped to convert the romance "to purposes 
far more useful and entertaining, by making it assume the sock and 
point out the follies of ordinary life. 11 He named Cervantes as the 
first to stem the tide of the improbable and he adopted as his direct 
model, the anti-romance of Le Sage, Gil Blas (translated into English. 
1716). However, he claimed to deviate fram his predecessors in three 
ways that led consciously to greater realism in fiction: to avoid 
anything uncommon or extravagant, to adhere to native material, finally 
to eschew the sudden 11transitions from distress to happiness 11 that are 
improbable and failed to 11 animate the reader against the sordid and 
vicious disposition of the world.u 
But though he recognized the need for greatermalis.m in fiction, 
and though he advocated the high moral purpose, Smollett avoided using 
the deadly term novel or even romance. Like the works of his contem-
porary, Henry Fielding. his were lives or histories. The peculiarly 
fictional character that attaches to history or biography in the mid-
century' period was clearly expressed by Fielding in Tom Jones: 
Hence we are to derive that universal 
contempt which the world, who always 
6Tobias Smollett, Roderick Random (London: J. M. Dent, 1927), p. 3· 
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denominate the majority, have cast 
on all historical writers, who do 
not draw their materials from records. 
And it is the apprehension of this 
contempt, that hath made us so cautiously 
avoid the term romance, ••• Though as we 
have good authority for all our characters, 
no less indeed than Doomsday Book, or the 
vast book of nature, ••• our labours have 
sufficient title to the n~e of history.7 
Fielding, too, emphasized the need of the verisimilar by insisting 
that his history keep clear of the incredible and marvelous. He 
indicated further that he conceived of fiction as a kind of biography 
in which the general experiences of mankind are told in terms of parti-
culars, and a reading of them gives an understanding that results in 
the highest form of instruction. Smollett, likewise, insisted upon 
calling his Count Fathom a history; for by concentrating the "diffused 
picture comprehending the characters of life11 upon a "principle 
personage to attract the attention, unite the incidents, 11 one can. create ;:. 
':' '· history, albeit a fictional one.8 Hence it is possible for twentieth 
century critics to see in the efforts of Fielding and Smollett an artistic 
pattern being shaped for the accounts of an everyman, a Crusoe, a Gil 
Blas, even a Moll Flanders. 
Thus, though they never directly allude to Defoe as a predecessor, 
Fielding and &mollett align the.mselves--at least from a twentieth century 
point of view--into a tradition that develops the realistic autobiogra-
phical narrative into the texture of a consciously artistic pattern. 
7Henry Fielding, Selected Essays of Henry Fielding, ed. G. H. Gerould 
{New York: Ginn & Go., 1905), P• 3o. 
8Tobias Smollett, The Works of Tobias Smollett, ed. John Moore, 8 vols. 
(London: 1797), V, . in dedication 11 To Doctor 11 no pagination. 
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Today, the pseudo-historical or biographical narrative is referred 
to as a novel; but the literary figures of the ei~teenth century 
preferred .to call it history or biography. The literal interpretation 
which Defoe had insisted upon presenting When he called his fiction 
truth, ceased to be necessary in the time of Fielding and Smollett. 
Fielding heralded a new dispensation which allowed fiction to be true, 
provided it reflected the general experience of mankind. Hence he 
achieved what Shaftesbury required of historical fiction: the fusion 
of the imaginati-ve ,. ith the moral, and Fielding explicitly stated this 
belief. 
A more rigid interpretation demanded that the fiction Which 
reflected the general experience of mankind be more in accord with 
prevailing mores. Mrs. Elizabeth Griffiths, a collector of Augustan 
novels, accordingly condemned in the preface to the 1777 edition of 
her Collection of Novels, 11 the gross effusions of amorous nonsense11 
which ~ the staple ingredient of those novels. Mrs. Mary Manley 
was thus consigned to oblivion as evidence of an improved taste of a 
reformed age. From Behn's Oroonoko,Heywood's The Fruitless Enguiry, 
and Aubin's Noble Slaves, Mrs. Griffiths praised the moral beauties, 
and indicated that this evidence revealed that the novel had shifted 
in its content :t'rom 11 the supply of entertainmentn to the "body of 
nutriment," that is, of course, moral nutriment. Thus did she attempt 
to give the novel a respectable sound.9 
9Elizabeth Griffiths, A Collection of Novels, 3 vola (London: Kearsley, 
1717), I, preface, no pagination. 
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By the close of the century,. the term novel had begun to be 
respectably received. It had greater standing and greater inclusive-
nessthan the term romance,. which,. due to the researches of medievalists 
like Hurd, ~barton,. and Percy,. was becoming limited to the chivalric 
and heroic romances of· medieval and renaissance times. The novel was 
becoming more than amorous intrigue or a prettified sennon. But a 
dichotomy between the novel and the fictional history still persisted. 
· The work of three critics of belle-lettres--Hugh Blair,. James Beattie,. 
and Clara Reeve--in the late eighteenth century showed an effort, not 
a very conscious one,. to bring the historical narrative of fiction 
within the pale of the novel. In their work Dafoe began to take a 
pl ace as a master of prose fiction. 
Among the tenets of sentimental philosophy of the eighteenth 
century was the postulate of an improvable taste, which when properly 
educated developed an individual's critical faculties. According to 
this principle,. the variant species of literature were ranked as they 
succeeded in appealing to a more and more refined taste. The drama, 
the epic, and history occupied the top rungs of this hierarchy. Prose 
fiction occupied a lower rung. Hugh Blair's Lectures On Rhetoric 
(1783) defined the position of the romance and the novel as they were 
then seen to take their places: 
This species fictitious history includes 
a very numerous,. and in general, very 
insignificant class of writings, called 
romances and novels •••• Romances and novels 
describe human life and manners,. and dis-
cover the errors into which we are betrayed 
by the passions •••• Romanoes arose and carried 
the marvelous to its swmmit •••• the books 
were too voluminous and tedious. Romance 
writing appeared therefore in a new for.m, 
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and dwindled do~ to the f~iliar 
novel. Interesting situations in 
real life are the groundwork of 
novel-writing.lO 
Fictitious history was seen to embrace both terms; the romance was 
simply the older more voluminous form. But for the most part Blair 
condemned the ntrivial performances which daily appear under the 
ti t le of lives, adventures, and histories by anonymous authors, " 
on the old moral charges of depravity and idleness. As fictional 
history or biography, however, he granted high praise to Robinson 
Crusoe: 
No fiction in any language was ever 
better supported than Robinson Crusoe. 
'YI"hile it is carried on with the appear-
ance of truth and si~plicity, it 
suggests at the same time very useful 
instruction, by showing how much the 
native powers of man may be exerted 
for surmounting the difficulties of an 
external situation.ll 
Like Blair, James Beattie was somewhat reluctant to give fiction 
status, but by pointing to the faet that human weakness was respon-
sible for the fable or the novel, he at least agreed to take human 
nat ure as it was, and allowed truth to be dispensed to the public by 
means of the convenient easy-to-take method of telling a story. He 
adopted a classificatory method in the Dissertations Moral and Critical 
(1783). The modern prose fable was divided into two parts: the 
allegorical and the poetical. Each was divided further into serious and 
1°Hugh Blair, An Abridgment of Lectures on Rhetorick revised and corrected 
(Boston: J. T. Buckingham, 1805) .. p. 189. 
llBlair, Lectures, P• 189. 
comic parts. But it was the gross division that was of prime importance, 
for it allowed a means by which C~lliver's Travels, Pilgrim's Progress, 
Robinson Crusoe, and Tom Jones were conceived to be in the same tradition: 
In reading the Allegorical Prose 
Fable, we attend not only to the 
fictitious events that occur in 
the narrative, but also to those 
real events that are typified by 
the allegory; whereas in the poetical 
prose fable we attend only to the 
events that are before us. Thus, 
in the Tale of a Tub, I not only 
mind what is related of the three 
brothers, Peter, Martin, and Jack, 
but also keep it constantly in view, 
that those three brothers are by the 
author meant to be the representatives 
of the Romish, Engl ish, and Presbyterian 
churches: whereas when I read Robinson 
Crusoe, or Tom Jones , I attend singly 
to the narrative.l2 
The old romance, as Beattie saw it, that ·was based upon the tales 
of chivalry and heroism. died with Cervantes' satire in Don Quixote. 
The new romance could be s erious or comic, but it eliminated the 
marvelous and adopted the historical arrangement of events: which is 
none other than the birth-to-death, or end of adventures type of 
narre.tive. or this sort is Robinson Crusoe: a book also poetical by 
the nature of its invention. With this as a point of departure, 
Beattie attempted to account for its method of composition in the 
light of a tradition that had been beg\m some thirty years prior· to 
his book. He said that Alexander Selkirk, an illiterate sailor, had 
told what he could recall of his adventures to Defoe, 11who instead of 
12James Beattie, Dissertations }!:oral and Critical (London and Edinburgh: 
Strahan, Cadell and Creech, 1783), P• 518. 
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doing justice to the poor man, is said to have applied these materials 
to his o1m use, by making them the groundwork of Robinson Crusoe. 1113 
One of the remarkable aspects of the Crusoe narratives that gave 
them superiority over the novel of the period was the fact that the 
story did not base itself upon the notion of romantic love. This :made 
the narrative more instructive, more character-building: 
But Robinson Crusoe, though there 
is nothing of love in it, is one of 
the most interesting narratives that 
ever ~~s written; at least in all the 
part which relates to the desert 
island: being founded on a passion 
still more prevalent than love, the 
desire for self-preservation; and 
13T'his tradition derives, according to William Lee, from Entwick' s 
Naval History of 1757, was reinforced by Watson in his Hi story of 
Halifax {1775), in Beattie's Dissertations, in Clara Reeve's HistorY 
and Progress of the Romance (1785), in letters to Mr. Urban of the 
Gentleman's Magazine in 1783 and 1787, and in the EncyclopMdia 
Britannica of 1815. George Chalmers rejected it on the basis that 
the Selkirk story l'.ras co:rmnon property by 1712, the story having been 
told by Woodes Rogers, Edward Cooke, and Richard Steele among others, 
and that Defoe siFply took the germ of the idea and developed it. 
Chalmers was apparently preceded in this refutation ~ Dr. Joseph 
Towers in the Biographia Britannica and in Isaac D'Israe1i's 
Curiosities of Literature. After Lee, the issue was not revived 
until William Purves' discovery of the 11 0 11 edition of Robinson 
Crusoe. This raised another curious tradition that was reported 
~ Thomas Warton in which it was affirmed by the Rev. Benj~in 
Holloway, who had it from Lord Sunderland that the Earl of Oxford 
wrote the early draft of Robinson Crusoe 'While in the Tower of 
London and gave it to Defoe to polish. Purves had interpreted the 
Fisprints, omissions, and shabby bind:ing teclmique in the 110'' 
edition (Robison Cruse in the title) as evidence of its preceding 
the Jl.pril 19 publication of the first edition and he dedu c~ ad that 
it was the Earl of Oxford's rough draft (The Athenaeum, April 11 
and 18, 1903 and May 2 and 9. 1903·) Henry C. Hutch:ins showed that 
the "O" edition was the product of methods of piracy based on the 
second issue of the fourth edition in his Robinson Crusoe and its 
Printing 1719-1731 (1925). Hutchins thus disposed of the 'Whole 
authorship question and brought it safely and firmly into Defoe's 
hands. 
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therefore. likely to engage the 
curiosity of' every class of readers, 
both old a~fl young. both learned and 
unlearned. 
Beyond giving the narrative universality, the theme of self-preserva-
tion enabled Defoe to instruct simultaneously on two levels: "it fixes 
in the mind a lively idea of the horrors of solitude, and consequently. 
of the S?feets of social life" and 11 it shows how, by labouring vd th one's 
hands, one may secure independence and open for one's self many sources 
of health and permanent amusement. 11 Hence, on the first level are many 
opportunities for expressions of piety and benevolence; on the second, 
"the importance of the mechanick arts. 11 
The theme of self-preservation offering so many advantages for 
instruction, made an ideal book to place in the hands of youth. Beattie 
agreed with Rousseau in Emile, who offered Defoe's Crusoe as the only 
text for his child of nature.15 
In accord with much of the criticis.m of the prose of Defoe in the 
eighteenth century, Beattie objected to the style as 11 not elegant, not 
14Beattie, Dissertations, P• 566. 
15rn Emile. Jean-Jacque Rousseau wrote, nsince We. must have books, this 
is one. "'Vh.ich in my opinion, is a most excellent treatise on natural 
education. This is the first my Emilius shall read; his whole library 
shall consist of this work only. It shall be the text to which all 
our conversations on natural science are to serve only as a comment. 
It shall be a guide during our progress to- maturity of judgment; and 
so long as our taste is not adulterated, the perusal of the book will 
afford us pleasure ••• it is Robinson Crusoe. II This is as cited in 
'Walter W'ilsan 1 s Memoirs of' the Life and Times of Daniel Defoe, 3 vols. 
(London: Hurst Chance, 1830), III, P• 465. 
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perfectly grai!ill"..atical." He objected also to the second and third parts 
as tiresome, and offered no comment on other fictions of Defoe. 
That he did not discuss the other works may be due to his general 
disapproval of fictional genre: 
a fsw, no doubt, of the best may be 
friendly to good taste and morals; 
but the greater part ••• tend to 
corrupt the heart, and stimulate 
the passions. A habit of reading 
them breeds a dislike to history, 
and all the substantial parts of 
knowledge; withdraws attention from 
nature, and truth; and fills the mind 
with extravagant thoughts, and too6 often with criminal propansities.l 
Unlike her predecessors, Clara Reeve did not find it necessary to 
apologize for a discussion of prose fiction in The Progress of Romance 
(1785) . She pointed to its tradition among the Greeks and Romans, 
among the medieval and renaissance writers, and thus was in a position 
to make distinctions on the basis of subject matter rather than on 
moral effect. She made the s~e basic distinction between the romance 
and the novel that Congreve had developed earlier. The former she s&w 
as an earlier development and devoted to the marvelous in tales of 
chi val ric heroism. The later development, the nove~ incorporated a 
realistic approach to life both in subject matter and treatment; the novel 
being 
a picture of real life and manners, 
and of the times in which it was 
written •••• The novel gives a familiar 
relation of such things as pass every 
day before our eyes, such as may 
1~eattie, Dissertations, P• 574. 
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happen to our friend, or to ourselves. 17 
Her idea of the novel's purpose was that it allowed the reader to 
enter into e.n experience. Hence the novelist's aiir.. wa.s to achieve 
perfect union with the reader, so that the reader becomes one with 
the hero or heroine by means of realistic techniques; the novelist 
must 
represent in every scene, in so easy 
and natural a manner, and to make them 
appear so probable, as to deceive us 
into the persuasion (at least while 
we are reading) that all is real, until 
we are affected by the joys and distresses 
of the person in the sto~, as if they 
were our ovm.l8 
As Euphronial9 .Mrs. Reeve found it difficult to place Robinson 
Crusoe in the tradition of the novel or the romance; however, she 
pointed out that it seemed to partake of the aspects of both. "But 
I consider it as of ·a different species from either one ••• singular 
and original. n It had the remote and ne.rvelous · scene of the romance 
yet the ordinary and easy style of the novel. She placed it above the 
eff'orts of the generality of both types of wrl.ting; at the same time 
in a class with other "original and uncommon" works: 
Swift 1 s Gulliver's Travels Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress 
Cervantes' Don Quixote Paltock's Peter Wilkins 
Sterne's Tristr~ Shandy 
17clara Reeve, The Progress of Romance ••• (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1930}, p. 111. 
18Reeve, The Progress of Romance, P• 111. 
19Mrs. Re~ve adopted for her discussion the dialogue form: Euphronia 
Sophronia, and Hortensius discuss life and literature in a neat sitting 
room each week. 
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The 'VIOrk of fiction that was based upon a life and adventure 
narrative was beginning to acquire both tradition and for.m. Defoe 
had linked hie efforts with Pilgrim's Progress and Don Quixote. 
Gildon had coupled the works of the two p;uritans. Johnson had 
complimented all three in a breath as romances that one might y;ish 
longer. Beattie had discussed tham as related works of genius. 
They become the historical biographical fiction that Fielding and 
Smoll ett discussed in their prefaces and attempted to develop in 
their works. It should be allowed as valid inference that Robinson 
Crusoe in the eighteenth century held a position of high critical 
£avor. None of Defoe's other works qualified in this area. 
In order to treat of the subject matter and theme of Robinson 
Crusoe, ~uphronia found it easier and more instructional doing 
it by ~~y of a parallel between the Gaudentio di Luoca20 and Defoe's 
work. Both she claimed had the mixture of romance and realistic 
aspects that put them into a class of originals. Like romances they 
gave accounts of unkno1m or ideal countries, but like novels they 
were written 
in so natural and probable a manner, 
that they carry the reader with them 
wherever they please, in the midst ~f 
the most extraordinary occurrences. 1 
Their moral themes, however, gave them far more distinction than either 
the easy narrative style or their accounts of ideal countries. For they 
20[ Simon Berington] , The Adventure of Si or Gaudentio Di Luooa ••• (l735) 
was thought to have been written by Bishop Berkeley in 17· It was 
perhaps mDre like Gulliver's Travels than Crusoe's, at least in intent. 
21Reeve. The Progress of Romance, p. 125. 
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were written 11 to promote the cause of religion and virtue and may 
safely be put in the hands of youth. 11 Through its moral edification 
it bec~e an ideal book for children, although children might enjoy 
the work for its adventure. There was a suggestion made by Hortensius, 
the male member of this literary triumvirate, that Robinson Crusoe, 
at least for the first part, was considered at that time as "a book 
for chi ldren only. n Euphronia immediately assured him that an adult 
could learn much in the way of morals. He agreed to read it again; 
at ~ich point Sophronia, the intellectual lightweight, burst out ~~th: 
But let me beg you to get the old 
Edition of Crusoe, for this is one 
of those books, which Fanaticism has 
laid her paw upon, altered to her own 
tenets, and she has added some of her 
own reveries at the end of it, called 
Visions of the Angelical World. If 
Hortensius should once dip into that 
part of it, it ~uld entirely discredit 
our recommendations.22 
The fault, then, if fault it was, derived from a failure to 
achieve the mean: the just standard of nature. The morality was 
j udged to be too narrow to suit the tastes of an enlightened age. 
Yii th Mrs. Reeve end the latter eighteenth century came the 
acceptance of the world of fiction as a respectable world for the 
serious writer. The term romance though more technically conceived 
was pressed into general service for all types of fiction; the novel, 
though primarily related to life and manners, was likewise stretched. 
The fictional history or biography was seen in close relation with 
them. If the work served the ultimate principle of all art: the just 
standard of' nature, it could be justif'ied. 
22Reeve, The Progress of' Romance, P• 127. 
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But after Defoe's death in 1731 critical thinking about his ~rks 
of fiction remained for fifty years both fragmentary and appreciative. 
One of the principal reasons for this may have rested in the fact tm.t 
Defoe both as a national figure and as a literary man suffered an eclipse. 
To be sure, his works, principally The True-born Englishman, The Family 
Instructor and Religious Courtship remained extrenely popular, but his 
works did not receive much serious critical comment. To only one of 
his works , Robinson Crusoe, ~s any attention paid. Only Charles 
Gildon., Defoe's contemporary., offered anything like an extended analysis. 
His reactions came immediately upon the publication of the first two 
parts of Robinson Crusoe. A study of these remarks will bring this 
study to the beginnings of a critical tradition in Defoe. That his 
works were not considered in their totality reflects two important 
aspects of the period: first • .that realistic historical fiction or 
fictional biography wa's not yet incorporated into the concept of the 
novel, and second, Defoe was not treated in the collective critici&.m 
of the period as a writer of fiction. A lesser reason involves the 
morality of the period which would preclude an open discussion of Moll 
Flanders or The Fortunate Mistress. But as the genre began to form 
in critical circles, Defoe's work becwne more and more significant in 
the field of fiction. 
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Chapter Five The Development of a Critical Tradition 
The first critical analysis of Defoe's work was extremely hostile. 
Charles Gildon reacted immediately and intensely to the several parts 
of Robinson Crusoe; indeed~ his criticism followed the parts as they 
came hot off the presses. 
From Defoe's prefaces alone it can be seen that the most serious 
charge that could be made of Robinson Crusoe was that the several parts 
were fiction, fiction in the sense of a deliberately calculated lie; 
and hence, morally reprehensible. For as it has already been demonstrated, 
Defoe went to extraordinary lengths to persuade his readers that what 
he wrote was true to fact: this, principally in the preface to the 
Memo irs of a. Cavalier. Therefore, the most legitimate and most effective 
criticism for Gildon to make would be the charge of fiction, based upon 
the discovery of a number of inconsistencies in Crusoe's narrative. 
Labelled l ies , t hese critical barbs, stung Defoe into writing his apolo-
getic prefaces; and the word lie ran a course in Defoe criticism from 
Gildon to the late nineteenth c~ntury critics, Leslie Stephen and 
Edmund Gosse • l 
~ost critics agree that Gildon's criticis.m loses some of its 
validity because of his virulent bias. But on no account ought it 
be ignored as did Charles Burch in -his article entitled ''Bri,tish 
Criticism of Defoe as a Novelist, '' for the Gildon remarks did offer an 
understanding of what readers of the time may have thought of Robinson 
1Edmund Gosse, A Histor of Ei hteenth Cantu Literature (1899) and 
Leslie Stephen, Hours in a Library .(l87 used the term lie with the 
full ~ight of its connotations in their criticism of Defoe's method. 
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Crusoe , and gave some of the bases from. which subsequent lines of 
critical thought developed. 
I n hi s first charge, a pamphlet entitled The Life and Strange 
Surpr iz ing Adventures of Mr. D.. • DeF ••• , 2 Gildon crudely e:xploi ted 
the possibil i ties of a meeting between Robinson Crusoe, Friday, and 
thei r creator, DeF.... He openly parodied the title page with its 
promise of wonders and varieties of adventures of the hero, "who liv'd 
above Fifty Years by Himself in the Kingdom of Nort h and South Britain. 11 
In the preface he connnent ed on the virtue ·of the hero, conspicuous 
for 11 a more t han common Assurance carrying him through all the various 
Shapes a..11.d Changes which he has pass' d without the least Blush. 11 
A dialogue follows in which Crusoe accused Defoe of raising 
11Beings Gontradictory to common Sense, and Destructive of Religion 
and 1'f.O rali ty. " Crusoe CO!!lplained of' being: 
a whimsical inconsistent Being, in 
t hree weeks losing all the Religion 
of a Pious Education; and when you 
bring me again to a Sense of the Want 
of Rel~gion, you make me quit that 
upon ·every ~himsy •••• You make me an 
Enemy to all English Sailors ••• you 
make me a Protestant in London, and a 
Papist in Brasil.3 
Gildon of course completely missed the praiseworthy aspects of 
Crusoe's tolerance both on a national and a religious level. To this 
extent the crit ici&m is unfair; but his criticis.m became more sound 
2All references to either The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of 
Mr. D ••• and the Epistle to D ••• DeF ••• are made to pages in Paul Dottin's 
edition of Robinson Crusoe Examin 1d and Criticiz'd (London: J. M. Dent, 
1923). 
3Dottin, Robinson Crusoe E:x:amin 'd and Criticiz 'd, The Life, p. 63. 
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when his charge of inconsistency was based upon inaccuracies in the 
narrative: inconsistencies of days and dates~ etc •• In the Epistle 
t o D ••• DeF •••• the Reputed Author of Robinson Crusoe, Gildon at once 
assert ed that Robinson Crusoe was false to fact: 
I think we may justly say that the 
Design of the Publication of this 
Book was not sufficient to justify 
and ~ke Truth of what you allow to 
be Fiction and Fable; what you mean 
by ••• Invention, and Parable~ I know 
not; unless you would have us think~ 
that the manner of your tj:ll1ing a 
Lie will make it a Truth.4 
By picking up errors in character~ probability, and narrative 
descr iption, Gildon was easily able to demolish Robinson Crusoe as 
a tissue of lies. He pointed to the fact t hat Friday was 11 able to 
speak English tolerably well in a Month or two, and not to speak 
it better in twelve Years after. " He found Crusoe's respect and 
obedience t o his parents in the srly part of the story hard t o credit, 
inasmuch as he ran away from home. Curious details annoyed him: how 
was Xury able to master English in so short a time? why were there 
t hree English Bibles on board a Portugue:s.e trader? why were there 
inconsi stencies between the journal of Crusoe, while he had ink. and 
his narrative of the same period~ and finally, the clincher, how was 
it possi ble for a naked man to put anything in the pockets of his 
trousers which Robinson managed to do--at least, in the first edition~ 
Two further oddities were noted: Friday seemed able to escape from the 
savages when he was said to be bound hand and foot; Crusoe was able to 
4nottin, Robinson Crusoe Examin'd and Criticiz'd, the Epistle ~ p. 88. 
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write a contract for the Spaniards long after he had exhausted his 
writing materials. 
Gildon~ blind at this period of his life, was unable to record 
all the inconsistencies which later critics were to observe.5 They 
do not now seem important, but since truth-to-fact was insisted upon 
quite literally in a supposedly true history--Gildon deliberately 
misunderstood--the achievement of an accurate verisimilitude became 
a necessity in the development of the fictional history. Though Defoe 
continued to reveal inconsistencies after Gildon's taunting lips Trere 
sealed in death, he improved upon his technique of covering up by 
making al l that he said sound like the truth. Fielding and Smollett 
did not need to be so literal because their readers w0re accustomed 
to receiving general truths; and even in the progression toward an 
appreciation of fictional elements seen in Defoe's prefaces,5a he 
showed less and less interest in particular truths as his readers showed 
a willingness to accept his fictions in the spirit of general truths. 
Beyond technical inconsistencies, Gildon argued a belief in the 
concept of the fable or fictional elements of the narrative. But he 
believed that it 11ID;ust naturally produce in its Event some useful 
Moral, either expressed or implied. 11 From such a remark one might think 
he was arguing, like Shaftesbury, in favor of a more unified work, in 
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which the moral and fictional elements are fused, such as was then possible 
5For a complete discussion of the inconsistencies pointed out by Gildon, 
see the notes to the texts of the pamphlets by Paul Dottin and William 
T. Hastings' nErrors and Inconsistencies in De.roe's Robinson Crusoe, n 
MLN, XXVII (June 1912), 161-166. 
5aFor discussion, see Chapter Four, PP• 72-77. 
in the drama and in poetry • but seemingly not in fiction. However~ 
this promising argument was weakened when it was made the vehicle 
for an examination of the pros and cons leading to Crusoe's determina-
tion to go to sea. But he offered a criticism that was and is often 
repeated in this connection, that is, that the moral and religious 
reflections, which Defoe claimed were "the real beauties, 11 were tedious 
and disruptive in the narrative: 
though I have a great deal to say upon 
his Reflections and their frequent 
Repetition almost in the same words; 
yet for Brevity's sake, I shall say 
of them all, that they seem brought 
in only to encrease the Bulk of your 
Book; they ar6 seldom just or truly 
religious •••• 
In the morality or spirituality of Crusoe himself, Gildon found only 
moral opportuni~; Crusoe's motives for prayer tending to spring 
more from a sense of material want than a sense of a temporal 
communion with God. "But, honest Dan, I am afraid, ••• you do not 
sufficiently distinguish between the Fear of God, and the Fear o:f 
Danger to your own dear Carcass. 11 
To Defoe's strangely ambigtious moral scruples Gildon made fre-
quent re:ference. A good example o:f his better critical sel:f is to 
be found in his remarks upon Defoe's attitudes toward slavery: 
Well, having fix'd his Plantation, he 
sets out upon new Adventures ••• bound to 
buy Slaves; and though he afterwards 
proves so scrupulous about falling upon 
Cannibals or Men-eaters, yet he neither 
then nor afterwards found any check of 
Conscience in that infamous Trade of 
bnottin, Robinson Crusoe Examin'd and Criticiz'd, the Epistle, P• 104. 
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buying and selling Men for Slaves; 
else one would have expected him to 
have attrib~ted his Shipwreck to this 
very Cause. 
Beside his attack upon the authenticity of Robinson Crusoe and 
the expedient moral and religious reflections, Gildon made sport of 
w.hat he saw as Defoe's lack of patriotic sentiment. This ended, to 
Gildon's discredit and in contrast to later critics who saw in Defoe 
the superpatriot, in a tirade against tolerance in religious and 
political matters. He put in D ••• l's mouth the sentiment: 
for I have always hated the English, 
and took a pleasure in depreciating 
and vilifying them, witness my True 
Born Englishman, and rrcy changingmy 
name to make it sound more like the 
French. 8 
Gildon made a great deal of Defoe's alleged lack of patriotism and 
his political expediency. He interpreted any degree of tolerance 
as a lack of feeling for his native country. ~hen tolerance becwne 
a popular political and social concept in the nineteenth century, 
Defoe's stock as a liberal and enlightened individual rose. 
Still other shots that Gildon took ~re to be reversed in the 
history of the acceptance of the fictional biography. Of Defoe's 
"stile '' the digressions and repetitions which characterized it were 
to Gildon 11tedious; the excessive Sterility of your Expression being 
forc'd perpetually to say the same things in the very same words 
four or five times over on cne Page." Nineteenth century critics were 
7Dottin, Robinson Crusoe Examin'd and Criticiz'd, the Epistle, P• 94. 
Bnottin, Robinson Crusoe Examin'd and Criticiz'd, The Life, p. 76. 
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to find in this the trick of verisimilitude,. but Gildon's critical 
eye was trained upon the errors of an old enemy, and if he recognized 
the use of circumstantial detail as a device of fiction, he would have 
c.ondernned it as another way to make the lie go down as the truth. To 
accept the work as fiction never could have occurred to Gildon. He 
saw the stile ~~clog' d with moral re fleet ions, ilt and the Defoe sentence 
riddled with solecisms (errors in grammar) and loose constructions. 
At the very source of the critical tradition that sprung from 
Defoe's works of fiction, Gildon offered three major criticisms. 
The first and foreiiDst was the most cutting in its time: Defoe's 
immorality in putting up fiction to be read as fact. Defoe himself 
let the cat out of the bag by his careless writing, his improbabilities 
of situation and character. Each of these topics was to provide 
vectors for favorable and unfavorable critics into our own time. 
The second gran error was his misunderstanding of the nature of 
fiction ("fablen): nwhich is a sort of llriting which has always been 
esteemed by the wisest and best of Men to be of great Use to the Instruc-
tion of Mankind; but then this Use and Instruction should naturally and 
plainly arise from the Fable itself, in an evident and useful Moral, 
either exprest or understood11 ; a principle that historical fiction and 
fictional biography had to achieve more uniformly before it became art: 
the just standard of nature. Finally, and a charge that disturbed 
the conscience of many a Defoe critic, was that of his religious and 
m6ral: opportunism which led him into faulty justification and incon-
sistency both in content and style. 
After Gildon there are very few extended comments on Defoe until 
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the seventies and eighties of the century, When Blair, Beattie, and 
Reeve offered assessments of Robinson Crusoe which have been di soussed 
in the previous chapter in connection with the expansion of the term 
novel. One question that immediately comes to mind in this connection 
is how widely known were the fictional histories and biographies of 
Defoe, and how many of them were known to be his? It should be noted 
at once that with the exception of Colonel Jack none of the works included 
in this study appeared with Defoe's signature in the texts of the editions 
that appeared during his lifetime. Gildon, of course, knew to whom 
Robinson Crusoe belonged, and so did others in literary circles. Even 
the general public had no difficulty in assigning its authorship, but 
some of the reading public may have been deceived into accepting it as 
genuine. There is, however, only a hint of this in Bishop Hoadley ' s 
comments in the London Journal (1725). The Gildon pamphlets had no 
doubt undeceived the public in 1719 and 1720. Further Robinson Crusoe 
was linked with Colonel Jack on the title page of the latter work: 
By the Author of Robinson Crus.oe. It was perhaps the similarity of 
subject matter that led contemporaries like Mrs. Jane Barker to couple 
Moll Flanders and Colonel Jack. In her preface to A Patchwork Screen ••• 
(1723), Mrs. Barker said that the histories like Colonel Jack and Moll 
Flanders "are so Fashionable in this Age.u The Flying Post (March l, 
1729) offered a couplet indicating the extreme popularity of the Defoe 
histories with the lower classes: nDown in the Kitchen, honest Dick and 
Doll/ Are studying Colonel Jack and Flanders Moll.u8a 
SaT.his is quoted from Sutherland,Defoe, P• 236. 
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But other than these three works which enjoyed enormous 
popularity, there is no indication that the other works were 
lmovm at the time to be Defoe's. Captain Singleton may very 
likely have been accepted as genuine; Smollett referred to it as 
such. A Journal of the Plague Year was quoted as genuine in a 
learned dissertation on the plague by Dr. Mead. Lord Chatham 
called :Memoirs of a Cavalier genuine; and Samuel Johnson referred 
to the Memoirs of Captain George Carleton as a real history.8b 
In fact it is very l ikely that only a few of Defoe's ~rks 
were knovm to be his--at least ~th t he public at l arge--until 
the f i rst offic ial list ing of his lli"Orka appeared in an appendix 
to C~orge Cralmers' Life of Defoe (1786, 1790}. Samuel Johnson 
was reported to have given a catalogue of Defoe's "works of fancy 11 
to b~s . Montagu, but no details of what it might have contained 
were given by Boswell. It might conceivably have been dravm from 
the listings of Theophilus Cibber in his Lives of the Poets (1753); 
in which case the listing was both erroneous and incomplete. vVhen 
however, Francis Noble, the publisher, put out emasculated versions 
of Moll Flanders and The Fortunate Mistress, he indicated that his 
editorial changes were made upon the basis of papers left behind by 
Defoe. Inaccurate as his statement vms, he nonetheless established 
by his references to Defoe in the preface both the necognition of 
8brt was not until 1924 that Arthur W. Secord in his Studies in the 
Narrative Method of Defoe established the Memoirs of Captain George 
Carleton as the work _of Defoe. 
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authorship of the two works and the value of the author's name 
f or selling purposes. 9 
But whether or not one can assume oo~on knowledge of the author-
ship of the works included in this study is still perhaps a moot point. 
The informati on was available in the Stationers' Register as Chalmers 
pointed out; but buyers of books did not seem~articularly interested 
in the autho~in a day of anonymous fiction. Of their popularity, 
however, there seems to be no question. l•-illiam McBurney in an Wl-
published Harvard thesis, ~Formative Influences in the English 
Novel 1700-39" (1948) indicated the popularity on the basis that the 
works had upon the fictional market of the period. 11 For a time, lt he 
remarked, ~Defoe's novels became the standard by which booksellers 
and fictional writers of the subliterary world of London measured 
popular success. 11 In support of this contention, McBurney traced 
the Defoe i nfluence to William Chetwood's Robert Falconer and Robert 
Boyle (1726). They both, he pointed out, shared with Robinson Crusoe 
9spiro Peterson in his unpublished dissertation (Cambridge: Harvard 
Univer sity , 1953L "Defoe's Roxana and Its Eighteenth Century Sequels,n 
points out that there were two major sequels (17~, 1745) to Roxana. 
Francis Noble's edition came later, an amalgamation of previous sequels 
with f ur ther revisions. The two popular themes suggested by Defoe and 
developed by continuators were the matrimonial status of woman and the 
Quaker rel igion . The continuations reflected the influence of the 
mann ers novel with the inclusion of drematic organization: the Susannah 
story in The Fortunate kistresa was developed into a plot. In adaptations 
of Moll Flanders, the tendency toward tighter plot organization appeared 
in t he development of the stories of the governess . and .~the Lance.shi re : hus-
band . Both works in these expurgated and expanded editions were very 
popular . Readers of Gentleman's Magazine, LIX2 (1789, P• 992), were 
informed that "Defoe's novels, including The History of Ro:xana were 
much in vogue amongst country readers. " 
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elements dravm from the travel narrative: accounts of voyages, ship-
wreck~ faithfUl Indians, and most important the stylistic device 
that earmarked a Defoe narrative, circumstantial detail. The Hermit 
by ~ar.ner and Creakes in 1727 acknowledged a debt to Defoe in the 
preface; Swift in 1728 used the narrative structure and parodied the 
style of Defoe in character portrayal and diction in Gulliver's Travels. 
But more important than these or sub sequent in1i tat ions • McBurney 
claimed, was the marked relationship of the works of' Defoe and those 
of his nmost prolific imitator" Mrs. Penelope Aubin. It was her work 
more than any other that tied the Defoe narrative with the lifeline 
of the novel, so that when the tradition emerged in Abbe( Pri:Sirost' s 
novels, the fictional biography or emblematic history becomes more 
or less associated with the novel of manners and intrigue; 
Less romantic imitations t:b.a.n 1'1rs. 
Aubin's of Defoe continued to appear 
after his death, but the decade 
1730-l.;o was dominated by the novels 
of Abbe Prevost which Mrs. Aubin 
anticipated. and which supplied the 
fictional market with a fusion of the 
life-and-adventure and life-and-~ours 
types of novels, strongly tinged with 
religion and moralizing. Defoe attempted 
to graft the devices of fiction and 
religious teaching to the factual and 
travel literature in Robinson Crusoe. 
h~s. Aubin reversed this procedure by 
attempting to add Defoe's factual realism 
to characters and structure of the short 
nove1.10 
McBurney ably defended the tradition of Defoe imitators, and 
established Defoe's popularity in the period 1730-9, despite the 
lOWilliam McBurney • • Formative Influences on the English Novel 1700-1739'' 
(diss. Cambridge. Mass •• 194B).pp 189-190. 
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obvious lack o£ contemporary critical comment. During the period 1730-
1170 • the critical tre.dition remained roughly the same with the exception 
that occasional comment in literary journals or from literary figures 
indicated that his popularity was still at a peak with the general 
public. 
During this period none of his novels were listed as novel~. It 
was only in 1775 in the Index to the Gentleman's Magazine that The 
Fortunate Mistress appeared under the category Novels, but it was 
listed under its subtitle, nThe History of' Mademoiselle de Beleau111 as 
i£ in denial of its fictional intent. Colonel Jack, when its fourth 
edition was listed in the same magazine's index of 1738. appeared under 
the general: and··a.mbiguo:us ·heading of Miscellaneous. The second edition 
of Memoirs of a Cavalier appeared (c. 1742) as the aotual memoirs o£ 
Colonel Andrew Freeport; the editor from Bristol being at some pains 
to establish his true identity in a brief preface. 
Dafoe, as a writer. did not sink into obscurity. His name was 
keptefloat by Pope's derogatory references to his political activities 
and writings in The Dunciad (1728. 1742), by frequent reference to his 
political ·writings and his "romances"; indeed, an extreme view was 
taken in the £allowing letter to the Gentleman's Magazine of 1731, 
the year of' De£oe's death: 
We are overstock'd with Poets and divide 
them into severall Classes of Dramatic, 
Epic, Lyric, Satyric, eto •• That universal 
Genius Mr. De F--e, entertains us with his 
various Ways of Writing. He assures us that 
he wrote tv•o celebrated Papers. one ~big, 
the other Tory, and pleas'd both Sides •••• ll 
11 HT0 Mr. Urban" (anon. letter}, Gentleman's N:agazine. I (1731). P• 385. 
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Alexander Pope was not so ready to accept the universal genius. 
but praised the universal talent: nDefoe 'Ylrote a vast Jnany things; 
and none bad, though none excellent except this [ Robinson Cruse~; 
there is something good in all he has written. nl2 This must have 
been recorded by Spence sometime prior to 1744. In the sixties, 
Samuel Johnson, seemed to be familiar with Defoe's works of fancy, 
and Boswell recorded that he allowed "considerable merit to a man, 
who, bred a tradesman, has -written so variously and so well. Indeed, 
his Robinson Crusoe is enough in itself to establish his reputation. • l3 
In another conversation with Mrs. Piozzi, Johnson queried: "Was there 
ever yet anything -written, by mere man that 'WB.S wished longer by its 
readers, excepting Don Quixote, Robinson Crusoe, and the Pilgrim's 
Progress? 1114 Perhaps Johnson. because of the eighteenth century focus 
on moral instruction in fiction, could see the relationship that 
Defoe had implied in his Serious Ref lections: which referred to Pilgrim's 
Progress and Don Quixote as emblematic moral histories. 
Of his popularity with the major novelists of the period, there 
is little to record. None of thent saw him as a precursor, much leas 
a father of t he English novel. Richardson mentioned him in passing,15 
12Joseph Spence, Anecdotes, Observations and Characters of Books and :Men 
(London: Singers, 1820), p. 258. 
13James Bos~ell, Life of Johnson (London: Oxford University Press,1953), 
p. 928. 
l4J oseph Ephes Brow.n, The Critical Opinions of Samuel Johnson (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1926), p. 325. 
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15rn Alan D. J'licKillop' s Samuel Richardson (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, . 1936), he points out that Schiicking arguednfor a close 
connection between Richardson's novels and the literature of domestic life 
as represented in Defoe's The Fami ly Instructor (1715, 1718) and Religious 
Courtship (1722). n . Also he noted that Mrs. Barbauld conjectured that 
Richardson knew The Fwmily Instructor in her correspondence. 
Fielding praised the 11 historian of Jonathan Wild11 in the preface to 
his awn ironic biography of that master criminal; and Smollett 
indicated the popularity of his works with publishers in a passage 
from Roderick Random (1748). His frustrated author, Melopoyn, spoke 
of the difficulty of getting booksellers interested in his writing. 
They 
asked if I had got never a piece 
of secret history, thrown into a 
series of letters, or a volume of 
adventures, such as those of 
Robinson Crusoe and Colonel Jack.16 
In 1753 Theophilus Gibber published his Lives of the Poets •••• 
His catalogue of Defoe's 11works of fancy" was revealing in its 
omissions. Besides Robinson Crusoe he correctly attributed Colonel 
Jack and Memoirs of the Plague. Yet he incorrectly attributed Abb~ 
Prevost's Cleveland (1731-9} to Defoe, indicating that Defoe's 
popularity l!llld influence as a l'Triter of historical fiction was strong 
enough to credit him with such a popular narrative, published after 
his death. The other works of fiction included in this study were 
· not mentioned. 
Of the four alleged works of Defoe, Gibber thought fit to praise 
at length only the Crusoe narrative. His praise was characteristi.c 
of much of Defoe criticiam of the time, and lent same weight to the 
assumption that Defoe's fictions were often accepted as true accounts 
oy his general public. He also, and in consequence, pointed to the 
device of creating the veris~ilar which was to be Defoe's trademark 
into the twentieth century. 
16Tobias Smollett, Roderick Random, P• 377• 
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• 
His imagination was fertile, strong 
and lively, as may be collected from 
his ma.ny worke of fancy, particularly 
his F~binson Crusoe, which was ~itten 
in so natural a manner and with so 
many probable incidents, that for some 
time after its publication, it was 
judged by most people to be a true story.l7 
Even as late as 1771 the only two fictional works that were 
immediately thought of in connection with Defoe were Robinson Crusoe 
and Colonel Jaok, which was evidenced by a passing mention of Defoe 
in a newspaper account of the execution of John J. Defoe at Tyburn: 
he 11 is said to be the grandson of the celebrated Daniel Defoe, who 
wrote the True-born Englishman, Robinson Crusoe, Colonel Jack, and 
other ingenious pieces.nl8 
This was a sparse collection of appreciation for any major 
1'11"iter and must be explained in the light of the fact that though 
Robinson Crusoe was highly praised, and Defoe frequently referred to 
as a journalist and historian; yet his writings as such were not to 
be treated as belle-lettres, worthy of extensive criticism. Further, 
his works of fancy were well known, but seemingly unrelated to his 
name; and finally, neither as novels, romances or fictional histories 
could they have hid status, inasmuch as that body of fiction "M\8 still 
in a developing stage. 
By way of a summary to this part of the study, Mrs. Reeve 1 s remarks 
on the popularity of the novel might lead the way. She pointed to the 
17Theophilus Cibber, T.he Lives of the Poets of 
5 vols. (London: Griffiths, 1753), IV, P• 322. 
performances. 
18Annual Register, ~X (1771), P• 65. 
Great Britain and Ireland, 
He listed nine principal 
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astonishing influx of novels that began to appear from the middle of 
the century on. The year 17ti.:J. she exclaimed, was such an example 
of prolixity in the "Novel way11 that they "became a drug in the terms 
of the trade." 
The work of fiction was beginning to be accepted as a form of 
literature as the form appealed more and more to a widening public. 
Truth-to-fact was no longer insisted upon; efforts to simulate fact 
might even be used or recognized as devices of fiction. Johnson 
recognized that fiction might serve the higher purpose of educating 
mankind with general precepts (Rasselas, 1759); Smollett and Fielding 
broadened the base of travel narrative in England by referring to 
Spanish and French forms of fiction for their antecedents, and 
F~elding tightened the form by attempting to relate it to the epic. 
Both achieved in giving fictional history stature. From their 
critical precepts the criticism of the period 1770-1830 as related to 
the novel and to Defoe began to find a definition. Fiction became a 
means to preserve the record of the general experiences of nankind. 
with its end morally educative and productive of pleasure. Hence. 
M.rs. Reeve praised and justified the novel as a neans of tempering 
the utile and the dolce, of giving examples "of virtue rewarded and 
vice punished. 11 
The emphasis upon instructional value precluded a discussion of 
Moll F'landers (despite four editions 1731-1790) and The Fortunate 
Mistress (despite eight editions in the swme period). The seamy side 
of life was better ignored in an age of sensibility. 
Because of their convincing realis.m, neither Memoirs of a Cavalier 
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nor A Journal of the Plague Year were treated as f iction. No mention 
of Defoe was made in connection with them, though literary people knew 
he was the author~ or at the very least, the editor. 
Colonel Jack and Captain Singleton provoked no comment, and may 
also have been regarded as immoral~ although there is same evidence 
for believing that the latter was accepted as a genuine account. None 
of these latter four, except perhaps for Colonel Jack19 achieved the 
popularity of Robinson Crusoe~ Moll Flanders, and The Fortunate Mistress. 
The former was read mostly for the first part as a tale of adventure; 
the latter two, adapted by Noble and others as novels and intrigue 
circulated as popular library items. It was no doubt the crude attempt 
at plotting and characterization in these that made them the ro~re 
acceptable to ourrmt tastes. 
Though the problem of the immorality of fiqtion was slowly being 
resolved, though the definition of the variant forms were still chaotic 
and overlapping, though fact was still cherished in narrative works 
above fiction, critics were beginning to establish traditions relative 
t o Defoe's prose fiction: (1) they established Robinson Crusoe as a 
classic in fiction, praising its realis.m, its morality, and its 
instructional aims; but they qualified their praise by referring only to 
19Awriter to the Gentleman's !J;agazine (1785), who signed himself 
1 Langbourniensis, after praising the author of Robinson Crusoe~ said, 
1He also wrote the History of Colonel Jack, a work excellent in its kind, 
though little know.n; it contains much manner of low life, and much 
nature; t his author appears never to have attempted any scene in high 
life !The For ttmate Mistress?] , with 'Which doubtless he was unacquainted~ 
but h'Is rank is very exalted as a writer of original genius. 11 
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the first part; and (2) they placed it in a tradition that offered the 
best in prose fiction--a tradition that included Don Quixote. Pilgrim's 
Progress. Tom Jones. and latterly. Tristram Shandy. All were lives 
in a sense and all attempted to inculcate moral principles. Most 
important all used fictional frames grounded upon general truths. What 
remained was an examination of the peculiarly Defoesque contributions, 
and how they structured the novel through the centuries of' criticism. 
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P.A.RT THREE ART AND MORALITY 
Chapter Six Defoe's Novels in the Romantic Period . 
With the interest in Defoe as a personality that began with the 
first official biography by George Chalmers. Defoe's novels enjoyed 
a revival of interest on a critical level. Almost every important 
romantic writer had some words of praise for him as a republican 
during an age of republican reform. This interest was reinforced 
by the appearance of several biographies and Defoe's biographers. 
though primarily interested in him as a political personality. offered 
generous criticism of his novels. This attitude was reflected in a 
speech on property rights made by Thomas Noon Talfourd in the 
Parli~ent (1837): 
A man of genius and integrity, who 
received all the insults and injuries 
from his contemporaries, and obtains 
nothing from posterity but a name--
look at Daniel De Foal recollect him 
pilloried--bankrupt--wearing away his 
life to pay his creditors in full, and 
dying in the struggle; and his works 
live, imitated, corrupted, yet casting 
off the stains, not by protection of 
1~1, but by their own pure essence.l 
Biographers Who took a sympathetic view strove to justify his 
activities, among th6m his lesser works of fiction, in accord with their 
view of his personality which in many cases paralleled that of Talfourd. 
It will be the business of this chapter to determine the general tone 
in the principal biographies (1790-1830) toward Defoe's novels. 
lsergeant Thomas Noon Talf ourd, nspeech on Literary Property Delivered 
in the House of Commons on the 18th of May 1837• 11 
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As interest in Defoe developed, he became a source of discussion 
among the romantic critics . Their attitude toward Defoe contrasted with 
that of the eighteenth century in that they accepted the novel as a 
genre of great literature. They used the term novel generically to 
cover all modes of prose fiction. But they continued to confuse the 
terms romance and novel semantically, for the former was used 
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synonymously with the latter, evan though it had acquired a more specialized 
meaning as well--medieval and renaissance tales of chivalry and love. 
Scoty'perhaps intended a distinction between the romance and the 
novel when he referred to his own works of fiction as written in a 
11bow-wow11 style while he called the familiar, contemporary and dom:lstic 
patterns of Jane Austen's works novels. But for the most part distinc-
tions of this kind were ignored. Robinson Crusoe remained a grand 
romance or novel; A Journal bec~e an epic in prose; and Memoirs of a 
Davalier, a history 11the likeliest to a romance" ever written. The 
important theme in the romantic criticism of Defoe was its acceptance 
of prose fiction as a form of great literature. 
The following chapter is concerned ~th the dissociation of the 
biographical view of Defoe the man from the esthetic view of his works 
as novels and their place in the tradition of that form, as this -was 
reflected in the biographical and review literature of the period (1830-
1890). The central problem, there, as well as in Chapter Six, is the 
unresolved problem of the relationship between esthetic and moral 
demands made upon the novel. In short, how was the function of the 
novel determined? 
The Victorian moral scheme L~posed proprieties upon the novel and 
the novelist alike which Defoe had been ignorant of or had ignored. 
For his posterity in this period, however, what blackened the nan, 
condemned his work. He ceased to be a "gentle instructor. 11 Yiben 
VHllia.m Lee in 1864 turned up State Office Papers that revealed Defoe's 
ambiguous political dealings with both Tories and Whigs in the period 
1714- 1724, praise of his works was tempered ~th restraint, a taint 
of disappointment. Gildon's charges of lie, improbabilities, and double-
dealinl'l' were revived and discussed. Ed.nnmd Gosse 1 s remarks were 
J.J.'j 
the novelist alike which Defoe bad been ignorant of or had ignored. 
For his posterity in this period, however, what blackened the man, 
condemned his work. He ceased to be a "gentle instructor. !! l'~ben 
William Lee in 1864 turned up State Office Papers that revealed Defoe's 
ambiguous political dealings with both Tories and Whigs in the period 
1714-1724, praise of his works was tempered with restraint, a taint 
of disappointment. Gildon's charges of~' improbabilities, and double-
dealing were revived and discussed. Edmund Gosse's ra.marks were 
characteristic: 
In all of these romances ~he secondary 
nove~] the style is the same, that of a 
publicist. Defoe now writes originals 
no longer, but sits at home and forges 
column after column of minute newspaper 
Lncidents. The mode is always that of 
autobiography, and no very palpable 
advance in narrative has been made •••• la 
It was not until the scholar or critic turn~d to the neutral 
ground of an analysis of Defoe's method of composition that he could 
offer constructive and contributive research. 
Although individual editions of Defoe's works of fiction had 
appeared throughout the eighteenth century, the first posthumous 
selection did not appear until 1790: A Selection of the Works of De Foe. 
This contained the Crusoe trilogy, The True-born Englishman, and the 
article, 110riginal Power of the People of England. " Done up in three 
volumes, it represented the classic romance, and two of the greatest 
laEdmund Gosse, A Histor~ of Ei§hteenth CentU!Y Literature 1660-1780 
(London: lliacmillan, 1889 , p. 1 0. 
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examples of Def oe's republicanism. The renewed interest at tP~S tL~e 
was in Defoe ·as a political republican who had fought in the interests 
of freedom of expression, who had stood bravely in the pillory to 
defend his rights and the rights of the English, and whose impartial 
fair-mindedness had impressed all sides of the controversy. 
The new view of Defoe--it was perhaps the first favorable interpre-
tation--was largely due to the efforts of his first important biographer, 
George Chalmers. He had, during an illness, prepared an edition of The 
Hi story of the Union (1786) and had amused himself by reconstructing 
by way of a preface, the life of its author. Thus, the "Life of Daniel 
Defoea appeared as preface to the History in 1786 and to the Stockdale 
edition of Robinson Crusoe (1790). Because of his systematic research 
in the registry of books in the Stationers' Company, Chalmers was able 
to compile the first authoritative list of Defoe's works. 2 Hence, 
211 The first significant list of Defoe's works, appended by George 
Chalmers to his revised Life of Daniel Defoe, published separately in 
1790, and with the Stockdale RObinson Crusoe of the same year, con-
tains about 99 genuine and dubious items. But from evidence given 
by Defoe in his extant letters and memoranda, from the evidence fur-
nished by some of the pamphlets laid at his door by his contemporaries, 
and from stylistic qualities which point indisputably to Defoe's 
authorship, Chalmers list was augmented to upwards of 370 by W. P. 
Trent CHEL Vol. IX, 1913. Intervening, among others, are the important 
bibliographies of Walter Wilson (1830), assigning 210 books and pam-
phlets t o Defoe; of William Hazlitt (184o) suggesting 183 certain titles, 
and 52 attributed works; of William Lee (1869) with 254 titles; and of 
Thomas Wright (1874,; revised and enlarged, 1931), with 254 and 258 
titles respectively. Following these come the articles of Trent in 
The Nation, and the list of Paul Dottin (1924; English translation 1929) 
which with additions made by A. W. Secord, C. E. Burch~ and others 
increases the total nu~ber of books, pamphlets, and periodical contribu-
tions accredited to Defoe to over 1.$)0.'' CBEL, III ,pp. 495-496. 
Chalmers was the first to offer a long view of -what eompri sed 
Defoe's prose fiction; as a result, he was the first to call Defoe 
a novelist . 
In accord with the prevalent mores Chalmers, who was not a 
literary critic, praised both The Family Instructor and Religious 
Courtship very highly, though neither as fiction. Of the for.mer, he 
said, t hat "reprinted it will be as long as our language endures. 11 
Equally to be expected was his inability to accept what Charles Lamb 
called the secondary novels: Moll Flanders, Colonel Jack, and..!!!! 
Fort unat e Mistress. His objection was, of course, made upon the basis 
of the subject matter: 
Yet I am not convinced, that the world 
has been made wiser or better, by the 
perusal of these lives •••• They do not 
exhibit many scenes which are welcome 
to cult ivated minds.3 
On the other hand he had much to say on behalf of Defoe's 
creation of the 11 fictitious biography11 : 
by matchless art it may be made more 
instructive -than a real life. Few 
of our writers have excelled Defoe in 
this kind of biographical narration, 
the great qualities of which are to 
attract by the diversity of circum-
stances, end to instruct by the useful-
ness of exwmples.4 
Chalmers was, perhaps, not astute enough a literary critic to compare 
Defoe's works with those of Smollett and Fielding. And being an 
3aeorge Chalmers, The Life of Daniel DeFoe in The Novels and Miscellaneous 
Works of Daniel Defoe (Oxford: Talboys, 1841), XX, P• 81. 
4chalmers, The Life of Daniel DeFoe, P• 6o. 
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enthusiastic apologist, he must have thought it expedient to ignore 
the secondary works. But it must be pointed out that contemporary 
criticism considered them of no importance. Hence, it was possible 
for him t o condemn them on the subject matter alone. 
But for Defoe's ficrtitious histories, the Memoirs of a Cavalier 
and A Journal of the Plague Year, he reserved his chief praise. Of 
the former, he quoted the preface to the second edition which attempted 
t o establish it as authentic: ~a romance the likeliest to truth that 
ever was written," a statement which shows the casual distinction 
that obtained between the terms history and romance. The subject 
matter concerned ngreat events, 11 its Etyle was ~'simple/' and it was 
11enlivened with such reflections, as to inform the ignorant and enter-
tain the wise. 11 A Journal of the Plague Year was equally executed 
both in terms of style and subject matter: 
The author's artifice consists in 
fixing the reader's attention by the 
deep distress of fellow-men; and by . 
recalling to the reader's recollection 
striking examples of mortality, he 
endeavors to inculcate the uncertainty of 
life, and the usefulness of reformation.? 
It should be clear from the above that Chalmers was aware of the 
fictional elements in the plague journal. There is also the hint of 
praise for Defoe's republicanism. But Chalmers' view of morality was 
not partisan. He appreciated the concept of the just standard of 
nature and could accept subject matter as truth providing it reflected 
the general experience of mankind. Of Colonel Jack, which he found 
less morally reprehensible than the other secondary novels, he went so 
5chalmers, The Life of Daniel DeFoe, P• 81 
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far as t o rhapsodize: 11 our author is studious to convert his various 
adventures into a delightful field, where the reader might gather 
herbs, vrholesome and medicinal, viithout incommodation of plants, 
poisonous or noxious. 11 
For its longevity, for its time-honored abilityto amuse as it 
instructed, for its universal appeal, Chalmers accorded the laurels 
to Robinson Crusoe. To the sneering Scriblerus Club, he was ironic: 
Poor Gay had learned this cant in 
the Scriblerus Club, who thought them-
selves the wisest, the wittiest, and 
the virtuousest men that ever were, or 
ever would be. But of all their works 
whieh of them have been so often 
skimmed, or yield so much cream as 
Robinson Crusoe, The Family Instructor, 
or Religious Cou~tship.6 
The key to its construction lay as Chalmers saw it in 11the simplicity 
of the narration11 and the ':variety of incidents11 --two aspects empha-
sized by Defoe, but Which any future critic or scholar must of necessity 
develop in order to save themselves from sinking into meaningless 
cliches. He followed Rousseau as Beattie and Reeve had before him, in 
considering both aspects combining to make an exemplary treatise for 
the minds of the young. However, and like the others, he considered the 
third part a failure, for it 
has more morality than fable, is the 
cause I fear, that it has never been 
read with the same avidity as the former 
two, or spoke of with the same approba-
tion. We all prefer amusement to instruc-
tion; and he who would inculcate useful 
truths, must study to amuse. 1 
6Chalmers, The Life of DeFoe, P• 61. 
?chalmers, The Life of DeFoe, P• 76. 
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This last statement c~e a long way ~om Beattie's regretful attitude 
toward the novel, which blamed human nature for needing fiction and 
story. It almost argued an esthetic approach: the third part fails. 
he might have said, because it lacks the unity of approach characteristic 
of the first part. It defeats the purpose of art; yet it is not quite 
offered in the spirit of a sermon. 
In his summary, Chalmers returned to the picture of Defoe as a 
universal genius created by the early anonymous letter-writer in the 
Gentleman's Magazine (1731). He praised the commercial writer, the 
political writer, the historian and novelist. But he emphasized the 
point that as a novelist, Defoe must be recognized as one in the fore-
most rank, particularly when his attributes of "originality,performance, 
and purpose" were considered. Chalmers remarked that Smollett had 
praised Defoe si~ply as a party-writer. He himself insisted on going 
farther: 
As a novelist, every one will place him 
in the foremost rank, who considers his 
own quality, his performance, and his pur-
pose. The Ship of Fools had indeed been 
launched in early times; but, who like 
DeFoe, had ever carr:iad his reader to sea, 
in order to mend the heart, and regulate 
the practice of life by showing his readers 
the effects of adversity, or how they might 
equally be called to sustain his hero's 
trials, as they sailed round the world. But, 
without attractions, neither the originality, 
nor the end, can have any salutary conse-
quence. This he had foreseen; and for this 
he has provided, by giving his adventures in 
a style so pleasing, because it is so simple, 
and so interesting, because it is particular, 
that every one fancies he could write a similar 
language. ?a 
?aChalmers, The Life of DeFoe, P• 95· 
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Defoe's style of writing adventures must not be underestimated. Its 
simplicity, its sense of particularity deserved the .highest praise; 
and tbe acid test of a good writer was fulfilled: 
he Whose works have pleased 
generally and pleased long, 
must be deerr~d a writer of no 
~all estimation; the people's 
verdict being the proper test 
of what they are the proper 
judges.8 
Chalmers, was an enthusiastic collector, if not a first-rate 
literary critic. He compiled a list of ninety of Defoe's works, many 
of which were never thought of in connection with their author. In 
dealing with the novels, he considered the traditions of authorship 
(the Selkirk-Defoe question) and concluded that Defoe had 11 catched a 
common prey , which he converted to the uses of his intellect." Further, 
his list of chief works of fiction--those in this study--were all 
included in the body of his text, each commented upon in relation to 
the morality of the theme. Finally, he collected and published the 
highlights in the critical tradition--Johnson, Rousseau, and Beattie--
and offered a national character untarnished, or perhaps repolished, to 
an England which was in the throes of an industrial revolt. His bio-
graphy remained standard until Walter Wilson's in 1830. 
Two biographers who owe much to Chalmers were Joseph Towers in 
his section on Defoe in Biographia Britannica (1777-93) which was added 
to that collection after Chalmers' Life of DeFoe was published, and 
Cadell and Davies' two-volume Life of Daniel Defoe (1820). Of the 
latter, it can be said with Walter ~"""ilson simply and finally, 11that it 
8Chalmers, The Life of DeFoe, P• 95· 
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was a new life, but contained no new f'acts " and addechoonew interprets.-
tions. Dr. Towers' biography is, however, important in that it 
contained many bibliographical details in its footnotes and some critical 
comment upon the novels. For the most part he was indebted to Chalmers. 
For like Chalmers he accepted Robinson Crusoe as Defoe's chef 
d'oeuvre. He saw in Defoe attributes of "great invention, 11 "easy and 
natural style," and 11moi-al and religious reflections. 11 The authorship--
whether Selkirk, Oxford, or Defoe--was completely investigated and 
summarily di&.missed. He furth3r quoted passages from Steele and Woodes 
Rogers to show how widespread was the Selkirk story, and pooh-poohed the 
alleged Selkirk manuscript, Providence Display 'd {1712). He concluded: 
Defoe probably took some general hints 
for his work from the story of Selkirk~ 
·ro.c:h he or any other nan had the right 
to do.9 
Indeed, much of Towers ' commentary on Robinson Crusoe was devoted to an 
examin~ion of the authorship problem. 
But of t he lesser novels, To~~rs took note and made comment. Though 
he mentioned Captain Singleton he did not discuss it. He did, however, 
summarize the adventures and quote the high spots. Towers was careful 
to point out that the popular editions of Moll Flanders and The Fortunate 
Mistress (1759, 1775) were expurgated editions. The former had, for 
exa.mple, appeared as :1The History of Laetitia Atkins, vulgarly call'd 
Moll F'landers. 11 The Fortunate :tJdstress appeared in an equally mutilated 
state as The Eistory of Mlle. de Beleau. Of Francis Noble the publisher 
9Biographia Britannica, ed. Andrew Kippis, Joseph Towers, et al, 2nd ed., 
6 vols. (London: Jolm Nichols, 1793), V, P• 68. 
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of these works, Towers said: 
It is, however, manifest that the whole 
of this is a deception, that the editor 
was in possession of no such papers of' 
De Foe' e, and that the work has been 
exceedingly altered and mutilated, not 
by the original author, but by the 
anonymous editor. It contains little 
more than one half in quantity of what 
is to be found in the edition of 1722.10 
In dealing with the subject matter of the lesser lives, Dr. Towers 
~~s surprisingly objective. He praised the glass-house scene in Colonel 
~~ as well as its theme of tolerance tOM~rd negroes. Both reflect 
the interest in tolerance, in republicanism which it seemed entered 
the libraries of academicians. Of the lives in general, he observed: 
In justice to De Foe, it should be observed 
that, in these works, and others of a 
similar nature, in which he has given the 
supposed adventures of persons Who passed 
through many scenes of vice and immorality, 
he often introduced very striking passages, 
to point out the pernicious tendency of 
vicious practices, and the destructive 
consequences of licentious coursas.ll 
When Towers turned his attention. to the Memoirs of a Cavalier and 
A Journal of the Plague Year, he ranked them second only to Robinson 
Crusoe. In this he agreed with Chalmers, but rather than account for 
them as history and the work of an historian, he re.marked the astonishing 
mixtur e of truth and fiction: 11 De Foe appears to have interwoven in them 
the most authentic particulars which he could collect relative to the 
real circumstances which happened •••• u Such a statement pointed to an 
lOniographia Britannica, V, 71, n. 
11Biographia Britannica, V, 71, n. 
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early recognition of the pseudo-historical works as fiction. 
Viewed primarily as a novelist in these works of prose fiction, 
Defoe could be related to the tradition of the novel that succeeded him. 
Towers tried to link him with Richardson, "because it may be observed, 
that the dramatic form into 'Which De Foe has thro'W!l many parts of his 
works of imagination, has evidently been imitated by Richardson in his 
Pamela, Clarissa, and Sir Charles Grandison. 11 But Towers preferred 
to think of Defoe not merely as a novelist, but as 11 a universal Genius"; 
he pointed to the longevity of Defoe's most popular works• twenty editions 
of Robinson Crusoe, fifteen of The Family Instructor, and from twenty 
to thirty of True-born Englishman by 1787. 
He concluded with Chalmers that the "world had becorrtl sensible at 
last to the uncommon man 11 that De Foe was, and must offer him a high 
degree of applause as 11a novelist, a polemick, a commercial writer and 
an historian. 1 
Since the 1815 edition of the Encyclopae dia Britannica offered 
little that was new, but an aggressive tone--it was said his works were 
popular among the country folk, where, no doubt, they were of' some 
value, the next biogr a.phy of importance was the one written for 
Ballantyne's Novelists Library (1821-24). Sir Walter Scott is said to 
have written this life, and his letters of the period confirm the fact 
that he received no help with it. When Saintsbury put out an edition 
of the various prefaces to the Library, he entitled the collection 
Scott's Lives of the Novelists, but attributed the work on Defoe to 
Ballantyne. Though the evidence is in Scott's favor, this i s not the 
place for such an examen. 'What is important is that the Lives of the 
Novelists represented a remarkable achievement, in that it attempted a 
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history of the English novel as a genre. The 11 Life of Defoe11 in 
particulHr attempted to assess his works of fiction on a literary 
basis--at least more so, than had been done previously. 
r,;any of the biographical data were drawn from Chalmers, and 
accordingly, i t marked a continuation of a tradition of criticimm of 
Defoe as a 11novelist.n In f act, here for the first time, was a 
consider e.tion with special attention to the novels. An attempt wa s 
made to place Defoe in the tradition of the novel as vrell as to assign 
to his works classifications within the form. 
For the first time, too, an interest was shown in Defoe's method 
as a writer. He was here noted for his upowerful memory11 'Which 11furn ished 
him wi th materials, and a no less copious vein of imaginat ion to weave 
them up int o a web of his own, and supply the rich embroidery which in 
reality constitutes their chief value. 11 To support this picture of 
Defoe's integrative powers, references were made to his eource materials: 
Willi~ Dampier's voyage s and discoveries, Purchas' Pilgrimes. Hackluyt's 
Voyages, and Lionel Vfa.fer'·s accounts. In fact, 'Woodes Rogers' account 
of' Selkirk's stay on the desert island was quoted in full and compari-
sons of his details and t hose of the Crusoe narrative were made. The 
suggestion that Defoe did more than report or reproduce other accounts 
was clear ly made . 
The body of Defoe's fiction, cont:inued Scott, divided i ts.eJ:f· 
into three parts: the ram~nce of low life or the roving life, the 
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accounts of natural wonders, and the apparition literature Wh i ch included 
works not in this study: Drmcan Campbell, Spy upon a Conjuror, "The 
Apparition of Mrs. Veal 1 ; also included was the vision in Robinson Crusoe. 
It is, however, the works of the first two categories that concern us here. 
The romances of' the roving life comprise those narratives 11Which 
are the amusement of children and of the lower classes; those accounts 
of travel l ers who have visited the rerrtote countries; ••• of pirates and 
bucc aneers •••• " A subsection of this classification was the romance 
of low lif e--e. style of writing that Scott found related to the 
Spanish 11 Gusto Picaresco"; its subjects were thieves, rogues, vagabonds 
and swindlers, including viragoes and courtesans.. Moreover, the rOI!l..ance 
of low life was debilitating in its moral effects, for 
it presents in a comic, or even heroic 
shape, the very crime and vices to 
which ~members of the lower classJ are ••• 
most likely to be tempted.12 
But the art involved in the realistic protrayal of these characters 
and situations was in a sense, a thing apart and much to be admired. 
The 11blackguard soenesa were 11 fit to be compared to the gypsy-boys of 
the Spanish painter Murillo , e.s being in truth of conception, and 
spirit of execution, the very chef d'oeuvre of art, however low and 
loathe some the originals from which they are taken. 11 
Moral curtains were, nonetheless, dra~ upon the naked and coarse 
works of amusement supplied by the picaresque, and likewise, "the 
improved taste" of a u delicate age" quickly passed by those works , how-
soever fe.i thful to nature they may be, which were not proper for good 
society: Colonel Jack, Moll Flanders, and The Fortunate Mistress. 
The second group fell:' into a category of history and included the 
Memoirs of a Cavalier and A Journal of the Plague Year: its subjects 
12Sir Walter Scott, The Lives o.f the Novelists, ed. George Saintsbury, 
11 Daniel De Foe" (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1910), P• 365. 
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were J1national conVulsions, war, pestilence, and tempests/' These 
I 
I deserved the highe
1
st praise as works of art, particularly the Memoirs 
I 
of a Cavalier; of 1the Memoirs, Scott had remarked in the Advertisement 
I 
to the Edinburgh Edition of 1809: 
~ether this interesting work is 
considered as a romance or as a 
~aries of authentic memoirs, in 
which the only fabulous circumstance 
is the existence of the hero; it 
must Undoubtedly be allowed to be 
yhe best description of either 
species of composition, and to 
teflect additional lustre, even on 
~he author of Robinson Crusoe.l3 
Of A Journal, he had remarked that it 11hovers between romance and 
history. 11 But both works, though novels according to his classifica-
1 
tion remained on the fringes of the work of fiction. 
I 
In accord with his approach to Defoe as an artist in the larger 
I 
sense of the term, Scott was the first to attempt to analyze Defoe's 
I 
style, a century :after Gildon's attack on Defoe's 11 clog'd and vulgar 
stile" had sugge~ted t he a pproach. The language of Defoe, said Scott , 
I 
was 11 plain English, often simple ·to the point of vulgarity, but always 
so distinctly imHressive that its very vulgarity had ••• an efficacy in I . 
giving an air of 1truth or probability to the f act s and sentiments it 
I 
conveys'' ; but the chief beauty of Defoe's fiction did not lie in his 
I 
language which was also 11 loose and inaccurate., often tame and creeping, 
I 
and almost alwayf those of the lower classes of society. 11 
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Nor was thi~ beauty of style concealed in incidents that of themselves 
I 
were often disgusting: plagues, prisons, sickness and thievery, nor 
I 
I 
13Daniel Defoe, ~ovals and Miscellaneous Works (Oxford: Talboys, 1840), 
VI, p. ix. 
again in the 11artfjul conduct of the story": 
~he incidents are huddled together 
like paving-stones discharged from 
d cart, and have as little connection 
between the one and the other. The 
I 
scenes merely follow withput at all 
qepending on each other.l4 
The nineteenth century was to make much of the unity of plot structure. 
Defoe's apparent lack of plot was viewed as a fault. Nor did Scott 
I 
see that Defoe's apparent lack of plot sense helped him to achieve that 
I 
great beauty which allowed one to overlook his faults: the "unequalled 
I 
dexterity with which our author has given an appearance of REALITY to 
I 
the incidents whi9h he narrates. " The real achievement was Defoe's 
ability to create lthe verisimilar by 
the minuteness with which he tells 
the story, mixing it up with a number 
df circumstances, which are not other-
~se connected with it than as existing 
at the swme moment, seems to guarantee 
the truth of what he says.l5 
To explore ttlis claim, Scott subjected to analysis uThe Apparition 
II I 
of Mrs. Veal... , an analysis which was to become as famous in Defoe 
I 
criticism as the notorious report itself. Though the events have since 
I 
been shown to be ~enuine by George Aitken,l5a the analysis allowed Scott 
I 
14scott, The Lives, P• 374. 
I 
15scott, The Live~, P• 374. 
I 
15aGeorge Aitken, ["'Defoe's Apparition of Mrs. Veal/' Nineteenth Century 
Magazine, XXXVI ( 1895) , 95-100. Aitken actually or edited 'Van iam Lee 
with the speculation that 11Mrs. Veal 11 was based on fact. C. H. Firth, 
nDefoe's True relation of the A e.rition of Mrs. Veal 11 in RES, VII (1931}, 
1-6, printed a letter dated October 9, 1 5 nine months befOre Defoe's 
pamphlet was publ t shed. This contained substantially the same story and 
confirmed Lee and Aitken's theory. Howsver, G. C. Knight's The Novel in 
English (New York i Smith, 1931, PP• 23-29) contained a Scott-like analysis 
of the apparition. 
I 
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to show how De£oe was capable of building up details and authentica-
tions until he could make a lie seem like the truth. For Scott, 
however, the appr+ch of painstaking c ircumstantiali ty--o£ estobli shing, 
for example, the detail of the scoured silk dress--had its pitfalls: it 
allowed no grace o~ language, no artifice of narrative. Style becomes 
prolixity itself Jd thus makes the subject matter indistinct and 
obscure. Scott at~ empted to separate language and situation as aspects 
of style. He could then admire the realistic handling of detail while 
he descried the faJ lty language. But he was unable to see how Defoe's 
ingenuousness in h J s fiction helped to achieve that effect. 
I -
Then, althoug~ Defoe had developed this remarkable achievement 
for a writer in his\ time, he ~~s, according to Scott, indiscriminate 
in his use of it. i e lavished his great power of "exact and circumstan-
tial delineation" urn subject matter that was hardly reputable: Moll 
Flanders, Colonel Jack, and Roxana. Only in Robinson Crusoe was there 
a brilliant use of J his genius by making of Selkirk's story an adventure 
in human experience-l~ - 11 an example of what the unassisted energies of an 
individual of the h an race can perform. 11 Nonetheless, that novel 
also suHered the o+ niOal touoh. It was lacking in the quality of 
pathos, in the power \ of evoking the 11 grand and terrific. 11 There was some 
evidence o£ this in ~he effect of the famous £ootprint in the sand, 
which Scott much admired, and in the view of the two shoes, not mates, 
floating amnng the wleckage of Crusoe's ship. 
From these flawJ which Scott found in the Defoe narrative one 
could easily reconst,.ct an esthetic £or the novels of the former, 
that in themselves did so much to create a definition of the novel in 
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that period. The] e appeared the romantic (idealized) subject matter 
and character as J pposed to the sordid; there were the graces of 
language, with occasional bursts of lyric; there was the complicated 
plot that struotu)rd the narrative and which worked toward a climax; 
and finally, there were those moments of pathos, grand and terrible. 
I 
I . 
The novel of r he ni:eteenth century was already an exceedingly 
complex work. It iad ab~~rbed and transformed the elements from the 
drama and atte~pted its o~ kind of unity in terms of its moral and 
fictional elementa l Defoe's works, thus, must appear shapeless, 
artless, his moral passages '•awkwardtt and almost painfully obvious. 
But Scott had attempted to discuss Defoe as a novelist and his 
novels as distinct ~~forts in a chain of development. His praise 
isolated Defoe's tride~~rk, the ability to create the verisimilar. 
The roEantics before and after Scott introduced this assumption: the 
novel was a creativr\ effort, worthy of serious consideration as a work 
of art. It is pert nent, therefore, to introduce at this point, some 
of the more dominanl views among the romantics on the subject of Defoe's 
fiction. 
To men like S~uel Taylor Coleridge and William Hazlitt, Senior, 
the novel, "When it t hieved the status of great literature, merged with 
the classic concept of great poetry. Prose might then be poetic, as 
Coleridge noted in h~s Biographia Literaria, and the novel, whether 
romantic in spirit, ~' concerned with the wonderful, the ideal, or 
realistic, i.e., devbted to the familiar and the circumstantial, was 
accordingly acceptabi e in the ranks of the greatest an.d most universal 
litere.ture. The romLtics, in supporting a higher esthetic rather than 
a hierarchy, did t"ch to break down the neo-classic rule that placed 
verse above prose l 
Letter-wri teT to literary journals still grumbled about the 
frivolity of nove1s, but in Scott's es~ay on the Austen novels, he 
declared that the daywas past when a critic needed to apologize 
for discussing nov(ls!6 At the same time, novelists of the period 
:::::dm::.:~~tA::I::.:-::~::·_:~~·n~lg~ri:~•s . in a romantic, but 
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a hierarchy, did ~uch to break down the neo-classic rule that placed 
I 
verse above prose. 
I 
Letter-writets to literary journals still grumbled about the 
I 
frivolity of novels, but in Scott's ess.e.y on the Austen novels, he 
I declared that the ldaywas past when a critic needed to apologize 
for discussing notels!6 At the same time, novelists of the period 
I 
tended to blunt t~eir realism, expunge vulgarities in a romantic, but 
I 
moral manner. Al rhough Scott praised Defoe's 11History of that great 
Cala.mitya (note the euphemism for plague) no author or aitic could quite 
I 
approve of the horrible dete.ils. It is, perhaps, and almost exclusively, 
I 
for this reason tpat the secondary novels were so strenuously objected to. 
William Viordrorth, it was said, enjoyed works of travel literature 
and particularly Robinson Crusoe. 17 His love of plain language and 
I 
l6s ir Walter Scot~ , 11Miss Austen's Novels," Critical and Miscellaneous 
Essays, 4 vols. (Philadelphia; 1841), I, p. 408: 11 The times seem to 
be past when an apology was requisite from reviewers for condescending 
to notice a novel I; 'When they felt themselves bound in dignity to 
deprecate the suspicion of paying much regard to trifles, and pleaded 
the necessity of pccasionally stooping to humour the taste of their 
fair readers. ~e delight of fiction, if not more keenly or more 
generally relished, are at least more readily acknowledged by men of 
sense and taste; :~md we have lbred to hear the merits of the best of 
this clas s of wri~ing earnestly discussed by some of the ablest 
scholars and soundest reasoners of the present day. 1' 
17 I n Wordsworth clai~ed that the chief merit created by the story arose 
chiefl y from the 1extraordinary .energy and resource of the hero under 
difficult circumJtances from their being far beyond what it was natural 
to expect or wha~ would have been exhibited by the average man, and 
that similarly the high pleasure derived from his successes and good 
fortunes arose f~om the peculiar source of these uncommon merits of his 
chara.cte:r. n Thi~ is as quoted in Burch , "British Criticism of Defoe, 11 
Englische Studie~, LXVIII, p. 187. 
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humble natural de~ail make it probable that Crusoe was one of his 
favorites. Coleridge viewed the same work in the light of intense 
I 
desire fo r unity in the universe. He accepted Defoe's interpretation 
I 
of Crusoe as · a representative of humanity in general,rr but gave this 
I 
sentiment his own 1 interpretationt 
I 
yompare the contemptuous Swift 
with the contemned De F'oe and 
~ow superior will the latter be 
found. But by what test? Even 
~y t hi s. The writer who makes 
~e sympathize with his prese.nta-
·hons with the '\\hole of my being, 
is more estimable than the writer 
who calls forth and appeals to but 
a part of my being--my sense of the 
ludicrous for instance; and again , 
he who makes me forget my specific 
~lass, character, and circumstances, 
raises me into the universal man.l8 
I Coleridge noriced certain relationships between Defoe and the 
tradit ion which Pf eceded him. He noted, for example~ a connection with 
.Milton's theology 1 and the puritan heritage; but more important he 
I 
commented on the relation of Defoe and the travel writers. Further, he 
I 
claimed that Defoe was superior to the Dampiers and Knoxes in that he 
I 
was able to selec-p, to "sacrifice" the ''lesser interest to the greater.n 
I 
~ad he ••• given his Robinson Crusoe any 
of' the turn f'or natural history which 
f orms so striking and delightful a feature 
in the equally uneducated Dampier--had 
he made him find out qualities and uses 
1n the before tto him) unknown plants of 
the island, discover a substitute for 
hops ••• or describe birds, etc.--many 
delightful pages and incidents might have 
I 
I 18Thomas M. Raysor, Coleridge's Miscellaneous Criticism (Camb., Mass: 
Harvard University Press, 193c)~ P• 293, n. 
I 
enriched the book;but then Crusoe 
would cease to be the universal 
representative, the person for whom 
every reader could substitute himself •••• l8a 
Coleridge implied that Defoe was a precursor; a primit ive in the 
sense that he was 11 equally uneducated. 11 Hence, he did not go so 
far as to make a case for Defoe as a conscious artist who recognized 
laws of esthetic necessity. Novels in the manner of Defoe, he said, 
were ones whose sole intention or necessity was directed toward the 
fact that 'they were meant to pass for histories. '11 Coleridge thought 
it was Fielding who recognized the importance of esthetic necessity 
in historical fiction, and that was perhaps one of the reasons Why 
Coleridge would place Tom Jones with the three greatest plot! of 
1i terature.l9 
~hila he placed Defoe among hhe primitivesin fiction, Coleridge 
was unable to see that though there was little structure in the Def oe 
novel, the author had used the autobiographical narrative. It was Sir 
Walter Scott, who in the essay on Jane Austen, pointed out this factor . 
It was such a structure he said, that lent Defoe's narratives an air of 
reality: 
We need only instance Defoe's novels, 
which, in spite of much improbability 
we believe have been oftener mistaken 
for true narratives, than any fictions 
that ever were composed. Colonel New-
port Q 1emoir of a Cavalier J is well 
18~ysor, Coleridge's Miscellaneous Criticism, · p. 299. 
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19"upon my word, I think the Oedipus Tyrannus, the Alchemist and Tom Jones, 
the three most perfect plots ever planned." From Table Talk (183?). 
En lish Prose of the Nineteenth Centu , ad. Hardin Craig and J. ~.1 . 
New York: F. ' · Crofts, 19 7 , P• 49. 
known to have been cited as an historical 
authority; and we have ourselves f ound 
great diff icu1 ty in convincing many of 
our friends that Defoe was not himself 
the citizen who relates the plague of 
London.20 
Thus, did ocott support Coleridge's idea of a necessity for reali sm 
in Defoe fiction. In a maturer article, 11 Tb.e Life of Daniel De Foe, 11 
it has been shown that Scott found the realism in an aspect of style 
rather than of structure; but it is easy enough to see that the two 
were related. In the Austen article Scott praised the fictional bio-
graphy as such, and related it to great literature. For as he saw it, 
that form bore nthe same relation to the real that epic and tragic 
poetry bear to history. " 
William Hazli tt, Sr., followed the romantics .. or at least Coleridge 
in the inclusion of prose works into the higher level of poetry and 
great literature. Robinson Crusoe, the Pilgrim's Progress, and the 
Tales of Boccaccio were called three works nwhich come as near to poetry 
as possible without actually being so.~ There were such moments of 
sheer poetry in these prose writings as ': lifts the spirit above the 
earth, ••• draws the soul out of itself with indescribable longings. 11 
Thus, he made much of Crusoe's 11 anguished solitude. 11 1 The thought of 
home, " he interpreted, 11and of all from which he is forever cut off, 
swell and press against his bosom. n 2l In his Lectures on the English 
Comic Writers (1819), Hazlitt defined "good romances and novels 11 as 
2)Walter Scott, Critical and Miscellaneous Essays, I, P• 418. 
21Joseph Zeitlin, Hazlitt on English Literature (New York: Oxford, 1913), 
P • 2($-. 
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having in common: ilia close imitation of men and :man.ners/1 a picture of 
the ~~.~web and texture of society as it really exists 1 '11 and a reflection 
of t he "motives and characters of mankind:' from which we can nimbibe 
our notions of virtue and vice from practical examples.'' It struck 
him that the novel and the romance might thus serve a useful social 
purpose, far better than moral treatises and histories. Robinson Crusoe 
struck this happy note, and fitted in well with Hazlitt's republican 
notions of society. 
For this first novel of Defoe was 11decidedly best. 11 The subject 
nmastered his prevailing bias to religious controversy, and the depravity 
of social life, by confining him to the unsophisticated vierts of nature 
and the hwnan heart. 1122 But when speaking of the secondary novels, 
Razlitt adopted the point of view that was undoubtedly the basis for 
the lack of curiosity among the eighteenth and nineteenth century critics 
wi t h reference to these works. He could not seriously accept the 
morality of these works as anything but spurious. No one, he argued, 
could accept Moll or Roxana as characters who illustrated the advantages 
of virtue and the disadvantages of vice. iliThere is no sentiment, no 
atmosphere of imagination, no ' purple light' thrown round virtue or 
vice;--all is either physical gratification on the one hand, or a selfish 
calculation of consequences on the other." Captain Singleton was 
viewed in the same light, excepting that here, *Defoe puts no gratuitous 
remorse into his adventurer's mouth.'' Singleton did express remorse 
22william Hazlitt, The Complete Works of William Hazlitt, ed. P. P. Howe, 
21 vols. (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1934), XVI, p. 3S8. 
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and was made to suffer the pangs of conscience, but Hazlitt, ignoring 
these facts, generalized upon what for him constit uted Defoe's 
exce l lence in character portrayal: 
they are perfect fac-similes of the 
characters he chose to pourtray; but 
then they are too often the worst 
specimens he can collect out of the 
dregs and sink of human nature. 
Colonel Jack is another instance, with 
more pleasantry, and a common vein of 
humanity, but still •••• 23 
Though .. the secondary novels were revolting to his moral sensi-
bility, Hazlitt found some praise for each of them. In Moll Flanders. 
he found the account of her childhood "pretty and affecting 11 ; good, 
her fluctuations of remorse and hardened impenitence in Newgate, »and 
the incident of her leading off the horse from the inn-door, though she 
had no place to put it after she had stolen i t n an example of high 
humor. nThis was to carry the love of thieving to an ideal pitch. and 
making it · perfectly disinterested and mechanical.~23 Roxana, though 
11made of st one)' gave a romantic cast to her account of her dance before 
King Charles. In the Edinburgh Review and elsewhere Hazlitt indicated 
he relished the childhood scenes in Colonel Jack: 11 the little vagabond's 
admirat ion of the old man at the banking-house , who sits surrounde:d · 
by heaps of gold as if it were a dream or a poetic vision. 11 24 
But these novels were seen by Hazlitt as "utterly vile and detestingrr 
on the whole; they were for him ex~ples of Defoe's lack of principle , 
l4o 
his expediency in moral matters--this oriticis.m brings back echoes of Gildon: 
23Hazlitt, The Complete Works, XVI, PP• 389-390· 
~azlitt, The Complete Works, XVII, p. 181. 
It was well 11to be in for a sheep as 
a lamb/' as it cost nothing more--the 
sin might at least be startling and 
uncommon; and hence we find, in this 
style of' writing, nothing but an 
alternation of religious horrors and 
raptures, (though these are generally 
rare, as being less tempting bait) and 
the grossest scenes of vice and debauchery; 
we have either saintly, spotless purity, or 
all is rotten to the core. How else can 
we account for it, that all Defoe's 
characters ••• are the worst and lowest 
description ••• thieves, prostitutes, vaga-
bonds, and pirates--as if he wanted to 
make himself amends for the restraint 
under which he laboured 11all the end of 
his timen as a moral and .religious character, 
by acting over every excess of grossness and 
profligacy by proxyl How else can we 
comprehend that he should really think 
there was a salutary moral lesson couched 
under the history of M.oll Flanders; or 
that his romance of Roxana ••• ,who rolls 
in wealth and pleasure from one end of 
the book to the other, and is quit for 
a little death-bed repentance and a few 
lip-deep professions of the va~ity of 
worldly joys.25 
On the other hand, Robinson Crusoe, Memoirs of a Cavalier, and 
A Journal of the Plague Year had the touch of greatness. The first 
and the last had 11 an epic grandeur, as well as heart-breaking fa-
mil iarity, in its style and matter.u 
Haz litt , characterized the division of feeling about Defoe in a 
period of moral sensibility. The romantic view of him as a republican 
was very high: 11 Few will acknowledge all they owe/to persecuted, brave 
Defoe. 11 The romantics admired the historian-journalist who wrote 
memoirs and journal of such a convincing character that men like Lord 
Chathwm and Dr. Mead accepted them as authority. They accorded to 
~azlitt, The Complete Works, XVI, PP• 388-9. 
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Robinson Crusoe the laurels of a classic of the greatest literature, 
even poetry . But with respect to the lesser novels, they were, with 
but one outstanding exception, agreed. These were not for respectable 
reading. At the time When Byron and Lord Cardigan were scandalizing 
the bourgeois to the point of social and political reforms, it is odd 
that t hey quibbled about Defoe's morality or immorality. 
The one exception in the romantic period was, of course, Charles 
Lamb . He found much to praise in all of Defoe's works, even those 
which he dubb ed the secondary novels. He found much to praise in the 
theme of solitude that he thought ran through the 'Whole of Defoe's 
prose writings: Captain Singleton's spiritual isolation, Colonel 
Jack's pathetic childhood, and Moll's and Roxana's guilt ridden moments 
of self-appraisal. When he wrote a series of letters to Walter Wilson 
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Who was preparing a biography of Defoe, his remarks were full of enthusiasm 
for the project: Defoe, he said was 11 quite new ground, scarce known 
beyond 'Crusoe. 111 It was in fact for Wilson's biography that Lamb pre-
pared his critique of the Defoe novels. 
'Walter Wilson's biography v."8.s called Memoirs of the Life and Times 
of Daniel Defoe. It appeared in three volumes in 1830, and provided 
the last word on Defoe for over thirty yea.re. In keeping with th~ ~ · Spirit 
of the times, Wilson was not trying to serve as a literary historian, 
but was interested in Defoe's political and historical significance, 
particularly in the role that the romantics created for him, that of 
the prescient republican, much persecuted in his own day, but vindicated 
by posterity. Wilson had, nonetheless, developed a taste for Defoe's 
fiction that was less prudish than his contemporaries; and, having a 
legal delight in the collection of details, he brought together masses 
of information about the novels that made his biography a significant 
storehouse of ana, gossip, and criticism. 
In matters of literary criticism, ilson was very much influenced 
by Lamb . He accepted the latter's critical estimates of Defoe and 
quoted extensively from L~b's letters on the subject. Both agreed 
that Defoe's great virtue as a novelist lay in the ability to create 
the perfect illusion of reality; and this, Wilson seemed at times to 
put above Defoe's importance as a moral teacher. He did not try to 
excuse Moll Flanders and Roxana solely in terms of the moral lectures 
they contained, but, in part at least, by virtue of their fidelity to 
nature. 26 Both men found in Defoe's works cause for admiration in the 
11minute detail of a log-book" that characterized his fiction: 
Dates are painfully pressed upon the 
memory. Facts are repeated over and 
over in varying phrases, till you can-
not chuse but believe them •••• So anxious 
the story-teller seems that the truth 
should be clearly comprehended, that 
when he has told us a matter of fact, or 
a motive, in a line or two farther do'Wll 
he repeats it, with his favorite fi~ure 
of speech, I say so and so, though he 
made it abundantly plain before.27 
It was the fact that Defoe was a painter of nature, a realist that both 
26Burch in 11British Criticism of Defoe as a Novelist11 believes that 
Wilson was "hampered to a certain extent by his overemphasis on Defoe 
as a great moral teacher"; a.nd hence, contradicted himself when he 
praised The Fortunate istress for its realism, while ignoring immoral 
pas sages. 
27walter Wilson, Memoirs of the Life and Times of Daniel De Foe containing 
a Review of his Writings, 3 vola (London: Hurst Chance, 1830), III, p. 428. 
men admired, and they considered it apart from the problem of the 
moral ity or immorality of the sub jeot matter--a virtue in and of 
itself. 
What had been a nuisance to Gildon--Defoe's trick of repetition--
beca.rne a virtue of realistic technique for Wil son. Further, he quoted 
Lamb on the value of Defoe's realism: 
The Narrative manner of Defoe has a 
naturalness about it beyond that of 
any other Novel or Romance writer. 
His fictions have all the air of true 
stories. It is impossible to believe, 
While you are reading them, that a 
real person is not narrating to you 
everywhere nothing but what really 
happened to himself.28 
Ji[uch of the effect of photographic realism which Defoe achieved Lamb 
attributed to his "plain and homely'' style, or attribute of language 
which he called homeliness: 
To this the extreme homeliness of their 
style mainly contributes. We used the 
word in its best and heartiest sense,--
that which comes home to the reader. The 
narrators everywhere are chosen fram low 
life, or had their origin in it. Therefore 
they tell their own tales, ••• as persons 
in their degree are observed to do, with 
the repetition, and an over-acted exactedness, 
lest the hearer should not have minded, or 
have forgotten some things that had been 
told before. Hence the emphatic sentences 
marked in the good old (but deserted) Italic 
type; and hence too, the frequent inter-
position of the reminding old colloquial 
parenthesis, 'I say, 11 "mind" and the like.29 
28charles L~b, The Life, Letters and Writings of Charles Lamb, ed. Percy 
Fitzgerald, 6 vols. (London: Moxon, 1876), VI, p. 241. 
29Lamb, The Life, Letters and Writings, VI,pp. 241-2. 
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L b had stated that De f oe ' s l esser novels made 11 capi tt:J.l Kitchen 
r e adi ng '' b t he al so made a case for t heir presence upon the shelv·es 
f the ; libraries of the weal thi e st a.nd the most learned." For two 
reasons, n t at all incompatible if one makes the dichotomy between 
art and life, these Tmrks are defended by Lamb. The first vm.s upon 
the basis of realism ('But, then, what Pirates, what 'l'hieves, and what 
Harlots i .s the Thief, the Harlot, and the Pirate of Defoe! " ); the second 
upon the basis of their ultimate morality: · -we would not hesitate to say, 
that in no ether work of Fiction, where the lives of such Characters are 
described, is guilt, delinquency, made less seductive, or the suffering 
made more closely to follow the commission, or the penitence more 
earnest or more bleeding •••• n 
But ne ither Lamb nor Wilson ha d any difficulty justifying and 
praising Robinson Crusoe; here moral values, universality, instruction, 
and the 11simplicity and veri-similitude/ (which in itself was enough 
t o ple.ce the author in the 11first rank of writers of invention11 ) were 
as one. Indeed, the supreme virtue of the nar rative, particularly as it 
is one of Defoe's, was its unity: 
The whole machinery is strictly subservient 
to the main object of the story, and its 
various parts are so nicely adjusted, that 
there i s nothing wanting to complete the 
cha.in.30 
Crusoe qualified as a masterpiece because of its realistic style: 
The intense interest excited by the work~ 
may be owing partly to the minuteness with 
which the author details every incident ••• ; 
to the charming simplicity in vmich he 
clothes his descriptions; and to the 
30viilson, Life and Times, III, P• LJ42. 
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persuasion that hangs upon us ••• that 
we are conversing ~th events and scenes 
which actually existed. 31 
Fo llowing Chalmers, Wilson carefully collected all the pertinent 
Defoe ana relat ive to the works of fiction. He accounted for the 
early editi ons, identified T. Cox as the first abridger of Crusoe, 
reviewed earlier biographies and critical comments, and made a 
brief survey of the effect of Crusoe translations abroad; in ad-
dition, he attewpted to account for the tradition that gave rise to 
Robinson Crusoe in terms of the travel literature. After reviewing 
and f innly dismissing the case for Selkirk's authorship of the work, 
he remarked: 
It has been thought that he was not 
unacquainted with the celebrated 
Dampier, who, to professional skill, 
united other corr~endable qualities. 
Defoe lived at a period when buccaneer-
ing was carried on to a great extent, 
being encouraged by the long wars that 
grew out of the revolution, ••• From the 
relations of their lawless adventures, 
he no doubt derived many anecdotes and 
hair-breadth escapes, which he skill-
fully converted by his own genius to 
the uses required. He was also well-
read in the voyages and travels of 
former days, from whence he transferred 
the most striking incidents into his 
imaginary voyages.32 
The question of sources Vlhich Yiilson raised (both Chalmers and 
Coleridge also recognized them) was at variance ?.~th later critical 
attempt s to trace out of Defoe's works the events of his life. Thus 
did they come to see in Robin son Crusoe a parable for the life of 
31yfilson, Life and Times, III, P• 443. 
32wnson, Life and Times, III, pp. 471-2. 
Daniel Defoe--a notion which Gildon had advanced sneeringly. Some 
al so accounted for Moll Flanders and Colonel Jack in terms of his 
prison experiencesj some insisted he had been eye-witness to the 
pl e.g;ue. Wilson early adopted but did not pursue that method "Which 
looked elsewhere than in the life of the author for precedents. 
He did not point to literary precedents such as the Spanish picaresque. 
but look ed to the travel literature. 
Wilson's remarks on the secondary novels ~rere derived from Lamb , 
but are ~~rthy of some notice, because the view that Lamb took of 
them was so unorthodox. Wilson may have accepted these views because 
of his desire to justify Defoe's writings in any manner, and thus 
pre serve the portrait of the much abused republican. But he did 
att~~t to apply the twofold criterion to Defoe's fiction: whether it 
were justifiable: in terms of moral edification. or that of realistic 
writing--the art of the verisimilar. Though he found Captain Singleton 
in-ferior to Hobinson Crusoe, because of its nworthlessll hero and 
incidents, he allowed it to be 11 a faithful portrait11 which must amuse, 
if not i n struct. 
In Moll Flanders the "coarser materials" adapted it to 11 a numerous 
class of readers, who might be indisposed to receive instruction from 
his moral dialogues 11 ; hence, the real justification lay in the attempt 
to create a sense of the complete fidelity to life: 
To conceal a single fact would have 
taken so much from the fidelity _of 
the portrait; all he could do ••• was to 
neutralize the poison. by furnishing 
the strongest an~edotes.,3 
33wnson, Life and Times, III, P• 490· 
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Of course, t he antedate was the sermonizing on the evils of Moll's 
life: her repentances and remorse. Wilson could not entirely approve, 
and he was constrained to issue the usual 'Yi·arnings mingled with praise : 
The first part of her story renders 
her an obj ect of pity, as the latter 
does of respect. but the intermediate 
spaces are filled up by matters of a 
forbidding nature; and whatever lessons 
the whole may be calculated to afford 
to persons in a similar situation, it 
m~y be feared that they will weigh less 
with the obtuse and the profligate, than 
their dreams of present gain.34 
The argurr.ent restated would be that of Gildon: that Defoe did not 
make the moral a part of the fable, or spring from t he fable; they 
appear as 11 parts :' not parts of a whole. Wilson did not pursue the 
i~plicat ion that Defoe's works lacked unity, he looked for a 
work where the principles were more in keeping ~th the character. 
This strangely enough turned out to be Colonel Jack, which, 
though seen as a companion piece to N~ll Flanders, was deemed a fine 
work because of the higher principles of its titular hero. These 
might be attributed to the higher station in life of the hero. Wil son 
pointed to the en·lightened attitude toward slavery and Jack's struggle 
to surmount his unfortunate educational background. The "most valuable 
part of the story is that of his residence in Virgi nia" where Jack, 
tl esteeming the principle of love a safer stimulus than fear 11 attempted 
to make an honorable adjustment to the evils of slavery. 
The Memoirs of a Cavalier was praised for its creation of the 
illusion of truth and for the events depicted as of a higher order of 
34vfilson , Life and Times, III, P• 493· 
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subject matter worthy of the upper classes, while Moll, Jack, and 
Singleton were idols of the kitchen. Hence, once again is found the 
ixnplication that the works were not quite proper,. but justifiable 
on the grounds of realism. 
Both the historical works were accounted fiction. Memoirs was 
praised because it gave the reader a sense of "personal concern 71 
in the events because of the fictional hero. The charm of A Journal 
of the Plague Year lay in '!the familiar recital of a man's observa-
tiona upon all that passed before him, possessing the minuteness 
of a log-book, without its dullness." 
For some of these works Wilson was the first to attempt to locate 
t he sources and trace the publications through various editions. He 
listed as probable sources for A Journal the professional accounts of 
Dr. Hodges, and Dr. Sydenham, and news accounts of the plague at 
Marseilles (1722) which Wilson thought may have inspired the saddler's 
account. He went so far as to explain Defoe's superiority to these 
historical sources: 
But that which imparts life to the 
vmole, and for me its distinguishing 
feature, is its descriptive imagery. 
The author's object is not so much to 
detail the deadly consequences of the 
disorder, as to delineate its effects 
upon the frightened minds of the in-
habitants. These are depicted with 
all the genuine pathos of nature, with-
out any aim at effeotJ but with the 
ease and simplicity of real life.35 
But what is perhaps the most surprising cotmnenta.ry is that upon 
35wuson, Life and Times, III, p. 516. 
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The Fortunate Mistress's superiority as a novel.35a The work was 
praised for its "originality of invention, for accuracy of painting, 
and for utility of' purpose" and said to be unexcelled upon these 
accounts by any other work of Def oe. ?nough he dutifully and even 
reluctantly deplored its subject matter, he attempted to make a case 
for the work on the basis that it was a vehicle of moral instruction: 
His facts, h~fever disreputable to virtue, 
are always subservient to it in the long 
run: he tells his story for the sake of 
the moral, which forms a constituent part, 
and yet so inartificially produced, as to 
be essential to the narrative. As a 
correct painter of life and manners, he 
was under the necessity of taking the 
world as he found it; as a moralist, he 
was desirous of leaving it better.3o 
Wi lson is much to be praised for his recognition of two kinds of 
necessity: a noral and an objective one; and again, for attempting 
to link the two by making morality a part of the realistic picture 
of life and rr.anners. Other novelists, the common herd 11 had, as he 
saw it, departed from 11 the ordinary operations of nature" to construct 
a beau ideal of human life. That Roxana's sins operate internally 
from her ovm frailties and catch her up in the person of her hounding 
daughter, Susannah, Vilson accorded the best stroke of Defoe's creative 
powers.37 
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35aLamb gave high praise to the secondary novels, particularly The Fortunate 
Mistress in his prologue to William Godwin's Guy ~~ener (1807) which 
was a dramatization based upon continuations of the Susannah episode in 
The Fortunate Mistress (spurious editions of 1745, 1774). 
36wilson, Life and Times, III, P• 524. 
37v rilson commented on the continuations and emasculations of Xhe Fortunate 
~ istress, but also deplored excisions. He further questioned . the tradi-
tion that a friend of Defoe's, one Southerne, advised him to omit the 
Susannah episode from the second edition. For, ~1lson pointed out that all 
subsequent editions replaced it. 
The mainspring of motivation in all the characters of Defoe, 
Wilson saw as the passion for money and the security which it brought to 
his heroes and heroines. Wilson did not particularize on this promising 
subject of theme in Defoe, but he did connect the passion for security 
with Defoe's attew~ts to achieve the verisimilar. On the whole, Wilson 
ireplied that taking life as it was or is, ~~s perhaps a more salutary 
approach to fiction than the creation of a romantic ideal. Therefore, 
t hough he deprecated the subject matter of such works as The Fortunate 
mistress, he saw the value of the realistic approach to subject matter 
in fiction: 
Unlike the common herd of novel writers, 
who build their stories upon love adven-
tures, from which they derive all their 
attraction, Defoe almost discards women 
from his narratives; at least from those 
in which they do not figure as the chief 
actors. He has nothing of the sickly 
sentimental to nauseate and deprave the 
appetite , nor does he stimulate the 
passions by unnatural tales of love. The 
vicissitudes of fortune which mark the 
characters of his heroes, and derive their 
charm from their semblance to real life, 
are sufficient to enchain the attention •••• 38 
By v.-e.y of a brief summary at this point, it might be said that 'Wilson 
with the help of his friend Lamb, tended in his criticism to open the 
question of the lesser lives for further critical examination. A 
circle of admirers began to accumulate about Colonel Jack, then Captain 
Singleton, and finally Moll Flanders and Roxana. He suggested that a 
literal approach to morality by means of poetic justice was questionable, 
and as a result postulated two necessities: a moral and an esthetic. 
38Wilson, Life and Ti~es, III,pp. ~7-8. 
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His criticism is therefore typical of the romantic approach to Defoe's 
f'iction. 
Clara Reeve had angrily criticized the review literature in 
The Progress of' Romance for its tendency to give summaries of the sub-
stence of books reviewed without of'f'ering much critical comnent. 
Except for a f'ew brilliant essays in the periodicals of' the early nine-
teenth century, this practice continued with respect to reviews of 
editions of Def'oe's works. Editions of' Def'oe, even biographies did not 
provoke much individual comment until after Walter 'Wilson ' s Memoirs 
of' the Life and Times of Daniel DeFoe. While Wilson and Lamb were 
reviving the interest of' the public in the secondary novels, two 
rather det ailed revie?ts appeared in the Retrospective Review as 
companion pieces: one on the 1792 edition of Memoirs of a Cavalier (1821) 
and one on the 1769 edition of The Risto~ of the Plague (1822). 
The anonymous reviewer was very fond on the Memoirs which he chose 
to resurrect f'rom the dusty shelves. It was praised for the originality 
and genius of its author: 
Throughout the ample stores of fiction, in 
which our literat ure abounds more than that 
of other people, there are no works which at 
all resemble his, either in design or execu-
tion. Without any precursor in the strange 
and unwonted path he chose, and without a 
follower. he spun his web of coarse but 
original materials, which no mortal thought 
of using before •••• 39 
The suggestion in Coleridge that Def'oe was a primitive and in Reeve 
that he was an original came together in this examen- Our critic 
3911 DeFoe 1 s Memoirs of a Cavalier " (anon. rev.), Retrospective Review, 
III (1821), P• 355• 
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proceeded to treat Defoe with Pope's esthetic in such a way that might 
have turned the stomach of the neo-classic poet. For authors who 
would imitate Defoe~ said the critic~ must go to nature herself ; "and 
in stead of dressing her out to advantage, content himself with delineating 
some of her simplest and homeliest features. 11 Though deficient in 
11 elevated passion, 11 poverty-stricken in i.magination, 11 humour and wit, * 
and 11 fancy and eloquence/1 Defoe had two important characteristics of 
greatness: ' unbounded genius" and "facul t y of imitation." His fictions 
must be considered originals, not artifice. He was, therefore, praised 
for his objectivity, his ability to see and record with the exactness 
of a photograph: 11never for a.n instant obtrudes himself into the presence 
of his reader." His characters were perfectly real even though they 
were at the aruma time examples of their class: 
the imaginary hero is the only person 
who appears on the sto.ge. But 'Whether 
soldier or sailor, merchant or pirate, 
th~ef or what not, we, at least, never 
suspect him of being an imposter, but 
give him ample credit for having per-
petrated all the rogueries which he so 
deliberately recounts. All he does or 
says, or thinks, is in the line of his 
vocation •••• His language is always that 
of the plain and unlettered person he 
professes himself; homely in phraseology, 
and in expression rude and artificial; 
yet like that of one, who has received a 
distinct impression of objects which he 
has seen.lJ) 
In defense of Defoe's moral passages, the critic triEi.d to make 
a case for the morality being that of his hero rather than that of 
the author. Defoe was seen as objective as the editor he pretended 
4DRetrospective Review. III, P• 357• 
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to be . Here we find a critic praising objectivity long before Henry 
James created the sense of its L~portance in literature. It led the 
critic to consider that Defoe's subject matter and theme were in 
accord with the objective principle, ~' Defoe chose 11the business 
of life" rather than love as his subject; the commonplace and unromantic 
character rather than the heroic and the ideal. This choice, claimed 
the critic, imposed the burden of 11 astonishing minuteness of detail 
and circumsta..YJ.tial particular11 upon the author. 11 The whole scene lay 
expanded bef ore him in the fulness of light and life, down to the 
minutest particular . 11 
Intent on establishing Defoe as a great realist, he contrasted 
his art with the idealistic approach. Other fictions, he pointed out 
in behalf of Defoe, heightened life, gave 11 more emphasis to odd and 
surprising people; people of larger proportions, curious and eccentric. 11 
Wit became the desired end so that dialogue ceased to be conversation, 
"but the combat of intellectual gladiators. " The passions and humours 
were heightened--particularly the grief of sickly poets--so that the end 
was an epitome of life, rather than life itself. Thus, Defoe's sailors 
are one of a thousand; but Smollett' s humourous eccentrics, 1Jan 
abstract of the British Navy11 ; Colonel Jack, a common thief, while 
Fielding 1 s Jonathan Wild becomes 11 a compound of elaborate villainy • .u 
In short, he beheld nothing but what was, 
and sa.w everything just as it -was ••• a 
painter after the Flemish fashion, took 
every line and feature with laborious 
accuracy.41 
41Retrospective Review, III, P• 364. 
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Our critic appeared to prefer the realistic approach of Defoe 
i n a period of romanticism; to prefer the detail~ When the universal 
was most admired. With conventional tones he gave the laurels to 
Robinson Crusoe, but with a l most unconventional haste placed Memoirs 
of a Cavalier second to Defoe's masterpiece: 
The fictitious part is so skillfUlly 
blended with the historical, that the 
whole is perfectly of a piece, and has 
all the life and vivacity which 
characterize the relations of those 
who have witnessed what they describe.42 
He showed that Def oe was dependent on a number of historians, parti-
cularly upon the accounts in the Swedish Intelligencer (1632-1634), 
11 the rude mine from which De Foe seems to have derived his materials. " 
It will provide an interesting contrast at this point to quote 
from Lamb again. The critic on the Retrospective Review had for Defoe 
an enthusiasm as keen as Lamb's ; yet the reasons for his enthusiasm 
were very different f'rom Lamb 1 s. It was typical that Lamb should find 
in these works the themes of spiritual isolation and the delight in 
childhood experiences which formed a considerable part of romantic 
writings. Though Hazlitt, reproached him in t: Conversations as good 
as real/1 Lamb insisted upon finding the same qualities in the lesser 
works as he found in Robinson Crusoe. He called them"' every bit as 
romantic, only that they want the Uninhabited Island, and ••• the striking 
solitary situation11 : 
But are there no solitudes out of the 
cave and the desert? Singleton on the 
world of waters, prowling about with 
42Retrospective Review~ III, p. 372. 
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pirates less merciful than the creatures 
of any howling wilderness,--is he not 
alone, in the faces of the men about him, 
but without a guide that can conduct him 
through the mists of educational and 
habitual ignorance, or a fellow-heart 
that can interpret to him the new-born 
yearnings and the aspirations of an un-
practiced penitence?43 
In 1822 the Retrospective Review attempted to revive interest in 
A Journal of the Plague Year C'Defoe 1 s Histor-.r of the PlagueJ1). How-
ever the tone was less enthusi~stic, indeed almost antagonistic to 
Defoe as a writer of historical fiction. The century which was to 
receive such a shock when Trollope revealed his method of 11 artistic 
production, u was-not likely to take Defoe's deliberate attempt to 
impose upon the public without expressing some moral condemnation. 
Although it was granted that Defoe 1 s method of authenticating his 
material with circumstantial detail gave him an excellent opportunity 
to achieve a real picture of life as it is, it was nonetheless 11 inconsis-
tent with the immaculate purity and truth, u and one could not 11help 
wishing that Defoe had chosen some other mode of recording the dreadful 
effects of the great plague of London. 11 
Again praise was granted to Defoe's 11minuteness of detail, 11 to his 
ability to create a convincing portrait of "that plain, dovmright, homely, 
pious description," and to Defoe's genius in creating a sense of the 
trademan's mind: 
Defoe's genius, however, was of a description 
rather to produce an effect upon his reader 
by car-eful enumeration of particulars than 
43Lamb, Life, Letters, and Writings, VI, P• 241. 
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by general views, spirited sketches, 
or even by pathetic touches--and in 
the present work there is nothing 
which might not have been written by 
a respectable trademnan of some 
observation, comw~n feeling, little 
taste, or, imagination and ordinary 
talents.L!4 
Defoe's descriptions of the disease, the horror of the people, 
the despair of the victiJT·S were noted as improvements aver the strict-
ly medical accounts in Nathaniel Hodges' Loimologia, but compared with 
Thucydides, Defoe was too prosaic, lacking in pathos. Despite the 
critic's acknowledged effort to revive interest in the book, he ·was 
upset by the fact that he could not easily classify the book either 
as fiction or as history; as a result he found Defoe immoral. 
Conclusions: 1790-1830. 
During the last decade of the eighteenth century, the Monthly 
Review, the Gentleman's Magazine and other periodicals that dealt 
with book reviews as stock-in-trade, brought from time to time, 
the term novel under exwmination. Notes from the letter-writing 
public tended to be less censorious of novels as a genre and revealed 
antagonism against certain types of novels 11teeming with hidden murders, 
spectres, vaults, skeletons, putrid carcasses, and dungeons. J1 The 
mysterious and the supernatural (Johnson's 11marveloustr) were rejected 
by critics who praised Fielding, Richardson, Smollett, and even Cumber-
land, who called for novels that were "pictures sketched from Nature, and 
4411 Defoe's History of the Plague" (anon. rev.), Retrospective Review, 
VI . (1822), P• 4. 
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portraits drawn from Life, catching the Manners living as they rise. ~ 
During the eighteenth century we f'ound the novel treated as 
a pleasant means of conveying instruction; but by the end of the 
century critics protested too much moralizing, e. g., Chalmers on 
the third part of Robinson Crusoe. 
In 1790, the Monthly Review's critic undertook to define in the 
midst of his review of The Denial what a novel should be. 
The story of a novel should be formed 
of a variety of interesting incidents ••• , 
the characters should always be natural; 
the personages should talk, think, and 
act, as becomes their respective ages 
and situations ••• the sentiments should 
be moral, chaste and delicate, the language 
should be easy, correct, and elegant free 
from affectation, and unobscured by 
pedantry; and the narrative should be as 
little interrupted as possible by digressions 
and episodes of every kind •••• 4!5 
In the remainder of the review, the critic found that The Denial con-
tained far too much moralizing to be effective as a novel. Scott's 
esthetic as presented in his biography is not much more sophisticated, 
but both indicated that the novel was important as a form, and further 
that it should have a certain kind of form. Both believed, as the 
nineteenth century was as a whole to believe, that the morality of 
the middle class was proper to the novel; but they could see form 
emerging from that morality. 
Hence it is that the nineteenth century estheti c would demand more 
of a novel than Defoe could every have been capable of producing. The 
criticism~ when found, would likely be thin; more than likely the critic 
45 11 The Denial" (anon. rev.), Monthly Review; or Literary Journal, 
2nd ser., III - (1791), P• 400. 
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would be interested in some other aspect of Defoe's career : his 
republicanism, his economic theories, his sense of history, etc. 
Nonetheless, it was just this interest in Defoe as a national figure 
that stimulated his biographers and critics to look over his fiction 
again. Paradoxically, none of them praised hiw for his choice of 
characters, which in an age of republicanism one would suppose might 
have been called democratic. Robinson Crusoe was spared because he 
represented the middle class ethic; Colonel Jack because he was a 
gentleman by birth; the saddler and the cavalier escaped too, but not 
:W..oll (despite birth) r.or Roxana (the same) nor Avery nor Singleton. 
Of the novels, Robinson Crusoe was considered Defoe's masterpiece. 
The praise was restricted to the first volume or part, which enabled 
the critic to see it as a unified work. The unusual situation, the 
theme of man's ingenuity in a difficult situation, the practical morality 
of the hero, the circumstantial (realistic) style, the poetic sense 
of isolation--all were praised; indeed, such praise was becoming common-
place. The work vms approved as an instructional treatise for children; 
in f'act, that it was already a 11 children's classic 11 had been noticed 
and commented upon by Reeve . Beyond this, suggestions were offered 
relating to the sources and analogues which might have shed more light 
on Dei'oe' s method of' composition had they been more fully explored. 
Coleridge and Wordsworth had indicated a relationship beyond Selkirk 
in the travel literature. Coleridge suggested the puritan heritage; 
Scott, the picaresque tradition in Spain. 
Second to the masterpiece came the Memoirs of' a Cavalier and A 
Journal of the Plague Year. Neither was fully accepted as i'iction, 
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sometimes disparaged as nliterary Frauds, 11 but was regarded highly. 
Wilson had examined the proposition in the preface to Memoirs of a 
Cavalier that an original document existed, and, on the basis that it 
contained several anachronis.ms ,45a dismissed the claims of the preface 
as "wholly suppositious 11 ; in like manner, he pointed to contemporary 
tracts on the plague as sources for Defoe 's plague journal, and, 
on the basis that Defoe was too young to have r~menbered much--3 or 
4, he claimed--argued the fictional ele.ments. 
For the most part, ho~er, the subject matter and the descriptions 
of the secondary novels--even of the horrible details of the plague--
were regarded as morally Uninviting to the taste of the age. Parts of 
Colonel Jack (childhood scenes: glasshouse, money in the tree-trunk, 
buying new clothes), of Moll Flanders (childhood, prison parts), of 
The Fortunate Mistress and of Captain Singleton were singled out for 
praise, but were not recommended as proper reading. 
Then what hampered a complete view of the novels during this 
period was the inability of critics to reconcile Robinson Crusoe, which, 
by its ~mmense popularity forced a wide acceptance on the critical 
level, and the secondary novels, vmich could not be approved in a 
society so afflicted with moral sensibility. Since the novel created 
by Defoe grew out of bourgeois morality, it was only poetic justice 
that as the morality changed so the novels that might be regarded as 
descendents of his fiction would conform to the new principles. Out 
45a·Wilson is here referring to the fact that Defoe says the Cavalier 
completed the book in 1651 whereas W'i lson found references to events 
occurring in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. See 
discussion by Aitken of the preface in Chapter Eight. 
would go the possibility of reading the stories of Moll, Jack and the 
others, as moral sensibility stiffened into What was allowed in speech, 
in society, and in print. Wilson and Lamb, though they sometimes 
seem to be holding their noses. allowed the secondary novels to be 
seriously considered by critics. 
Another difficulty was the understanding of the novel as form. 
Since Defoe's day, form of the novel had grown exceedingly complex. 
Scott looked for plot, pathos, character, setting, and style. All 
he found was t he art of the verisimilar, but he was a product of an 
a ge whose v iew of life was not primarily realistic. Defoe's realism 
mi ght be enough for a primitive, a precursor in the art of the novel. 
Coleridge hinted at this picture of Defoe's standing in the area of 
prose fiction. But for Scott, the looseness of his style, the 
inelegant language of the kitchen, weaknesses in plot, the lack of 
emphasis on pathos, and the inadequate fusion of the moral and 
fictional e lements made his work in fiction too naive for the age. 
In Defoe criticism of the period 1790-1830, two aspects emerge. 
Scott and Austen indicated the novel was acceptable as a respected form 
of literature. The former said that there was no need to apologize 
for the novel, the latter was able to satirize its follies and praise 
its merits in Northanger Abbey (181.8). In addition, the cult of moral 
sensibility, apparent in the Johnson-Burney era , had taken such a hold 
upon the conventions of readers that only Robinson Crusoe could be said 
to be unqualifiedly acceptable to the public at large. ~bere the later 
eighteenth century still could stomach the factual realis.m of Defoe 
and the bawdy scenes in Fielding and Smollett, the early nineteenth 
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century was ruffled by the nakedness of Defoe's factual r ealis.m. 
This automatically cut off some of the subject matter and mulist ic 
conventions pos sible in Defoe's fiction. Th novel ist was exp ected 
to depict soc iety not as it v:as, but as it would like to be seen, 
r in better works as it woul d or should be . The novel had eveloped, 
in a century, conv ntions and d" spensations vmich were expected of it. 
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Chapter Seven The Development of an Esthetic in Novel Criticis.m 
In the last chapter, tw(;q~.apds::o ·r Defoe criticism--the biographical 
interest and the growth of appreciation of an esthetic in the novel--
have been related to the strengthening cult of moral sensibility. 
The novelist had to adjust his choice of subject matter and treatment 
to what ·was deemed 11proper" in the period 1830-90· The biographical 
interest ~'s altered somewhat by the new look given Defoe by the discovery 
of his work as an "undercover agent• for the V~hig ministry 1714-172L! .• 
It appeared that he had worked to undermine opposition periodicals 
by posing as a v,Titer in their cause. His 11 spy11 work, his shifting 
political alliances in a stormy period--all tended to make him an 
~~ral character. In the eyes of some, his work reflected the same 
dubious moral caliber; indeed, an imposition upon the reading public. 
At the same time this period was one of the most prolific in the 
production and distribution of novels. ~he novel was adapted to various 
forms of mass distribution: serial publication, cheap paper backs, 
costly five shilling volumes. Novelists becwme conscious of a function 
and of a way of making a comfortable and repectable living by writing. 
Some wrote pot-boilers; some attempted art. Some offered a social 
or economic message; some experimented with the techniques and devices 
of story-telling in novels. The Defoe criticism reflects some of these 
trends. It reveals much questioning and speculation about the novel 
as a form, and as a form, about its function. One of the questiona 
that arose was what is the nature of the morality the novel should 
convey, if any? And did Defoe's moral values fit in with Victorian 
conceptions of the novel? 
Of :first importance then, is how the biographical view of Defoe 
became dissociated from the view of his works. The present chapter is 
concerned ?.dth three principal biographies, those of Lee, Minto, and 
Wright. It was Lee's work which was responsible for the new view of 
De:foe. Five lesser lives will be accounted for 1 end an attempt will 
be made to show the direction which the review literature was taking, 
to bring Defoe's works a~y from the area of moral speculations and 
into the area of art. 
Of the single works only Robinson Crusoe continued to be frequently 
reprinted.l There were, however, two collections1a of Defoe's printed 
after the Ballantyne edition of' 1810. In 1842 The Novels and Miscellaneous 
Works of Daniel De Foe was issued by Talboys at Oxford in twenty volumes. 
It remains the most complete single edition of his ~rks, despite the 
fact that much material has been attributed to De:foe since; the cost of 
assembling and editing the entire known canon of De:foe being no doubt 
prohibitive. The following year The Works of' Daniel DeFoe appeared 
under the editorship of the junior Hazlitt. The work was discontinued 
after the third volume. The memoir which it contained prompted the 
critic, John Forster, to write a short life of Defoe for the Edinburgh 
Review (1845) which was reprinted later in Biographical Essays (1858). 
(1953) 1T.he British Museum Catalogue/ contains an account of 53 issues and 
editions of Robinson Crusoe, exclusive of abridged copies and collections; 
of the Journal, 15; of Captain Singleton, 2; Memoirs, 2; of Moll Flanders, 
5 abridged copies, 1 complete in 1890; of Colonel Jack, 3 abridged copies; 
of The Fortunate Mistress, 1 abridged copy. 
l&other partial collections include the Bohn (1853), the Keltie (after 
Scott's edition, 1869) and Henry Morley's (1878) editions. 
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Neither the memoir nor the review which it stimulated offered any inter-
pretation to supersede Wilson's work. 
Forster reflected some of the general a~tude& characteristic of 
the period. Robinson Crusoe remained the masterpiece, and for the 
usual reasons: 
It is a standard Piece in every 
European language; its popularity 
has extended to every civilized 
nation •••• It is devoured by every 
boy; and as long as a boy exists, 
he will clamour for Robinson Crusoe 
•••• It is not too muoh to say, that 
neither the Iliad nor the Odyssey, 
in the much long course of ages, has 
incited so many to enterprise, or to 
relienoe on their ovm powers and 
capaoities ••• its fascination is in 
its reality.2 
J udging from this remark and others contemporaneous with it, Robinson 
Crus oe had become a children's classic. 
On the other hand, A Journal of the Plague Year was echieving the 
stature of an adult classic. "Por the grandeur of its theme and the 
profoundly afi'ecting familiarity of its treatment, 11 Forster called 
i o/ 11 one of the noblest prose epics of the language." The romantic 
( 
ideal of the fusion of the general with the particular as the basis 
for a work o£ art had begun to take a hold upon the leading critics. 
It was thus that Forster adopted a more indulgent tone toward 
the secondary novels. They were still found to be objectionable on the 
basis of the inti:rnacy of their realism; but they were excused .as efforts 
2J ohn Forster, "The Novel and Miscellaneous Vforks of Daniel De Foe ••• 11 
Edinburgh Review, LXXXII (October, 1845), P• 530. 
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in their time uto produce a mora indulgent morality, and larger fair 
play to all. 11 To revive them in the delicate age of literary sensibility 
'Was not advisable, but the undercurrent of social reform ought to be 
recognized as efforts, salutary in their time. Nonetheless, they were 
to be studied for the examples they provided of Defoe's style as an 
historian: 
Some one asked Doctor Robertson to advise 
him as to a good historical style. 'Read 
De Foe,• replied the historian. Colonel 
Jack's life has been commonly reprinted 
in genuine accounts of Highwaymen; Lord 
Chatham thought the Cavalier a real 
person, and his description of the Civil 
Wars the best in the language; Doctor 
Mead quoted the book of the Plague as 
the narrative of an eyewitness; and 
Doctor Johnson sat up all night over 
Captain Carleton's Memoirs, as a new 
writer of English histo~ he wondered 
not to have seen before.5 
And then particular scenes from the 11minor tales11 impressed Forster. 
He advised a reading of the prison scenes in Moll Flanders, the cul-
mination of the Susannah plot in The Fortmate Mistress, and the 
boyhood scenes in Colonel Jack. In short Forster recognized the 
minor tales as crude expressions of what the novel would be. Defoe 
of these tales was "the father of the illustri.ous family of the 
English novel. 11 This comment led Forster to attempt to derive from 
Defoe lines of influence: 
Swift directly copied from him, Richardson 
founded his style of minute narrative 'Wholly 
upon him; Fi!i!..ding, Smollett, and Goldsmith, 
Godwin, Scott and Dickens, have been more 
3Edinburgh Review, LXXXII, P• 531. 
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or less indebted to hi.n1. 4 
But Defoe must ramain for Forster, the precursor, the primitive. 
His faults betray his lack o£ finish. His language was easy and 
copious. but not 11 as elegant and harmonious as his £ollowers11 ; his 
insight into character was penetrating, but not as 11 penetrating as 
Richardson, Scott and :F'ielding11 ; his wit and irony less expansive; 
and finally, he lacked the richness o£ imagery, ~pathy, and pathos 
"'Which will keep the later Masters of our English Novel the delightful 
companion, the gentle monitors, the welcome instructors, of future 
generations. 11 
Like Forster's sketch, Chambers' Papers for the Public (1850-1) 
was almost completely parasitic in its biographic view of Defoe 
as a national figure. It reiterated the gushing praise of the 
manners, morals, and pathos to be found in Robinson Crusoe that 
have been encountered earlier in this study; but, though it condemned 
the secondary novels, it reflected the gro~~g acceptance of these 
works into the canon o£ Defoe fiction. They ~re said to contain (an 
echo of Lamb, here) 
the s~ne simplicity of design, the 
same graphic minuteness, the same 
prompt invention and unvarying 
attractiveness (whichJ belong to a 
period less pure--but do not outrage 
nature or consistency though not to 
be handed out indiseriminately.5 
4Edinburgh Review, LXXlli, P• 531. 
5Chambers' Papers for the Public, ad. W. and R. Chambers, 12 vols. 
(Edinburgh, 1850-1}, VII, p. 28. 
Hazlitt Jr., Forster, Chambers, and the editors of the eighth 
and ninth editions of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (American editions, 
1854, 1878) drew both their biographical materials and their 
criticisms from Wilson's work. They reflect little change, merely 
the solidification of -.rhat were becoming traditional views. 
William Lee also began with Wilson, but since he had uncovered 
irr.portant material from Defoe's later period--his articles in Mist's 
Journal and for Applebee--he replaced Wilson as the standard bio-
grapher of Defoe. His basic premise was, however, no different from 
former Defoe enthusiasts. The man was seen as a resourceful socially 
responsible individual, whose real interests were those of the nation. 
As a literary figure, he was viewed as an important teacher of moral 
principles and as a developer of realistic detail. 
Lee was a student of eighteenth century periodicals, and as such, 
was able to furnish abundant evidence against any other claL~ but 
Defoe's for the authorship of Robinson Crusoe. He pointed out that 
The F'lying Post for October 29, 1719 contained an advertisement for the 
work giving Defoe as author; that Charles Gildon had in his pamphlets 
attacked none but Defoe; and that Read's Journal (July 14, 1719) made 
clear reference to Defoe as the author of Rob inson Crusoe. No oon-
terrporary evidence could be had for Selkirk (advanced in 1743) or 
for the Earl of Oxford (advanced in 1774). 
Lee adopted, therefore, the sensible tone of Chalmers who was 
among the first to clear Defoe's title of authorship, by allowing the 
Selkirk accounts found in Rogers and Cooke to be common property by 
1719. In doing so, he offered further evidence of Defoe's connection 
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with the literature of travel. Lee cited a docurr.ent that contained 
a catalogue of Defoe's library:6 
Defoe must have learnt much of their 
surprising encounters and hair-breadth 
escapes~ from personal narrations~ and 
we know~ by the catalogue of his own 
library, that it was well stored with 
Voyages and Travels. His actual experience 
of the sea was small; and it must have been 
from books and men that he gathered the 
professionalities so skilfully converted 
by his genius into a series of imaginary 
voyages.7 
Upon the assumption that the travel narrative provided the 
source material from which Defoe wove his narrative, Lee atter.·pted 
to find evidence of a development in Defoe's methods of composition. 
He suggested the obvious parallel between the King of the Pirates 
(Defoe's revamp of the Avery legend in 1719) and Captain Singleton. 
One served as a rehash of the legendary materials; the other, a 
development of the same into something like a novel. The parallels 
were suggested, but remained undeveloped until Secord did a compre-
hensive study of the narrative method of Defoe. It must be~ however, 
to Lee's credit that the opening for analytic study was clearly defined. 
6Between William Lee's discovery of the document and Aitken's redi s-
eovery~ this document was much disputed. Aitken published an account 
of the catalogue which showed it to be a collection of Defoe's library 
and that of a divine, Philip Farewell. Aitken assumed that the theo-
logical works belonged to Farewell as well as the classical literature; 
to Defoe, he assigned the rest. He printed thosw works which he thought 
l'rere Defoe's upon the assumption that his works revealed his tastes in 
literature. See Athenaenum (June 1~ 1895). 706-7. 
7William Lee~ Daniel Defoe~ His Life and Recentlt Discovered Writi~s: 
extending from 1716-1729, 3 vola. (London: John amden Rotten~ 1869 , 
I~ P• 315. 
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It marked the break between the general appreciative oriticisrr.. that 
had preceded end had allowed the moral picture of a man to influence 
the critical view of his work and that period Which succeeded in 
which an author's work was analyzed in terms of the tradition that 
produced it and in terms of the critical tradition that followed it. 
Lee proceeded to examine the problem of the authorship of the 
Memoirs of a Cavalier based upon the same principle of examining 
sources suggested by the work or which offered analogues to it. 
His belief in Defoe's source-method of composition lad him to deduce 
the existence of a prior manuscript, which Defoe renovated after his 
own fashion so that "it may be said the history8 can be correct, and 
the hero imaginary. n At the same time, Lee made an attempt to establish 
the work as fiction. He noted that the tradition which clained the 
Cavalier to be the historical Colonel Andrew Newport was founded on the 
introduction to the Bristol publication~;of the second edition, but he 
found no evidence to support it. First, the Cavalier seemed to know 
of events that occurred after 1651 when the Memoirs were supposedly 
completed: references were made to A Tale of a Tub and other early 
eighteenth century pieces. Second, an actual eyewitness might have 
mentioned his family name, his place of birth, and his connections 
I 
politically and socially; the Cavalier does not. Third, dialogues 
are recorded which must have occurred when the Cavalier was not present. 
Finally, the historical Andrew Newport was only eight years old at the 
time of the siege of Magdeburg in which he was supposed to have taken part. 
8Even in reference to the 11 historyn George Aitken and others were to 
point out inaccuracies. 
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Lee gathered further evidence. He recorded two inconsistencies 
in statements made by the hero: that he never designed to write a 
book, at a time when he \V&S supposed to be writing his memoirs of 
the Italian stay; that he claimed he had no pleasure 11 in Antiquities,• 
yet spent long hours studying a ch~ber of rareties. Nonetheless, 
he concluded: 
From what has been already stated, 
I am of the opinion that the manu-
script came into Defoe's possession, 
according to his own statem.ent, many 
years before its publication; that he 
then filled out and extended it into 
the form in which we now have the book; 
and, that the wonderful success of 
Robinson Crusoe, induced him to write 
the Preface and publish the work he 
had long before completed.9 
The evidence in favor of such a conclusion was the absence of moraL and 
religious matter and a p~phlet published in 1714 called "The Scots 
Nation and Union Vindicated11 supposedly by Defoe, wherein a manuscript 
~ms referred to which showed the Scots served with Gustavus Adolphus, 
and said to be in the author' a (Defoe's) possession. Finally, Lee 
pointed to the fact that Memoirs of a. Cavalier was published only twenty-
one days after Duncan Campbell and followed by Captain Singleton in 
fourteen days. The last fact pointed to an extended period of composition 
or possibly to an already complete manuscript prior to the time of pub-
lication. This view of the composition of Memoirs of a Cavalier has 
never been accepted, but never wholly discarded. A manuscript, scholars 
grudgingly agree, may turn up. But Lee had once again turned the study 
of Defoe fiction to an analysis by sources, and away from moral scruples. 
9Lee, Daniel Defoe, I, P• 333· 
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For. he continued, whatever the facts of composition may have been, 
the work deserved much praise: 
It contains the best and the most 
impartial. and the most interesting 
account of the Civil Wars that has 
been written; and. though less strictly 
original than a work of fiction. it 
gains the importance of being ranked 
henceforth as the truly historical; 
and is not the less entitled to be 
placed among the writings of Defoe, 
because based upon one acknowledged 
authority; than it would have been 
if collected from the published 
histories of the time.lO · 
Lee was perhaps the first of the biographers to spend time 
defending Captain Singleton among the secondary novels. That the hero 
was immoral (or amoral), he said. could be justified in the light of 
the fact than an honest pirate would be a contradiction in terms. 
Even so Defoe's morality might be .· defended:: 
••• natural conscience is always at 
work and the book itself abounds in 
moral reflections. Cinly the latter 
portion contains the piratical adven-
tures of Singleton; and they are fUll 
of striking incidents, and of approp-
riate dialogue; each part. however, 
contributes to the unity of the whole, 
as a true representation of the times. 
The Quaker pirate is the moralist of 
the work, and was not introduced by 
Defoe, as an important character with-
out due consideration.ll 
In addition to defending Defoe in terms of a moral and esthetic unity--
an elastic version of unity as it was understood by Scott--Lee turned 
lOLee, Daniel Defoe, I, P• 334. 
llLee, Daniel Defoe, I, P• 335· 
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his attention to the remarkable episode that portrayed Singleton's 
journey across the African continent. He considered the development 
of detail during the journey as an example of 11 the highest and most 
successful efforts of Defoe's genius"; for, not only was it good in 
the sense of adventurous, but it seemed to corroborate recent discoveries 
made by African travellers in the nineteenth century: Livingstone, 
Baker, and Grant. Lee said he was able to follow the route of Single-
ton on Wyld's great Atlas of 1849. Unaware of eighteenth, or rather 
early seventeenth, century maps available to Defoe, Lee might conclude 
that Defoe had remarkable inventive insight.l2 
By a process of elimination, Lee arrived at a suitably acceptable 
motive for Defoe's having written the criminal biographies. Early 
critics suggested that Defoe's ow.n experience in prison led to the 
novels. Lee allo~d that Defoe's prison experiences were not of 
sufficient length or psychological depth to have warranted space 
in novels to be written seventeen years after his imprisonment in 
1704. In addition, the pecuniary motive alone would not account for 
Moll Flanders, Colonel Jack, and Jonathan Wild, for he had money 
enough from his journalistic enterprises, if not from those of business. 
Once again, Lee's knowledge of contemporary journalism led him to a 
favorable assessment of Defoe's motives as a writer. This was that 
Defoe was motivated primarily from a zeal for reform. In contrast 
to other journalists of the period, Lee pointed out that Defoe did not 
12ur. Birdwood (Royal .Asiatic Society #22., XI, pp. 49-65) made the 
case for Defoe's relative accuracy.W. Minto {MacMillan's Magazine, 
October 18, 1878, pp. 459-466) showed that seventeenth century maps 
were available to Defoe and gave enough information based on accurate 
information. Heno~, Defoe need not have invented details. 
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make a hero of his criminal. Journalists, he claimed, tended to 
play on the fact that the public relished the heroic aspects of such 
characters as James Carrick and Ha'Wkins. They played up the heroic 
execution: wto die game. ~' Gay, of course, had satirized this popular 
interest in The Beggars' Opera (1728), and Fielding had praised the 
"Historian of Jonathan Wildn for not doing just that. Said Lee: 
there was no morality in a literature that tacitly or openly admired 
the activities of Mother Needhwm, Sally Salisbury, Mother Wisbourne, 
or Elizabeth Iita.nn. Defoe 1 a lives were different: 
he studied how, if possible, they might 
be benefited. True, they appeared in-
accesible to the direct teachings of 
religion, and the precepts of pure morality; 
but facts proved that the historian of the 
lives of criminals like themselves could 
engage their attention; and, without further 
possible degradation, might not the offences 
related be shown to bring misery to the 
offender? Some moral reflections could be 
carefully interspersed in the narrative, 
and the ~ole story lead its readers 
imperceptibly perhaps, to the conclusion, 
that virtue alone secures happiness; and 
that While life remains, it is never too 
late to mend.l3 
Thus, while he pointed out that the title-page of Moll Flanders was 
hardly calculated to invite the pure in mind, it ~uld catch precisely 
that audience--the kitchen, the tavern, and the prisonhouse--that Defoe 
hoped to reach. Thus did Lee attempt to justify the appearance of 
immorality in a fictional work. For the secondary novels, he abandoned 
the method he suggested and worked out for Memoirs of a Cavalier and 
Captain Singleton. In works so abhorrent to the taste of the time, 
13Lee, Daniel Defoe, I, P• 344. 
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some justi fication had to be made. 
Having purified the Defoe motive~ Lee proceeded to praise the 
realism- - "the rich painting of nature. 11 But it was through moral 
theme that he developed the critique for Defoe's fiction. In 
Colonel Jack, he approved the realism of the childhood scenes but 
said that all of Jack's villainy was repented of and redeemed in 
that work. Jack lost all of his illicit gain, paid offall debts~ and 
~ms only then offered an opportunity for a new life in the colonies. 
For its reform zeal--ramember Lee wrote in a period of reform agita-
tion in Parliament--he placed Colonel Jack above Robinson Crusoe. 
In a similar manner, and perhaps with more justice, Lee argued 
the motive for A Journal of the Plague Year in the explicit attempt 
to "avoid panic, yet arouse public alarm, 11 and a to awaken the sinners 
to thoughts of religion and a world to come. 11 Here again, he commented 
upon Defoe's method of composition. He pointed out that Defoe probably 
made use of authentic sources; but this did not necessarily put Defoe's 
accuracy or intention in a dim light: 
It is now possible clearly to distinguish 
what is authentic from that supplied by 
the imagination of our Author; but if we 
could separate what is only personal to 
the narrator, his establishment and 
family--from all that which relates to 
the development and progress of the disease; 
I believe that the latter is much more 
authentic history than has been credited. 14 
In his praise of The Fortunate Mistress Lee granted that both 
its morality and its realism were responsible for its superiority 
1~ee, Daniel Defoe~ I, P• 359. 
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to Defoe's other lives "both in the originality of invention, and 
the perf ecti on of delineation. 11 Of cours~ .. the incidents were and 
would be distasteful to the pure, but the moral was clearly stated: 
no reader can possibly mi stake the 
lessons designed to be taught ••• 
prosperous wickedness has a worm 
at the root, that turns all its 
fruit to nothingness; and that sin 
ensures its own effectual punish-
ment. In addition to this general 
conclusion, every sinful action is 
made the subject of reprehension , 
there arQ frequent flashes of conscience 
which make Roxana tremble •••• 15 
For a while, Lee succeeded in purifying the Defoe motive, by empha-
sizing the note of social reform. Thus, the secondary novels could 
become more preferable to the Victorian taste. But···more impoztant 
he suggested a new avenue for exploration: the study of sources 
of Defoe fiction in an effort to determine his method of composition. 
It is at' note to say that the .American edition of the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica (1878) adopted this favorable view of the minor novels 
advanced by William Lee. The editors too, thought Captain Singleton 
was "unjustly deprecated11 ; and they rejected Macaulay's view of 
Colonel Jack , Moll Flanders, and The Fortunate Mistress as "utterly 
nauseous and wretched. 11 They called it 11 a freak of criticism11 on the 
part of Macaulay, for the latter two were 11 triumphs of novel writing" : 
' The art in both stories is great, and as regards the episode in Roxana 
of the daughter Susa.nnah is consummate •••• 11 
To this point none of the Defoe biographers had stressed the 
importance of his novels; if anything they tended to devote only a 
l5Lee, Daniel Defoe, I, P• 374. 
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fraction of their study to his works of fiction. In fact~ William 
Chadwick's Life and Times of Daniel DeFoe (1859) was almost exclusively 
an historical interpretation and offered nothing by way of literary 
criticism. Because of the bias of this particular study~ its attempt 
to find a place for Defoe's literary works~ this may not have seemed 
to the reader to be the case, unless just such a reminder as this 
statement were introduced into the text. William Minto 1 s biography~ 
Daniel Defoe (1879), written for the English ~~n of Letters series ) 
offers a way of reinforcing the reminder, for he was perhaps the 
first of the biographersl5a who was careful to stress the importance of 
the relationship that obtained between the literary man Defoe and the 
ubiquitous businessman, journalist, and government agent of the early 
eighteenth century. Scott had pointed to the relation between Mrs. 
Veal and The Storm and the later works of fiction. Wilson and Lee 
hinted at the relationship of the early journalist years and the later 
journalism and novels. But Minto went even further. "Defoe, 11 he said, 
was essentially a journalist. He wrote 
for the day, and for the greatest interest 
of the greatest number of the day. He 
always had some ship sailing with the 
passing breeze, and laden with same useful 
cargo for the coast upo~ which the wind 
chanced to be blowing.lo 
Development of his thesis, allowed Minto to reduce Defoe's whole 
l5aDavid Masson, British Novelists and Their Styles (1859) was according 
to Burch the first "to contend that Defoe, the novelist, evolved from 
Defoe, the journalist. " Masson made. a parallel between Swift and Defoe. 
The former he called the satirist; the latter the chronicler of the age. 
Englisch Studien, LXVIII, P• 194· 
16william Minto, Daniel Defoe (New York; Harpers Bros., 1879), P• 131. 
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attitude toward literature to that of 11 a shrewd :eye to the main chance. 11 
His literary efforts, as Minto saw them, were pieces de ciroonstance. 
A famous personage died, and Defoe was prepared ~~th an appropriate 
biography. He was like the artist who sold his soul to become a 
commercially successful portrait painter. Minto felt that it was 
false to assume that he was himself a simple, child-like, frank, 
and unsuspecting Nature-boy because he Y~ote one of the most fascinating 
books for children. Defoe was primarily a trader, and wherever he saw 
the chance for successful development, he worked the vein of his find 
to exhaustion, "putting the ore into various shapes to attract different 
purchasers": 
We owe the Journal of the Plague in 1665 
to a visitation which fell upon France in 
1721 •••• The germ 'Which in his fertile 
mind grew into Robinson Crusoe fell from 
the real adventures of Alexander Selkirk 
•••• The Life, Adventures and Piracies of 
the famous Captain Singleton ••• was produced 
to satisfy the same demand [the interest 
in the exploits of pirates in Captain Avery). 
Such biographies as those of Moll Flanders 
and the Lady Roxana were of a kind, as he 
himself illustrated by an amusing anecdote, 
that interested all tfmes and all professions 
and degrees; and we have seen to what 
accident he owed their suggestion and probably 
part of their materials prison experienc~ • 
He had tested the market for such wares i n 
his Journals of Society.l7 
The only novelty in his fiction was, as Minto said, the curious 
method of preparation. After the enormous success of P~binson 
Crusoe, Defoe could see the _·possibilities in the creation of a fictional 
character in an historical frame. But why the fictional character at 
17Minto, Daniel Defoe, P• 132. 
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all, when there were many real lives that might have warranted a 
Defoe treatment such as he offered in Duncan Campbell, Memoirs of 
Carleton and Robert Drury's Journal? Minto answered; 11 one can only 
suppose that he was attracted by the greater freedom of movement 
in pure invention. 11 Minto explained the creation of the fictional 
history was due partly to Defoe's ability to create the verisi~~lar 
and partly out of the demand of the reading public for information--
in a day when people were totally dependent for their information 
upon pamphlets, books, and broadsides. Defoe's real necessity was 
not esthetic, not really moral, but that of the creation of fiction 
wnich was most like the truth. Hence, the method, associated w.i. th 
realiam--of circumstantial detail to fortify reports--became 
Defoe's contribution to fiction. Thus, claimed Minto, was Defoe 
referred to as the inventor of realistic novels: 
In all he took for granted that the 
first question people would ask about 
a story was whether it was true. The 
novel, it must be remembered, was then 
in its infancy, and Defoe ••• imagined, 
probably not without good reason, that 
his readers would disapprove of story-
telling for the mere pleasure of the 
thing, as an immorality.l8 
This made good sense as a raison d'@tre for the Defoe novel. 
Minto made no effort to reconcile the republican with the pot-
boiler novelist, but indicated that both were of the same pattern. 
He ret•~ed to the key to the Defoe personality suggested by Gildon; 
that of the individual expedient in morality, politics, and religion. 
l~tinto, Daniel Defoe, p. 136. 
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Vfuen he turned to a consideration of the fiction as novels, 
Minto le:rt the frame of reference that he had supplied for the 
eighteenth century, and applied the criteria of the nineteenth. 
These were already becoming commonplaces: pathos, plot, character 
development, and above all the concept of a strict unity. Thus, 
though he claimed that Robinson Crusoe was Defoe's masterpiece and 
that it showed what Defoe could do as an 11artist11 of the unities 
school, he had to make excuses for the laok of pathos, and declare 
the story complete at the end of the desert island episode: 
This story, as a work of art, ends 
with Crusoe's departure from the 
island, or at any rate with his 
return to England. Its unity is 
then complete. But Robinson Crusoe 
at once became a popular hero, and 
Defoe was too keen a man of business 
to miss the chance of further profit 
from so lucrative a vein.l9 
The Farther Adventures and Serious Reflections 11 were purely commercial 
excrescences upon the original work. 11 
A tendency that was becoming stronger as the nineteenth century 
came to a close was the P%;ference for :Moll Flanders over Robinson 
Crusoe. Minto found in the former work, a 11 superior novel" and 
did not consign it to oblivion on account of its moral or immoral 
tendencies; rather he attributed any failure as a novel to its lack 
of unity. In this work he found much to praise in Defoe's insight 
into 11 the springs of actions" and in his picture of 11the natural 
history of his speciesn ; but compared with the unified desert island 
episode: 
19M. t 
·1n 0 1 Daniel Defoe, p. 142 
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It is not equally well constructed for 
the struggle of existence among books. 
No book can live forever ~nich is not 
firmly organized round some central 
principle of life, and that principle 
in itself imperishable. It must have 
a heart and members •••• Compared with 
Robinson Crusoe, :Moll Flanders is 
only a string of diverting incidents, 
the lowest type of book organism, very 
brilliant while it is fresh and new~ 
but not qualified to survive competitors 
for the world's interest.2D 
The unity in Moll Flanders or indeed the other lives has been 
argued on other levels, particularly in the twentieth century. The 
fact re.mai ns, however, that Defoe did write episodically, and this, 
not that he should have employed mechanisms to ensure unity, is 
the basic premise from which a scholar or critic of Defoe begins • 
Minto did see the episodic structure as a form of book organism 
at any rate, and did attempt to analyze or interpret the fiction 
in terms of an esthetic re:Cher than a moral necessity. He insisted 
on viewing the criminal lives in relation to the author's world 
or life point of view and not from standards of morality set by the 
nineteenth century. He explained that Jack, Moll, and Roxana were 
not criminals from malice, but from necessity. ~hy Minto could not 
have seen that necessity might have formed that central and undying 
principle in Defoe's works that made them last~ may be due to the 
fact that Moll Flanders and the lesser lives had virtually ceased 
being reprinted.20a They apparently had not lasted. 
20Minto, Daniel Defoe~ p. 138. 
80asee Chapter Seven, footnote 1. 
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Nonetheless they existed as curiosities; and though De~oe 
was neither a Bunyan nor a Baxter in his approach to morality~ Minto 
allowed that he offered many 11 edifying reflections."" Beyond this. 
Minto conceded that. though Defoe wrote his stories, presumably for 
the moral. he enters into their ingenious shifts and successes with 
a joyous sympathy that would have been impossible if their reckless 
ad-venturous living by their wits had not had a strong charm for him. 11 
This led Minto to attempt to define a theme of sorts which he found 
permeated the Defoe fiction: 
The aims in life ' of Defoe's thieves 
and pirates ••• ~re such that) self-
interest is on the lookout, and self-
reliance at the helm •••• All Defoe's 
heroes and heroines are animated by 
this practical spirit. this thorough-
going subordination of means to ends 
•••• They are all tradesmen who have 
strayed into unlawful courses. They 
have nothing about them of the heroism 
of sin; their crimes are not the result 
of ungovernable passions , or even 
antipathy to conventional restraints; 
circumstances and not any law-defying 
bias of dislosition have made them 
criminals.2 
To such an extent Minto was able to find a central principle. 
It helped him to organize the contradictory personality of Defoe 
and find the businessman-politician and the journalist-writer one. 
There was in his review of the works the indication that has been 
apparent before that Defoe was precursor or a primitive in the history 
of the novel. Such is the implication in this: 
One gif t indispensable for this, however • 
might be accessory, the genius of circum-
stantial invention--not a very exalted 
order of genius. but quite as rare as any 
21Minto, Daniel Defoe, PP• 152-3. 
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lind: 
other intellectual prodigy. 
'When we find an artist of supreme 
excellence in any craft, we generally 
find that he has been practicing it 
all his life. To say that he has a 
genius for it, means that he has 
practiced it, and concentrated his 
main force upon it, and that he has 
been driven irresistibly to do so by 
sheer bent of nature. It was so with 
Defoe and his power of circumstantial 
invention, his unrivalled genius for 
u lying like truth. n22 
'While Minto's biography can in many senses be thought of as 
a literary one, Thomas Wright's The Life of Daniel Defoe (1894) 22a 
marked a return to the approach of Wilson and Lee. Wright made 
no pretense at being a critic and depended heavily upon the opinions 
of reviewers and essayists for his opinions. On this very account he 
reflected the general acceptance of their views. In his biographical 
interpretation, Wright developed the idea of applying Robinson Crusoe 
as an allegory of the life of Defoe. In this of course he had the 
support of the author himself, Gildon's sneering pamphlet, an 
occasional parallel drawn in Chalmers, and full scale interpretation 
of Henry Kingsley's preface to the 1868 edition of the work. Many 
critics and reviewers willingly accepted the idea of there being a 
general parallel bet?1een the work and the man's life (cr. R.C.Routledge, 
22Minto, Daniel Defoe, P• 139· 
22aA Bicentenary edition, considerably revised and enlarged appeared 
in 1931. This edition wi ll not be referred to in the present discussion. 
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11 Robinson Crusoe, n Littel's Living Age, 1859). Very few, however, 
embarked on an exact parallel between Defoe's public life and the 
desert island episode. When Wright offered the interpretation in 
1894, it was much too late; too many facts and figures had been 
unearthed for such a feat to be seriously accepted. Aitken, Minto, 
and Saintsbury, among a host of review·ers and critics, reduced the 
theory to a mass of inexact dates and unfounded premises. 
A time was ripe for scholarship in the Defoe novels, if nothing 
else. Already notes and queries were being exchanged, and tentative 
efforts made in an attempt to define and analyze the ingredients of the 
Defoe novel. Wright collected. He supplied from Notes and Queries a 
list of newly discovered analogues to the desert island episode from 
the similar and earlier adventures of Peter Serrano and Simplicis.mus. 23 
He brought the history of criticism up to date from Gildon to Daudet, 
concluding that 11 even Shakespeare does not . give so perfect an idea of 
the ~nglish character.u He saw the Farther Adventures and Serious 
Reflections as distinctly inferior to the first part of Robinson Crusoe, 
though he allowed that the 11 fascination of style is the sarre end the 
passages quite as fine as those in the first. 11 
In reviewing the bibliographic tangle connected with the Memoirs 
of a Cavalier, he acknowledged that there was a possibility of a base 
in a genuine document in the hand of Colonel Andrew Newport though 
nDefoe took great liberties with his manuscript, and that in order to 
heighten the lights and deepen the shadows, he borrowed facts from other 
23see Notes and Queries, 7th ser., VI (October 13, 1888) and (March 31, 
1888). 
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sources is as certain as that he dished up the whole in his inimitable 
style. 11 Such an interpretation allowed Wright to have his cake and 
eat it too. It put him in the clear should such a document by a 
cavalier turn up in some family's papers; and it also relieved him of 
the burden of explaining the references in the cavalier's history to 
works that appeared after the supposed date of the memoir (1651): 
Tale of a Tub~ The Observator, and Juro Divino. Inconsistencies in 
time and place were easily swept aside. 
Like Lee~ Wright justified the secondary novels as being ~~tivated 
by strictly moral intentions: 
Instead of treating sin flippantly, and 
presenting great rogues as heroes~ Defoe 
took upon himself to impress upon his 
readers how intensely wretched is the 
career of even the most prosperous rogue~ 
and how vastly better it is to live in 
the narrowest circumstances, than to be 
surrounded with wealth gotten by wicked-
ness. But he also points out that it is 
not sufficient for the criminals to reform; 
and instead of upholding la~ that lend to 
the manufacture of criminals and the spread 
of vice, a Christian people, ••• should 
abolish those laws~ and not rest satisfied 
till a far 'Q~tter state of affairs has been 
arrived at. C4 
Further, he excused the bluntness of the language as a product of 
an 11 age in which a spade was called a spade." He went along with 
Bishop Wbately and William Minto in considering Moll Flanders finer, 
11more subtle~ more complex" than Robinson Crusoe and thus added to 
the small but incr easing circle of admirers of that ~rk. 
Two minor biographies appeared in this period: George Dawson's 
treated Defoe briefly in Biographical Lectures (1887) and Williare 
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24Thoma.s Wright, T.he Life of Daniel Defoe (New York: Randolph,1894), P• 276. 
Russell did the same in Eccentric Personages (1871). Neither had a 
good word for the secondary novels, nor had they much praise for any 
work but Robinson Crusoe and only the first part. Both dwelled upon 
his ambiguous political role and the prodigious volume of his writings. 
More importent than the work of the biographers in this period 
was that of the essayists and reviewers, particularly in the under-
standing of the development of an esthetic in novel criticism and of 
the part Defoe was beginning to assume in the history of the English 
novel. 
~hat is the first English novel? is a question that can be 
answered according to the position a -writer wishes to def:end. Certainly 
if plot and style are to be considered the chief elements then there 
were novels before Defoe. If characterization and setting, so also were 
there novels before Defoe. If the term novel w,er,e made synonymous with 
the romance then, there were whole traditions before Defoe. 
The nineteenth century began along about midcentury to look upon 
Defoe as the Father of the English novel. The critics of the period 
found this an easy v~y to account for the primitive, plain-spoken quality 
of his work compared with the latest of their three volume works, equipped 
with all the niceties of a refined age. A reviewer in Tait's Edinburgh 
Magazine for 1841 paused in his review of Hazlitt Jr.'s edition of The 
'Works to say of Colonel Jack, Moll F'landers, the Memoirs of a Cavalier, 
and The Fortunate Mistress: 
In these works may be found the true 
fountainhead of ~at has now swelled 
into a mighty and majestic stre~; 
in the fictions, and the periodical 
writings of DeFoe, are found the germ 
of the national ~glish novel, and of 
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periodical literature. DeFoe is as 
much the predecessor of Richardson 
and Fielding~ as these writers are~ 
in turn~ the EI"Ototypes of Bulwer 
and :Marryat. 25 
A critic for The North American Review strove to place Defoe 
in the wider tradition of world fiction~ the first of the EngliSh 
writers~ 
It is curious to trace the progress 
of the modern novel from Ionia to 
Italy, and thence to England, its 
rudimental and imaginative style in 
the East~ its pedantic and sentimental 
development in French Arcadian romances, 
and its simple, direct~ matter-of-fact 
and human interest as exhibited by 
DeFoe •••• The element of probability, 
the artistic use of natural incidents 
in their legitimate order and specialities, 
so a~irably illustrated by DeFoe, is, 
however, as indispensible to the success-
f ul novelist today as when Robinson Crusoe 
appeared.26 
The critic continued by explaining that Defoe's great merit lay in 
his ability to create the verisind.lar, 11 the seeming authenticity of 
his stories, n which was later to be found in the works of Godwin, 
Scott, and Dickens. The critic pointed out that plot had become more 
intricate, characters were more subtly developed, and style elevated 
beyond Defoe's powers; yet his autobiographie novels wer!O! still to be 
viewed as models of realism. The distinction betvreen Defoe and his 
followers was to be found in the motive: his was moral reform; theirs, 
25uReview of Hazlitt's The Works,• (anon. rev.), Ta.itll Edinburgh 
Magazine for 1841, VIII (1841), PP• 123-4· 
26"Review of Talboys' and Hazlitt's The Works," (anon. rev.). The 
North .American Review, LXXXVIII (1854), P• Z15· 
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the artistic goal: 
he sought to modify opinion, build up 
institutions, they to refine style 
and gratify taste; their sphere senti-
ment, his action; they strove by art ••• 
he with principles ••• to build up 
national life •••• 27 
For this direction, Defoe was styled the father of the English novel: 
The coarseness of his graphic histories 
is redeemed only by the matter-of-fact, 
self-possessed, and authentic style with 
which he " forged the handwriting of 
Nature11 ••• Roxana, Colonel Jack, Moll 
Flanders ~nile repellent are yet~-
tor ica.lly worthy of attention "as being 
precursors of the modern English novel. " 28 
In the pseudo-memoirs, the critic found the 11 germs of the historical 
novel. '1 
In world literature, Defoe's only peers were Cervantes and Bunyan. 
Of his works, Robinson Crusoe stood among the works of the giants 
as a characteristic expression of the Anglo-SL~on mind, for it had 
none of the soft and sentimental aspects of the Italian novella, 
nor yet the amusing and melodramatic elements of the French novelle. 
Robinson was the Englishman par excellence: the n self-dependent, 
methodical, industrious11 Englishman imbued with a sense of conscience, 
of providence, and lacking in imagination. Though no poet, he represented 
the " average mind ••• ferti l e in expediency. prone to dishonesty, fond of 
the long ramble, mindful of the Sabbath, provident, sustained by the 
Bible and his gun ••• utilit arian by instinct ••• the moral ideal and 
exemplar of his nation and class. 11 To this reviewer, Defoe represented 
21The North .American Review, LXXXVIII. p. 276. 
28The North American Review, LXXXVIII. P• 277• 
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on a practical level what Bunyan did on a spiritual one. Defoe on 
the secular level was the English mind epitomized. His morality was not 
impugned; his art was seen as crude and unformed. But he was seen as a 
novelist~ t he fir st to produce novels that defined the tradition of the 
English middle class. 
But vmat kind of novel did he produce? Placed thus in the genre 
of the novel in world fiction and as expressions of national represen-
tative~ Defoe's works still stood in need of classification with the 
genre. An article for The National Review entitled •De Foe as Novelistrr 
(1856) attempted to solve this problem. The most considerable aspect 
of the problem r€1llained one of definition~ and the revie"ffer chose rather 
rigid lines of demarcation. History's function, he said, was "to throw 
light" upon t he pcilitical and social man--nthe principles of com....Ttlon 
human nature in conmrunities11 --and to supply knowledge for future action 
by examples of the past. Biography vms to offer a complete view of an 
individual for the same purpose, While the novel was an attempt to 
study individual differences and follow their development. Defined in 
t hi s way , Defo~'s novels of fered very little as novels. This was 
attributable to the tirr.es in which he lived: 
In DeFoe's times measures were more 
interesting than men, what men were 
doing rather than what men were •••• 
His novels set forth ••• some particular 
mode of life •••• often the hero is a 
mere mouthpiece for a mass of adven-
tures •••• 29 
It would. seem~ then, that Defoe's work would qualify more for 
2.1"De Foe as Novelist .. lll (anon. rev.}, The National Review, V (1856), 
P• 382. 
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history than fiction, except that the reviewer for The national Review 
found himself unable t o t rust Defoe in the capaci·t;y of historian, for the 
problem remained of distinguishing fact from fiction: 
The element of invention destroys the 
interest you would have had in i t as 
a record of fact, and the inexplicable 
element of real fact destr2ys your 
pleasure in the invention.?U 
However, Defoe's unusual talent for verisimilitude compelled one 
to accept the view that his inventions were in harmony with the facts 
and one could reasonably enjoy how this technique suited the History 
of the Pla gue in scenes describing the bellman, the death cart, 
the horr i d pi t , and the solitary waterman. The m=moirs and journals 
were t hen t o qualify as quasi-history, in that they described a mode 
of lif e. 
In t he sense that it too described a mode of life, Captain 
Singleto~ might fall into the quasi-historical, but Defoe's "proper 
novelsn were said to be Robinson Crusoe, part one, Moll Flanders, 
Colonel Jack, and The Fortunate Mistress. Though classified as works 
of the imagination, t he ir principal feature was one of Life-likeness: 
wha t would be called today realism. His mode of composition -was called 
reconstructive: 11He takes things just as he finds them; and when he 
vmnts to create, he re-sorts them, or at most makes others exactly like 
them. n Hence, he was called weak in the painting of particular characters 
or the i r development ; his genius lay in creating generalized traits of 
character: 
It is not that he cares for Robinson 
Crusoe--dull, ingenious, seafaring 
30The National Review, V, p. 383. 
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creature, with his mixture of 
cowardice and boldness, his un-
learned, coarsely sagacious, 
mechanic nature, his keen trade 
instincts, and his rude religious 
experience •••• 31 
Such a general picture allowed the reader to make particulars in his 
own image. 
The minor novels v;ere not inferior to Robinson Crusoe in their 
mode of composition; but their subject matter was too much for the 
delicacy of the age. They were dominated by the motive of self-
interest, but instead of concentrating his pictures of the ., careers 
of vice, " Defoe chose to expand in endless particulars. This, accord-
ing to the Reviewer's critic, marked the distinction between the novels 
of Scott and those of Defoe. Scott., he said, also :'selects/' where 
Defoe's " strokes are all the same thickness. 1' Dickens., of nineteenth 
century moderns, perhaps came closest in his ecope or view; but even 
in his pictures Dickens was selective: 
Moll Flanders, Roxana, Singleton, and 
Colonel Jack, all stand quite alone 
in the world. They are separate mole-
cules, shifting to and fro in the wide 
sands of life--touching others., but 
never for a moment incorporated with 
th6m; they all live as using the world 
for th~selves., and standing off from 
binding influences •••• 32 
The prevailing theme of self-interest led the critic to a 
consideration of Defoe's motive. It ~~s., he said, dow.inated by 
his interest in trade: nlittle inventories have a special charm for 
3lThe National Review., V, p. 391. 
32The National Review, V, p.40o. 
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hiYJl. 11 But he lauded the works on the score that they attempted 
to bring about social reform. 
Another reviewer32a had draw.n the same parallel b~een Defoe 
and Dickens on the score of the social view of London. Said he: 
11Defoe did for his time what Dickens did for ours, 1 He was profoundly 
conscious of social ills in the minor novels, and he drew broad pictures 
of the social life of the time. 
In the review literature of the midcentury, Defoe's stock as a 
literary figure was very high. In an 1858 review for The British 
Quarterly, the point was developed that a parallel obtained between 
the works of Bunyan and those of Defoe: the former making his appeal 
to the spiritual, the latter to the ternporal.33 Both writers had 
great powers of observation and were successful in their endeavors: 
11 Thus Bunyan's personifications are the most real, De Foe's characters 
the least fictitious. " Like the critic on The North .American Review, 
this writer adopted the view that Defoe was an exemplary Anglo-Saxon. 
A virtue in Defoe's writing was seen in his ability to utilize life 
experiences in his fiction. A conversation, the critic speculated, 
with Dampier led to Captain Singleton; experience under Charles II 
and in Newgate led to the minor novels: Moll l<J.anders and The Forttmate 
Mistrsss. The interest in the particular led Defoe to excel as 
economist, historian, and novelist. It made him a journalist of the 
32anKingsley's :Novels and Plays," (anon. rev.), The National Review, 
I (1855), P• 127. 
33"Review of The Works of De Foe,'' (anon. rev.), The British Quarterly, 
XXVII (1858), 85-100. 
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first rank. The critic recalled that Coleridge in praising Defoe 
as a journali st had placed his Review on a par with, and sometimes 
excell i ng, The Tatler and Spectator. 
The excellence of Defoe as a journalist motivated an article 
entitled 11 A Gentleman of the Press. 11 Defoe was not only called a 
gentleman of the press and a journalist of 11 rare powers, 11 but a 
nliterar y genius of the highest rank. 11 In the very year that Lee 
had offered the possibility of Defoe as an il undercover a.gent, n he was 
st ill referred to as a statesman, patriot, and philosopher.34 
Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine for the same year expanded on the 
theme of 11 A Great Whig Journalist. 11 Praise for his verisimilitude 
in fic t i on was the dominant note: 
Defoe's style was somewhat of the driest. 
He lacked the poetic touch and neither 
i n his prose nor in his verse had he 
any of t he divine afflatus •••• He had 
merits of precision and concision ••• 
plain to the l~ast educated •••• His 
gr eat characteristic was the singular 
power which he possessed of putting 
himsel f thoroughly in the place of the 
fictitious personages whom he invented •••• .35 
As a consequence Robinson Crusoe and A Journal of the Plague Year 
remained for that critic the highest expression of Defoe's talent as a 
journalist, and unrivalled as fiction. 
A disturbing note amid the praise appeared in the subtly negative 
tone of a reviewer for The Cornhill Magazine (1868), who proposed to 
19.3 
.3411 A Gentleman of the Press;1 (anon. rev.), All the Year Round, II, new ser. 
(18t$}, 132-1.37· 
.35nA Great Whig Journalist;1 (anon. rev.), Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, 
CVI (1869), P• 458. 
analyze Defoe's great powers of lying. He referred to the various 
persons Who had taken Defoe fiction as authentic, among the.m a Mr. 
M' Queen in Captain Burton's Uile Basin. It was Defoe's artifice 
to appear to authenticate such fictions as Captain Singleton. As 
an editor he took the detached tone allowed by suoh expressions as 
nit seems," and l!JI guessn which swept the reader into the editor's 
confidence. Once there, he regaled them with pros and cons until 
they were quite disarmed and forgot that the elaborate chain of 
evidence rested upon the word of a possibly fictional character--
remember the preface to Memoirs of a Cavalier! ; The reviewer concluded, 
however: 
We cannot, then, take the mere fact 
of producing a truthful narrative, 
as of itself, very remarkable; if the 
story is not too obviously moulded 
so as to produce a given result, or 
is enforced with a sufficient number 
of irrelevant details, the feat such 
as it is, may be pretty certainly 
performed.36 
But it wa s just the peculiar merit of Defoe that he was able to 
make the lie go down like the truth; for, claimed the critic, in 
11 the infancy of novel-writing11 as in that of painting, 11 it was held 
for the greatest of triumphs when birds came and pecked at the grapes 
in a picture" : 
To him the world was a vast picture, 
fro.m Which all confusion was banished; 
everything definite ••• preoise as a 
photograph; as in a photograph, too, 
3611 Daniel De Foe, 11 (anon. rev.), The Cornhill Magazine, XVII (1868}, 
P• ';$7 • 
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everything could be accurately measured, 
and the result stated in figures; by the 
same parallel there was a want of pers-
pective, so far as the most distant 
objects were as predisely given as the 
nearest •••• 37 
Further, it was both a virtue and a failing that Defoe was incapable 
of making distinctions between the villainous and the virtuous--all his 
characters were in his o-wn image~ merchants with an eye to the main 
chance. He was incapable of creating the sense of a state of mind or 
examining a motive: 
He looks at his actors from the outside 
and gives us with wonderful minuteness 
all the details of their lives; but 
he never seems to remember that within 
the mechanism whose working he describes 
there is a soul verY different from that 
of Daniel De Foe.38 
Though this critic held that Defoe had neither passion nor drwnatic 
power, it also held that Defoe's objectivity, his ability to give 
one the sense of the whole surface of things, and his apparent disin-
terestedness tended to explain the lasting quality of his works. 
His trick of leaving a few stray ends undeveloped--the fate of Xury 
the Japanese priest, Who tells of Englishmen who have come to Japan 
via a Northwe st Passage, the abrupt ending to Roxana's story--contribute 
to the impressiveness and the naturalness of Defoe's writing. 
In fact, it was to the Cornhill's critic this apparent truthfulness 
comb ined with the peculiar use of unsolved strands of plot that made 
for genius in Defoe: 
In his novels De Foe's instinct for 
probability generally enables him to 
37The Cornhill Magazine, AVII, pp. 300-1 
38The Cornhill Magazine, XVII, P• 302. 
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employ the marvellous moderately, 
and therefore, effectively; he is 
especially given to dreams; th~ 
are generally verified just enough 
to leave us the choice of credulity 
or scepticism, and are in excellent 
keeping with the supposed narrator.39 
At no point in his narration did Defoe strain the credulity of his readers. 
even in his handling of the marvelous. There were "no dog-headed men. 11 
Though this objectivity, this use of idiomatic and commonplace language, 
this keen observation of men and things made for a believable narrative, 
Defoe was hamstrung by lack of selection, no emphasis, "decent or 
coarse, moving or dull." 
Defoe was repetitive in both theme and subject matter. His works 
of fiction fell generally into two rambling adventurous parts. In each 
the incidents were built up powerfully by circumstantial details. 
Often only one of these is successful: the pursuit of Roxana by her 
daughter, r oll in prison, Jack as a street arab--"all are powerful 
fragments, and well adapted for his peculiar method. He goes on 
heaping up little significant facts, till we are able to realize the 
situation powerfully. 11 
Defoe's method was virtually a narrow street. He told all his 
stories the same way: =at a good steady jog-trot of narrative." 
Hence, two-thirds of each of the secondary novels was 11 deadly dull. 11 
The historical novels, more history than fiction, showed some skill in 
handling details; but of them all, only Robinson Crusoe, part one, was 
thought superior as a novel. The advantage here over the secondary novels 
was the unique and constrained setting. Colonel Jack might have made 
39Th.e Cornhill Magazine, XVII, p. 308. 
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another Oliver Twist, 11 less real perhaps, than Defoe had ma.de him, 
but infinitely more pathetic. ~ 
In the last analysis, the critic thought of Defoe as a man of 
talent, certainly he was not "of the few who have struck out ever-
lasting truths, either as a politician or writer. 11 His works of 
fiction had "originality"; he nuses a homely racy language, elaborate 
ramblings and roundabout conversation"; he was a keen observer 
of men and things, but ''without delicate sensibility. " 
In conclusion, then, Def oe was a precursor, a primitive. He 
managed to make fiction seem like the truth. This was his supreme 
accomplishment in a book that was a favorite of boys all the world 
over. 
In 1871 another review of Defoe appeared in the same rragazine. 
It, too, reflected the growing disillusion with the man as a national 
figu:-:-e, but asserted that his fame did not rest upon his political 
life and writings. Indeed, the source of the fame was in his narratives, 
and they must be viewed independently. In this respect, he ought to be 
thought of in connection with other Augustan ?~Titers: Swift, Pope, 
Addison , and Gay. In such company he had a claim to some kind of fame: 
De f oe has been well termed the 
father of English novelists, and 
his great successor, Richardson, 
studied his ::tyle of composition 
with no little assiduity; yet all 
Richardson has to say in his 
favour is, that he was 11an in-
genious gentleman, though a 
dissenter."4D 
4:> aDaniel Defoe, " (anon. rev.), The Cornhill Magazine, .'XXIII (1871), 
P• 311. 
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The writer declared that Robinson Crusoe would remain a famous work 
as long as the literature of England survived. But he preceded dual-
istically to apply ~he standards of immoral subject matter to the 
secondary novels. For in them, the critic said, Defoe showed that 
11he was incapable of 'understanding the word LOVE in its highest 
meaning 11 ; and his women, consequently, -were without 11 grace, purity, 
dignity, passion," and were 11 influenced by greed." 
On the whole, the revi6Wer felt that, though Defoe's moral 
aim was sound and his characters a faithful portrait of a J1species of 
our common humanity, " the secondary novels ncould only be treated as 
amuserr.ent s of a past age. " 
The reviews of Nright's biography showed impatience with the 
biographer's naive enthusiasm for his subject. One critic on The 
Athenaeum found that nwild and wicked Daniel" wrote 
very little that lives as literature, 
and even his best literary achievements, 
perhaps with the exception of his 
masterpiece. were hastily written 
11 potboilers 11 •••• His preeminence was as 
a journalist.4l 
Another from The Saturday Review carried the disillusion with 
Defoe as national and literary figure, to its lo~st ebb: 
The luck of Daniel Defoe, whether in 
lif e or in letters, has never been 
very great; but in one respect it has 
been singular and exemplary. Although 
critical opinion of him has distinctly 
advanced of late years, he has never 
been put, and could never be put, among 
41 "Review of Wright' s biography, >tt (anon. rev.), The Athenaeum , · October 
20, 1894: , P• 521. 
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the very greatest names of English 
literature. Yet no one out of the 
circle of those very greatest names 
has enjoyed ••• anything like the 
amount of biographical pa~~s that 
has been expended on him.4C 
But such adverse criticism was exceptional and often dilute. 
Even the historians of the novel or of English Literature advanced 
the case for Defoe as at the head of the tradition of the English 
novel as they understood it. Thomas Arnold (A Manual of English 
Literature. 1885) called him the 11 first of English novelists." Charles 
Yonge (Three Centuries of English Literature. 1872) called Defoe the 
"father of the English novel." Both praised his fidelity of detail, 
his natural portraits. and his masterpiece, Robinson Crusoe; equally, 
however, they criticized hi s lack of pathos, plot, and particularized 
character analysis. J. Cordy Jeaffreson in his Novels and Novelists 
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(1858) commented before the period of disillusion with Defoe had manifested 
' 
itself. He claimed that Defoe 11 brought into the domain of imaginative 
prose-~Titing graphic description of scenes. events, mental emotions, 
and quick-pointed conversation.u But his criticism took the same form: 
In one of the qualities of a novelist 
he was unaccountably deficient--not 
even coming up to his predecessor, 
Mrs. Behn. To the construction or 
the most vague conception of a plot he 
seems to have been quite inadequate •••• 
All De Foe's novels, long as they are, 
are but a string of separate anecdotes 
'related of one person. but having no 
cormection ·with each other. In no one 
of them are there forces at work that 
necessitates the conclusion of the 
42nA New Life of Defoe!1 (anon. rev.), The Saturday Review, November 
3, 1894 .. . P• 485. 
story at a certain point. One ~eets 
with no denouement, no m.ystery.43 
In contrast with Jeaffreson's attempt to evaluate Defoe 's fiction 
in terms of the nirLeteenth century esthetic, there was a strong 
tendency throughout the century to justify the picture of Defoe 
as a moral teacher. This was seen in Chalmers, Wilson, and Lee. 
This conception of Defoe turned in midcentury into a picture of Defoe 
as the r ealist and social novelist. Defoe was linked with the 
tradition of Realism. 
In France~ the realists from Stendhal, Balzac, and Flauber.t, 
to Zola and Mirabeau had all attempted with varying degrees of success 
to fuse the sociological outlook and subject matter, with an objective 
treatment of character. Some chose to create their effects in terms 
of cumulative detail; others by a clinical report of an individual. 
In both cases there was a distinct revulsion with idealism~ glo~~g 
generalities, end empty abstractions. The French strove to build an 
effect through the cumulating effect of selected detail. 
In doing so, the realists made it a creed to spare no unpleasant 
details . At times it must have see.med to the nineteenth century 
sensibility, that the realists ~~re, as Flaubert had said, vomiting 
upon humanity. The seamy side v.-as not ignored. 
So it came to be that critics saw in Defoe an early master of 
this technique of the cumulating effect, the objective tone, the 
sociological point of view, and the sewmy pictures of life's under-
belly. Critics praised him for his reports, his photographic detail, 
43J. Cordy Jeaffreson, Novels and Novelists from ~lizabeth to Victoria, 
2 vols. (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1858)~ I, P• 83. 
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hi s colloquial conversations. Moll F'landers and The Fortunate N.istress 
were ex~ined again. It seemed as if Defoe had anticipated the 
consc iously devoted realist. Readers found in the works of Moore 
and Gissing the subject matter and treatment which had always 
l u r ked in Defoe's 11 secondary novels. :: 
Taine remarked the similarity in his History of Elnglish Literature: 
His ill'!8.gination was that of a me.n 
of business~ not of an artist, 
crammed, and, as it were, j~ed 
down with facts. He tells them 
as they come to him, ••• like con-
versation •••• Never vre.s such a 
sense of the real before or since. 
Our r ealists today ••• decidedly 
men of bus:inesa, are very far from 
this naturalness; art and calcula-
tion crop out ~idst their too 
minute descriptions •••• All his 
talents lie in this~ and this even 
h is imperfections aid him; his lack 
of art becomes a profound art: we 
cannot imagine that such and such 
a detail, so minute, so dull, is 
invented.44 
I t was Taine also who singled out Defoe as the rran who depicted the 
ncitizen manners" which led to practical readings and changed the 
course of literature in accordance with the changes in the social 
structure. In Defoe Walter Besant found the preacher of' morality who 
was the novelist, and E. A. Baker in the early twenties labelled 
Defoe 11 the sociological novelist. 11 
Such undercurrents were in direct antithesis with the dominant 
nineteenth century approach to the novel. They strove for a form in 
the novel~ if not a rigid formula. But the view of the novel was 
~. A. Taine, History of English Literature, trans. H. Van Laun, 
2 vola. (New York: Holt, 1872), II, PP• 153-4· 
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shifting under the impact of the realists. The result in Defoe 
criticism was more intensive study and analysis. 
Conclusions: 1830-1890. 
In the last chapter the point was made that the romantics had 
succeeded in giving the novel status with other forms of literary 
effort. The history of novel criticism in the nineteenth century 
may be considered as an effort to fill in the outlines of this sweep-
ing genera lization. In 'What v;ays, the critics asked, was the novel a 
form? How was it related to other literary forms? Did it have a tradi-
tion in England? abroad? Where might a beginning for the contemporary 
novel be made? 
Taine offered something of a way of approach. He pointed to the 
revolutions of the seventeenth century as a sympton of a class 
struggle. The middle class asserted itself. It outfaced the dominant 
aristocracy. founded n6W standards of behaviour and expression. 
11 Chivalrous manners had been blotted out. 11he said, 11 carrying with them 
t he poetical and picaresque drama. Monarchial manners had been 
blotted out. carrying with them the witty and licentious drwma. Citizen 
manners had been established, bri nging with them domestic and practical 
reading. a 45 
Others had recognized, and much earlier, the importance of the 
republican impact upon English society. Chalmers and Towers in the 
line of Defoe criticism had observed his work and life as exemplary 
in that effort. Wilson, Lee, and Razlitt championed the much pilloried 
45Taine, History of English Literature, , II, P• 158. 
Defoe. To many Defoe's fictions were the crude beginnings of a 
bourgeois literature~ both in its subject matter~ character~ and 
treatment. To a certain extent~ and at least in the critical tradi-
t i on, Defoe set the conventions of the bourgeois literature that was 
to become the novel as it was understood in the nineteenth century. 
lie was seen as a precursor and a primitive~ and then as the father 
of the English novel. 
'VVhat was it he had done? First and foremost~ he had invented a 
method for establishing fictional elements in such a way that they 
appeared to be true. He had adapted the concept of vraisemblance to 
middle class manners and mores. It bec~e the verisimilar. His 
proper novels~ Robinson Crusoe, Colonel Jack, Moll Flanders~ and The 
Fortunate Mistress were praised and defined by their life-likeness, 
their realism, this by the effect of accumulation of detail. Secondly, 
he had offered the rudiments of plot structure in the desert island 
episode in Robinson Crusoe and in the Susannah story of The Fortunate 
Mistress. There were also· hints of character development in Moll's 
prison episodes and Jack's reform in America; also Singleton's re-
pentance. In style he offered the plain~ 11matter-of-fact authentic 
narration. 11 
But it was in his themes that he offered the pattern for ethics 
or morality. His dominant ones were seen as self-interest and necessity. 
The business class ethic was not always approved but it was defined as 
individualism: '" self-dependent, methodical~ industrious. 11 The picture 
of the middle class mind was reflected in Bo binson Crusoe: 11 fertile in 
expediency~ prone to dishonesty, •• mindful of the Sabbath, provident, 
sustained by the Bible and the gun." Others mo defined the novel as 
"gentle instructors" found Defoe a social reformer in his works; or 
accepted the statements in his prefaces which made a claim for the 
morality of purpose: to reform the world and its :mB.!l.ners. Where Minto 
saw Defoe's whole attitude in his fiction as one of 11a shrewd eye to 
the main chance," Forster and Hazlitt Jr., f'ound them an ef'fort to 
produce a. more indulgent morality. Lee a.nd Wright insisted further 
on his social reform, and saw in Colonel Jack and Moll }~anders such 
an ef'fort to improve general conditions. 
As suming, than, that Defoe did head tradition, in What ways was 
he related to what had come before and what came after? The parallel 
with Bunyan occurred to several critics. Bunyan was seen as a. 
spiritual arbitrator of middle class values; Defoe attempted to bring 
them out into practical 11 kitchen11 life. Defoe was recognized to have 
connection with the literature of travel. Suggestions were made of an 
acquaintance with Selkirk and Dampier. There was evidence in his 
experience as a. trader and his collection of travel books of a wide 
acquaintance with contemporary geography--particularly in Singleton's 
march across Africa. Further, his historical fiction betrayed a 
knowledge of history. Lee suggested his invention of the historical 
biography based upon a. structure of fact and fictionalized to make 
it more palatable to the reading public, ~, Mem:>irs of a Cavalier 
and A Journal of the Plague Year. 
Finally in the tradition that followed he was seen to have 
influenced Richardson in his use of minute detail, Smollett in the 
autobiographical structure, and Fielding, Gold&.mith, Godwin, Scott, 
and Dickens in ways not clearly identi£ied. He was a novelist of 
social re£orm like Dickens; one o£ historical sweep like Scott. 
Contrast with later novelists showed his weaknesses, pointed him 
up as a precursor. 
His language was not elegant and harmonious; his characters 
were not penetrating; they were species, not specifics. He lacked 
wit and irony, imagery and pathos. He lacked a specific plot develop-
ment formed upon the drama: one which rose to a climax and suf£ered 
a denouero~nt. For this reason, his works had no unity, £or he was 
unable to select the significant, but painted all with the same thick-
ness of stroke. Compared to the giants of the Victorian period, Defoe 
was a journalist. He could develop a striking situation, make it live 
and real, but could not make it relate to other significant situations 
through character development or plot. 
To all this, only Robinson Crusoe remained an exception. It was 
considered his che£ d'oeuvre, and praise of it had descended to a 
series of cliche's. Perhaps there was even a tone of weariness in the 
critical attitude; for all indicated that its chief popularity was 
as a children's classic. 
Memirs o:f a Cavalier and A Journal o:f the Plague Year ,remained 
primarily historical, though fictional elements were praised. A 
minor flurry of interest in Captain Singleton succeeded the discovery of 
s.upposed accuracy in the journey across Africa. Lee went so :far as 
to call it unified in its moral theme. The Fortunate Mistress was 
thought to be the only work of Defoe that sho'Wed a plot structure 
comparable to nineteenth century concepts o:f plot. .And finally Moll 
Flanders, though in disgrace for most of the century, began to pick up 
a few admirers, both for the realism the work contained, and like Colonel 
~' for its note of social reform. 
Yihat is most remarkable about the period is the lack of direct 
criticism from the major noveliets of the period. Scholars in our o'Wn 
time have sho-wn a relationship between Dickens~: Oliver Twist and Defoe's 
Historv of the Devil and Colonel Jack,46 but Dickens made few references 
to Defoe as a novelist.47 He looked more to Smollett as his predecessor. 
Others turned to Fielding or Richardson. One critic noted a sL~ilarity 
between .D~~?.E.l .~~ .:.z:~gue ric)v~ls . and ~a:.?·~~_r.-~y,'s ':Ba-rry Lyndon (18.44~) 
·and-:_ Catherine ,.{l839 ... 4Dl~ but the parallel is more clearly between Fielding 
a:nd Thackeray than Defoe and Thackeray. No important literary figure of 
the stature of Arnold, Carlyle,L!B Ruskin, or Pater seems to have found 
4tMarie .H. Law, "'The Indebtedness of Oliver Twist to Defoe's History of 
the Devil~ 11 ~, XL (1925)., 892-897• 
47rn a letter to Mr. 'Walter Savage Landor Dickens questioned "that one of 
the most popular books on earth has nothing whatever in it to make anyone 
laugh or cry? Yet I think, vdth some confidence that you never did either 
over any passage in Robinson Crusoe. In particular, I took Friday's death 
as one of the least tender, and (in the true sense) least sentimental things 
ever v.Titten. It is a book I read much; and the wonder of its prodigous 
effect on me and everyone, and the admiration thereof, grows on me the more 
I observe this curious fact. 11 Charles Dickens, The Letters of Charles 
Dickens, ed. Laurence Hutton~ 2 vols. (Boston: Lauriat, 1923)# I, P• 500. 
48According to Harold Williams' Two Centuries of the English Novel (London: 
S~ith, 1911) Carlyle is said to have praised Defoe for his clearness of 
sight and found in him "the foundation of all talent." Further~ though 
Defoe was limited in his view, vJithin those limits "nothing went unobserved 
and unnoted. He was not deeply interested in life as a problem, or in the 
world as a pageant of beauty; but in the world as a stage for action. 
Defoe had the wholesome interest and curiosity of the boy who wants to 
see things happen •••• " The present writer ha.s as of this time been unable 
to locate this referen.ce in Carlyle 1 s works. 
him worthy of detailed comment as an author o·f~ fiction. It was not 
until the present century that novelists became ' interested in hi_m as 
a literary craft·sman. 
But Defoe had begun to interest the French realists. Marcel 
Schwab, the distinguished French critic of belle-lettres Jhad praised 
him and offered Paris translations of Colonel Jack and Moll Flanders. 
·when published in Paris to·ward the end of the century, they created 
much interest.49 The influence came by. v.ray of method, and it was 
Defoe's method or technique that was to assume the major portio~ of 
Defoe criticism in the twentieth century. 
49of a meeting in Daudet's home, Goncourt noted that Schwob had just 
completed a translation of Colonel Jack and read portions of it to 
the group. They shared Schwob' s enthusiasm declaring Defoe to be a 
novelist with "un sentiment d' observation moderne ••• avec toute la 
documentation rigoureuse et menue d 1un roman r6aliste de notre 
temps." Schwob published his translation of Moll Flanders in 1895· 
From Pierre Champion. Marcel Schwab et son temps (Paris: Grasset, 1927), 
PP• 117-118 • . 
PART FOUR TECHNIQUES OF ::tEALIS1~ IN THE NOVEL 
Chapter Eight The Development of Critical Interest in Defoe's l ode 
of Composition 
The t wentieth century criticism of Defoe which will be examined 
in this chapter was dominated by an interest in Defoe's mode of 
composition. It will be re.membered that nineteenth century critics 
a.fter Stephen and Minto were impressed by Defoe 1 s 11 remarkable achieve-
:ment 11--his ability to make the lie appear the truth. Scholars in the 
twentieth century were determined to analyze this method by a study 
of analogues and sources or by a careful explication of the text. 
Several volumes of special studies could easily be ·assembled to 
give a view of all the criticism; but it was felt that the four studies 
covered by this chapter give an adequate picture of this critical 
approach. In the following chapter, ~Defoe's Place in the History of 
the Novel 1900-1950, :r the i rrplications of these and other studies 
will be related to current concepts of the tradition of the novel. 
The present chapter will be devoted to what were seen as Defoe's 
techniques of creating reality: those found in George Aitken, Arthur 
Secord, Gerridina Roorda, and John F. Ross. 
Interest in Defoe's method of composition did not exclusively 
begin at the turn of the century; for by the middle of the nineteenth 
century, attempts were being made to analyze Defoe's method of composi-
tion. This vector" of interest was crowded and obscured by a definition 
of his novels in terms of the mores and the esthetics of then conte.mporary 
standards. Nonetheless, there was an effort to explore the material 
analytically, to find his method, aims, and set his morality into the 
a> a 
convention of the period in which he lived. Hints of the analytic 
approach were to be found in the literature that grew out of the author-
ship question which evolved from the Selkirk-Defoe controversy, in 
Lee's and r .. into' s attempts to argue an understanding of Defoe's fiction 
from his journalistic >practice, and in Lee's comparison of Captain 
Avery and Captain Singleton for structural parallels and differences. 
Again the interest grew out of the hypothetically authentic manuscript 
of the Memoirs of a Cavalier, in the discovery of sources for A Journal 
of the Plague Year, and in the supposed accuracies in Singleton's 
journey across the Dark Continent. 
It was through these accidental researches and inquiries that 
the connection bet\veen Defoe and the traditions that made for his 
novels and those that followed were forged, and the position of Defoe 
as a novelist in his awn right as contributor, influencer, and 
originator were defined. 
For the cow.mon estimate by 1890 was that Defoe was the father of 
the English novel. Critics hinted at a relationship with his puritan 
backgroQ~d, at the importance of his career as a journalist, his 
fictionalized sermons, and his development of a language of report. 
They saw a relationship between the structure of his novels of adven-
ture and the books of travel, and they perceived connections with the 
picaresque tradition in the autobiographical narrative. In his pain-
staking detail they found a parallel with novel of manners which 
sprung from contemporary social patterns. 
The development of this estimate was haphazard and accidental. 
Critics or sL~ply interested persons began to print in publications 
such as Notes and Queries# The Athenaeum~ Library, and Academy• They 
asked about odd editions of Robinson Crusoe, questioned the authenticity 
of biographical traditions, provided the spice of gossipy anecdotes, 
and tracked down odds and ends pertinent to his literary habits. The 
emphasis began, particularly toward the end of the century) to center 
upon Defoe's literary career and specifically his novels. 
A typical exwmple ~~s printed in London Society (1871)1 under the 
title. 11Who wrote Robinson Crusoe? ;1 Two Defoe traditions were discussed 
and swmmarized. The first, stated in the title, led to a determination 
of just ·what Defoe had used of Selkirk's story and mat he had offered 
as original. The travel accounts of Cooke, ~oodes-Rogers, and the 
pseudo-Selkirk material were placed beside Robinson's adventure&. 
Crusoe was vindicated as an original. 
The second tradition concerned a harmless quibble over the place 
where the masterpiece was supposed to have been written. Various 
claims were stated, and all rejected in favor of Stoke Newington# upon 
which the IDAjor biographers of the nineteenth centu~J had agreed. Now# 
all this had been examined before in biographies, but the questions were 
always part of larger issues. Here the two traditions were discussed 
i n and for themselves. It was this sort of approach that was a few 
decades later to lead to an understanding of Defoe's method of composition. 
An earlier example appeared in Notes and Queries (1st ser., 1851). 
Comments similar to it revived interest in Captain Singleton and may 
have led to H. Halliday Sparling's edition of that work in 1887: 
l"Vv'ho Wrote Robinson Crusoe?,. (anon. rev.)~ London Society, XVII (1871) 11 
67-71. 
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It is a singular fact, to which I do 
not remember a reference has hitherto 
been made, that Defoe, in his Life and 
Adventures of Captain Singleton has 
foreshadowed the discovery by recent 
travellers of a great inland lake in 
the South of Africa.2 ' 
Yet a third and perhaps less profitable question for research 
had been t he inquiry into the historicity of the title character in 
Robinson Crusoe. Chalmers had suggested that the name had come as a 
result of Defoe's acquaintance with a Timothy Cruso, on the basis 
that he was a contemporary of Defoe's at Morton's Academy in Nevtington 
Green. From that point researchers attempted to track down Crusoes, 
Cruzos, and Kruzios from various counties in England. They went as 
far back as the sixteenth century. For a decade or so. a lively 
exchange of subject matter on the name Crusoe appeared in the pages of 
Notes and Queries, a journal which devoted itself to the collection of 
all sorts of addenda that may have been of aid to the contemporary 
research student. 
A more profitable quest of the antiquarians of the midcentury 
was the attempt to discover sources and analogues for incidents in 
Robinson Crusoe. At least, the quest seems more profitable in that 
it l ed to an examination of Defoe's method of composition. Its conse-
quences, as we shall see shortly, led to the breakdown of two antithetic 
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Defoeian myths: his remarkable originality and his unscrupulous plagiarism. 
Contributor s to The Athenaeum, Notes and Queries, and Acad~ offered 
parallels ranging from the Spanish Arabian tale of Ibn Tophail in the 
2Notes and Queries, lst ser., III (1851), P• 287. 
tv•elf th century through Franco-Spanish sources like Peter Serrano, 
Germany's Grimmelhausen, and Holland's Smeeks. 
Until 1890, none but t h e biqgraphers had chewed over these 
contributions and worked them into some kind of pattern. 'Vi'hat was 
needed wa s method of analysis. This was of interest not to the 
biographer so much e.s to the critic of the novel. There was, bOll- ·. 
El'ver, a tentative approach available to a scholar in Archbishop 
'\'fuatel y' s Miscellaneous Remains (1877). He proposed nthe micrnscopic 
examinat ion" of the text of Defoe's masterpiece. Then, upon the basis 
of contradictions, anachronisms, and variations, he hoped to establish 
the title character as an original creation. He pointed out that 
Robinson Crusoe was not simply Alexander Selkirk 11only a little dressed 
up. a Selkirk had no tool s, stores, arms, or help. He chased goats on 
foot, never tamed them. He made no eff ort to make himself at home. 
Defoe had added many seemingly unnecessary but relevant details. He 
made errors: planting husked rice; improbabiliti es: the quick conver-
sion of Friday, Crusoe's memory of Spanish after twenty-eight years, 
and the cannibals being unable to swim, among others.3 
Whately was able to hint at Defoe's use of source material s to 
create original figures. George Aitken made the identification of 
source material easier by his re-discovery of the catalogue of Defoe's 
library (The At henaeum, 1895) . Minto's study of seventeenth century 
~iscellaneous remains from the Common lace Book of Richard 'Whatel , 
ed. J. Whatelrr London, 1 • For a complete discussion, see iilliam 
T. Hastings, 1Errors and Inconsistencies in Defoe's Robinson Crusoe11 
(Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1912). 
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cartography prepared the way for a re-examination of the sources of 
Captain Singleton. 
None of these efforts were more than suggestive in the latter 
half of the nineteenth century until George Aitken attempted to pull 
the various threads of tradition, speculation, and gossip together 
in his Introduction and prefaces to The Romances and Narratives by 
Daniel Defoe (1895). From this point on the major focus in Defoe 
criticism shifted to analysis of technique, shifted from the literary 
historian, the biographer, and the casual reviewer to the university 
and the learned periodicals. The novel was recognized as a major 
channel of creative expression. The task now ~as to study how it got 
to be that way. Defoe's fiction became a focal point for the answer 
to this question. 
Aitken, though the first of the modern scholars to attempt to define 
Defoe's position as a nove l ist, remained somewhat tentative in his 
conclu sions, but his approach may be viewed as the summation of the 
nineteenth century points of view. His carefully inclusive prefaces 
may serve here as both a means to a sununary and a starting point in 
t wentieth century investigation. 
Like his contemporary William Minto, he lvas quick to assume a logical 
and necessary relationship between Defoe the journalist, Defoe the 
w~ralist, and Defoe the novelist: 
He had written many narratives, and his 
moral treatises were made palatable by a 
dramatic setting. From those to the 11novels11 
of his last period was a great advance, 
but the change wa s one of d~gree rather 
than kind. The difference lay chiefly in 
the prominence now given to the story, 
which took the leading place, hitherto 
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occ~pied by the moral. The first 
did not cease to be didactic, but 
the teaching was less direct.4 
With Defoe, Aitken continued, began the mainstream of the modern 
novel. Novels of the early and late renaissance period, those of Nashe, 
C-reene, Behn., and Bunyan were considered as parts of another tradition 
or as tentative forerunners in an uncertain tradition. They led to no 
definite forms or were related to literary forms which were not part of 
the novel's development. 
With respect to Defoe's style and method of composition, Aitken 
praised the si~plicity, the sense of reality, the ability to capture 
the colloquial rhythms of ordinary men. But he advanced the proposi-
tion tr~t Defoe's very flaws were to his advantage--his lack of organize.-
tion, his imperfect grammar, his - inclusion of irrelevant detail. By 
Defoe's admission of a decided lack of perfection, he created a validity 
which his readers bid always found it hard to deny. The recent theory 
which Aitken had made concerning the authenticity of the account of 1'.a""s. 
Veal's appearance to k:rs. Bargrave, m:l.de it difficult for hin'l to develop 
a theory of Defoe's mastery of circumstantial detail in the light of 
the old formula which claimed that Defoe made lies go do~ like the · truth. 
A new explanation of the process bad to be evolved. 
'Vihether or not Mrs. Bargrave' s account had had an historical 
counterpart, he said, Iml.de little difference. Defoe had m:l.de his fiction 
realistic; his account of facts seemed almost fiction. This had to be 
accepted1 the examination of the scrupulousness of his motives only led 
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to a fruitless quibble. Perhaps the an&Wer lay in the fact that much 
of Defoe's supposed fiction was fact. 
This introduced the question of subject matter. The first question 
which Ait ken treated in this connection was the inunorality of "the low 
characters. " Aitken adopted the prevailing moderate view ·which John 
Forster had advanced a half century earlier. The material was justifi-
able in terms of the mores of the times in which Defoe lived. None of 
, .._ _ _!~ _ __ .,L - ..L-L _ _ , _ _ _, .~..., _____ ,_..! -- ..L --- .1-...L..--
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to a fruitless quibble. Perhaps the anmwer lay in the fact that much 
of Defoe's supposed fiction was fact. 
This introduced the question of subject matter. The first question 
which Aitken treated in this connection was the immorality of "the low 
characters.' Aitken adopted the prevailing moderate view which John 
Forster had advanced a half century earlier. The material was justifi-
able in terms of the mores of the times in Which Defoe lived. None of 
Defoe's contemporaries, he pointed out, attacked the subject matter 
of the s·econdary novels as immoral. Again, there was no reason to 
suppose that what offended nineteenth century dispensations had offended 
earlier, more elastic conventions of the eighteenth. Second, Aitken 
adopted the point of view by Lamb which · justified the coarse material 
in terms of the intention and the audience. Defoe, he said, was addressing 
a lower class in an effort to improve the manners and effect reform:: 
And later: 
At the worst, Defoe is only coarse and 
plain-spoken~ there is nothing that is 
prurient or seductive in his descrip-
tions of vice; we are never asked to 
sympathize with the wrong-doer. 
It must not be inferred, however, that 
Defoe's scoundrels are heroic or in any 
way romantic. On the contrary, they 
have generally been led into crime by 
the force of circumstances, and they 
are influenced chiefly by a selfish 
desire 1 _~o make money by their wrong-doitlg•t.p:a. 
With respect to Defoe's treatment, Aitken declared that he had 
struck an attitude of objectivity. His autobiographical structure 
4a.Defoe .. , Romances. and Narratives., I, p. xli. 
left the reader to draw from his report-like narratives their o-wn 
inferences and judgments of character. Neither love nor romance 
softened the surface picture~ nor did the " conscious artist11 :insist 
on a selection of details in the manner of the modern realists. 
Eence, his pictures become complete in their own way. Unlike Dickens. 
who .uonly sdects incidents ••• shrouding the everyday career of 
wickedness :in silence • • • :: Defoe 11 slurs over nothing. Muoh that he 
tells may be dull or trivial, but the details add to the sense of 
reality and enable us to form a. complete idea. of the chara.bter • .u 
Aitken proceeded from a more generous conception of the novel 
than had previously been advanced. For hiT , a novel's greatness de-
pended on its presentation of a problem in life. Follo'¥ring from this 
definition, he found thr ee , Robinson Crusoe" A Journal of the Plague Year, 
and Memoirs of a. Cavalier above reproach. For the very reason that 
they were not a series of anecdotes, but centered about a problem. 
they rose above and created a standard for contemporary narrative: 
we .d o g e t glimpses of various aspects 
of the author's character through the 
creation of his brain •••• Like Defoe, 
they generally stand alone, •• fighting 
for themselves against heavy odds. Like 
him, they are typical of the middle-class 
Engl ishman of the day, hard-headed, 
unimaginative, vmnting in sensibility, 
but not easily daunted. Like Defoe, too, 
they possess business capacities to a 
high degree,~ and an ambition of worldly 
prosperity . ? 
Aitken's conclusion to the Introduction, which found the novels centered 
about problems that Defoe, the man, faced, led him to consider Defoe's 
5.De.f.'oe; , Romances and Narratives , I, p. xliii. 
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novels in relation to the contemporary setting, Wherein he could point 
to those areas that might have proved potential sources of inspiration: 
the " tradition~ the experience. and the literary and social environment 
of the author. 11 These he proposed to examine in the separate prefaces 
l'rhich introduced each of the novels. 
In the preface to Robinson Crusoe the problem of sources and 
analogues occupied much of the space. Working with the catalogue to 
Defoe's library~ Aitken was able to bring up new narr~s, a few titles. 
and inf er new relationships. He, of course~ reviewsd suggestions of 
pos sible sources i n Darrpier, Cooke, and Rogers, the possible analogue 
in Paul Rycaut' s translation of the story of Peter Serrano (from 
Garcilasso's History of Peru, 1688), in Grimmelhausen's The Adventures 
of Simplicius Simplicimus (1670), and Dampier's ~ale of the Mosquito 
Indian in t he Voyages . All provided parallels to the desert island 
episode and many have suggested details to Defoe in his 'Y.Titing of Robin-
son Crusoe. 
He mentioned as well the possible parallels with The Relations of 
Henry Pitman (1689); the name Will Atkins may have been derived from 
that source. Villault's A Relation of the Coasts of Africa (1670) 
would account for Defoe's supposedly accurate information in Singleton\s 
journey across Africa, and Le Due's Voyage a La Chine (1700) woul-d have 
offered material for the second part of Robinson Crusoe. All of these 
texts would offer , Aitken suggested~ an opportunity for textual studies 
for parallels in Defoe and would illuminate the 'Whole problem o.f Defoe's 
method of composition. No English or American scholar was to explore this 
area with reference to Robinson Crusoe until Arthur Secord's definitive 
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work in 1924. 
These suggestions impressed critics of Defoe with the need of an 
analysis of Defoe's method, based on a recognition of his ,acere.'ti·ve 
and assimilative approach to his sources rather than one of direct 
bor rowing or plagiarism or even lying like the truth. This was the 
implication of Aitken's introduction. 
~hen he sought to interpret the individual novel s, his view of 
the novel as an art form r equired first that the novel present a 
problem in life, and second that the incidents be unified in accord 
with t hat problem. In Robinson Crusoe--he categorically rejected 
Wright ' s notion that its structure was allegorical in the sense that 
it reflected the events of Defoe's life--he argued that that unity did 
not result from the theme, but rather from the liroitat ions imposed 
upon the desert island story by the physical environment. He agreed 
with Les lie Stephen that unity in Defoe was structured only in the 
individual episodes and almost always by the physical environment, or 
the problems that grew out of that environment. Hence, he concluded with 
Stephen that: 
The interest of the story becomes less 
when Crusoe's solitude is invaded; and 
the second part is inferior to the first, 
becau se, among other reasons, of t he 
lack of a central idea, and because, to 
some extent at least, it consists of en 
account of what occurred in Crusoe's 
absence.6 
Another problem connected with structural unity was that of the 
technical inconsistencies in Robinson Crusoe: irrel evancies, ana.c~xonisms, 
6Defoe · , Romances and Narratives, I, p. lix. 
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and contradictions . 'Whately had pointed to a number of' them~ 
increasing the store that Gildon had offered upon the book's publica-
tion. Aitken explored them in some detail to point up Defoe's hasty 
composition. The time need not be taken to examine them in any detail, 
for the conclusion is what counts. That was simply that the picture 
of Def oe as a writer, who was widely read, incredibly active in many 
spheres of life, a f'M.iliar to many traditions. In addition he was 
acquainted with subliterary materials to e.n extent not cormnon among 
loftier "fJriters. A pamphleteer in an age of religious and political 
controversy, a geographer and an economist, a spy with an intimat e know-
ledge of Great Britain, he waa at no loss to draw f'ram e. vast reservoir 
of personal experience when his sources failed him. Such a man wrote 
at a fever pace, not consulting backwards or thinking too far for-ward. 
Inconsistencies were the direct result of hasty composition. 
Taking Captain Singleton as an example, Aitken pointed out that 
much of the detail came from De Flacourt's Histoire de Madagascar (1661) 
and Ogilby's De scription of Africa (1670). A whole section came from 
Knox 's Ceylon (1681). Details of Singleton's personal history, the 
accounts of trading and shipbuilding may h~re come from Defoe's own 
experience or invented from that source. The fiction and the fact 
become inextricably woven into a fabric of circumstantial detail. Thus, 
Captain Singleton absorbed and superceded its predecessor , Captain Avery. 
Extended to include a moral frame and a picture of character (William 
Walters) , it became "an admirable tale of adventur e 11 though on 11 a lower 
level ~'~ than Robinson Crusoe, because it did not have the unity of the 
desert island epi sode. He found it on a lower plane than A Journal of 
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the Plague Year because it did not sustain a high moral tone. Thus did 
Aitken define the pattern for Defoe's method of composition. 
Again in his consideration of the Memoirs of a Cavalier, Aitken 
had to tackle the history of disillusion that had accumulated about 
the figure of the hoax cavalier, what was fact end what was fiction. 
It is pertinent to recall at this point that the preface to the first 
edition referred to an actual manuscript in the possession of the 
editor, that the second edition identified the most probable candidate 
as Colonel Andrew Newport. Aitken attempted to shaw that all the 
evidence to date tended to deny this possible candidate his share of 
honors in the composition. First the dates of Ne~ort would indicate 
that he WaS eight at the time of the siege of Magdeburg in which Defoe's 
cavalier had a part. Second, the manuscript was said to have been 
discovered first in 1651, but within its text there were allusions 
to the Restoration (166o), Ludlow's Memoirs (1698), Juro Divino (1705), 
and Tutchin' s Ob servator (1702-07). 
An alternate hypothesis had been suggested by Lee, Who had clung 
to a possibly histor ical rremoir. He had reason to believe that Defoe 
had a manuscript in his possession and had altered and revised it. 
Aitken thought thi as unlikely as thatof':th~ possibility of a manuscript 
in the hands of Andrew Newport. Defoe was the source for both statements 
that an historical document did exist . None had so far turned up, nor 
even evidence that there had been one. Further, there was internal 
evidence of Defoe's idiom ever ywhere in the text. The use of such 
phrases as 11 says he/1 11 says 1, 11 11 as I have said,u "however," " in short, 11 
a favorite verb of Defoe 1 s nto fright 11 and "frightened," n! confess, " and 
---~----------
the ei ghteenth century abbreviation, 11 the mob 11 --v:ere all distinctly 
characteristic of Defoe . Again certain characteristic Defoe touches 
such as the inventory of the cavalier's valet's booty, the use of 
colloquial conversation, and the vaguely sketched background of the 
cavalier were all described as 11 pure Defoe. :u In itself, this internal 
evidence did not necessarily prove that there v~s no manuscript. 
But, said Aitken, "If we continue the study of the details of the 
narrative we shall find various mistakes ~nich could hardly have been 
made by a man who had gone through the experiences described. 1 He 
no ted contradictions made by the cavalier Who at one point denied any 
intere st in making a journal and later referred to one he had written. 
More important evidence came from a military historian, Mr. Firth, who 
noted errors in Defoe 's distribution of command at the Rattle of Uarston 
Moor. The same author reported that the recapture of Newcastle recorded 
by Defoe ·was fictitious. 
Aitken himself had noted that Defoe had borrowed from contemporary 
annalists--from V~itelocke's history, for example--passages relating to 
Rupert's entry into York. Hence, he was able to conclude: 
An examination of the whole narrative 
leads to the conclusion that there is 
nothing in the story of the Civil Wars 
which Defoe could not have obtained by 
a perusal of Clarendon, Rushworth, White-
locke, and Ludlow. Whitelocke and Ludlow, 
at least, were in his O'Wn library, as well 
as histories by Rapin and Echard, and we 
know that Defoe possessed a large collection 
of Civil War pamphlets which would enable 
him to supplement what he found in other 
works. The account of the Thirty Years ' 
~ar seems to be based in a similar manner 
on the 11 Swedish Intelligencer 11 (1632-4), 
and in a less degree upon the 11 Swedish 
Soldier11 (1634) and Colonel Robert Munro 1 s 
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"Expedition with the worthy Scots 
regiment called 1:ackeye' s 1' ( 1637). 8 
Though the person of the cavalier remained shadowy--"kno,-vn chiefly 
through his deeds 11 --he was seen by Aitken as a fictional element 
created by Defoe to carry the historical account, not as a real 
·~igure who might have left memoirs which Defoe hastily revised in 
1720 . In this way was the short period of time allowed for its 
composition accounted for . Defoe had all the material he needed; in 
twenty or so days he might have whipped up a suitable fiction to carry 
the historical portions. Besides, he had written on aspects of the 
subject before. 
There was further advantage to be derived from the fictional 
character of the cavalier in that it permitted Defoe to unify two 
physically disparate periods in the history of the protestant wars. 
The cavalier could offer points of view from several levels as needed 
to round out the picture--now as a prisoner, a captain, a volunteer, 
or a visitor. Defoe, said Aitken, could reasonably justify his curious 
mixture of fact and fiction by virtue of this awareness that 11 it was 
much more important that his readers should have before them a striking 
picture of the chief events of the wars than that the story should be 
of impeccable accuracy but dull. 11 
Thus, Aitken made of the Memoirs a characteristically Defoe fiction ; 
he assumed upon the basis of textual comparison and analysis that Defoe's 
mode of composition was essentially accretive and assin,ilative. Defoe 
would first collect his material, create fictional characters to unify it, 
8 Defoe , Romances and Narratives~ V, p. xvi. 
and assimilate the two so well that fact could barely be distinguished 
from fiction. 
This method v.-as brought to a peak. Aitken thought, in the hi story 
of the plague: 
A very lar ge number of books and pamphlets 
had been published on the outbreak (9f the 
plague] at Marseilles in 1720-1, and Defoe 
showed his usual skill in seizing upon a 
subject of general interest and using it 
for his own purpose.9 
The questi on of an historical counterpart of the citizen saddler 
had ~dcussed upon the initials at the close of the volume: H.F •• Were 
these the initials of Defoe's uncle, Hen ry Foe? Aitken was suspicious 
in the face of a complete lack of evidence for an original and contemporary 
document. But there were obvious ways to explain the initials as a means 
to insure credibility for the document • . He had used them for the same 
effect in all probability in the Memoirs; why not here? Besides, according 
to Aitken, Defoe was five or six years old at the time of the plague in 
London. He might have recalled much from stories at the time and from 
later reminiscences , even f rom his uncle. 
But once again, there were sources ready at hand for his use in 
1720 when he decided to make capital out of the plague scare: NecessarY 
Directions for the Prevention and Cure of the Plague (1665), Madella 
Pestilentiae (1664), London's Dreadful Visitation (1C65: contained weekly 
bills of mortality), and Reverend Thomas Vincent's 11 God's Terrible Voice 
in the Cityn (1667) . In addition, Dr. Nathaniel Hodges' Latin Loimologia 
9 .Defoe , Romances and Narratives , I X, p . vii. 
had just been translated into English by Dr. Quincy in 1720.9a 
Defoe's characteristic pattern became evident in the way he worked 
up his material. He: 
places the story in the mouth of a sober 
citizen, who describes in his own fashion 
what he saw and heard about him, and the 
apparent simplicity of his style adds to. 
rather than detracts from, the awe-inspiring 
nature of the catastrophe. As might be 
expected from a man like the saddler, there 
are many figures and t r ivial details . with 
occasional repetitions •••• The whole pious 
reflections are suited to the saddler. and 
characteristic of Defoe, who never forgot, 
whatever other end he h d i v·ew, to en-
deavour at the i~provement of t ea der.lO 
This time Defoe had f or a theme a pic t ure of the social relations within 
a city under great str ess, and made for the noblest effort i n his 
accretive pattern of creating fiction. 
vihat Aitken c8JTle to study the minor novels, he was unable to make 
much of the source material. As· a matter of fact, no full scale work 
of analysis has been done on any of them, to this date. Historical 
counterparts for Moll or Roxana or Colonel Jack had at one time or 
another been sug gested, but were already considered doubtful by 
Aitken's time. But sources for the geographical, political, social, and 
economic materials in these works quite probably exist and a study of 
them would go a long way toward verif'ying the hypothesis that Defoe's 
method was accretive as Aitken and his follower Secord declared. Edward 
Everett Hale had praised the American scenes in Defoe for their accuracy 
9aThis material was explored and analyzed by Dr .,~atson . Nicholson in The 
Historical Sources of A Journal of the Plague Year (1~1·9). 
10 Defoe , .Liomances and Narratives, IX, ix-x. 
in an article to Atlantic MonthlY (1885) .11 Parallels and analogues 
for Moll and Roxa.TJ.a might be fotmd in the criminal biographies like 
Mary Carleton as Bernbaum later suggested. But Aitken did not pursue 
the topic of method into the minor tales. 
On the Whole the novels proper were examined for their literary 
merit or as exemplary tales in the service of social reform. Thus, 
Colonel Jack's early life and his grol~h into a tolerant master were 
coro~ended . The book was seen to be on the whole poor structurally, 
for it lacked c l imax, and it tended to peter away into trivia. Moll 
Flanders, a book that was on the verge of a revival in England, was, said 
Aitken; praised by naturalists and realists in France: Zola and Mirabeau. 
This Aitken att ributed to the character of Moll: 
None of the characters drawn by Defoe 
surpass that of Moll Flanders in subtlety 
of delineation; and they Who speak of the 
perfunctory natura of the moral tags, 
entirely miss the point of the book, which 
has but a superficial r esemblance to the 
old picaresque novels of the school of 
Head's 11 English Rogue, 11 or even Le Sage's 
11 Gil Blas.u It is true that most of Moll 
Flanders' intrigues or marriages were 
brought about by the desire for money, but 
she was not without passion or generosity, 
and she had a genuine affection for her 
Lancashire husband. It must be borne in 
llEdward Everett Hale in "Daniel DeFoe and Thomas Shepard, 11 Atlantic 
Monthly, LVI (July, 1885), 85-87, said: 11 It is known that one of DeFoe's 
sons spent several years in North Carolina, and probably DeFoe derived 
from him his intimate acquaintance with the customs of our Southern 
States. it 
Mary Ireland in 11 Defoe in .America/ Scribner's Monthly, XII (1876), 
61-64, pointed out that a niece of Defoe, Elizabeth, had been tutored 
by him in her childhood and had come to America to settle in 1718. She 
was said to have corresponded with him. 
Neither of these promising leads have · yet been explored in connection 
with Colonel Jack and Moll Flanders. 
mind, too, in extenuation of her 
conduct, that her mother was a criminal; 
that she was corrupted in her youth; 
and that she was led to commit some of 
her worst actions by the necessity of 
obtaining money to keep off starvation. 
If we cannot sympathize with Defoe's 
heroine, she was certainly sufficiently 
human to enable us to pity her.l2 · 
Aitken followed Lee and Minto in his justification of the publica-
tion of the coarse material. Defoe's purpose was moral in that his 
works did not celebrate the lives of criminals. On the contrary, he 
was attempting inEontradistinction to the contemporary pamphlet bio-
graphy to inculcate lessons of virtue. Also, contemporaries found no 
incongruity in the appearance of Moll Flanders and Religious Courtship 
coming from the same pen in the course of twenty-four days. Thirdly, 
and this in the interest of artistic unity, the coarse material, though 
never so offensive, was in keeping 'With the life of London of the 
period and had to be understood in part as it rela ted to the times in 
which it was produced. 
In his discussion of The Fortunate Mi.stress, Ai tkw recognized the 
importan ce of determining the end of the story as it was written by 
Defoe. Often, and despite the fact that the supposed completion of 
her history in the edition of 1745 was known to be spurious as early 
as Chalmers, critics found available only that edition. Aitken noted 
that the edition of 1724 (lst) ended with Roxana returning to Holland 
where she says she was brought low. The edition of 1745 brought her 
graphically and repentantly to her death bed in 1742. Allegedly by 
12ne·foe , Romances and Narratives, VII, pp. xii-xiii. 
Def oe , who had died in 1731, it was early seen as spurious. Francis 
Noble in 1775 further renovated the text of some of its more offensive 
sections, and a series of critics including Chalmers and L~b protested 
the version . 
Aitken felt that it was L~portant that Defoe did not complete 
Roxana 1 s story and reprinted the first edition intact . This was, he 
said, important for an understanding of her character. For though 
she was tempted by necessity, as both Moll and Jack had been, she was 
more intrinsically selfish, and could not be allowed to live out her 
life in comfort after a suitable course of repentance, nor even die 
repentant. Roxana's life was "too hideous for that. 11 This intention, 
said Aitken, might have given more art to a story that should approach 
tragedy by resulting in death caused by misdeeds. Hence, when Roxana 
moralizes, she was seen to gr C1W out of character, and her arguments in 
favor of free-love could not be considered advanced for her time, for 
they were uttered in an :anrepentant mood. There is no need for further 
comment on Aitken's distaste for Roxana here; it must be painfully 
obvious that he was acting in accord vdth moral dispensation left as 
heritage from the age of moral sensibility and delicacy. He could not 
have seen Roxana as resourceful, independent, and having some justice 
on her side--this portrait was to come later. Nor did he attempt to 
relate the techni ques of composition in The Fortunate Mistress with the 
method that he recognized was common to the novels of adventure. 
The trend toward specialization in the twentieth century had its 
effect upon the novel and upon Defoe criticism. There were novels of 
all sorts and descrip~ions in the nineteenth century, novels of social 
2Z1 
reform, of domestic life and me.nners, of philosophical theme, of 
religious principle, of historical and economic background. Novels 
were a way of defining aspects of life. The trend found its way into 
the publications dealing with literary matters; learned journals dealing 
with specific aspects of literature began to replace the earlier more 
catholic efforts of literary periodicals. ~here the Gentleman's Magazine, 
the Edinburgh Review, The Cornhill Magazine, and the Atlantic Monthly had 
served and their modern parallels do serve, a wide and intellectually 
literate public, periodicals like The Athenaeum, Academy, and Library, 
emphasized research in specific though not always literary areas. Then, 
early i n the twentieth century, periodicals ·· by and for the specialist 
in literature began to appear. 
An attempt was being made to bring literary studies to that point 
where a discipline might be imposed upon the material. Two principles 
governed the research: the impartial or the objective approach, and the 
effort to work within smaller and smaller areas, so that the subject 
matter might be controlled. One such method was that of explication de 
texte, in Which the researcher assumed as given only the text of the 
work of art as the artist had written it. Another confining approach 
was the examination of analogues and parallels in literature for a clue 
to modes of composition , changes made and the like. The importance of 
diaries, letters, ana, and editions and printings was emphasized. They 
revealed states of mind, personal attitudes and tastes not found in 
the works t hemselves. Add to this the x-ray, chemical treatments, the 
science of paper-making, and the lNI.gnifying glass and the microscope--
and science had invaded the arts. Of the studies of Defoe which follow • 
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Secord 1 s b est represents the approach from the cultural context: the 
examinat ion of sources and analogues. The work of Roorda and Ross 
illustrates t he met hod of explication. 
Under the impetus of the scientific approach, even creative 
artist s , novelists of the firs t rank, began to experiment and define 
what it v~s that made a novel . Zola 1 s Le Novel Experimental (1895) 
began the dissection. It had enormous influence. Many writers received 
a careful inspection and often the inspection led to new interpretations 
and orientations. Yiith Defoe, the work of accumulating and determining 
the extent of his works had assumed first importance. Then came the 
attempt to define his technique. 
Although this interest in Defoe 1 s method had been dealt wii:h in 
the nineteenth century, it was not until 1909 that two German scholars, 
F. Wackwitz and M. Gunther) published two indepEndent studies of the 
sources and analogues to the text of Robinson Crusoe. In 1919 'Fatson rti-
cho1son published Historical Sources of Defoe 1 s Journal of the Plague 
Year. These works were important in that they offered a discipline for 
the future student. They filled out the lines suggested by Aitken in 
his prefac es to Robinson Crusoe, Memoirs of a Cavalier, and A Journal 
of th e Plague Year. Their techniques was perfected by Arthur )Yellsly 
Secord in his St udies in the Narrative Method of Defoe (1924). 
This work is crucial in the sense' that any work on Defoe fo l lowing 
it that does not show an acquaintance with its methods and conclusions 
is almost assured of being obsolete. It added a whole new dimension t o 
the Vict orian -Georgeian critique of the nov el with its vectors of pl ot, 
character, setting, style and unity. This approach added method or 
technique of creating a sense of reality, what is called mode of 
composition; and it tried to recognize relativity in the personal 
approach of particular novelists based upon the assumption that ultimately 
the novel is dependent upon its period, the conventions understood and 
adapted by t he novelist, and the concept of a changing tradit;ion in 
the novel. 
Secord attempted to establish the tradition in which the Defoe 
novel developed. He listed the usual approaches as four in number: 
Defoe's relationship to the picaresque; his growth from a journalist 
t o a novelist; his development of previous farms of biography, the 
criminal and otherwise; and the growth of his novels from the moral 
treatise: 
In summing up the d.i scussion of the fore-
going theories, we may di smisa the one 
asserting that Defoe in his fiction con-
tinued the old picaresque tradition as 
erroneous on the whole, though certain 
details of the theory are open to further 
investigation. The other three viarN"s 
emphasizing ••• the place of journalism, 
biography, or moral treatises in Defoe's 
development as a novelist are, within 
certain limits, of some positive value. 
They are not, moreover, mutually exclusive 
theories; they may on the other hand be 
considered as different aspects of the 
same thing.l3 
It was Secord's premise that Dei'oe's manner of compositionwas 
based upon non-literary sources of the literature of his day. The 
point had be en recognized by earlier critics, but it was Secord's 
13Arthur Y'f . Secord, Studies in the Narrative Method of Defoe (reprinted 
from the University of Illinois Studies in Language and Literature ) 
(University of Illinois, Urbana, 1924), IX, #1, P• 17. 
distinct contribution that he established the premise as law. 
Following the method established by the Genaan scholars and suggested 
by Lee and Aitken, he was easily able to find a direct relationship 
between the Crusoe narrative and Robert Knox's Ceylon. Secord found 
nine narrative parallels, some of which include a period of captivity, 
similarities in style and tone in the use of Biblical references, 
prayer, and religious meditation, and finally such incidents as the 
taming of the goats, and the footprint on the sand. 
In addition Secord pointed out the obvious; Knox's captivity had 
been summarized in Captain Singleton. After a careful examination of 
details for more parallels in phrasing and incident than can be detailed 
here, he concluded: 
I t is evident from the foregoing discussion 
that Defoe, being as we know familiar with 
Knox's nceylon, 11 utilized it in "Robinson 
Crusoe. ll There is further, sufficient 
resemblance between the unpublished manu-
script notes of Knox and Defoe's story to 
justify tentatively assuming that Defoe 
probably got other mater~al either directly 
or indirectly from htm.l4 
A second source which Secord subjected to examination was Damper's 
Voyages. The connection between Dampier and Defoe had been suggested 
frequently during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Secord 
found that there was much to justify this speculation. Numerous details 
in each, both in content and style, were examined. Other parallels were 
culled from such diverse writers as La Comte, Ide, Le Due, Hackluyt, 
Purchas, Mandelslo, and Olearius. Secord drew his hypothesis that the 
14secord, Studies in the Narrative Method of Defoe, P• 49. 
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composition of Robinson Crusoe owed much to the literature of t ravel 
from a convincing mass of evidence. This did much to counter the specula-
tion that Defoe was allied to any literary tradition in the romance or 
the novel, particularly to the picare sque: 
at best the picaresque story was but one 
of the factors contributing to Defoe 's 
art, and surely not the one most prolific 
of foreign adventure. The narratives of 
travels had been sending their heroes to 
foreign lands for hundreds of years before 
the nEnglish Rogue 11 was written. We know 
beyond cavil that Defoe was most intimate 
with many reports of travellers. The very 
fabric of 11 Robinson Crusoe11 is, as we have 
seen, from such works.l5 
Secord offered two plausible reasons for Defoe's use of fiction 
in Robinson Crusoe. The first rested upon the knowledge that all travel 
books were not authentic , nor intended to be--recall Shaftesbury' s 
complaint!--and the second reason was that the explicit effort upon 
Defoe's part to pass his stories off as true would more than adequately 
account for his turning to authentic or professedly authentic sources 
f or his materials: 
Defoe was doing precisely mat the authors 
of 11 Leguat's Voyage ill a.nd of HKrinke Kesmes :r 
were doing, _ namely, investing a fabrication 
with all the machinery for securing credence 
given to authentic narratives of travel. 
He would, therefore, imitate not acknowledged 
fiction, but works generally accepted as true.16 
Since, even in its details, Robinson Crusoe could be explained by 
other sources than English Rogue, Seco rd concluded "that it owes nothing 
whatever ,either of theme, character, or detail to the picaresque story. 11 
15Secord, Studies in the Narrative Method of Defoe, p. 75• 
16secord , Studies in the Narrative Method of Defoe, P• 76. 
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A discussion of minor parallels and influences succeeded this 
conclusion. Pitman's Relations, Masson 's Leguat, Ringrose's Bucaniers 
of America, Grimw~lhausen 's Simplicismus, and Krinke Kesmes were all 
exam i n d f r parallel and ~1ggestions in the detail, ~haracteriza-
tion , and s t1"Ucture of Robinson Cru soe. I n conclusion, he stated 
three important points: that D f oe had e. wi e acquaint a.nce with the 
literature of travel, that when he needed material to fill out his 
story, he r eferred to 11 the latest and most reliable accounts of the 
particular regions at hand/' and that he did not oft en consult works in 
foreign tongues. The lat ter point would further re-emphasize Defoe's 
diste.nce from the literary traditions of the novel, which were dominated 
by Spani sh and French forms in the late seventeenth e~d early eighteenth 
centuries. 
In concluding his section on Robinson Crusoe, Secord summed up 
Defoe's achievement: 
Of the character of Defoe's invention 
we are prepared to say something with 
certainty. ' Robinson Crusoe 1 is not a 
creation entirely from Defoe's imagina-
tion. He has his hero do a series of' 
things well known in the li tere.ture of 
travel; ••• But in the large aspects, 
Defoe's genius has play in unifying in 
the experiences of one man these diverse 
elements of adventure under gone by several 
men •••• Crusoe's character covers the whole 
so well that we are not aware (except f'or 
a distinct loss of interest when the island 
story ends) of the diversity of his sources.l7 
And Defoe iwproved the travel book. He did not linger upon the tedious 
detail of charting and logging, the fauna and flora, and the local 
17seoord, Studies in the Narrative Method of Defoe, p . 109. 
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climates , but concentrated his circumstantiality upon the event. His 
usual practice, Secord noted, was 11 to embroider on events suggested by 
his sources. 11 'What ~.ra.s an impersonal description in Le Due became an 
event or a character in Defoe. 11 Defoe shifts the emphasis from 
matters of interest only to seamen to others which are of more general 
human concern, and from mere incident to chara.cterization.n 
Adopting a similar method of textual examination and comparison, 
Secord approached the sources and analogues of Captain Singleton. Again , 
this involved an exploration of the travel writers; but in particular 
the nLi fe of Averyn purported to be by Adrian Van Broeck (1709) , and 
Defoe's 0 1'41 adaptation of the material, Captain Avery, King of the 
Pirates . I t led hirr.. to consider as Defoe's ol'.n contribution t o the 
realistic novel, the realization that building up circumstant ial detail . 
contributed to the reality of an incident in a much clearer fashion 
than ever had been seen by the romancers' attempt at vraisemblance. 
However, Defoe's use of recorded data was not the borrowings of a 
plagiarist: 
Singleton's adventures are not slavish 
imitations of those of other ~en . The 
elements derived from the various narratives 
are unified. The reader does not observe 
when Defoe ceases to depend upon Mandelslo 
or anyone else. The story is not a mosaic 
but Singleton's story.l8 
In his last chapter , Secord discussed the much disputed question of 
Defoe's authorship of the Memoirs of Captain Car leton (May 16, 1728). 
But ~th a. clearer idea of Defoe's methods based upon his previous dis-
cussion, Secord ~~s able to assign the work to Defoe . His conclusions 
18secord, Studies in the Narrative Method of Defoe, P• 161. 
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here are pertinent in that they offered further evidence of Defoe's 
method as postulated by Secord: 
'mat Defoe did was this. 1he thread of 
Carleton's military activity he used as 
a general guide in searching for source 
materials in the histories, newspapers, 
and books of travel. Upon the basis of 
Carleton's career he erected a superstructure 
of large historical events which Carleton, 
though a minor participant in them, is 
made to recall; those are chiefly from 
B0yer and Freind. This structure he 
finished with fictitious accounts of 
Carleton's o~n performances fabricated from 
newspaper reports of more detailed happenings. 19 
Secord's conclusions then, rested on the assumption that the primary 
source s of Defo e's narratives of adventure were in the literature of 
travel. By establishing textual evidence he succeeded in turning specula-
tion into fact . Chalmers, Coleridge and later Aitken turned over the 
ground for this ~~rk. The evidence was provided to support the hypo-
thesis. 
Secord, thus, found the lack of plot structure directly attr ibutable 
to Defoe's dependence on the authentic narratives of travel. The highly 
praised portions of Defoe 's works were those :in which he concentrated 
his ef forts upon bringing unity into diverse accounts of diverse writers; 
whet her it be the plague's effects upon a population, a journey across 
Africa, a sojourn upon a desert island, or the life of London's prisons 
and backstreets. These instances--the journey across Africa and Crusoe's 
desert islend--"are sufficient indication that the adventures in the 
subdivisions of the plot are firmer than in the novels as a whole •••• 
19secord, Studies in the Narrative t;ethod of Defoe, P• 229. 
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all his narratives studied have unity in the person of the hero11 alone. 
Thus, in a sense, did Secord attempt to ansv1er the long standing 
preble!!! of unity in the Defoe novel. From the special incident and 
the hero or heroine's focus upon those incidents came a unity. and h i s 
genius could be explained as one which came less from being a muter 
of ti ght plot construction than from being a 11master of incident 11 :: 
Far away places interested him, not as 
subjects for abstract speculation or 
description, but as possible ground 
fo r human adventure ..... For these travels 
suitable action must be invented. This 
action, however, nearly al~~ys has an 
element of truth at its base--a sugges-
tion found in the source.20 
Seco rd 's work has had formidable influence upon interpretations 
of Defoe's relation to the literary clirrate in his ovvn period and 
his i~portance as a realist in a century oriented toward realism and 
naturalism in its novels. Though "Wilson, Lee, Aitken, vYackwitz, Gunther, 
Bernbaum and Nicholson had all provided preliminary studies of the 
sources and analogues, Secord ' s work synthe sized the approach and m:tde 
a. tool f or deterrrining hitherto doubtful works by Defoe. 21 For through 
Secord's work, Defo e 's method beca~ clear--the accretive or assimila-
tive technique of fusing the factual vd. th the fictional to present a view 
of reality. 
It was Secord's contribution that defined Defoe as a modern realist .. 
His stress, de spite recognition of hasty composition in the novels, fell 
20secord, Studies in the Narrative Method of Defoe, P• 234. 
21John R. Moore used Secord's methods t o confirm his suspicion that 
Robert Drury's Journal was the work of Defoe in Defoe's Sources for 
RObert Drury's Journal (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1943). 
heavily upon the development of a technique; and, though his subject 
matter was limited to the first two parts of Robinson Crusoe, Captain 
Singleton and the Memoirs of Captain George Carleton, the implications 
of his conclusions as they bore upon the secondary novels is apparent. 
Secord cla imed that it would take very little resear ch, for example, 
to show that Colonel Jack was constructed of the same pattern. Ernest 
Baker 1 s t reat1rent of Defoe in The History of the English Novel, the 
most complete compendium of its kind, stressed heavily the importance 
of Defoe 1 s method. of concentrating historical~ political~ economic 
as well as literary sources to make his novels a signi ficant effort 
in the direc tion of modern reali~. Modern criticism tends on the 
whole to regard Defoe's works within the pale of the realistic novel 
on this aocm.mt. It is significant also to notice that Nicholson's 
attempt to establish A Journal of the Plague Year as an essentially 
historic document has been relegated to a position of' minor importance. 
Although he had studied the sources in the manner developed by the 
German scholars and later used by Secord, he failed to convince anybody 
that the Journal ·was of im~ortance as a historical document. 
As yet, ho~ver, no ~ajar work has been done on the possible sources 
of Moll Flanders and Colonel Jack. In the latter Moore has pointed to 
the i mportance of personal experience and Defoe's possible use of it for 
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the Scottish adventure; pe.rticula.rly that concerned with the stolen horse.22 
However, this can only be regarded as preliminary work. V\'hat of the 
22J. R. Moore in 21 Defoe' s Use of personal experience in Colonel Jacque , 11 
Y..LN , LIV (1939), 362-363 established a connection between the stolen 
h'Or'se episode in Scot in Colonel Jack and a similar one in a contemporary 
pamphlet entitled 11Hue and Cry after Daniel Defoe and His Coventry Beast" 
(1711). 
American adventures? Jack's marital affairs? his service on the 
Continent? All seem to have obvious roots in the affairs of the day 
in the srur.e manner as Robinson Crusoe was an artifact created from the 
books of travel. 
Paul Dottin has traced two possible sources of The Fortunate Mistressf3 
this work too is ' preliminary. 1be work on the Memoirs of a Cavalier, 
by George Aitken in the preface to his edition of that volum~, , did serve 
a s a suitable examen of Defoe's accretive method, and he came to the 
same conclusion that Secord, with more detail, di d in his analysis of 
the novels of adventure. bven on the basis of these preliminary findings, 
one can see that the secondary novels owe tr~ir existence to the same 
formula., with the possible exceptions of Moll Flanders and The Fortunate 
Mistress. In the former, Defoe seems more concerned with story elements, 
particularly the creation of character ;24 and in the latter, he was more 
23Paul Dottin in uLes sources de la Roxana de Dand:el de Foe," Revue Anglo-
Americaine, IV (1927), 531-534, pointed briefly to a possible counterpart 
of Hoxe.na in the figure of Mrs. Eliza'heth Barry. The latter's success as 
Roxana in Nathan i el Lee's The Rival Queensin which she played a vengeful 
wife , may have suggested the name for Defoe 's character. Mrs. Barry's 
supposed lia son with King Charles may further have suggested the episode 
in which Defoe 's Roxana is the King's mistress. 
Spiro Peterson in an unpub. diss • ., Cambridge, Mass • ., Harvard University., 
1953, ' efoe's Roxana and its Ei ghteenth Century Sequels/' derived a 
t heme of the nov el in the whole social question of marital status. The 
study of sequels to 'l'he Fortunate Mistress showed that their authors 
appreciated this as the central theme and developed it. Peterson said 
that a principal source for The Fortunate Mistress was the Memoirs of the 
Life of Count De Gra.mrnont ••• translated from the French by Mr. Abel 
Boyer··m 1714. It will be ranember ed that Defoe had borrowed heavily from 
Boyer in his Mew.oirs of a Cavalier. 
E. Bernbaum had suggested a counterpart in Kirkman's The Counterfeit 
Lady (1673). 
No synthesis of these suggestions has been worked out at present. 
24see later discussion of the criticism of Forster and Van Ghent. 
conce rned with theme and plot.25 
However, Secord did not have the last word with respect to Defoe's 
realism and its place in the development of the modern novel. Two later 
studies further subjected this view of realism to criticism by an examina-
tion of the text. The first, Gerridina Roorda's Realism in Daniel 
Defoe's Narratives of Adventure (1927), expanded the interest in the 
substrat um material Which provided much of the source material for the 
novels to include the religious life of the period, and the literary 
principles of Defoe's reading public. 
In her discussion of the religious background, Roorda emphasized the 
importance of Defoe's puritan education as Secord had emphasized his 
v;ide reading in the literature of travel. Defoe was 11taught to take 
notes during the sermons of a Presbyterian minister and reconstruct them 
afterwards • 11 He was sent to a Dissenting sewinary which offered ua 
many-sided education of a rather practical nature ••• special attention 
was given to .l!:ng lish language. ::26 
From this point, Roorda traced Defoe's religious p~phlets and the 
vein of morality that pervades his novels. She pointed to the typical 
"Sunday ethicsu of the Dissenter, his division of interest in the 
economic and the spiritual codes that makes a schizophrenic out of the 
religious businessman; but at the same time, she showed that Defoe's 
picture of ethical develop~£nt in Robinson Crusoe follows the structure 
0see later discussion of Orlo Williams and footnote 23. 
26Gerridina Roorda, Realism in Daniel Defoe's Narratives of Adventure 
(Wageningen: H. Veenman and Son, 1929}, P• 13. 
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of the spiritual autobiography. Crusoe, in his solitude~ is haunted 
by the precepts instilled by his parents: 
At first he came to a kind of natural 
religion~ but when he had begun to read 
and study the Bible, and it had become 
the lodestar of his life~ he passed 
through a spiritual crisis from which 
he issued a devout Christian of strict 
Puritanic principles ••• Robinson 1 s 
religious rebirth and the practice of 
calling his earlier self a sinful 
wretch finds parallels in the genuine 
spiritual autobiographies of Baxter 
and Bunyan. 'Zf 
The li tera.ry demands of his reading public fotmded themselves 
upon the principle that 11 all writings that did not further the cause of 
r eligion and did not give a truthful account of actual events" were 
sinful . The principle brought about a twofold objective in Defoe's 
novels: to be moral~ even spiritual, and to be factual. The factual 
was considered sufficiently in the discussion of Defoe's works . Roorda 
added elements that ccntributed to the religious. spiritual~ even 
mystical aspects of Robinson Crusoe: (1) the fulfil lment of a fat her 1 s 
prophecy; (2 ) the evil influence of the Devil; (3) secret hints and 
f orebodings; (4) dreams and visions. 
Roorda did not consider these elements as unrealistic~ but made 
the case for their being true to Robinson' E view of reality. Hence, 
it is il tmlike the travel book;' in that it is the •~connected account of 
a man's life" and 11we see life only through his eyes. " Friday, as a 
character, said Roorda, is never real. "Defoe drew Fri Ce.y as an ideal 
ser-vant and companion for the solitary Robinson." He is unrealistic 
27F~orda, Realism i n Daniel Defoe's Narratives~ PP• 49-50. 
in t ha t he is 'an ideal savage," but the goodness of the savage had 
become part of the psychology of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
CEnturies and might be thought of as true to Robinson's view of reality. 
In line with her view of Robinson Cruoo e as a realistic account 
in the sense that it reflected on eighteenth century view of the 
spiritual and the real, Roorda found artistic principles in Defoe's 
novels of adventure. The first was an organizing principle. Robinson 
Crusoe is a narrative from the point of view of the central eha.racter: 
that this is the result of a conscious 
attempt appears from several passages 
like the follo-wing: 1~ol'i I did after-
wards I shall show in its place ••• •• 
This simplest of all forms of compo-
sition is the most realistic too, f or 
no one can inllgine a more natural way 
of telling the experiences of a man's 
life ••• 28 
Though she confessed that Defoe occasionally abused the principle 
of organi zation in retrospective passages, forebodings, and an-
ticipatory r emarks, long digressions and summaries, he had a rudi rr:entary 
sense of concentration--the second artistic principle. Y~hy conciseness 
i n some de scriptions, diffuseness in others? She found here, too, despite 
digre s sions, that Defoe adhered to v;hat was important in its context. 
Thus, i n the earlie r incidents of hobinson Crusoe, Defoe expanded on 
those elements vmich have practical consequence to ~obinson at home, 
that is, social status of parents, his schooling, and the results of 
financial transactions. Also: 
In the solitude of Robinson's island, 
where money was to him as the dirt under 
28Roorda , Reali sm i n Daniel Defoe's Narratives , P• ~9 . 
his feet, other values prevailed. and 
we hear of a great hogshead of rum, of 
arms and gunpowder, and the innumerable 
small things which the author chooses to 
mention in this part of the story and 
nowhere else. 29 
Again, Roorda found concentration in operations in Defoe's development 
of the ''first year of Robinson's stay in the island., ••• whereas the 
events of the following ones are told with increasing brevity." 
A third aspect of Roorda ' s view ·or Defoe's Robinson Crusoe as an 
or genic '\'\hole was Defoe's attempt to adopt a 11 simple style natural to a 
business-like hero. 11 Hence there is no elegance of expression; there 
is a.n emphasis on "dry , curt lists/ a.nd the character of the dialogue 
is filled with the colloquialisms that are often vivid, but just as 
often as dull as the speech '1of a garrulous talker [who] crowds too 
much meaning i nto a sentence." This makes for faulty construction and 
grammar , but 
th:l se e l ements make for realism by contri-
buting to the artlessness of Robinson's 
language and accentuating the hero's 
character through this very means ••• 30 
Other elements of style contributed to the sense of the total 
character of Robinson. The relative scarcity of metaphor, the simple 
vocabulary, the 11naive ••• awkward11 humour led Roorda to the conclusion 
that "Robinson Crusoe succeeds in its realistic aim; harmony between 
supposed narrator and his work. 11 
Another important aspect of P>Obinson Crusoe's realiSm. Roorda lay 
in the answer to the question of whether or not the wor k had appeared 
29Roorda, Realism in Daniel Defoe's Narratives, p. 65. 
30Roorda, Realism in Danie l Defoe's Narratives, P• 67. 
to Defoe's contemporary readers as a real experience. She found that 
it did. 
From the popularity of Robinson Crusoe 
among the inhabitants of the city of 
London, who mostly were Dissenters, we 
conclude that the book had found its way 
into circles where hitherto fictitious 
literature had not been received with 
approval.31 
Though she contended that the moral point of the narrative and Defoe's 
protestations that it was an allegory after the manner of Bunyan may 
have soothed a suspicious public, she felt that Robinson Crusoe ~uld 
never have achieved the popularity that it did without its genuine 
resemblance to familiar acootmts of actual experience, and if 11 its 
appeal to the imagination had not been strengthened by all those elements 
which, in our o>vn examination of the story, have been called realistic 
features. 11 
Roorda continued to develop the idea of a unity of the metaphysical 
and factual in her analysis of The Farther Adventures. The religious 
feelings, the references to the Devil in human affairs, the secret hints, 
and dreams were seen to be in keeping with the eighteenth century habit 
of viewing reality. On the other hand, the minutiae, numerical enumera-
tions, end circumstantial descriptions give the v.rork its factual realism. 
Further the use of sources and personal experience blended and fused 
into an autobiographical narrative achieved more than limits imposed by 
the eighteenth century and created a realism that could stand the test 
of future generations . Ho-mver, in the text the more frequent errors and 
inconsistencies and the greater vagueness in descriptions of pictorial 
31Roorda, Realism in Daniel Defoe's Narratives, P• 71. 
scenery made t hi s sequel less convincing than its predecessor. 
The proce s ses that made for unity were less pronounced. The 
character of the hero did not dominate the narrative. The effort 
t o concentrate was l ess obvious in that Robinson Crusoe did not narrate 
a l l the e pi sodes and drifted into i~relevant woral disquisitions that 
were t o characterize the third and final volume. 
Again, in her analysis of Captain Singleton, Roorda noted the 
usual patt ern of the mystic and realist ic elements, but found that the 
f actual ::- aa l i sm characteristic of Capt ain Singleton, "indeed all Defoe ," 
consisted ma i n ly in ''the excellent expositions of the pract ical and 
technical element s of the incidents described~--the technique of 
piracy ~ the detailed journey acr oss Africa. The ethical dualism of 
materi ali sm and morali~y i n Defoe found its best express ion in Defoe 
in t he charac t er of William Walters~ t he complet e exped i ent . 'William 
alters, much admired by later critics, was perhaps the clearest 
formulation of the puritan ethic and hard headed practicality. 
Roorda a dde d a dimension to the total view of Defoe's realism by 
insisting that it included the mystical, and spiritualistic elements 
that we r e often departmentalized by other critics into a special area of 
Defoe wr i tings : The Political History of the Devil, rurs. Veal"! Apparitions. 
etc. Her view might h ave been profitably expanded to include i mportant 
scenes i n others of Defoe' s novels, particularly Moll's prison scene, 
Roxana aboar d shi p, and t~e burying of the dead in A Journal of the 
Plague Year8 She was further hamper ed by an attempt to derive a pattern 
of an organic whole in Defoe's fiction, which woul d be almost i mpossible 
in view of t he f act t hat Defoe attempted to avoid pattern, particularly 
patterns of fiction. 1ven t hematically Defoe could never be said to 
have achieved a satisfactory fusion of the ethical and economic drives 
of the puritan conscience. Furthermore., her view of eighteenth century 
reality was lL~ited to Defoe's, perhaps a puritan middle class, which 
ob scur ed other ei ghteenth century views. John F. Ross, in another 
example of the rrethod, explication de texte,Swift and Defoe (1941). 
avoided that problem by contrasting and comparing disparate views of 
reality of t wo great contemporaries., both interested in fiction. 
Roes did not ignore important similarities--Swift and Defoe as 
i mportant literary, political, and religious figures--both were men of 
action., 'Wr i ters in and out of the fray. Each attained a lasting great-
ness on the basis of a work of fiction; both 1rere men able to fac ·e fact s 
squarely . iVhere Steele and Defoe idealised the merchant, Defoe was 
also careful 11to point out as well the frauds of the game a.nd the ever 
present dangers of bankruptcy. 1 The ability of both men, Swift and 
Defoe, to fac·~ f a cts: 
is indicative of a very signific ant 
similarity in the orientation of their 
minds. ·They were at one in finding of 
primary importance the particular fact, 
and of. secondary importance., the universal 
or abstraction. Here they decidedly 
parted company with those who conf'ormed 
to the neo-classical attitude of mind.32 
The heroes of both writers bore a marked resemblance in that their 
interest L~ the battle of the sexes is at a minimum; both were npar 
excellence, ordinary Englishmen. They are alert and very capable; but 
they are essentially simple, direct, and uncomplicated. There is no 
32John F. Ross , Swift and Defoe: A Study in Relationship (Berkeley: 
University of California., 1941)., P• 125. 
jangle of nerves in them.'' Finally both have the universality of 
everyman: 
The inescapable individual ego isolates 
each of us from others as they were 
isolated from others. Like them each 
of us is faced by a strange environment, 
neutral if not antagonistic, within which 
each struggles for survival. Like them, 
each of us must deal with the successive 
practical facts and problems of existence 
one after another as these come.33 
Though these important similarities were developed in some detail 
in Ross' work, his case rested upon the differences in their view of 
reality. This Ross illustrated in terms of the two authors' ability 
to ironize, organize, and utilize circumstantial detail. From an 
examination of the principal prose writings of the two figures, Ross 
was able to conclude that Defoe was a failure as an ironist. He could 
manage the simple vehicle only; 71his prose is always direct, oral, 
inmediate ,--a kind of copious breathless gossiping. 11 Swift's success 
lay in that fact that he was able "to control the dual process by which 
tenor and vehicle produce irony. 11 
The implication that may be drawn from Ross' analysis is that the 
difference between Defoe and Swift iay in the ability to control and 
discipline material for literary effects. Swift's ability to capture 
several meanings within a given context, his ability to use the language 
economically, gave him a distinct superiority over Defoe. The latter 
wor ked on a single and simple level of language. 
Defoe also set limitations upon his theme, and allowed the theme 
at times to move away from the story. His reflections and digressions 
33Ross, Swift and Defoe, P• 136. 
distract from the loose line of narrative, often interrupting it, said 
Ross. On the other hand Swift adhered to literary conventions of 
probability. Even on the level of sentence structure, Defoe showed a 
characteristic looseness: his sentence was ungrammatical and unemphatic: 
11 Defoe plunged into his long periods careless of what, or how much, was 
to go in--but the more the better. u 
Vdth respect to the third point of contrast--the ability to create 
verisimilitude--Ross pointed out that a comparison is unfair if we say 
distract ~om the loose line of narrative, often interrupting it, said 
Ross. On the other hand Swift adhered to literary conventions of 
probability. Even on the level of sentence structure, Defoe shC7Ned a 
characteristic looseness: his sentence was ungrammatical and unemphatic: 
''Defoe plunged into his long periods careless of what, or how much, was 
to go in--but the more the better. 111 
With respect to the third point of contrast--the ability to create 
verisimilitude--Ross pointed out that a comparison is unfair if we say 
that they both created verisimilitude by the use of concr~te particulars; 
for 
Defoe's circumstantial reconstruction of 
Crusoe's experience in minute detail is 
triumphant and highly imaginative; but 
he does Jnot:at all require the 'willing 
suspension of disbelief'; he asks us only 
to be interested in v.hat -we are alreactr 
prepared to grant can be true. Relative 
to Swift, Defoe has practically no problem 
of verisimilitude to solve: his concern 
is to interest the reader in his probabili tie s.34 
Ross asserted that for Defoe circumstantial detail existed "for its 
own sake, as an end in itself. n Once again, Defoe's achi~ement was for 
Ross a simple one: 
Defoe's details, building up a treasure 
heap of interesting credibilities, per-
form a single simple function; Swift's 
details. building up a heap of incredibilities 
yet making them believable, perform a complex 
function • .?? 
A curious charge that Ross laid at Defoe's door was that Defoe 
34Ross, Swift and Defoe, P• 95· 
35Ross , Swift and Defoe, P• 95· 
weakened his circumstantial technique by allowing his characters to 
become emotional, to moralize, to g ive way to despair or enjoy 
religious ·exaltations. Swift's character Gulliver was kept neutral 
in order to pr ovide a vehicle for satire. ft£ter the first shock of 
meeting Lilliputians., C1Ulliver accepted their existence as perfectly 
natural . Robinson, unless he was busy with a project, was either 
marvel i ng or despairing. 
Again. in their choice of words, ·of .thetmmen~ each famed f or his 
verisimilitude, Swift was seen to have an economy of detail, ! 1which, 
i n tight sentence structure of slower pace, is selective and emphatic. 11 
Ross summarized his fi ndings by stating the gross difference s 
between the two pamphleteers and fic t ionists: 
Defoe's details are factual and Swift's 
fictional; Defoe's details show a large 
concern with subjective and emotional 
stat~s in Crusoe, whereas Swift for the 
mos t part restri cts Gulliver to the 
objective and unemotional; Defoe's details 
are unselective and unemphatic ••• wit h 
reference still only to the narrative 
vehicle •••• 36 
The differ ences became apparent in their styles. Both advocated a plain 
and si!r.ple style; both used such words.· ·a!S to achieve it. But Defoe' s 
words were surrounded by synonyms, loosely organized, and free of 
allusion~ 
When Swift writes 11 egg, " it means the 
normal product of the fowl, a.s i t would 
in Cruso e--but only to begin with. Even 
narratively, it is an egg in an impossible 
context, s ince i t is a Lilliputian e gg. 
Allegorically, it is the basis for religious 
36Ross, Swift and Defoe , P• 101. 
and political strife. Satirically, 
it indicates that such strife has 
ridiculously petty causes.37 
Thus , Ross found t hat Defoe's world was two dimensional despite 
his wide range of interest and his style was patterned upon 11 the immediate, 
fact ual and practical." Even his analyses are 11 chiefly on a horizontal 
plane. 1 Hi s narratives, concerned with external adv antages and rr8.terial 
success, parallel ti the lives and deaths of fascinatingly sordid animals. 11 
His style and external subject matter were on the same external plane 
of interest . Hence , Ross found with Beattie the lack of dimension in 
Defoe and with Gi ldon, .Minto, and Stephen, that his interest in the 
eth ical and spiritual was half-hearted at best. He could not agree 
with Roorda that an organic whole had been achieved, though he accepted 
the basic noti on, thoroughly developed by Aitken and Secord, that 
Defoe worked successfully a fresh technique of adapting the factual to 
fiction . 
At best, Ross implied, Defoe's novels may be vievred in the light 
of a compromise bet>'Ieen ethical and estheti c principles. Moll Flanders 
11no less than Crusoe is a magnificent e~mpl e of private enterprise, of 
rugged individualism on a. small scale. If Even here, the compranise was 
hardly with the esthe t ic; Defoe saw ·only a necessity for comprow~se 
between business and private ethics . 38 
By way of conclusion t o this chapter on the t echniques of real ism 
37Ross, Swift and Defoe, PP• 107-108. 
3~Ians Anderson in 11 1he Paradox of Trade and 1'1orality in Defoe, 1 examined 
this assumption. His conclus ion was tha. t a t best . there was only 
canpromise . 
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in Defoe, consider the work of the principal critics of Defoe as 
urging a. common agreOOtent for the factual basis in his novels. Level s 
of meaning and depth of character remain in dispute. If viewed as a. 
picture of the rising bourgeois' sense of ~twas real or better, What 
was important, Defoe 's view of reality can be conceived of as olistic . 
On t he other hand, Defoe 's view may be t hou ght of as too confining in 
compa.r ison with contemporaries and too r emoved f rom the literary tradi-
tion to be accepta ble as realistic writing . Ross went so far as to 
claim that a. view of Defoe as representing the middle class was in it-
self superficial, and though it captured an aspect of the middle class, 
it v.ould be better to regard it 11 a s cutting through to the l O'West common 
denominator of interest . 11 
Two vectors of approach have been examined in the four writers 
studied in the chapter: Aitken, Secord, Roorda. and Ross. The former 
make use of a discipline that insists on the i mportance of milieu in 
the un derstanding of the novel; the latter, though recogn izing the 
i mportance of the milieu, emphasize the importance of the text. Both 
methods have become part of the critical apparatus i n the twent i eth cen-
tury and are not often found mutually exclusive. In the fo llowing 
chapter we will see them operating in the histories of the novel and 
literature,the pr incipal biographies of Defoe, and in the reviews and 
essays found i n the leading journals. 
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Chapter Nine Defoe's Place in the History of the Novel 1900-1950 
As the novels of Defoe vtere being studied for the techniques of 
realism and method ·or composition, students of the novel, literary 
historians, Defoe biographers and critics were attempting to find a 
place for him in the history of the novel. Opinion has been and still 
is divided. Early twentieth century critics tended to adopt iihe approach 
of the late nineteenth that saw in Defoe the '11father of the novel. 11 But 
even in such critics--Saintsbury, Raleigh, Stephen, there was a decided 
emphasis on the milieu in order to explain the development of the modern 
novel. Defoe was presented as a beginning, but such an assumption was 
qualified by reflections which implied the multiplicity of traditions 
leading to and developing concurrently with Defoe's special fbrm. 
A movement toward relativity in critical canons has been steadily 
making itself apparent. It was perhaps the literary histories of iihe 
novel, which v1ere beginning to trace formative pai;terns, that pro due ed 
this critical tendency. J. J . Jusserand' s1 study of the novel in 
Elizabethan tLrnes may have given impetus to this tendency. He po inted 
out tha the " efoe novel had its count rparts in the literary tradi-
tion in the works of' Nashe, Deloney, and Dekker.. Such a conside t ion 
may have led Stephen to consi der· Defoe' s contributions as principally 
iJrportant in developing a realistic narrative; it was Fielding he 
remarked, who vras chiefly responsible for the dramatic novel. 
In this early period of the twentieth century, critics tended to 
lJ. J. Jusserand, The English Novel in the Time of Shakespeare, trans. 
Elizabeth Lee~ 2nd edition (London : Fisher. 1899). 
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make categorical distinctions . Morgan and Chandler reviewed the history 
of the novel in terms of special forms. Morgan 1 s concern with the 
manners novel reduced the significance of the Defoe novelj Chandler 's 
concern wi th the picaresque tended to heighten it. Leavis in the 
nineteen-thirties gave Defoe's works much space as they affected the 
reading public of the period; ~.cBurney. ir.rt arested more in formative 
patterns in the novel,restricted Defoe ' a Lmportance in his time. 
The two most recent literary histories that stand as the most 
definitive of their kind in the present period: Baker 's The History 
of the Novel and Baugh 's Literary History (1948~ emphasized the 
importance of the fluidity of traditions in the novel. An implicit 
assU111ption in these works is that as new elezoonts were absorbed into 
the meaning of the novel, the term became more abstract unt il today so 
many patterns e.re accepted 'YJithin its scope that assigning genre :has 
almost become fut ile. Some attempt to clarify the issue has been made 
by assigning qualifying adjectives to the word novel. Thus 1 we wve 
had a spate of terms: the sociological, the ideological, the manners, 
the adventure, the picaresque, the satirical, etc.. It will be the 
task of the present chapter to i~late dominant trends in contemporary 
criticism to determine Defoe' s relative importance for the twentieth 
century. The material analyzed was divided into three. categories, 
though they are somewhat a.rbi trary and over le.pping .. 
The first section of this chapter is devoted t o the prominent themes 
in the literary histories, both gen eral and novel histories . In the 
anal yses of both, the att itudes toward the development of the novel 
vrill be of primary concern. This will be true of the studies of particular 
species of the novel and the attitudes of Defoe biographers which vdll 
form the second section and of the review literature in periodicals 
which will f'orm the third. 
One of' the most irr,portant aspects stressed in general literary 
and novel histories was the recognition of the multiplicity of' tradi-
tions from "Ylhich the novel--that is~ the modern realistic novel--dr ew 
its materials . Walter Raleigh in The English Novel (1894) pointed to 
the corr~on tradition of the picaresque and the romance prior to the 
eighteenth century , but felt that literary tradition was enhanced by 
developments in other forma of prose: the newspaper, the essay, the 
travel literature , and the biography. He saw the eighteenth century 
novel divided into two a pproaohe s: those which derived fictional 
elements from the romance of love and adventure with emphasis on t he 
marvelous, the fanciful and the imaginative; and those which derived 
elerrent s from the detailed, scientific, factual and probable narratives. 
The latter, the ground in which the modern realistic novel took 
root, was, said Raleigh, largely the creation of Defoe . His approach 
disguised fictional elerr.ents and was supported by the use of the 
circumstantial, the verisimilar. 
But even the novels which derived from the romance of the literary 
tradition of the seventeenth century were influenced by Defoe's approach, 
the chief medium of 'Mlich, was the result of the dev elopment of "the 
new prose .. 11 The corrbined effbrts of Dryden, Sprat, Tillotson. Addison., 
and Steele conditioned readers to a middle style. Defoe and other 
journalists rendered prose almost colloquial. 2 Though they addressed 
different portions of the literate public, they were in connnon agree-
:Plent in protesting the i•redundan.ce and luxury, 11 •:the mists and rmcertain-
ties of specious tropes '' in seventeenth century prose stylists like 
Bro·wne and Donne . Borrowing from Thomas Sprat, Raleigh remarked 
t hat the new prose should be 
closed, naked., natural way of speaking; 
positive expressions, clear senses, a 
native easiness, bringing all things as 
near to the mathenatical plainness as 
they can; and preferring the l anguage 
of artisans, countrymen, and merchants 
before that of wits and scholars.3 
Though Raleigh's account of Defoe's contribution to the develop-
ment of prose in the period v;as generalized, he celled it an achieve-
ment in that it reached and developed a taste for literature in a 
literal minded group . Raleigh recognized, further , that Defoe was 
impelled to enlist the interest of this ~oup by questionable devices: 
With Defoe the art of fiction came to be 
the art of grave imperturbable lying, in 
which art the best instructor is the truth. 
And it was toro r eputed masters of romance, 
but to records of fact, biographers, writers 
of voyages and travels, historians a~d 
annalists that Defoe owed his style.4 
In spite of the fact that Defoe employed questionable techniques and 
made use of a prose that v~s so plain it might be called colloquial, 
2Both Swift and Defoe ad"Vocate a middle style. For a critical comment 
on their two styles, see discussion of Ross' Swift and Defoe. 
3v'ialter Raleigh, The English Novel (New York: Scribners, 1894), p. 119. 
4Raleigh, The English Novel , p . 134. 
Raleigh felt tl~t both, united to central situation on the desert island 
and the doggedly literal character of Robinson Crusoe, created a 
masterpiece. The flat simplicity of the style made the concern with 
physica l comforts and the sermonizing credible. Though interruptive 
in others of his books, the moral and physical dualism seemed to have 
probability in Robinson Crusoe. 
Raleigh ' s discus sian of the other works did not develop their 
possible r el ationship to the masterpiece. Moll F'la.nders, Colonel Jack 
and The Fo rtunate Uistress were not developments or even extensions 
of aspects found in Robinson Crusoe; but simply adaptations of the 
Spanish picaresque in the tradition established by Kirkman and Head in 
English Rogue. As histories or actual chronicles the works were obvious 
shwm~ and did not contribute much if anything to Defoe ' s fame. For 
Defoe had let the lie serve as an approach to realism Which was not 
entirely to Raleigh ' s taste. He imitated Scott 's analysis of 11Mrs. Vea.l 11 
which showed how well Defoe could simulate truth~ unaware that the 
Defoe story had a real basis in fact. The facile lie that seemed a 
consistent attribute of Defoe soured Raleigh's appreciation of his work. 
He saw a triumphant Defoe , aware of his ability to gull, reasoning: 
''Those who had been the dupes of simulated argtunent could be made the more 
r emunerative dupes of fictitious narratives .a5 
Leslie Stephen. like Raleigh, re presented an orthodox view of Defoe. 
From his essay, 11 Danie1 Defoe" in Hours in a Library (1874} , his English 
Literature and Society in the Eighteenth Century (1903), and from his 
5Ra1eigh, The En~lish Novel , P• 129. The 11 sirnulated argument11 referred 
to The Shortest fay with Dissenters. 
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sketch of Defoe in DNB (1908), one can infer that Stephen, though 
he marvelled at Defoe 's achievement, nonetheless deplored his technique. 
Like Raleigh, too, he emPhasized the importance of ~~ interest by the 
literarJr student in the necessary connection 11between the social end 
literary departments of history. ~' 
Perhaps influenced by the emphasis in Taine 's literary hi story 
of England upon the milieu, Stephen asserted in English Literature and 
Society that an adequate critique of any art form required an under-
• 
standing of the social environment. Consequently 3 he introduced the 
notion that the a.::onomic and political rise of the middle class was 
of primary irr•portence in an understanding of the modern r ealistic novel. 
He saw, for example, in the Collier controversy (1696-1720), which 
indicted the Restoration literary figures upon the score of immorality, 
a c:b.aracteristic effort of the middle class to impose their tastes in 
literature upon the steadily declining influence of court and aristocratic 
circles. With the denunciation of the comic and :~licentious 1' drama. of 
the Rakes (166o- 1700), there gr~ up a new sst of values and ideals 
which were to govern the novel. In addition, the common sense, matter-
of-fact style emphasized by P~leigh, the interest in factual knowledge, 
and t he literal and practical morality of the dissenter becarrJe dominant 
features of contemporary prose. Of the journalists who were the spokes-
men of this group, Defoe was the foremost. 
The success of the periodical in the eariy decades of the eighteenth 
century developed a new class of readers and writers far wham Defoe's 
genius for the vernacular and for realistic detail proved a standard. 
But the highpoint of the middle class rise to eminence, in matters 
literary, thought Stephen, came with the unqualified successes of the 
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Tatler and the Soecte.tor. In three ways, he said, these papers influenced 
the public's relation to l iterature: first as censors of the manners 
and morals; second, as an influence upon the novel, and third, as 
arbiters of taste, they attempted to construct a suitable esthetic for 
literature in critical essays. They attempted to offer a solution to 
the problem of developing a taste for ! 1living literat ure, Jl and created 
a standard for the abstraction, the Augustan Age or the Age of Reason. 
Defoe's efforts in this same period were important in that he 
brought the abstractions of the Augustan Age into the r ealm of the 
concrete. In this connection, his Review, his short newsy pamphlets 
11 The Storm'~ nl!.1rs. Veal !! , and his fictionalized sermons (The Family 
Instructor) served as exempla for the neo-classic abstraction. At 
least, he brought home some of the tolerant principles of the Age 
of Reason. For the middle class his novels might be thought of as 
concrete examples of practical morality. 
The growth of the reading public, partly as a result of the news-
paper and partly responsible for the newspaper, cracked the ·walls and 
invaded the citadels of the inner aristocratic circle; and writers for 
the reiddle class became the arbiters of literary standards. This allowed 
for a development of forms of literary endeavor below· that of the epic 
and its literary variants, below that of satire and tragedy. The middle 
cla.ss, continued Stephen, rejected the idea that ·works of art might 
be ends in themselves, but held that form was incidental to the moral, 
and that a work's merit depended not upon the quality of the creative 
effort, but upon the instructive aspects of the work. The inner cir cle 
might reorganize in the Scriblerus Club, but its principles were infected 
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by the importance of the bourgeois moral, and its dominance was challenged 
by the writer from Grub Street. The dominant literary figures of the 
midcentury were all to recognize and many to practice that form created 
for the middle class reader: the modern novel. 
I n the course of the century, there were, said Stephen, four 
/ 
subdivisions of fictional effort: the Scuderian or long-winded romance , 
already fast becoming obsolete in the first quarter of the century; 
the short tale of Behn and Manley which began to lose its hold by the 
middle of the century ; the realistic narrative of Defoe, and the morality 
narrative of Richardson which quickly superseded Defoe's work, but 
was in turn absorbed by the dramatic novel of Fielding. In Stephen's 
opinion, Fielding originated the modern novel. Defoe was limited in 
importance t o his contribution in the realistic approach; and though 
he indirectly influenced later writers by making circumstantial det ail 
an indispensible ingredient in fiction after him, his work was that of 
a precursor; not full blown in the artistic sense that Fielding was i n 
Stephen 's estimate. This estimate has had its following among many 
modern critics of the novel, among them David Daiches (The Novel and the 
Modern World, 1948). 
Stephen's emphasis upon milieu can be seen in remarks from his 
portrait of Daniel Def'oe for ~ (1908) where he found that 
Defoe's writings are of' the highest value 
as an historical indication of the state 
of the middle and lower classes of his time . 6 
Defoe, though he created the earliest examples of modern r ealistic 
fiction, he continued, could not be viewed as a serious artist. He was 
br.eslie Stephen, "'Daniel Defoe/; DNB, V (1908), P• 738. 
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perhaps, more important for the light he shed upon the customs and 
habits of thought of the period in which he lived. Partly responsible 
for this view, Stephen held, was Defoe's ambiguous morality, and partly 
his questior..s.ble insistence upon the truth of his narratives . To be 
sure, Defoe deserved praise for his ability to fuse tact and fiction: 
His unrivalled skill in mystification 
has made it difficult to distinguish 
the purely fictitious from the authentic 
part of his admitted narratives, and 
in some cases to separate genuine 
histories from stories composed by him.7 
Yet even in his most remarkable performances, A Journal of the Plague 
Year and Memirs of a Cavalier, that have bem ree.d as history, Defoe 
made use of fiction that revealed itself unpleasantly, particularly 
in Memoirs, where the title character could not be considered historical . 
But wh t annoyed Stephen in Defoe was the superficial mor ality which 
was evident in his more fictional works. In Moll Flanders, Colonel 
Jack, and The Fortunate Mistress,; Stephen said: 11 it must be admitted 
_...._ 
that Defoe tacks same kind of moral to the stories which show no great 
delicacy of moral feeling, and the publication of ~ich is easily 
explained by lower motives. 11 
The continued examination of the social and literary milieu of the 
eighteenth century was given added weight by two works of the major 
literary critic of the period, George Saint sbury. In both The English 
Novel (1913) and The Peace of the Augustans (1916), he insisted upon 
the importance of the prose style of the period as an index to its 
literary tastes . Intimately connected ~~th the self-critical examination 
7Leslie Stephen, 11 Daniel Defoe, 1' DNB, V, p. 738. 
of prose charact eristic of the Defoe period was its awareness of the 
devel oping novel. It was Saintsbury's idea that as the novel developed 
from an interest in ordinary life to a study of character, to an 
interest in plot, to the manipulation of pathos, there was a corres-
ponding interest in the use of conversation in stories. This was 
reflected in the talk, the dialogue, and the racy comment of the author. 
The int erest sprung from the combined produce of "the mighty quartetten __ 
Dryden, Swift, Addison, and Defoe--" to whom the actual origination of 
the complete English novel was usually end in the main justly ascribed* n 
Of this group it was Defoe , who brought the devices of a middling 
or plain spoken prose to the novel, and it was he who might. take his 
place at the head of the tradition of the modern realistic novel; he 
was the first Englishman, and almost the 
first modern European to compose on the 
great scale, prose fiction which should 
possess an interest of storY•••&His style, 
though not Yvi thout vigor, is vd. thout much 
attraction; his characters, though they have 
life have little individuality, and no 
depth, or color, or charm; his descriptions 
and inventories, though they add to the 
strange verisimilitude mich has been so 
much discussed i n him, have rarely any 
other merit; plot he has next to none; and 
his dialogue, though once deserving the 
praise accorded to his descriptions , 
deserves no other, for it has none of the 
various gifts of humanity, irony, quaintness, 
passion, and the rest whi ch give zest to 
book-talk •••• 8 
It is plain that Saintsbury was evaluating De f oe in terms of the nine-
teenth century critique. In his The English Novel, he set up the 
fourfold criterion of the novel: plot, character, description, and 
8George Saintsbury, The Peace of the Augustans ••• • (Londan: Oxford, 
1948), P• 109. 
dialogue. By nineteenth century standards, Defoe wa s lackinge 
~vhat then did Sa intsbury see as De oe's contribution? In The 
eaee of th A gustans (1916) he pointed out that Defoe had the 
ability 11 t o enlist the reader11 which was due partly to his "celebrated 
circumstantiality:lf and partly to his use of Hordinary materials . " Both 
in style ru1d content Defoe belonged to the plain-spoken school that did 
so much to bring realism to the novel and literature in general. The 
point was further underscored by Saintsbury' s recognition that it was 
Defoe who established the Earth as "the special scene of the novel's 
operations. 11 
Further Saintsbury intLmated that the novel in itself was little 
more than a series of conventions that are patterned i nto a story. 
Re recognized that the novel was relative to its age and manners: 
the novel is, in its very essence, the 
most unfinishable of all kinds of 
literature •••• The novel ••• retains a 
practical infinitude. The mere changes 
of manner ••• orovide the novelist with 
constant new- subjects • • •• 9 
I n The English Novel he recognized that the novel as a generic term did 
not nece s sarily con~~e itself to the specific themes or to a rigid 
form often ascribed to it. Pilgrim~s Progress and The Holy War could 
not be excluded upon the basis that they were religious in theme end 
content and were structured upon the allegory. For, noted Saintsbury, 
were such lireitations imposed upon the succession of Engl ish poetry, 
both Paradise Lost and The Faerie Queen would necessarily be excluded 
from it. He did, however, believe that certain basic ingredients were 
9saintsbury, The Peace of the Augustans, p. 113. 
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classifiable and permitted enlightened critical discussion. The$~ 
were the four criteria mentioned above; and they constitute a permanent 
part of cr itical paraphernalia in the critical exwmination of the novel 
as we have seen in both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It 
was against these that Defoe's novels were examined. 
His plots -were the irregular~ chronicle type, and his characters~ 
despite verisimilitude, were not very individual: 
Moll is perhaps the most real of tham 
and yet one has no flash-sight of 
her being--never sees her standing out 
against a soft blue sky or thunder cloud 
as one sees the great characters of 
fiction.lO 
On the other hand~ Defoe 1 s description had nenumerative particularity. :t 
It v<as not "decorative or poetic"; 
Moll Flanders in some respects the 
greatest of all his books has the 
barrenness of an Elizabethan stage 
in scenery and properties.lOa 
It woold not at this point be inapropo to point out that Defoe 
never attempted to create Eustacia Vye~ nor could he have attempted 
to write ·Wuthering Heights. Since none of his criteria could account 
for Defoe's success~ Saintsbury was forced to find another reason for 
Defoe's lasting quality. He chose~ significantly enough, to explain 
Defoe's genius in terms of his method of composition: 
For t his method ••• is one of almost endless 
accumulation of individually trivial inci-
dent, detail~ and sometimes observation, 
the combined effect of which is to produce 
10George Saintsbury~ The English Novel (London: Dent, 1913), P• 69. 
lOaSaintsbury~ The English Novel, P• 69. 
an insensible but '1m. doubting acceptance, 
on the reader's part, of the facts presented 
to him.lOb 
Hence, it was his conclusion that Defoe 1 is really the first of the 
~agicians--not the greatest by any means, but great and almost alone 
in the peculiar talent of making uninteresting ·things interesting • .,., 
Saintsbury classified the secondary novels as an outgrowth of the 
picaresque, Memoirs of a Cavalier and A Journal of the Plague Year as 
historical novels, Robinson Crusoe and Captain Singleton as novels of 
adventure. In this way, of course, he obscured the method common to 
them all, for he tried to make them fit into patterns recognizable at 
the end of the nineteenth century. 
Saintsbury's classification was very tempting to historians of 
the novel and· many such as Williams and Follet:t followed the breakdowns 
that he provided. Despite the fact -that many novelists were already 
breaking the Victorian patterns (Joyce and Woolf') and creating new 
syntheses for the novel, critics remained on the whole rather conserve.-
tive. 
Two other historians during this period, Williams and Follett1 did 
little or nothing to clarify Defoe's position other than to follow the 
paths established by nineteenth century criticism which put Defoe at 
the head of' the tradition of the modern novel. In 1911, Harold Williams 
attempted to sum up the achievements in the modern novel. His remarks 
on Defoe were confused by his obvious admiration for Defoe's range of 
ability and his feeling that Defoe was a liar and a cheat in even the 
best of his fiction. 
lObs · t b The E 1· h N 1 t..r. a1n s ury, ng ~s ove , P• V?• 
He found a l l of t he Defoe novels variati on s on the Spani sh 
pica r esque. Ev en Robinson Cru~ i' has no complications and no plot. 11 
But there was a diff er ence: the hero i n Defoe was not a clever rogue~ 
11 but a very ordinary person, not a whit cleverer than our poor selves , 
who meets t h e. dif ficult i es of his s i t uat i on in a dep l orably make shift 
fashion. 11 Far more than the rogue, he 11 sta.nds for each one of us. n 
Wi ll i ams found one exce p tion to t hi s c la s sifi c ation of Defoe's nove l s 
a s pi caresque in The Fortunate Mi stre s s . Here, the attempt at plotting 
in the Susannah episode, and the development of subsidiary characters, 
the Dutch merchant, the maid Amy, and the Quaker gentlewoman, suggested 
a more mature approach to t~e novel. But Williams was forced to deplore 
the subject matter as ''tasteless and disagreeable. JJ I n fact, he 
generalized that the minor novels including Moll Flanders, Colonel Jack, 
and Captain Singleton were forever JJa dead letter." Though Memoirs of 
a Cavalier and A Journal of the Plague Year showed 11real inventive 
ability, 11 they were hoaxes, an imposition on the reading public. 
He concluded, however, that though Defoe's interest was not in 
plot, pathos, setting, and character, he came well within the range of 
the novel, for 
he can and does create personalities, 
and discuss motives and this element 
in his work, however slight, brings 
him well within the true category of 
the novelist. Nobody who came before 
him can claim the title as well, for, 
if the novel be the gradual unconscious 
conjunction of the essay and the mere 
story, Defoe was the first to weld the 
combination such a way that the dove-
tailing was no longer obvious, and, 
unlike the romances of an ear lier day, 
Defoe ' s tales had to do with the ordinary 
everyday worl d in which his readers lived . 
And this too, we have come to regard 
as an essential characteristic of the 
true novel.ll 
Thus , Williams claimed Defoe the first o f modern realists, partly like 
Stephens and Saint sbury because of his ability to fuse elements of the 
social scene and partly for his colloquial style. Though he remained 
11 the first realist, 11 he was not the first of realists. 
Wilson Follett in The Modern Novel (1918) made the same case for 
Defoe's realism on the basis of his use of 11 irrelevant detail. 11 An 
important aspect of the modern novel wa s its emphasis upon "realism of 
circumstance . 11 But there appeared in the pages of his criticism, 
the s ame mi strust of Defoe 1 s 1 grave, imperturbable lying/1 which was 
inevitably coupled i n this period ~~th praise for Def oe's mastery of 
detail. 
V\'h at is most desirable to point out here 
is t hat he mastered to perfection the art 
of maldng extraneous fac t go as far as 
po s s ible t oward establishing his central 
fiction .12 
The general po sition, then, that the modern novel had its roots in the 
seventeenth century milieu, that Defoe v~s the first important fictionist 
to give it form, that his novels, but for Robinson Crusoe, were worthy 
of consideration as far as their handling of detail was concerned, but 
o f secondary importance as far as the doubtful morali~ , form, and 
intention j this · i s a theme in r ;e c e · n t Defoe criticism. 
An examination of an American te:x:t during the thirties 
llHarold illiams, Two Centuries of the English Novel (London : Smith , 1911), 
PP• 30-31. 
l2Viilson Follett, The Modern Novel (New York: fillopf , 1918), pp. 28-29. 
of the pres ent century tends to support this theme. Lovett and 
Hughes emphasized the milieu as a conditioning force in the development 
of the English novel. The middle class 
had at once a Puritan consciousness 
of the dignity of every soul in the 
sight of God~ and an embarrassed 
realization of their social inferiority •••• 
For both reasons, they zealously sought 
means of education, of self-cult1vation •••• l3 
In literature t hey resorted to r ealism-- 11 a sense of fact 11 --and a zeal 
f or ref orm. 1'he middle class reader , Lovett and Hughes asserted, who 
fr e ed the -writer from dependence on patronage and who determined the 
character of the novel, applauded the work of Defoe, the first great 
English novelist. 
He represents more a culmination of 
seventeenth century tendencies in 
E.nglish fiction than the beginnings 
of the novel in the eighteenth century. 
His works were calculated to appeal to 
the interests of the average man of the 
seventeenth century, whose delight in 
personal history, in criminal biography, 
and in travel adventures, in manners and 
moral reflections were all rega.rded.l4 
Lik e crit ics of the nineteenth century, Lovett and Hughes regarded 
Rob i nson Crusoe as the perfect mating of Defoe's assimilative method 
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wi t h a si t uation which controlled miscellaneous events. The other fictions 
were regarded as offspring of the picaresque tradition largely becau se 
of the autobiogr aphical structure, the lack of plot, the emphasis on 
incident and the naive central c]:l_a.racters. 
13R. M. Lovett and H. s. Hug~es, The History of the Novel in Elngland 
{Ca~br idge . Ma ss.; Riverside Press, 1932), p. 38. 
14Lovett and Hughes, The History of the Novel, P• 4D. 
In 1932 Queenie D. Leavis in her Fiction and the Reading Public 
viewed Defoe ' s works in terms of reading habits. She saw the novel 
helping the reader to deal less inadequately with actual life. The 
novel ll ought to deepen, extend and refine experience by allo"V'li.ng the 
reader to live at the expense of an unusually intelligent and sensitive 
n'lind . :t Thus, the novel in any period had to reflect the conventions of 
the period. In support of this view she quoted the Lady Wortley Montague: 
Perhaps you will say that I should 
not take my ideas of the manners of 
the times from such trifling authors; 
but it is more truly to be found among 
them, than any historian: as they write 
merely to get money, they always fall 
into the notions that are most acceptable 
to the present.l5 
Leavis felt that Defoe in his novels set himself the task of 
educating ''the middle state11 in a plain style which verbalized their 
ideals. The improving literature of Drelincourt and the manuals of 
behavior might prove too tough a diet; fiction made the pill easier to 
swallow. In this way Defoe was able to flatter the middle class with 
pious commentary that incidentally reflected its importance. 
Defoe's interests, then, may be taken as 
identical with those of his readers, and 
they are almost completely opposed to the 
intere sts in which best sellers ••• deal . 
The public for which Roxana was writ t en 
was being indulged ~~th a day-dre~ care-
fully moulded to its heart's desire: but 
a day-dream in which the solid unromantic 
bourgeois interests ruled. Hence the 
stress in all the novels on 11 portable 
property, •• the lists of stolen goods, 
booty, and possessions, generally the tire-
some balancing of pros and cons in every 
15Q. D. Leavis, F'iction and the Reading Public (London : Chatto and 
Windus, 1932), p. 82. 
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possible situation, and the mental 
stocktaking which is a substitute6 for both psychology and emotion.l 
For these reasons, said Mrs. Leavis, Defoe's idiom did not permit 
him to concern himself ~~th art; all his ingenuity was devoted to make 
his fiction appear as fact. His link with tradition was in the idiom, 
the us e of the colloquial rhythm with echoes of Bunyan and the Authorized 
Version of the Bible. Hence, he r6mained outside 11the circumference of 
wit . '' 
Nor was Defoe to develop interest in the workings of t he heart 
that dominated the tradition of the novel during the latter eighteenth 
century. Richardson and Sterne, and Fielding to some extent , oriented 
the themes of novels toward sentimentalism, but Defoe had little or 
nothing to do with analysis of emotion, a convention of popular novels 
after him: 
It is like the interest of a previous 
age in heroic drama, a stylization .of 
life having been set up in which 
'sensibility,' like t he point of honour, 
became a set of laws of its own, which 
required training to appreciate.l7 
Le av is saw Defoe as important because he came close to popular 
thinking in h is day and class. But because he did not develop a 
t: stylization, 11 a pattern of self-consistent laws, and because he faced 
Hthe facts" of daily existence, his works of fiction acquired a 
universality its author did not especially intend. Hence, the novel s 
could be appreciated vdth no other context than what ~a s provided in the 
16Q. D. Leavis, Fiction and the Reading Public, P• 103. 
17Q. D. Leavis, Fiction an d the Reading Public, p. 154. 
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text . Richardson , Fielding, Sterne and Burney all require some 
understanding of the cultural context, some awareness of what the 
literary mind depended upon for its conventions, particularly tenets 
of sentimentalism and benevolence. Defoe, adhering to facts and figures, 
risked artistic integrity but not comprehension. 
Such an assumpti on may have been behind v. S. Pritchett ' s article 
in Derek Verschoyle's edition of The English Novelists (1936). For 
Pritchett felt that Defoe 's realistic style was comparable in its 
innovations with Hamin~my ' s conscientious stylistic patterns in the 
twentieth century . He noted that Hemingway worked within and Defoe 
outside of a literary tradition. Defoe's attempt to capture the collo-
quial stra in, to make dialogue and description less formal in fiction, 
had, he said , i mportant consequences for novels that followed. 
However, in keeping vd th the objections raised by other literary 
critics, Pri t chett d e'cn" i ed Defoe 1 s pretensions to moral theme. 
He point ed out that Crusoe vmited for circumstances to push him to a 
moral or spiritual crisis, and "this wait for circumstances takes all 
dramat ic -value from Crusoe's struggle against i mpulse, wha te-ver the 
· t 1' b n ga~n o r ea 1 srr may e . Nonethe less, of the Defoe pattern, Rob inson 
Crusoe, and A Journal of the Plague Year remained great works which 
transcended De foe 's lack of art istry elsewhere. He found Defoe's 
fau l t not in the lack of characterization but in the lack of structural 
unity wh ich these two works avoided by adhering to . developments o f 
the same centr al situation: 
The r eal trouble is that circumstance 
swarms upon his booksa.nd breaks up the 
bigger shapes of narrative into smaller 
ones, all of the same size~ all 
ingeniously
1
inventively m;naged, but 
one taking value from its neighbor •• •• 
He had little sense of an artistic whole, 
Robinson Crusoe and A Journal of the 
Plague are the only books which come 
near to being works of art as distinct 
from works of ingenuity because their 
situations are transcendentally dramatic.l8 
The strain in Defoe criticism of the lack of the real novelist in 
Defoe pers ists, despite the constant reassurance of the critics, who 
are thus critical; that Defoe 's greatness is of supreme importance to 
the novel. None of the critics mentioned above actually diminish 
Defoe's stature to that of a precursor of Richardson, Fielding, or 
Sterne; but they all sugge sted that his permanent value =. as a literary 
figure in the history of the novel must r emain on the n arrativ e not a 
struct ural or thEJmatic level. Leavis' mention of runction of the novwl 
a s the deepening, extending~ and refining of xpc rience broadened the 
de f init io _ · inclu:ie t r:e characteristics outlined by Saintsbury: plot, 
pathos, character, and style and his staten-ent that the nal!el retains 
11 a practical infinitude . 11 
I n Ernest Baker 's account of Defoe's rol e in The History of the Novel, 
both aspects a re welded into his interpretation of the novel's forrrt and 
function. His tentative definition was simple and sweeping : 11 the 
interpretation of human life by means of fictitiou s narrative in prose. JJ 
As a fonn., however , he admitted the '1protean nature of the novel. n 
The novel does not l'f1ve a rigid pattern, but admits the maximum of 
variations. Further, he was careful to include in his interpretation 
of the novel, the understand :ing of techniques of campo sit ion. To dis-
18v. S. Pritchett , 11Daniel Defoe, 3J The English Novelists, ed. Derek 
Verschoyle (London: Chatto and vYindus, 1936), P• 62. 
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cover what an author makes of his subject matter is in a sense defining 
his novels. 
He viewed Defoe's fiction as epoch making--the introduction of 
reali5r.1 in the English novel. For$ he said., the novel as it evolved 
has to "exhibit life actually going on11 : 
To insist that a story must be plausible 
in its circumstances and incidents is 
but a small advance on the road to 
realism; it is to eschew ancient weak-
ness, but nOt to attain a new strength. 
1"•hen the novelist had acquired the art 
of' c onveying the illusion of life, he 
would be able to present the improbable 
and even the impossible -without infringing 
verisimilitude. Defoe and Swift were now 
demonstrating this$ and maki ng such a 
contribution to the technique of' realism 
as marks a great epoch in the history of 
the nove1.1c:1 
Baker saw Defoe 1 s fiction as a pivot from which to view the 
history of the evolution of the modern novel. Defoe recapitulated 
in the course of his miscellaneous output :lthe whole process by 
which, at various dates, historical writing, lives of celebrities 
narratives of travel •• , and other accounts of real or alleged facts," 
the novel evolved. Hence, into his biographical sketch of Defoe 
came the critical discussions of· his various works as they pointed 
toward his fiction. He could show the importance and relevance of 
his journalism and reporti ng in the pamphlets like 11Mrs. Veal, "The 
Storm, u and t he i mportance of the Scottish sojourn upon the early 
passages of Colonel Jacke 
Baker found the central theme in Defoe ~~s one characteristic of' 
bourgeois fiction int o our own tire: the 11 identification of goodness 
19Baker, The History of the English Novel, III (1929), P• 129. 
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and s elf-int e rest. 11 Such a theme was prominent in The Family Instructor 
and found its way into Richardson's Pamela. 
From this point , Baker's work becomes a substantial compendium 
of research in the Defoe novels. He reviews the tradition, le gends, 
and sources of each of the fictions as far as they are kno~~--deriving 
muc h from Aitken, Secord, Nicholson and B ernbaum. Mo st of this materi al 
I 
has been explored already in tl:1i s wor k. 
But Baker 's division of the wo r ks is inter e sting , sin ce he is 
first to c lassif'y them in terms of their primary sources. He found 
the early novels of adventure , Avery, Rob i n s on Crusoe, and Captain 
Singleton, of a piece in that their subject rre.tter is derived primarily 
from the travel book. A Journal of the Plague Year, the ltemoirs of a 
Caval ier, Colonel Jack, and Memoirs of Captain Carleton (1728) become 
historical fiction because of their debt to materials found in public 
histories and news accounts. The latter three narratives 
are alike in substance, giving attention 
chiefly to the larger features of the 
campaigns which could be found in printed 
records, and sett ing f orth their h ero's 
adventures i n the same styl e and with 
similar details.20 
Colonel J ack , hO'uever, could not be so exclusively defined; for 
it betrayed hints of an influence from the t r anslation of Le Sage's 
Gil Blas (1718) and was thus linked by Baker to the tra.dition of the 
picaresque . Again this work had elements of the criminal life which 
were the main s ources for Moll Flanders and The Fortunate Mistress .. 
Hence Ba ker concluded that Defoe's achievement was t o be found in a 
2DBaker, The His tory of the English Novel, III, P• 209. 
synthesis of actual fact vnth fictional reali~~. The method corr~on 
to all of his works of fiction made Defoe the first of modern novelistst 
Stories had been made up out of veritable 
facts, and skillful combinations of fact 
and fiction had been passed off a s valid 
history or biography, by both native and 
foreign writers. But these works lacked 
many of the chief constituents of fiction. 
PtObinson Crusoe, .although it was the out-
come of similar modes of composition, 
surpassed them ••• in the strength of the 
human element, i n the quality of the 
history that had been lived and lives 
again before us, tha t it may r eascnably 
be regarded as a different kind of work, 
as the first complete example of the 
modern novel. And beside it may be 
placed J\!,oll Flanders, Colonel Jacoue, 
and Roxana. 2l 
Baker t hought that Captain Singleton 11 stood apart11 from the 
average counterfeit travel book of the period; but that the historical 
fictions were of na kind of transition between pseudo-history or 
pseudo-biography and the historical fiction that pretends to be 
nothing else. '' 
In h is summary of Defoe 's achievements, Baker found that Defoe 
1brought about a revival of a popular literature by the use of 
v ernacular . The immediate appeal of the a ctual and the use of the 
colloquial developed a reading public. He found little connection 
·vd th literary tradi tiona; Defoe was simply a relator of edifying stories. 
His characters were all chips of himself come to life and lacked 
psycho logical depth. But Defoe created human histories. 
In George Sherburn's treat!'l.ent of Defoe i n Baugh's A Liter&.ry 
History o f England (1948), the author related Defoe's longer works 
21Baker, The Hi story of the Novel, III, PP• 223-4· 
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to his 11 journalism and his love of projects." Suggested relationships 
of Defoe Vii th tradition of the novel are indicated in the picaresque, 
11
used loosely" and the m.a.nua.l of piety. Of the latter, Sherburn said: 
I 
It is from. the manual of piety that 
Defoe acquired his moralizing tone--
which is hortatory rather than satir ic al . 
With types of the novel de stined to be 
popular in the century Defoe had less in 
comm:m than one might think; but, on the 
other hand, with the spontaneous, un-
sophisticated methods of narration, far 
more fundamental than the temporary 
fashions that sr~ped the novel ten years 
or more after his death, Defoe had a. 
great deal in comwon • . He lacks power 
over dorr.e stic emotions, and these were 
to be the stock in trade of sentimentalisms; 
but his gifts are more basic ally sound than 
theirs, and his influence will endure as 
long as theirs. He is perhaps more realistic 
than many of trem are; but he never seems to 
wo rry about the conscientious fabrication of 
real life : he is , like the true natural 
story-teller, content to create elaborate 
illusions of reality, and makes no attempt 
t o build up a. complete and authentic picture 
of Life for us. His stimulus--monetary 
returns apart --i s that of his century: 
appetite for reflection upon the man to man 
in a social world. The moral treatise thus 
becomes the positive pole in his fictional 
crea.tions; adventure becomes the negat ive 
pole.22 
While the literary and nov el histories were attempting to acc ount 
for the Defoe novels and provide · a cant inuous tradition in which they 
mi ght be viewed, special students of the novel were accounting f or 
Defoe's novels in the light of specific traditions . They offered con-
structive approaches from the point of view of romance traditions, 
· 221\.lbert c. Baugh, ed., A Literary History of England (New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1948), P • 856. 
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manner s novels~ c riminal lives ~ travel literature, and journalistic 
practices . The directions that these studie s were taking have been 
examined in the works of Minto and Lee (relation to journalism), 
in Aitken and Secord (re lati on t o tr avel li tera.ture ) , in Raleigh, 
Stephen, and Saintsbury (relation to the prose tradition), in Tieje 
(relation to the romance). T1.¥o other schols.rs of the twentieth 
century h ave made their influence felt in Defoe criticism because of 
their special interests indicated in their titles: Frank Chandler's 
The Literature of Roguery (1906) and Charlotte Morgan's The Rise of 
the Nove l of Manners (1911). 
It was Chandler ' s purpose to link Defoe vvi th the picaresque . He 
defined that form as 
the comic biography (or mor e rut obiography) 
of an anti-hero who make s his way in the 
world th r ough the service of masters, · 
satirizing their personal faults, as wel l 
as their trades and professions. I t 
possesses, therefore , two poles of interest--
one the rogue and h~s tricks; the other, the 
manners he pillori es.23 
~ -
It w&. s the eighteenth century, said Chandler, an 11 age of prose and 
observationn that produced the ,modern novel. Defoe did not belong so 
much to the picare sque t radition as to that of i:he modern real istic 
novel. For Chand ler pointed out he did not content himself with a stor y 
f or its o~~ make, but with one de s igned to incu l c ate a moral. He turned 
away from the Spanish and French mat eria l ft1 d manner and developed a 
native produc~ and manner rooted in ?hat Chandler called uan observation a l 
method . " 
23Fra.nk Chandler, The Liter a ture of Roguery, 2 vols. (Boston: Houghton, 
J. ifflin, 1907}, I, P• 5· 
His realistic temperament favored this. 
He vvrote for the moment to be r ead by 
the many. ~hen his work seems farthest 
rerr-oved from the present, as in the 
1 Journal of the Plague Year, " it is 
reportorial, and dependent upon current 
events, the threatened pest of 1722. 
Contemporary interest partially induced 
his criininal pamphlets, ' Crusoe, 11 the 
tales of rogues and adventurers, his 
didactic treatises for ser,rants, families, 
and tradesmen, his essays on projects and 
commerce, and even his dealings with the 
supernatural.24 
To Defoe the picaresque may not have offered much of content or 
aim; the evidence seEmed to point to the contrary. The desert island 
episode, the piratical careers, the moral passages, the superstitious 
and the supernatural elements were dist:inct der:;e.rtures. But Chandler 
thought that the picaresque form may in some way have offered Defoe a. 
means of organiz i ng his material. Defoe's letter in Applebee ' s Journal 
which de.scri bed the experiences of a woman blackmailed on account of 
her early return from a sentence of transportation may have offered the 
substance of Moll Flanders. But the idea of recasting the story into 
one of a wonan who indulged in every vice in the many strata. of middle 
and low life D'l..a.y have been suggested by the picaresque tradition. The 
romant ic , the adventurous, as well as t he rascality in various episodes 
of the adventure novels, had, as Chandler saw it, relation to element s 
in the pi caresque: the bizarre events and the differing habits of nations 
and classes. 
Captain Singleton, particularly, showed picaresque elements: 11 kid-
napped as a child, 1 sold to a gypsy , ;t enslaved by Algerine rovers, ' and 
24c:P..a.ndler, The Literature of Roguery, I, p. 286. 
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cabin-boy experiences on board a Portuguese trader. The (~uaker, 
William V'e.l ters v.ras, according to Chandler, straight from the tradition 
of t he picaresque: 
He is the drollest and driest of 
pirates, a brave, sensible, merciful 
fellow, solenmly wi tty , and of all 
Defoe's characters the one conceived 
with most humor.~ 
In Moll Flanders Cha1dler found that Defoe did not so much depart 
fram the picaresque tradition as alter it, in that he changed comi c 
and satirical fiction into one of character: 
He shcrwed the decline of a soul f r om 
innocence to knowledge, temptation, 
and sin, and then its rise, by virtue 
of repentance, from distress through 
honesty to prosperity and calm .. 26 
From this po i nt Chandler's discussion of Moll Flanders became a matter 
of justifying it as part of the picaresque tradition. He attempted to 
build the case f or her growth of moral character which gave it a dimen-
sian not kno~m to t he picaresque. Chandler pointed to the fact that 
Defoe built up moral growth in his selection of ex~ples. He apparently 
had not thought it worth while li to cull choicer frauds from the hundreds 
on record. 11 I n many cases he used examples that pointed up her 
clumsiness, or that gave him an opportunit y for examining her n~ntal and 
emotional anguish. In recounting Moll's first theft--the stealing of 
the necklace from the child--and her first business transaction vdth 
her governe ss, Defoe's emphasis seemed always upon the speculations 
resulting fr om moral conflict rather than Moll's cunning . Not only 
~Chandler, The Literature of Roguery, I, p. 289. 
26chandler, The Literature of Rogue~, I, p. 289. 
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did this mark a development from the picaresque, but Defoe's selective 
emphasis provided the story with a unity of purpose and character. 
Defoe had stated in his preface that he had suppressed unrelated 
material: the governess' story and that of the Lancashire husband. 
This Chandler might legitimately claim as a distinct advance from the 
picaresque of Kirkman and Head , whose work allowed for a number of 
intercalated tales and digressions. But the srume argument wight be 
advanced to provo that Defoe's work was a departure, different in 
intention , content, and structure from the picaresque, and derived 
• in fact from another tradition. But by choosing the course of the 
former argument, Chandler could conclude that "Defoe assailed not only 
the interpolated tale and auto biograph~, but also the extraneous homily. 
To his anti-heroine moral reflection was natural." 
A further departure from the Spanish-French picaresque v~s Defoe's 
treatment of love--a point which had been frequently c~mented upon so 
that it vnll not need discussion here. Chandle r admired the objectivity, 
the naturalness with lvhich the seduction and rrarriage scenes were handled. 
Chandler realized that his theory of Defoe's grafting of the 
character element upon the picare sque stem had its limitations. First, 
Defoe 11had no perception of fine shades of character or character 
development '1 ; and second, he had an unpleasant habit of arousing ex-
pectations for evex1ts wh i ch never too · plac or were dropped vdtho t 
fur ther discussion. Examples in point were Colonel j 'll.ck ' s unknown 
parentage and the th~ at of mutiny aboard the rascally captain's ship 
in the same book. The unresolved episode, the dangling suspense, was 
accounted a virtue by others in t.'l-J.at it had seemed mare life-like than 
the contrived plot, but Chandler was in accord with his own time in 
that he held structural unity a. virtue. 
Perhaps the only work of Defoe's that Chandler was unable to 
appreciate was The Fortt~te Mistress. He found it amoral and full 
of inconsistencies . He thought the passages on woman 's rights 
unnatural, her curiosity about the Jew 'Who was bla.clcmailL11g her 
unreasonable, her daughter's attempt to identi~ herself with Roxana, 
absurd. TI.!Iost telling, a.t least from a contemporary view, was Chandler's 
abhorrence of the scene in >mich Roxana forced her maidservant to bed 
with her (Roxana's ) lover so that Amy mig ht not be more virtuous than 
she. In an age of psychological explanation and absorption, Chandler 
might not have dismissed the scene so abruptly. 
He did, however, attempt to relate The Fortunate Mistress to the 
picaresque in that she passed from lover t o lover, a female surrogate 
to the pica.ro who passed from master to I!llster. But a definite relation 
he could not see. 
Chandler saw Noll Flanders a.s Defoe's masterpiece in the novel. 
Here, "his pr edilection for ethical studies made his thought pivot 
upon the moral quality of every act." But , contrary to subsequent as 
well a.s some earlier critics, he fotind no progressive development in 
Defoe: 
To have made Defoe's career as a 
novelist entirely rational , he 
should have begun v,i th :~:Roxana!! 
in ·which the incidents are every-
thing , then have advanced to "Colonel 
Jacque, 11 in which character begins 
to emerge, and have culminated in 
":Moll Flanders, t l in which character 
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becomes par~ount. 27 
tith Secord's r esearch before hi:r..~ Chandler might have been able to 
see the gradual emergence of fiction from fact; from the tie with 
travel literature to a semblance of plot and character. 
Despite his efforts to the contrary~ Chandler did more to 
evidence the separation of Defoe from the literary tradition of the 
picaresque than he did to explain the novels in terms of it. Every-
where he pointed, exceptions grew out of his rules. 
Charlotte I\1organ' s approach vre.s suggest ed in her title: The Rise 
of the Novel of Manners (1911). She limited herself to a study of the 
literary forms of fiction that led to the novel of manners in Samuel 
Ric hard son 1 s works. She saw that Defoe--and Bunyan for that matter--
fell outside the tradition which she was tracing. So she postulated 
a dichotomy in the tradition that led to the mid-eighteenth century 
novel. The first of these she called the literary fiction, defined as 
11written for a limited aristocratic public by authors consciously 
conforming to recognized canons, in order to attain certain artistic 
ends. j ; This tradition consisted of the romances, the anti-romances, 
the novel as defined by Congreve , and short tales of Aphra Behn and 
followers. 1'he other tradition she labelled the popular fiction, 
· written regardless of rules to catch the fancy of readers at large. 11 
It was fr om this tradition that Defoe drew his material. 
Defoe was thus pictured as a journalist 'Whose subjects were 
J.lalways opportune , his titles 'catchy,' his methods sensational, and 
his style colloquial. " She traced his apprenticeship from the years 
27Che.ndler, The Literature of Roguery, I, PP• 299-300. 
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of journalism, from " The Storm, 11 'Ihe Secret IIist ory of the October 
C II I' ~~ and J;cr s. Veal. · 'Ihen came the biography of Charles of Sweden, 
the continuation of the Turkish Spy, and the voyages of Raleigh. 
From these efforts came Defoe's skill in handling details, his 
cleverness in answering doubt s and misgivings, and his objective 
attitude. All paid off in Robinson Crusoe. 
Followine; late nineteenth century criticism of Defoe's lack of 
unity, Miss Morgan pointed to the success of the desert island episode, 
the problem of the solitary man at odds with his environment, the practical 
nature of Crusoe, and the memoir structure which 11 permi ts the hero to 
talk direct l y to the reader and gives an air of naturalness to the 
interpolated moralizations, explanations and running co!Ilrrle:nts on the 
past. 11 She also found in the didactic element, a clear and practical 
religious moral, which gave the trilogy of Robinson Crusoe a unity of a 
thematic sort; though the unity was best in the first _part. 
In none of his novels did she find evidence of a relationship 
to the picaresque tradition. Only the autobiographical structure off ered 
a self-evident basis for comparison. The sources of the lesser novels 
were undoubtedly to be found in narratives of adventure an~ in criminal 
biographies that formed the popular fiction of the times. Again, in 
contradistinction to Chandler, she f ound no distinct development of 
character from novel to novel, in any order that one may place them. 
All of Defo e 's novels were generalized portraits of 11 human nature. n 
But she saw in The Fortunate Mistress an effort to develop plot and it 
was, she thought, Defoe's most :rJstudied contribution to prose fiction'':. 
Although he seems to have tried to 
individualize Roxana, even to give 
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her peculiarly feminine traits, 
mannerisms, he failed to make her 
quite human. She is too calculating 
to make an appeal to our sympathies 
like the impulsive Moll Flanders. 
The minor characters are still more 
inconsistent and unnatural. Yet 
Roxana is a notable piece of work, 
for in it Defoe went a little higher 
in the social scale and thus came 
nearer to the novel of manners, and 
more important, attorrtpted the 11 cir-
cular plot, 11 which at this time was 
practically unkno~~ •••• 28 
Charlotte Morgan fotmd Defoe 1 s influence difficult to estimate. 
She percei-~d some kinship between the didactic dialogue and story 
content of Rel i gious Courtship and Richardson's multiple point of view 
of Clarissa Harlowe's distresses. She thought that Penelope Aubin's 
sentimental romances and Prevost's Cleveland showed evidence of Defoe's 
circ~~stantial method, but in the line of development of the novel of 
manners, Defoe contributed only suggestions: 
On the whole, Defoe's significance 
in the history of fiction over and 
above his actual contribution, rests 
not on the introduction of new forms 
or subjects, but on the perfecting of 
what was already in existence; and 
his influence ~~s reflected less in 
imitations than in the firm grasp, 
the more vigorous -style, and the 
greater naturalism, displayed in all 
forms of literature.29 
Morgan's estimate developed out of her interest in the novel of 
28charlotte Morgan, The Rise of the Novel of Manners: A Study of English 
Prose Fiction between 1600 and 1746 (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1911), P• 131. 
29Morgan, The Rise of the Novel of Manners, p. 135· 
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ma.m1ers. Her emphasis rested upon the structure of the novel and its 
growing complexity ~ithin the literary tradition. Her criticism was 
oriented to the assumption that Defoe was part of a different tradi-
tion and hence of minor importance to the novel of manners. Yet she 
recognized that his genius offered a distinct contribution in terms 
not of imitations~ but upon the whole tone of voice of the modern 
realistic noYel--an influence that was felt as the novel of manners 
began to include a recognition of the i~~ortance of circumstantial 
detail. 
V\hen McBurney's thesis was made available in 1948, it was clear 
that he owed a great deal to Char lotte Korgan for his conception of 
the development of the novel in the period 1700-1739. He did, how-
ever, attempt to account for all traditions uniformly so that Defoe's 
achievement takes on more significance. He found Defoe's work in fiction 
contrasted with other prominent fictionists of the day: Mrs. Manley 
and Mrs. Heywood; and examined the Defoe trademarks in Robinson Crusoe. 
He found them of three general kinds: the loose episodic structure~ 
literary habits drawn from his career as a journalist and aspects of 
style. 
Of the structure~ 1 cBurney remarked: 
In this si~ple autobiographical progression 
of events the disproportionate detail of 
island episode and the anti-clim~ic quality 
of the Pyrenn~ adventures stand out as 
characteristic features of his narrative 
method, and may be noted in his later works 
as well as in the novels of his imitators.30 
30Mc Burney, 11 Formative Influences , 11 p. 143. 
Defoe 1 s literary habits might be listed as follows: the ''intuitive 
prediction, ~ the use of the supernatural in dreams and visions, the 
coincidence 1 the 11 deliberate paradox and contradiction of his readers 
preconceptions 1 J l the insertion of circumstantial detail and the variety 
of authenticating phrases. These. McBurney was at pains to show came 
from earlier journalism and pamphleteering phases of Defoe's career, 
and were eminent qualifications for a. period in which 11 the prose fiction 
suffered a temporary set-back as a publisher's comi:nodity, there was an 
undiminished and even expanding market for travel books, •• for religious 
tracts, economic pamphlets, political lampoons, and for news sheets of 
all kinds."31 
In his novels, kcBurney 'Wml.t on, Defoe's style was characterized 
by the "easy, plain, and familiar; but this did not mean that his 
style had the economy and incisiveness of &vvift 1 s plain diction. H 
It suited the purposes of the great segment of the middle and even 
lower class readers and suggested that while Defoe lacked the deftness 
of usage that characterized the Tatler, it was 11 erroneous to say that 
Defoe had no literary ambition and so no literary notions of style~ as 
Leavis had inferred. It W i.>.S perhaps fairer to say that 11 he had no 
novelistic ambitions and so no novelistic notions of style. ~ In this 
way he avoided t he temptation of conventional diction, set descriptions 
of nature, the allusions and metaphor that characterized the productions 
of l!lanley, Barker and Heywood. 
In view of this observation, McBurney defined the fiction of Defoe 
as " long, according to contemporary fictional standards; all retained 
3~!cBurney, 11 Formative Influences, H P• 138. 
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the original autobiographical narrative devices and were without chapter 
division, although each contained two main parts." 
The structure of all ••• was generally 
that of a simple succession of incidents, 
for the ~ost part, in chronological 
order. As in the case of Crusoe's 
island sojourn, Singleton's African 
explorations expanded beyond the length 
originally planned during actual composi-
tion. Defoe's use of episodic structure 
was seen most plainly in Colonel Jack in 
which he combined previous -themes, the 
first volume had elements of thievery 
and colonial adventures reminiscent of 
Moll Flanders, while the second volume 
combined military campaigns and matri-
monial di f ferences resembling :Memoirs of 
a Cavalier and Moll Flanders respectively, 
and concluded with a section on trade 
with Spanish colonies which reflected 
Crusoe,! s Brazilian success and fore-
shadowed A New Voyage Round the World.32 
In Noll Flanders and Colonel Jack Defoe turned his attention to 
social ills and their solutions. The former work was the first of 
Defoe's to approach according to McBurney the structural unity of 
contemporary novels which became more pronounced in The Fortunate 
Mistress. It came closest to the "fusion of his realistic It6thod with 
subject matter of currently popular roman galant. 1 Though it adhered 
to the tvm part formula of the previous works, The Fortunate Mistress 
indicated some effort to develop dramatic events, to maintain suspense, 
and offer some development in minor characters. ·such a move was away 
from the direction of the emphasis upon the variety of adventures 
characteristic of other novels. McBurney accounted for the failure of 
t his work in its time for the reason that Defoe's analytic novel was 
3~icBurney, 11 Formative Influences/' p. 100. 
11 evidently too far advanced for the fiction reading public, 11 which 
was not ready to appreciate realism unrelieved by morality. 
li cBurney concluded from the evidence of the prefaces, from the 
forms concurrent with Defoe, and the conditions of publication that the 
view of Defoe as a conscious novelist is overstated, particularly the 
view of hirr as the spokesman of the middle class in the novel. He 
agreed with H.os s that his achievement was more to be vieVTed as one in 
which the ability to assess and develop current interests in his 
readers ended in his writing something like the novel. 
In the three biographies of the modern period that have emerged as 
the most significant on Defoe, the first partook of the nature of the 
special study. This was William Trent's Daniel Defoe: How to Know Him 
(1916). A bio grapher and collector of Defoe material, Trent attempted 
to assi~late the collective views of the whole man through his 
writings. Henry fuorley's edition of The Earlier Life and The Chief 
Earlier Works of Daniel Defoe (1889) may have suggested a pattern of 
organization to Trent; for he made his teilCt an anthology of selections 
designed to illustrate Defoe's gro~th as a \vriter and to r eflect his 
varied int erests as a figure i n the Augustan world. 
He attempted to cover the wide range of subject matter to which 
Defoe devoted himself: religious and political writings, prose and 
verse, the satires, the his tor ie s, economic studies, the travels, 
and the news reporting. The task was self-defeating, since a. fair 
selection would have been beyond the scope of a. modest volume. But 
on the whole, Trent deserved credit for attempting it, and the selections 
were catholic enough to impress the reader with the wide range of subject 
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matter included in Defoe's canon. It succeeded as well to make the 
point that Robinson Crusoe and the novels in general were only a 
minor part of the man' s achievem.ent. And a s a result of the anthology, 
the r eader could see that the novels themselves grew upon the substrata. 
of Defoe's wide r eading and experience, his journalism particularly, his 
knowledge of current events, of h i storical legend, popular superstition, 
rumors, local topography, and political ~achinery. In his time, indeed 
in any time , such a grasp as Defoe had of his language, history, geography, 
and political philosophy would seem staggering. 
"V ith the r estricted popular view in mind, 'l'rent attempted to r evise 
t he estimate that is no doubt still firmly entrenched: 
The Defoe that is known to the modern 
reader is the Defoe of the five years 
1719-1724, •• ~nd of the productions of 
those years] of these eleven volumes ••• 
only one, the third part of Robinson 
Crusoe has more or less dropped out of 
sight ; t wo--the first and second part 
of Robinson Crusoe--have attained world-
wide fame; the rest vary considerably in 
reputat i on and the number of readers 
secured, but all of them save perhaps 
t he l ast [ A New Voyage Round the WorldJ, 
have been warmly praised by admirers; 
at least one--A Journal of the Plague 
Year--has been gen erally accepted as 
an English classic; one--Captain 
Singleton--has lately been regarded by 
readers as one of the best stories of 
adventure extant, and one--Moll Flanders 
--although eschewed by many persons on 
account of its coarseness, has been 
pr aised by competent critics, native and 
foreign, as a masterpi ece of r ealistic 
fi ction .33 
33 illiam P. Trent , Daniel Defoe: How to Know Him (Indianapolis: 
Bobbs L~errill , 1916), PP• 173-4. 
In his appraisal of the individual works~ Trent tended to be 
conservative. He placed Robinson Crusoe at the head of the Defoe canon, 
but lavished upon it extreme praise: "the most life-like and interesting 
story of adventure that has been written in Eng lish. !! Its t heme was a 
world theme , not a national nor a racial one as some reviewers had claimed. 
Its popul a rity could be accounted f or by the 11 life-like realism/' not by 
its structural unity nor its characterization. The island portion of the 
story wa s the crucia l episode and its theme ·had· sta.tednhow a weak and 
solitary man struggles successfully with the pitiless and seemingly 
unconquerable forces of nature. 11 Defoe's characterization of' Crusoe "Nas 
that of an ordina ry 1J1..an, 11a rather ignorant adventurer of no very high 
character or exceptional endowments. lf Such a. picture gave the wor k its 
universality , said Trent; in fact , '1comparable in its universality to 
that ma de by the greatest poems of the world . n 
His sympathetic interest, his homely 
style, his r e alistic pov.-er, his selec-
tion of a the1J1£ of universal appeal, 
these features, taken in conjunction 
with the pract ice of twenty years of 
journalism and mi scellaneous writing 
had given hLm. in narration and descrip-
tion explain in part Dyfoe's success in 
the field of fiction.34 
Further, the success of F~binson Crusoe was largely responsible 
for Defoe 's being called the father of t he Engl ish novel; but Trent 
meant that he headed the tradition in the sense~ 11 tha. t he was the first 
Englishman to write a truly r eadable, widely circulated, and permanently 
valuabl e prose story dealing with secular human life. 11 
Two of the three selections tha.t Trent chose to anthologize dealt 
34-rrent, Daniel Defoe: How to Kno"Jr Him, P• 189. 
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with the t heme of loneliness: t he parrot calling 'Poor Rob:in Crusoer: 
and the disc overy of the footprint in the sand. Both of these were ch osen 
by Lu is Bunuel, the director of a :Mexican-made motion picture Ro.binson 
Crus oe , 1954 to intensify his sense of the theme of loneline ss p ictoria lly. 
The thi r d selection indicat ed the ingenuity of the Defoe character in 
the descr i pt ior:. of Will Atkins' ba sket house. 
His achievement a s the fat her of the English novel was reinf orced 
b y late r ><ork s. I n the Eemoirs of a Cavalier he became an historica l 
novelist of some inventiveness; in Capta in Sipgleton he becwme a man of 
'' democrati c intui tion, in his appreciation of the capaciti e s le.tent in 
the man of humble ori gin" ; particularly, in the crude but develo ping 
sense of character revealed in the portrait of 'William 'V;a. lters. In A 
Journa l of t he Plague Year, Trent found ''the unplea sant realis:rrt of De foe 
l:ad r e ached a peak; it made of Defoe 'the descriptiv e artist. Jl 
Though he would not recommend an indiscrin,inate perusal of Noll 
Flanders--Trent offered no selections in his anthology--he ca lled it a 
mast erpiece of r ea. lis.m in the revelation of the London underworld of the 
eighte en th century. Colonel Jack was more than anything else an inf erior 
II . 
version of koll Flanders, b ut showed some command of pathos and a 
sympathy with children. 11 The Fortunate Mistress was th3 mo st complicated 
of Defoe's work s of fiction in that it attempted to manipulate plot and 
create a sense of social history. 
Trent was on the whole an example of the special scholar. He 
ama s s e d a huge collection of Defoe materials (now housed in the Boston 
Public Libr ary), an a rticle on him for the Encyclop edia Americana, and 
a chapter on the ''Newspa per and the J.ITovel " for the Cambridge History of 
En glish Liter ature. Since these articles continue to appear in later 
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editions of these bibliographic works., Trent's views have enormous 
influence and may be considered to be orthodox. 
I n the years following Trent's biographies, two irrportant students 
of the eighteenth century, James Sutherland and Paul Dottin, have ~Titten 
i mportant biographies.35 Both biographers devoted several chapters to 
the novels, indeed, considered his novels one of the main reasons for 
continued interest in Defoe. Both began by remarking that the fame of 
P~binson Crusoe had obscured the amazing life of its author. They asserted 
that the biography was a challenge becam:e of the complexity of his nature. 
Paul Dottin wrote his Daniel Defoe et ses romans (1925) but the 
translation of his ·work by Louise Hagan called The Life and Strange . and 
Surprising Adventures of Daniel Defoe circulated widely ~hen it appeared 
in 1929 i n English. Sutherland himself credited Dottin for many inter-
pretations, and his work, Defoe (1938} has recently enjoyed a second 
edition (1952). 
As mi ght have been inferred in the English translation of the title, 
Dottin attempted in his biography to create a picture of Defoe in a manner 
simila r to Defoe's accretive and assin~lative method. 
r orking wit h the sa:rr:e magic tools that 
the ~nglish realist employed, I too, 
have endeavonred to re--create life, 
conjuring up the whole pageantry of the 
l ate Seventeenth and early Eighteenth cen-
turies in order to make De Foe live again 
in the midst of his contemporaries and 
against his own background. F'ro:m the 
pages of journals and pamphlets that Defoe 
himself read, from such older and more 
intLmate :b.istorians as Thoyras, OldJnixon, 
35 Bonamy Dobr~e, Daniel Defoe (1949) and William Freeman, The Incredible 
Defoe (1952) have both written recent biographies. Neither offers a 
point of vi ew that v.ras deemed significant for inel us ion at this titre. 
------ - - -
8:)1 
and Boyer, I have been able to 
catch the very spirit of the times.36 
Thus, Dottin moved swiftly into the realm of inference that Suther-
land would not permit himself. Dottin asswned a meet:lng of Defoe with 
tha t i brutal, more dissipated, and n:ore morose" Hobinson Crusoe (Selkirk) 
and the latter's creator, suggested that Lafoe might have planned a 
treatise on solitude anticipate d by Steele's paper in The ~nglishma.n, 
and that he consulted a Captain Thomas Eowry's maps of Selkirk's island. 
Further , he a rgued that Defoe thereupon conscientiously re-worked the 
legend . In doing so, he selected an area little known at the time, but 
where t here ~a s thought to be an archipelago and made it parallel to the 
environment of Selkirk; Juan Fernandez. The archipelago, said Dottin, 
may easily have come from Sir 'WEt lter Raleigh's account of Guinea. Thus, 
navigat iona.l and environmental errors might in their till'e be concealed 
by t he l a c k of corrrrnon knowledge current on the South American coast. 
1'hen, on this structure of possibilities and probabilities Dottin 
built his own narrative, of' the composition of Robinson Crusoe. He 
f urther t r a ced the course of the book's success with an equal sense of 
the dramatic. He pictured Defoe's fight witb pira.t eers and abridgers, 
and finally the author's boredom with old Hobin son. He suggested the 
tradition of i1J1ita.tions dev eloped by McBurney in the vogue of Robinsoniads: 
Quarll's The Hermit (1727) and Peter Wilkins (1750). Later works, he 
said, failed because they were unable to combine in the same measure 
both the marvelous and the realistic as the original work had. 
36paul Dottin, Stran e Surprizin Adventures of Daniel 
De Foe, trans. Louise 
No imitation or variation has been 
able permanently to take the place 
of the original. Its appeal has 
been so general that it has been 
translated into every written language 
and has been accepted as part of the 
literary background of all civilized 
nat ions of Europe as well as Puritan 
America and the Anglo-Saxon world in 
..l other lands.37 
However~ he noted that attempts to dramatize the work had failed~- except 
in vaudeville sketches, pantomime stunts, and ballets. Defoe's hurndrum 
reality did not take to the stage except when it ~~s made into melodrama. 
An example could be found in Guilbe r t de Pixerecourt' s :' Shakespeare of 
the Boulevardsu (1805) . 
Dottin's analysis of the Robinson character followed the pattern we 
have seen in earlier criticism. Crusoe was a business man: 11 he was 
given to making lists of things. rf 
If he was debating some important question; 
su0h as, nShould I consider myself a victim 
or a favorite of Destiny? rr he would draw 
up two columns; on one side list his assets, 
or the advantages that the Lord had given 
him in his solitary life; on the other his 
liabilities •••• 38 
In addition, he ?.ra.s '' a good organizer 11 of projects with a love of' 
detail t hat made him consistently literal minded. He 11 could see no 
reasons for going into ecstacies over some winged denizen of the woods 
without first ascertaining whether it wouln be better broi]ed or roasted. ~ 
Aboutihe work;' s assets~ Dottin was exuberant. Crusoe's Si!!'p licity~ 
frankness, modesty , and piety were praised as consistent in character of 
37Dottin, The Life, ' p. 208. 
38Dottin~ The Life ~ pp. 208-209. 
r;a middle . class type 11 t he hardworking business man. Of the book as a 
whole Dottin saw virtue in its lack of structure ("like life"), in its 
circumstantial detail, and in its simple style, 11 stripped of artistry. '1 
Its faults lay in Defoe's purpose of informing and instructing the lower 
classes on principles of ethics and religion. Defoe's humor, he found, 
was broad; though there was an occasional hint of wit, especially in his 
contrasting portraits of the mild Spanish priest and the wicked English-
man. Such a tolerant view of foreigners ~~s sure to earn Defoe a scolding 
from his straightforward nationalist readers. It did come immediately 
from Gil don. 
Some of the faults were a product of Defoe's haste in composition: 
the fre quent repetitions, anticipations, retrospective asides, contra-
dictions, and inaccuracies. In the theme Dottin found Defoe's most 
serious flaw: 
In fact the underlying t heme of the novel 
may be seriously questioned; a. man, after 
twenty years of soli tude would either 
have gone crazy or reverted to his savage 
nature.39 
In accounting for Defoe's place in the history of the novel, 
Dottin did not accept the modern view that the pattern of Defoe's 
other works was · rooted in the novels of adventure. Old notes, false 
authentications, endless detail provided the accepted formula of the 
modern historical romance in Memoirs of a. Cavalier: Jla central character, 
more or less fictitious, in the midst of circumstances and events that 
hold pretty closely to actual fact. 11 FU.rth.er Captain Singleton was 
called a novel of adventure based upon the popular creation of the hero-
39Dottin, The Life , p. 212. 
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buccaneer. For Dottin, this ·was a failure. Other than the character 
of l~Villiam the Quaker, it was both "monotonous and lifeless. 11 
And he attributed the success of the Spanish picaresque in English 
translation as the responsible agent for Moll Flanders. The adaptation 
of this older for iP to an Engli s h picara, said Dottin, led to a new 
success. The difference between the older form and Defoe's version lay 
in Moll's humanity--in the use of necessity to explain her chare.cter. 
'Of course, 11 Dottin explained , 1 fastidious Victorian England, •• 
closed its eyes ••• 11 to Moll. But the book had a vogue in France after 
the naturalists , particularly after its translation by Marcel Schwab. 
Its vitality reasserted itself in England by the turn of the century 
and it 1now holcis a pla ce almost as secure as that of Robinson Crusoe. 11 
After ~.loll Flanders , Defoe alternated between the historical 
romance, A J ournal of the Plague Year and the picaresque, Colonel Jack. 
The former Dottin dubbed "a masterp iece of realisn:, 1 while the latter 
contained in its earlier portions uthe finest pages De Foe ever ·wrote. 11 
But his greatest achievement in the novel was his The Fortunate Mistress, 
which grew out of his interest in the picaresque, and only the fact that 
it was incomplete prevented it from being a great novel: 
No brief survey can do justice to the 
dramatic intensity of certain scenes. 
It shows great progress in De Foe 's 
art as a novelist; he is now more at 
ease in handling his characters, leads 
up to events more smoothly, and has in 
the charac t er of his heroine, with her 
daring theories of free love, her 
coquetry, and her inordinate ambition, 
drawn a strangely vivid, almost modern 
woman •••• Unfortunately, the book, written 
· little by little ••• is particularly marr ed 
by its many gross anachroniS.ms •••• 4o 
LpDottin, The Life, p. 224. 
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De spite his enthusiasm for Defoe's novels, Dottin ended his 
discussion of the novels by attributing to the characters Moll, Jack, 
Roxana, and Rob inson the personality of Defoe. Al l remain aspects of 
the author's personality. Dottin's hierarchy of achievement had 
Rob inson Crusoe as the chef d'<?euvre; The Fortunate l~ii strass as the most 
i rr.portant historically in the deve lopment of the novel. 
In Sutherland's biography, Defoe (1938).., the study of the novels 
was directed toward an understanding of the milieu. Sutherland indicated 
that Defoe's ability to assess his reader's tastes was one of the major 
reasons for the a ppearance of his fiction. One must be aware, he pointed 
out, that ;: for a n author ·who had engaged successfully in political and 
religious controversy to turn his hand to tales of adventure was ••• a sign 
of social, i f not indeed intellectual decay. "41 
Defoe's reade :r ship must therefore be analyzed . It was composed of 
the small shopkeeper, the artisan, the publican, the footman and the 
se~ring girls, soldiers and sailors--all of the public of the day who 
were literate , but did not r ead much. Sutherland clearly believed that 
Defoe was 11reaching a new public; it might be said that he was creating 
one • 11 ·~ore accomplished writers like Pope and Swift were , though they 
were ~Titing in an orthodox literary tradition, uneasy in their contempt 
of Defoe 's ab ilities: 
lib one thought of taking Defoe ' s story 
seriously as literature; the gentleman 
and scholar affected to despise it, the 
book-collector and the university pro-
fessor were not to appear until much 
later. But if Defoe's public was drawn 
41James Sutherlan d, Defoe (Philadelphia: Lippincott Co., 1938), p. 228. 
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chiefl;y fro:rn the middle and lower classes, 
t :1at public had got an epic entirely after 
its ovm heart, wit h a hero it could under-
stand, and ad:rnire because he was taken 
from its ~n ranks . Crusoe may be all 
mankind in difficulties, but he is f irst 
of all an Bnglishman of the lower yt~ddle 
cla sses making the best of things.~ 
In keeping with the general impression of Defoe as a skillful and 
careful a ppraiser of the literary den~nds of his age, Sutherland rejected 
the notion that Defoe stumbled upon a new popular form of literature. 
Defoe, he said, avoided the mistakes of early prototypes of Crusoe by 
giving him. enough material with which to 11 build up a new life • .u The 
enjoyment of reading Robinson Crusoe does not come f rom the dis covery of 
aids and L~plements so much as it comes from being compelled 
t o face up to all sorts of physical 
probl ems that civilized man has long 
forgotten. It is in some sense to 
retrace the history of the race; it 
is certe.inly to look ae;ain with the 
uns poilt eyes of childhood on many 
t h ings t hat one had long since ceased 
to notice at all.43 
A ~opular theory of nineteenth century that accounted f or the 
longevity of interest in Robinson Crusoe was to see in the tit le 
cha r act er the archtype of the En glish middle class. Sutherland considered 
this po i nt; 1 Crusoe is sirrply, like his crea tor, a practical , level-
headed, intelligent, and r esolute Englishman. ~ But to account for Crusoe 's 
su~ cess re quired more than the archtype theory; Defoe succeeded in 
touching basic themes in human nature-- '' the human delight in rna h.'i.ng t h ings. •l 
Sutherland quoted passages from scenes in which Crusoe attempts to make 
42s utherland, Defoe, pp. 230-231. 
43sutherland, Defoe, p. 231. 
po t tery , in which Crusoe makes an umbrella, and finally the ironic 
scene in which Crusoe finishes a boat which he cannot bring down to 
the sea. 'these play upon the universal pl easure one receives from 
the unexpected discovery, the pride in ownership, the pleasures of 
"play ing a t house. 11 The world of imaginings becomes saturated with the 
world of everyday happenings. 
Such univer sals are reflected from the point of view of the trades-
man; but this does not detract from their universality. True it was that 
the world's goods fascinated Defoe, 
and in his fiction he was to stroke 
and h andle imaginatively those colllm)dities 
that as a merchant he had once ac·liually 
dealt in.44 
But in Crusoe at least, if not in others of his novels , Defoe succeeded 
in making the particular view become the universal. 
In his at tempt to place the novels in some tradition, Suther land 
returned to t h e social milieu r athe r than attempt to rel ate them to 
literary forms . He continued to explain the works as an effort to 
universalize inner needs of the man as a tradesrr:a.n. Moll and Roxana 
were n ot developed as they might be in a.m.orous novels, but as professional 
women, who were systematizing the world within the limits of the !l'..arket 
t hat the vrorld offered to them. 
Structurally, Defoe founded the organization of his greatest novels, 
Robinson Crusoe and 1~ Journal of the P lague Yea_r_, in the chronology of 
events within g iven situations, which, generally, kept them from being 
overly di gressive. In the rogue histories Defoe worked the novel from 
44sutherland, De foe, p. 239. 
sketches he had prepared for Applebee's Journal into full length lives; 
in his historical narratives he re-rendered records and data according 
to the chronology of events. 
In the final passages of his discussion, Sutherland traced the growth 
of the Def oe novel from the Review and the moral handbook, indicating a 
close tie betw~ en the journalist and novelist. He pointed to the bits 
of imaginative dialogue t hat flavored his news stories, the occasional 
creations of character and the hint of plot that was found in The 
Family Ins~ructor. In all of Defoe 1 s activities the the~ appeared to 
be a strang love for i mper sonation, of playing parts, of fabricating 
secret lives and incognitoes. The novels were seen to be extensions 
of this practice: 
Of all his iirpersonation s, or creations, 
the one who comes closest to Daniel Defoe 
is perhaps the saddler in his Journal of 
the Pl~gue Year. Here he is attempting 
less disguise; the saddler belongs to the 
same class, the same sex, and the same 
mora l order as Defoe hiw$elf. But one 
suspects, too, that there vras a good deal 
of him in Moll Flanders. She has the 
jolly facetious air that Defoe so often 
assumed in the most rigorous years of 
his Review; ••• she is thoroughly human. 
The writer of The Family Instructor ••• 
might be merely a prig or a hypocrite; 
but the author of loll Flanders has 
proved his humani ty.45 
It was one of Defoe's i mpersonations to be t he preacher, the 
moralizer . In this Sutherland fo1md hi'Tl. sincere except when he pre-
tended t hat the ''lewd parts '' were ·wrung from him. These, the biographer 
45sutherland, Defoe, pp. 244-245. The idea for the theory of imper-
sonat ion caiTe, as Sutherland reiTarked, f rom Rudolf: · G. Strumm's article 
in the Philological Quarterly, Vol. X.'0/ (1936), PP • 225-6. 
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insisted came f rom Defoe's desire rrto contemplate human life, to-v.atch 
the progress of the human soul, the ebb and flow of worldly prosperity. ~~ 
It was Defoe's interest in human conduct in conflict with necessity 
that brought him to a description of vJhtl.t the nineteenth century called 
' low life. '' 
Another aspect of Defoe's novels 1 often dismissed by crit;i.cs of 
Defoe, wa s his capacity for Lmaginative insight , the ability to capture 
feelings an d errot ions that were in keeping with the character. Suther-
la."'ld stressed this aspect as part of Defoe's greatness e.s a writer: 
Significantly, many of his tender passages 
are the outcome of a touching display of 
gratitude--an emotion which he certa inly 
under stood well--and more especially the 
gratitude of simple, faithful creatures, 
like an Friday, or the negro l'iouchat in 
Colonel J ack. But there is ·also genuine 
feeling in Moll's passion for her first 
lover and in her fondness for her highwayman 
husband, and more surprisingly, at the close 
of Captain Singleton, where the hardened 
sinner 'iiilliam ••• receives a letter from his 
sister in London ••• that little bill for 
five pounds upon an English merchant in 
Venice is per1:aps the poignant circumstance 
in the whole range of Defoe's fiction.45a 
The emphasis of the three biographies ~as inevitably that of placing 
the man in his period and explaining the works in terms of the biographi-
cal portrait of the man. Trent and Sutherland stre ssed the i mportance 
of earlier activitie s and the social milieu rather than the analysis of 
t he text itself. To find more extended commentary upon particular 
works , it is necessary to turn to the periodical and occasional essay. 
Here caD be found some of the dominant themes in Defoe criticism 
45asutherland, De foe, P• 245· 
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as well as reflections of personal taste in the novel. Since the 
literature has been abundant, the material to be discussed has been 
limited to five extended essays which indicate modern interpretations. 
After a brief glance at the bibliographic material, the remainder of 
the chapter will be devoted to the views of Masefield, E. M. F'orster, 
Dorothy Van Ghent , and Benjamin Boyce. 
The scholarly literature of the period numbers some sixty 
articles, many of mich have been mentioned i n the notes or the text of 
this st udy and are included in the Bibliography. They come from the 
literary descendants of the Athenaeum, Academy, and the Edinburgh RevieVl 
of the previous century. In The Publications of the Modern Language 
Association, Engli sche Studien, the Philological Quarterly--to name only 
a few of the university inspired periodicals--Defoe students like Burch, 
Moore, Secord, Sutherland., and Payne have made contributions . The work 
in most of these articles is isolated and fragmentary or in the nature 
of reviews of studies already discussed in the text of this study; and 
therefore, offered little by way of a theme for the student of the novel. 
A sa~pling of these articles might serve as an index to the kinds 
of studies that were and are being undertaken. A reviewer of Aitken's 
work in the Critic (1895) took issue with the idea that Defoe's hasty 
method of composition was responsible for Defoe's achievement of the 
verisimilar; and, in the manner of Lee and 'VI right, defended the artful 
and calculated rat.her than the artless nethod of composition . In 
Century Magazine (1899) under the heading 'The fil:s.king of Robinson Crusoe ,'1 
the Selkirk-Defoe relationship was raked over the coals netting only 
ashes. Academy in the same year offered an article on Defoe 's ability 
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to create ''A Masterl;r Lieu in t he man.ne r of Stephen and Minto. E. A. 
Baker , who attempted to i nterpret Defoe as a sociological novelist in 
the same magazine, saw Captain Singleton, Moll Flanders, The Fortunate 
~.1 istrees , and Colonel Jack as effo rts to instruct upon or crit icize 
ei ghteenth century dispensations and conventions of social life. Later 
(1906-7) i n The Bookman , Saintsbury attacked the general premise advanced 
by Baker t hat Moll Flanders and The Fortunate Mistress had a direct 
influence upon t he school of French naturalists and realist s particula rly 
de Maupassant and Mirabeau. There was only the barest possibil ity of 
an indir ect influence, he said. 
In the t wenti es and thirties Dot tin and Secord46 became prominent 
contributors to the learned journals. Their general views have been 
discuss ed . In the same period, Hastings, Trent and Hutchins47 were 
gathering and publishing data on little known works of Defoe or pointing 
t o errors and i nconsistencies in the variant editions of the texts. In 
t he t hirties and fo r ties, John R. Moore offered studies of Defoe 's u se 
of personal experience, the character of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, 
46paul Dottin's two chief works on Defoe : The Life and Robinson Crusoe 
~xamin'd and Criticis' d have been discussed. Two minor articles 
rtDefoe et la France" and "Les sources de la Roxana de Daniel De Foe 11 
are of tangential i mportance . The latter makes the case that the 
career of .Mrs. Elizabeth Barry may have suggested the character of 
Roxana. I n addit i on t o many reviews of critical studies on Defoe, 
Secord ha s published 01 Defo e 1 s Roxa~ and the Grammont :'ennirs. n 
47v~illiam T. Hast ings , 'Errors and Inconsistencies in Defoe's 
Rob inson Crusoe, 11 M.LN, XXITII (1912), 161-166 . Henry c. Hutchins, 
Robinson Crusoe an~ts Printing 1719-1731 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1928). William P. Trent, 11 Bibliographical Notes 
on Defoe , 11 The Nation , June 6, 19J7, 515-518 . 
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a discussion of Defoe's economic theory and a study Which placed 
Robert Drury's Journal in the canon of Defoe's biographical works. 
Others of Moore's studies included parallels between Dickens and 
Defoe and Scott and Defoe.47a Charles E. Burch, whose bibliographical 
attempt t o arrange Defoe criticism in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries was of great use to his study contributed an article entitled 
,; The Jioral Elements in Defoe 1 s Fiction !I (The London Quarterly and 
Holbein Review, CLXII, 1937) . 
~ditions of Defoe's works appeared in England and America . 
George !v.ca.ynadier, The Works of Danie l De.foe in sixteen volume~ appeared 
in 1903-4 and 1905. His work .followed the pattern set by Aitken , and 
dealt mainly with the fiction and more famous prose pieces. The most 
recent partial collection o.f Defoe appeared in 1927-8: The Shakespeare 
Head Edition of the Novels and Selected writings in 12 volumes . 
Of the single works, Robinson Crusoe surpassed them all in the 
number of publications. Recorded in Cumulat ive Book Index are seventy-
eight edit ions exclusive of those which appeared in collections or were 
designed and rearranged for children. Defoe's second masterpiece, A 
Journal numbered only seven editions. However, Moll Flanders and The 
47aJohn R. Moore has suggested many possible sources for Defoe ' s fiction. 
He has as well attempted to link him with later novelists. For full 
discussion see his art i cles .uThe Character of Daniel Defoe 1; RES, XIV 
(1938}; 11 Defoe and Scott , 11 ~!LA, LVI2 (191!1), J'Defoa, Selkirk;-and John 
Atkins , 11 Notes and Queries, CLXXIX (19i.JO ) ; nDefoe, Stevenson, and the 
Pirates," ELH, X (1943); and "Defoe's Use of Per sonal Experience in 
Colonel Jacque , n MLN , LIV (1939). These themes are also to be found 
in two volumes of'eritic al stud~: De.fo e in the Pillory and Other Studies 
(Indi ana University Press, 1939) and Defoe' s Sour ces for RObert Drury's 
J ournal (Indiana University Press, 1943). 
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Fort unate Mistress, now in unexpurgated editions, enjoyed minor vogues; 
the former has had fourteen printings, the latter, eight. Colonel Jack, 
Captain Singleton, and Metooirs have been less fortunate . Only the first 
has enjoyed a recent edition (1952). It would seem that ihey had fallen 
into relative obscurity and are no longer enjoyed on a popular level. 
Of the essays in this period that of John Masefield, which 
appeared in 1909, is significant since it represented an extensive 
co~~nt by a creative writer in the period. Though Defoe appeared to 
be much read, major novelists were on the whole curiously silent. A 
biographer of Thomas Hardy remarked that he was said to have studied 
Defoe's style as a model of 1nglish prose. Stevenson's letters show 
that he was enthusiastic about Defoe 's fiction , particularly Colonel 
Jack : "I reviewed Colonel Jack with ecstasy, the first part is as much 
superior to Robinson Crusoe as Robinson Crusoe is to the inland voyage 11 
(Letters of Stevenson, 1884). 
Masefield, however, devoted the substance of an article in The 
,F'ortni p;htly Review (1909) to ·"'Daniel Defoe • 11 Here, Masefield attempted 
to explain Defoe's choice of subject matter and method of composition 
in connection with the rising spirit of bourgeois materialism in the 
early eighteenth century: 
Almost all his best rom~nces are concerned 
wi th traders or with their natur al enemies, 
such as pirates and shoplifters . His moral 
j udgments are delivered in a profit and loss 
account. His bad souls attain gr~ce by 
becoming traders like the saved.~ 
4BJohn Masefield, 11 Daniel Defoe, a The Fortnightly Review, LXXXV, 
new ser. (190 9), P• 66. 
The study of the trader and his enviromnent was limited, cont:inued 
il!:asefield, to IMn' s industry. Hence, it desensitized Defoe 1 s approach 
to beauty and sense of form. This included Defoe's attitude toward 
women which must have been an unhappy one--a point of view ~hich led 
inconsequently to the conclusion that Defoe was Tl'not an artist": 
Probably he regarded his romances as 
the least serious of a long and busy 
life •••• It is very hard to read a 
Defoe s tory beyond its ha 1 f'way page , 
no tm.ttar how real the first half may 
be. Second ••• he is not interested in 
his characters, nor indeed in character, 
as a serious writer, in love ~~th life, 
necessarily is. It is the failure to 
apprehend the possibilities of character 
and the glory and variety of life which 
makes the ends of his romantic books so 
feeble •• •• 49 
It was perhap s because :Masefield saw Defoe fiction in the great 
tradition of adventurous seafaring (see his Mainsail Haul, 1913) 
that he included him in a tradition called "romantic. '1 .And Niasefield 
meant this in the sense of the -Romantic · · school: the allure of the 
faraway, the different, and the bizarre. It also led him to find 
Defoe Is greatest quality in indignation--the rebel patriot of Vlright 
and Lee. He labelled Defoe's greatest power his great fear of death. 
Both were illustrated in A Journal of the Plague Year and Moll Flanders 
at the peak. But, said Masefield, Defoe realized neitrer of these 
potentialit ies completely i n his fiction. His imagination was poor, 
his inventive powers equal to that of primitives or children in which 
external reality is created in perfect detail. In m1ort, the best of 
49t1asefield, The Fortnightly Review, LXXXV, p. 69. 
Defoe wa s not to be found in hi s 11 p i caresque romances / 1 but in his 
11 party ''-Ti tings" where he i s 'wise _, ironica l _, shr ewd , right eous. 11 
To clinch the a r gument that Defoe 1 s novels ·were immature , Masefield 
a sked, 1 V1ho r eads hL"Tl? !I The answer as he saw it was t he sc hool boy, the 
sailor, t he '1s eekers after d i rt, " t h e hi stor ic al student . · ''His 
populari t y is proof of the commonne s s of his vision . 11 
Mase f ie l d ' s gene r ally negat ive t one was t r ansm u t ed by two mor e 
r ecent novel i st s: Wa. lter de l a Mare and Virginia Woolf. The f ormer 
discu ssing only Robinson Cr usoe, thought t he t h eme of the fift h com-
mandmen t weak, and f oun d the 
spell of his enchanting masterpiece 
is not, of course, IOOre romance, but 
the dressing up of romance to make it 
look like matter-of-fact. Defoe's 
passion as a ~Titer of fiction was the 
craving to mimi c life itself, and, 
in his later books, preferably its 
~Tong and seamy sides--a literary 
craving that is not inactive in our 
own enlightened day.50 
And Mr s. Woolf, dealing with Moll Flanders and B.oxana, attempted to 
make the case for Defoe as a creative artist : 
But we dwell upon such signs of ch aracter 
only by way of proof that the creator of 
Moll Flanders was not, as he has been 
accused of being, a merely journalist and 
literal recorder of f acts with no concep-
tion of the nature of psychology. It is true 
that his characters take shape and substance 
of t heir own accord, ••• He never lingers or 
stresses any point of subtlety or pathos, 
but presses on imperturbably as if they 
ca~e there without his knowledge •••• He seems 
to ha ve taken his characters so deeply into 
50v~ a lter de l a Mare , Desert Islands and Rob inson Crusoe (New Yor k : Farrar 
and Ri nehart, 1930), P• 38. 
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his mind that he lived them '\vithout 
exactly knowing how; and , like all 
unconscious artists, he leaves more 
gold in his ~~rk than his own genera-
tion was able to bring to the surface.51 
If a case can be made upon the comments of these three novelists 
it might be said that they saw Defoe as a primitive on the whole. His 
works could never be said to have any but 11 unconsciousn artistry. 
Another essay worthy of some comment that appeared within the 
scope of this study was an article in The Liv:ing Age (1919), entitled 
'uTwo Hundred Years of Defoe. J!! Here, the moral superficiality which 
had so often placed Defoe among the lo~~r orders of literary talent , 
~~s cause for the conclusion that Defoe: 
belongs, indeed, to the school of the 
great plain ·writers , whose work is 
founded upon what is most persistent 
though not seductive in human nature.52 
Harold Williams , the author of uTvm Hundred Yearsl!• made very little 
of Robinson Crusoe, dismissing it as "childhood memory, 111 and concentrated 
his e:x:amen upon Moll Flanders and The Fortunate Mistress which .ustand 
among the fem English novels we can call indisputably great. 11 Unlike 
l1asefield, he was able to separate his moral disapproval from his 
esthetic perception of a work. He called Defoe 11 one of the first to 
give the novel the shape it now wears , ·1 by offering his public a pattern 
in a conflict f or survival due to luck and individual initie.tive. 
].~oll, he considered the most noticeable of Defoe's characters: 
51Virginia Woolf, 
1948), PP• 132-3. 
appeared in 1925· 
'Defoe" The Common H.eader (New York: Harcourt Brace, 
The article here quoted from '"Daniel Defoe/' first 
5%arold Williams , 11 Two Hundred Years of Defoe/' The Living Age, CCCI 
(1919), P• 623. 
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From the outset the burden of proving 
her right to exist is laid entirely 
upon her own wits and judgment, and to 
deal with each emergency as it arises 
by a rule-of-thumb morality which She 
has forged in her head. The business 
of the story is due partly to the fact 
that having transgressed the accepted 
laws at a very early age she has hence-
forth the freedom of an outcast.52a 
Further Mo ll was praised as a "living character. 11 Her very 
ingenuous view of herself created her; hence, she became more than 
the f i gure made up of assorted adventures or of literally recorded 
facts: 
there is something undeniable about her 
truth when she speaks it. She has no 
time to waste upon the refinements of 
personal affectation; ••• She has the 
spirit that loves to breast the storm •••• 
Heartless she is not, no~ can anyone 
charge her with levity; but life delights 
her ••• shrewd and practical of necessity 
she is yet haunted by a desire for romance 
and the quality which to !J.er perception 
makes a man a gentleman.53 
He was equally taken with the character of Roxana, even though his 
language often makes the reade r feel as if these women were being handled 
with ten foot tongs. Roxana was praised for her understanding of the 
rights of women : 
Roxana, indeed, excites our sympathy more 
than some of her predecessors, because she 
is blessedly unconscious that she is in any 
good sense an example to her sex and is 
thus at liberty to own that part of her 
argunent is ''of the elevated strain which 
really was not in my thoughts at first at 
52aWilli~s, The Living Age, CCCI, P• 623. 
53vvilliaro.s, The Living Age, CCCI, P• 62J. 
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all. :: The knowledge of her own frailties 
and the honest questioning of her 
motives which that knowledge begets 
have the happy result of keeping her 
fresh and human, when matyrs and pio-
neers of so many problem novels have 
shrunken and shriveled to the pegs 
and props of their respective creeds.54 
In E. M. Forster's Aspects of the Novel (1927) the interest in 
Moll Flmlders as the most significant of Defoe's fiction is reasserted. 
In attempting to distinguish realism as a teclmique in the novel from 
that of daily life, he paraphrased from Alain's Systeme de Beaux .fl...rts: 
All that is observable in a man--that 
is to say his actions and such of his 
spiritual existence as can be deducted 
from his actions--falls into the domain 
of the history. But his romanceful or 
romantic side ••• includes 11 the pure 
passions, that is to saythe dreams, 
joys, sorr~ws and self-communings which 
pol itenes~br shame prevent hirr from 
mentioning11 ; and to express this side 
of human nature is one of the chief 
functions of the novel.55 
The chief difference, Forster insisted was the method by which 
actions, thoughts and behavior were recorded in the novel . This was 
never to be found in daily life. A · history "with its ernphasis upon 
'I 
external causes,' was dominated by a notion of fatality ; but there 
was no such feeling in the novel where .:~everything is founded on human 
nature, and the dominant feeling is of existence where ev erything is 
• ill intentional, even passions, crimes~ even mlsery . 
In his title Forster suggested the relativity of the novel forms. 
Tie selected Moll to represent a character novel: 
54yvillia~s, The Living Age, CCCIJ P• 621. 
57E. M. Forster • Aspects of the Novel (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1927) • 
P• 73• 
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l~oll Flanders then shall stand as our 
example o£ a novel, in which a character 
is everything and is gi ven the freest 
pl ay . Defoe makes a slight attempt at 
a plot with t he brother-husband as a 
centre, but he is quite perftmctory 
and her legal husband (the one who 
took her on a ~·aunt to Oxford) just 
d . 6 ~sa.ppears •••• 
Though his heroi ne filled the book, she was not "real, 11 in the sense 
that she was like life. The usual reply to reality i n a. novel--
' always to be given in an examination paper~z--wa.s that a novel is a. 
work of art with its ~~ laws , not those of daily life . The novel is 
real only in the sense that i t obeys its own laws. But Forster was 
not satisfi ed with this answer; a better one lay in psychological 
· realms: 
She cannot be here because she belongs 
to a world that is not and cannot be 
ours, to a world where t he narrator 
and the creator are one ••• a character 
••• is real when the novelist knows 
everything about him.57 
But novels are often truer than history in that they go beyond the 
evidence of external s ituat i ons . They suggest a "more comprehensible 
and thus more manageable human race, they give the illusion of 
perspicacity and of power. 1' 
Though Forster denied to Moll the photographic reality which was 
the chief basi s of her fame in the nineteenth century, he was v.rilling 
to give her reality in accord with dispensations of the novel patterns. 
Dorothy Van Ghent in The English Novel (1953) followed this general 
56Forster, Aspect s of t he Novel, p. 95. 
57For ste r , Aspect s of the Novel, p. 97. 
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position, but outlined it more clearly in her discussion of the novel . 
She felt that the novel proceeds by 11 hypothesis . 11 It says, i mplicitly, 
n Given such and such conditions, then such and such wru ld take place. '" 
I t started from the empirical data, the raw experience of life and 
selected, or ganized them into a series of 11 hypothetical events :: 
The fictional hypothesis is peculiar 
i n that it has to carry at every moment 
the full weight of all it s concrete 
experinental data.58 
It becomes her definition then, that the general procedure of the novel 
11 is to individualize. '1 'V>hat it says of permanent value must be 
i nferred from the concrete data. Like Forster she emphasizes t he po int 
that a novelist must isolate'1 a principle of coherence in event s 11 and 
gives to his work a sense of logical sequence. And the main principle 
in taste in the novel , in the ability to eva luate and judge variant 
forms must be the perception of an integral structt~e: 
And like a world, a novel has individual 
character; it has , peculiar to itself, 
its own tensions~ physiognomy, and 
atmosphere . Part of our judgm.ent is 
based on the concreteness, distinctness 
and richness of that character.59 
.And she agreed and a ssimilat ed Baker's view of the novel in her final 
statement that ,r.rwe judge a novel also by the cogency and illuminative 
quality of the vi ew of life it affords. 1 She absorbed into her theory 
the view that Saintsbury held in evaluating novels through 11 the analytic 
58Dorothy Van Ghent, The Eng lish Novel: fo rm and function (New York: 
Rinehart, 1953), P• 4. 
59van Ghent, The Engl ish Novel, P• 5· 
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testing of its unity, of its characterizing qu~lities, and of its 
meaningf ulness--it s ability to make us more aware of the meaning of 
our lives." 
I n her discussion of Moll Flanders, she denied the view that 
regarded Noll as a photographically real person. She found the reality 
i n the material facts set in a hypothetical structure: a given a human 
creatuY'e conditioned to react only to material facts." Defoe's realism 
becomes the u se of certain devices for the creation of a special kind 
of world. The world of Moll is the world of th:in gs ; but not in :the sense 
t hat the world is made up of "physical, sensuous textures," 11 images for 
the eye. n Rather an i ntense selectivity 
has l imited the facts of Moll Flander's 
world to a certain few kinds of facts, 
and has ignored great masses of other 
facts that we think of as ~aking up the 
plenum of factual reality . 
She saw the structure of the book as a keystone arch, a subtle 
complex of ironies the weight of each supporting the other. An analysis 
of the kin ds of words used suggest a unity to certain things. Hence the 
view of Moll as she was created by Defoe is consistent: 
Her adventures are criminal, but she her-
self is not a criminal type; she is not a 
woman of the underworld , but a w:>ma.n of 
the bourgeois world; her aspirations are 
thoroughly middle-class. She wants, above 
all, economic security and middle-class 
respectability. She thinks middle-class 
t houghts; her morality is middle-class 
morality--platitudinous, stereotypic--a 
morality suited to the human species in its 
peculiar aspect as cash calculator, and a 
morality most particularly suited to the 
prost itute.61 
6ovan Ghent , The English Novel, P• 35· 
6lvan Ghent, The English Novel, P• 42. 
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The f avorable review of Defoe's conscious artistry in the 
creation of Moll Flanders by Van Ghent is given further emphasis by 
Benjamin Boyce, who indicated in an article entitled "The Question of 
Errotion in Defoe, :~62 that stock estiiOO.tes of Defoe require further 
evaluation. Boyce pointed out that the general critical attitude derived 
largely from the later nineteenth century, particularly in the article 
by Stephen in Hours in a Library (1874J . Stephen had asser ted tmt Defoe's 
chief c laim to a literary reputation in the novel rested upon literary 
method- - "the most marvelous power ••• of giving verisiw.ili tude to his 
fiction. u At the same time, Stephen had cla.~ d, Defoe 's method cost 
him much in the way of ' the passionate element 11 ; further, that Defoe 
had 11 no atom of sentiment" in the l iai.sons of Moll and Roxana. This 
negative attitude found echoes in the criticism. of Woolf. She md 
rerr.arke d that his 11 sense of reality11 reduced all to "a plain earthenware 
pot. '' Leavis had also suggested that the absence of passion was 
characte ristic of an age which was 11 hopelessly incurious where its 
feelin g s were concerned. ' v~ illa Cather, too, presented t his view in 
what Boyce called an ungracious introduction to The Fortunate Mistress 
(New York , 1924). 
Boyce, however, chose to interpret emotion in Defoe in relation to 
what he thought was Defoe's " personal morality. n This, Boyce continued, 
was dominated by an anxiety, a fear of danger, which Crusoe said, 'is ten 
thousand Times more terrifying than Danger it self, when apparent to the 
Eyes. 1 Th is anxiety dominated the island portion of Robinson Crusoe, 
6~enjam.in Boyce, 11The Question of Elmotion in Defoe/' Studies in 
Philology, L (J anuary , 1953), 45-58. 
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the scenes of Jack's childhood, the latter parts of Moll Flanders and 
Roxana. These, the best scenes in Defoe the no~elist , according to 
two centuries of critical writings, 11 interest us by their evocation 
of some sort of fear . " 
Boyce examined only a few scenes and returned to the relation 
of a theme of anxiety with Defoe's personal morality. Prudence, said 
Boyce, was the key word . Defoe a s merchant and journalist yielded 
to the principle of necessity and to prodence in affairs of honor . 
In the payn>ent of debts, in failure of business, in his attempt to 
straddle Whig and Tor y political methods, Defoe was consistent in 
his effort t o be prudent. To the idealist, the uncompromising mor alist, 
his decisions and actions may seem questionable. From Lamb t o Cather 
critic s described the sentiment of prudence that governed Defoe's The 
Complete TradesFan. But it was no ,· more and no less than the principle 
that ~ndern biographers - -Sutherland and Freeman--found govern ing the 
ma.n ' s life and that Boyce, among others, found as a consistent theme 
in the works of fiction . 
Conclusions: 1900-1950 
In the last period included in this study, new approaches for 
the study of Defoe's novels were defined and stratified. In the 
early decades, t he literary historians Raleigh, Stephen and Saintsbury, 
as wel l as Aitken , the Defoe scholar, emphasized a whole view of the 
novels in terms of the tradition, the personal experience, and the 
literary and social ~ovements of the period. 
Of fi rst i mportance was the analytic approach to Defoe's method 
of composition which was put under 11microscopic examination"by 
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Archbishop rihately in order to determine the extent of Defoe's 
origi nality or plagiarism in Robinson Crusoe. Minto 's discoveries 
in eighteenth century cartography relevant to Captain Singleton's 
journey across Africa and Aitken's theory of the authenticity of Mrs. 
Bargrave ' s account o f the a ppearance of Mrs. Veal ( later supported by 
Firth's di scovery of a "True r elationrr ) made such inve:stigations 
mandatory. Thus began the study of the sources and analogues that 
were to explain Defoe's contribution to the modern realistic novel. 
I n this connection Ai tken suggested a number of lines of thought 
both o f the novels in general and of the specific vrorks that were worked 
out in this period and that subsequent to it. The first was the theory 
of Defoe 's accretive or assimilative method of composition, of his 
ability to take f rom the works of informational literature largely 
and develop a new but fictional synthesis. In Robinson Crusoe, The 
Farther Adventures, Captain Singleton, Memoirs of a Cavalier, and~ 
Journal of the Plague Year, he found the method comwon. In t he first 
thr ee works Secord established beyond any question that they were 
derived from informational literature, that they were fact i mpercepti bly 
woven int o the fabric of fiction. From this he concluded t hat t here 
was a r elativity in the personal a pproach of the novelist to his work, 
which -v.-as strongly influenced by the conventions in his period. Defoe ' s 
rea ders wanted fact; Defoe presented them with fictionalized facts. He 
further defined Defoe's l a ck o f strong ties with t he literary tradition 
and established a case for his personal brand of realism dependent 
upon the current and b ourgeois view of reality . This helped hin' f urther 
to acc ount for the l ack of literary (drrumatic) elements of plot, 
chara cte rization, setting, arid unifying theme. Unity, in Defoe, had to 
be define d in terms of the special incident: the desert island , the 
protestant wars, scenes in London of the plague, journey ac~oas Africa, 
and pictures of London's underworld. 
In is int ducti on t o t he Jc.urnal, Aitken poin ed to sevent een t h 
and €igh~ee ... t:t ~ntury tracts and pamphlet E · ich serv d s ource 
material. The .ork was devel oped by Dr . Watson Nicholson in his The 
Historical Sources of Defoe's Journal of the Plague Year (1919). Tho e 
sources were examined in detail for parallels and led him to the con-
e lusion that the work was history because, ''not a single essential 
st a.terrent in the Journal is not based on historic fact. 11 E. A. Baker 
has repli ed, ho,~ver, that the same can be said for any good historical 
n ovel , me r e ly ba sing a story on fact does not make it history: 
It is based on documents and re-
collections, and through the ex-
periences of the imaginary narrator :' i t 
paints a picture superior in its 
general truth and dramatic energy to 
that of any historian.64 
Nichol son s ho red clear parallels, even to errors, in many of the works 
sugge ste d as sources by Aitken, and included a numbe1 of minor analogue s. 
At presen t the i mplication in critical thinking on the subject seems to 
depend upon whether or not the critic accepts the working hypothe si s 
t hat Defoe's works are nov els, or whether they are not. If they do 
a ccept t he pr e~ise, then the Journal hecones an historical novel; if 
they do not, they may as did Charlotte 11orga.n relegate t he Journal to 
t he popular t r adition or like William l~cBurney assume it is a transitional 
64 E. A. Baker, The Later Romances and The Establishment of Realis~, 
o . 193, n. 
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or formative historical narrative related to the novela 
The same current reasoning appears to apply to M.e:rooirs of a Cavalier, 
which Aitken showed was based upon historical sources but provided with 
fictional elements . No full length study has been done on the sources 
of the Memoi rs, but Baker and McBurney have suggested in addition to 
historical sources parallels in the works of Ga.utien de Courtilz 
( 1646-171:2) . 
Neither Colonel Jack nor Moll Flanders has received full scale 
treatment in this respect . But both have been frequently allied to 
the picaresque tradition, more par·ticularly wi·th the criminal life . 
E. Bernbaum in his .M.ary Carleton Narratives (1914) has shown possibilities 
for a tradition that culminated in lfoll Flanders and The Fortunate 
Mistress. Other suggestions for the novels proper of Defoe have been 
Gil Blas and the semi - fictitious novels or memoirs of Aphra Behn. 
S. Peterson and A.W • . Secord have suggested a parallel for The Fortunate 
11 istress in the de Graurront Memoirs. The suggestion that there is a 
relation with the picaresque tradition--at least in terms of the rogue 
biography--made by Frank Chandler v~th respect to t~ese novels, seems 
to have support in histories of literature and the novel by Lovett and 
Hughes, Baker, and Sherburn. 
As Defoe's method of composition was explored and defined, a shift 
in the stature of his works seeJ'T'_s to have taken place in critical circles. 
Though critics still favor Robinson Crusoe as the chef d'oeuvre there has 
been a strong tendency to place Moll Flanders and The Fortunate Mistress 
on a high level of critical esteem. E. M. Forster and D. Van Ghent 
selected Moll Flanders for study in their discussions of novel forms; 
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Orlo Williams~ Paul Dottin, and Spiro Peterson suggested The Fortunate 
Mistress contr ib uted the most to the development of the novel. 
The shift of interest from Robinson Crusoe to the later novels 
seems to have been brought about by the interest in realism and 
naturalism in the novel. E. A. Raker made a case for them as 
sociological novels; Aitken and Saintsbury, Stephen, and Harold Yiilliams 
argued that Moll · Flanders ·may,)very · well be Defoe 's -ma:;;terpiece. 
A Journal of the Plague Year and Robinson Crusoe still hold posi-
tions of high critical favor. Colonel Jack and the Memoi rs of a Cavalier 
provoke little comment . Modern scholars--Law and Moore--have found 
relationships of the former with Oliver Twist and Defoe's personal ex-
perience; the style of the latter has enjoyed the praise of 'Winston 
Churchill as it did the prase of Dr. ?~bertson a century ago. Secord 
and Baker suggested a kinship in con'Gent and structure between the two 
works, but no detailed •~rk has followed their suggestions. For the 
current attitudes toward the novel, a twentieth century perspective of 
the novel as it is reflected in the criticism of Defoe follows in the 
next and summary chapter. 
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Chept~r Ten · A Theory of the Novel in Terms of the Critici~ 
of Defoe's Works of Fiction 
A point has been reached in the study of Defoe criticism over 
a period of two hlmdred ·and thirty years when a theory of the novel 
as a. form in English can be suggested. Thi.a will require a review of 
the · concluding remarks a.t the close of the various parts of this study 
before a definitive statement can be made. ' 
In tracing very briefly the traditions 'Which cul.Diinated in the 
eighteenth century novel, the underlying assumption in this study has 
been that a shift occurred in the concept of reality in the works 
allied to or part of prose fiction a.s it was written prior to Robinson 
Crusoe. The tradition was influenced by a radical shift in the economy, 
social structure, and the psychology of seventeenth century England 
which was a. period of revolution and counter-revolution. 
The rise of the bourgeois from the medieval guild to the seventeenth 
century trading company, from the manorial town to the commercial center, 
had in literature, and in prose fiction particularly, the effect of a 
denand by the bourgeoisie for informational and moral literature. Two 
levels of reality were setn to e.xist in connection 'Vdth tbue demands 
as they grew out of the puritan movement: that of the spiritual life 
of the individual founded upon and guided by interpretations of the 
scripture ).n poetry and prose; and that of the practical and temporal 
existence concerned with weighing, measuring, classi.f'ying--in short, 
establishing material and scientific relationships. Both were seen as 
a means to power; and hence, what 1VS.S real. 
Consequently, the ideals of the aristocrat, their patterns of 
behavior, of courtly etiquette, and their idealization of man were 
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subtly but effectively influenced as society became eentered less 
about the court and the aristocratic circle, and more about the 
businessman-gentleman. In the li tera.ry tradition, largely the 
product of the French and Spanish works, this attitude appeared in the 
form of satire directed mainly against the middle class, rut, 1n part, 
against aristocratic ideals and standards that ~re becoming outmoded. 
In England the native tradition began to show evidence of a justification 
of the middle class and its interest in trade at the beginning of the 
seventeenth century. Simultaneously there developed a new approach 
toward a prose style, away from the b~roque and esoteric, and to1VB.rd 
the plain and reasonable, one for one relationship between word and 
thing in prose. Gradually, the Slbjeot matter, the view of characters 
and manners shifted toward what was familiar to an expanding literate 
population and its view of life. 
In the early eighteenth century, the novel was characterized as 
a short romance. It "'U&S generally a story of intrigue or love and had 
as its characters people of the lower nobility or upper middle class. 
The plot of the novel had its coincidences and reversals. The novel 
was seen related to the drama in elements of character, dialogue, 
setting, and plot construction. 
But the elements of the drama ~re distrusted by the middle class. 
Their demands began to make then.selves felt in fiction 'With the appearance 
of Robinson Crusoe which was offered as a life and s~Hmed closer to 
history and biography than the drams. or the epic. The history (fictional) 
had to serve a moral purpose "'llhich was clearly defined. A truthful 
depiction of contemporary English society and manners had to be offered, 
even when its author reached into the past for subject matter. It must 
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show a plain, reasonable, and common sense language in its prose style. 
Defoe did not equate his histories with the novel. If' he had, 
it might have been defined in terms o£ its fictional hero .from the 
middle life. of its subject rooted in the business of daily life. of' 
its form. as close to the formlessness of daily living ~thout being 
formless. A practical morality governed the choice of' its events 
or shaped its conclusions. 
Since the novel (short romance) -was mistrusted by the puritan middle 
class ~ . uthors apologized and justified its appearance by disguising 
its contrivances under the title of biography, history. memoir, or 
journal. ¥/'hen they used the term novel they justified the form in 
terms of its moral instruction. They suggested that it avoided the 
excesses of the romance, whose length, intricate plotting, irrelevant 
intercalated tales, idealized characters and incidents were outmoded. 
But they saw the novel as the modern outgrowth of the romance tram 
medieval times to 1700., and as constrained by the dramatic proprieties 
of unity, plot and character. Nonetheless., the terms novel and romance 
were used as ~onyms and were equally disapproved by the middle class. 
Defoe came to the area of prose fiction and defined his form of' 
fiction (with reference at any rate to Robinson Crusoe) as an historical 
allegory (combining morality with truth). He indicated that historical 
and travel 11 terature had played a part in his composition, and he allied 
his Robinson Crusoe to a tradition which included Don Quixote and 
Pilgrim's Progress. His ·· justif'ication was., ho"Wever., the same as the 
novelist of the period: instruction by diverting. His prefaces seem 
to show a progression in his attitude toward fiction. He seaned to 
become less and less dependent upon factual soU!ces and ma.terials to 
support his fictions. and eventually recognized fictional elements 
as important to his purpose. 
Gildon's criticism had validity in that he recognized that as truth 
to fact Robinson Crusoe was a failure, and as fiction it was formless. 
He fUrther pointed out that the attempt to fuse truth and morality had 
failed. But as a critic, he was too early to see the growth of a 
new dispensation. that would ultimately make of Defoe's fictions novels. 
Defoe seemed to parallel in his historical fiction the suggestion 
made by Sha.rtsbury when the latter complained that historical material 
could be offered as fiction if it were a conveyance for the general 
truths of mankind, md if it were organized about a moral purpose. In 
short, n~la or fictional histories might be acceptable as great 
literature, provided they recognized that the incidents and characters 
should be selected to reflect a just standard of nature, $o that whether 
the resulting work were pure imagination or not, it would become moral 
and profitable. 
The problem for fiotion of the mid-century (a.rter Defoe) was 
resolved by f'inding & meeting grotmd for truth-to-fact, fiction, and 
morality in variant forms of prose fiction. Fielding, Johnson, and 
Smollett argued that there was no need of a literal truth in works of 
fiction, that it was enough if fiction were "true to the general 
experience of mankind." The subject matter, if judiciously selected, 
would result in a proper morality. One had simply to avoid the marvelous, 
rely on native materials, and avoid improbabilities. 
In the great novels (so they are called today) of the mid-century, 
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the structure was autobiographical and hero-centered so that incidents 
were united and enlisted sympathies of the reader. The hero was at 
once a particularized individual. but within his view of life. he could 
test general principles and conventions. For the eighteenth century. 
these works were historical fictions and not clearly related to the 
popular gothic and manners novels. But it was possible for Fielding 
to proclaim his artistry. to manipulate his puppets, to intervene and 
comment upon the expe'rian.ces of his characters. He openly could 
admit this was fiction and test his artifices. To the bourgeois of 
Defoe's period this was impossibly scandalous. To appear not to be 
artifice was the latter's aim. 
By the and of 'the eighteenth century. the novel was accepted as a 
generic term. though romance was often used in this connection as well. 
More of'ten than not. in careful criticism--Beattie and Reeve--romance 
was limited to the classics of chivalry and aristocracy. The novel 
could reasonably be called a romance because it was viewed as an out-
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growth of romance. The romance came home to "a picture of real life and 
manners." Robinson Crusoe was referred to as historical fiction (Fielding's 
meaning) and criticized in terms of its theme of self-preservation. its 
moral instruction. both general and particular • and its simple. natural 
prose style. 
Robinson Crusoe was accepted by the ranantics as an example of one 
of the possibae forms of great literature. As such it had to be 
universal in its theme: Crusoe must be 11 represEm.tative of common 
humanity. 11 It had to suggest some great human experience: Crusoe cut 
off from all society. his solitude. This dismissed the necessity of 
a practical morality for everyday living. At last, it had to merge its 
general aspects w1. th the specific in details that ade for realism. 
Robinson Crusoe and the Journal had "an epic grandeur, as well as heart-
breaking familiarity." 
But what of the specific form of the novel as opposed to its 
general attributes of great literature? Besides being a 11 close imitation 
of men and manners," and picturing the "web and texture of society as 
it really exists," more specific attributes must define it. 
Scott, though he used the novel and romance as generic terms and 
synonymously, was specific. He indicated that a study of the tradition 
and influences upon the novelist "Was ·.· ~ignificant in the understanding 
of his works and in assigning them form. He found Defoe a writer of 
romances of low life and of roving life, both related to the picaresque; 
Defoe's Memoirs and Journal hovered between romance and history. 
But in the fiction as a whole he defined five aspects: style, both 
in language and grammar; structure, which might be loosely autobio-
graphical or artfully unified; subject matter or incidents that ~re 
selected and emphasized in accordance with importance; the characters 
and the method of composition. 
The novel had become complex enough to have absorbed all of these 
elements, and critics were not satisfied unless they found them. But 
Scott did not see What Coleridge might have indicated to him: that 
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Defoe had to appear to be writing the truth--a necessary convention for 
Defoe--and not in accord with drama tic or epic conventions. Hence, he 
found Defoe's language neither elegant nor harmonious; his everyday charac-
ters not penetrating. He lacked wit and irony, imagery and pathos. He 
------- ~-----~ 
lacked a apeci£ic plot development ~ich rose to a climax and suffered 
a denouement. For these reasons, his works lacked unity; he was 
unable to select the significant. He could develop a striking situation, 
make it. live and real, but he · could not make it relate to other signi-
ficant situations through character and plot development. 
As soon as the novel became acceptable as a form of literary 
expression, the question of its function assumed paramount importance. 
The question was raised by Lamb and Wilson whether or not the novel 
shoold depict manners as they are or as they should be. Wilson 
suggested that the novel might be consider.ed as a re-creation of 
experience--in which case the attitude of the novelist toward life 
became important. He could, like "the common herd," create a~ 
ideal, but Wilson preferred taking li£e as it : is. 'Whether to epitomize 
life or draw life itself became the central question in his discussion 
o£ Defoe's improper or immoral passages. Wilson and Lamb implied that 
Defoe of necessity must draw upon the coarse materiel, for it made his 
moral and social themes that much more effective. 
By the middle of the nineteenth century the total view of the novel 
in relation to its time began to be appreciated. The · revolution in 
social and economic history was seen reflected in the novel. Defoe 
became a man of his time par excellence, and his novels were seen to 
head the tradition of the English novel. He had adapted the concept of 
vraisemblance to middle class manners and mores. His treatment was, 
therefore, and in bourgeois ter.ms of the period, life-like, reportorial, 
photographic. This was true of all of his novels. They offered hints 
of character development and plot; some occasional pathos. His themes 
o£ self-interest and necessity and his spurious morality were seen as 
the paradox of the middle class approach to life. 
But by the end of the century • this generous view underwent a 
change. Largely because of Lee's discoveries of Defoe's ambiguous 
politi cal activities. the morality in his novels was subject to question. 
The old criticism of Gildon. that Defoe was a master liar. was renewed; 
and a dualistic picture of Defoe's works began to appear in the critic i~ 
of Stephen. Minto. Raleigh. Sa±ntsbury. and Williams. They praised the 
"remarkable achievement of verisimilitude. 11 while they ·lde.cried the 
superficial morality and the coarse scenes. The question of Defoe's 
morality has bothered many critics :. in the present century . : Woolf • 
Cather • Anderson. and Ross. and their critioism 1>snds on this account 
to be negative. 
As the novel began in the mid nineteenth century to reflect very 
explicitly a moral and social consciousness. it became fashionable to 
think of the novel in terms of the tradition. the experience of the 
author • and the literary and social environment. The novel was defined 
as a presentation of a problem in life which unified its elements of plot 
character. setting, and style. As this approach to the novel grew. 
Defoe was -viewed as a t ransitional figure • who had prepared the way for 
the ~eat novels. Compared to the giants of the Victorian period. 
Defoe was a journeyman novelist. 
In the twentieth century. this general view has persisted , but a 
note of relativi ty has crept into the concept of the novel. It is seen 
to possess an infinitude of possibilities. As Defoe was studied more 
and more with respeot to special traditions--in Morgan. Chandler. Secord. 
and McBurney--his achievement and stature trew. His style was seen to 
have developed from the level of jour:nalism to something like deliberately 
artful prose. He was seEn by Rudolf Stamm to have broadened the base of 
puritan morality Which involved him in a paradox, but which secularized 
bourgeois ethics and helped to create a consciousness of them. Finally, 
Secord claimed that he fused incidents from various sources and created 
a view of reality. 
To the elements of fiction borrowed from the drana and the epic, 
a new dimension was added: method or technique of the individual author 
which makes his work unique. For his relations with existing conditions, 
conventions understood in his time, is not enough. It was not enough, 
for ex~ple, to see Defoe in relation to the picaresque, the journalism, 
the biography, and the moral treatises of his day. ' 'hlt did he do to 
them? In 'What ways did he orient them so that his works ~ong the many 
published in his time have had such enormous appeal? 
Modern writers speak much of technique. They have sought means 
of presenting life while concealing the structure with which they frame 
the story. Defoe's method was to untangle historically accurate but 
disparate incidents and weave them into a set of probabilities which 
created a sense of the real; not real as in life experiences, but with 
sufficient selection and arrangement (hastily, often) so that they appear 
to be life-like--artifices neatly concealed. 
This forms a parallel to modern views of technique in the novel. 
Modern writers do not have to convince their readers that their novels 
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are not fiction; but their v.orks are appreciated in accord with the success 
they achieve in convincing readers that what they describe could be. 
In the present century, artistry in the novel involves techniques of 
concealment~ parallel to those of Defoe. The novelist avoids wherever 
possible indications that there is manipulation, that the book is a 
conveyance for personal theories or morals. In the twentieth century., 
the critics have been less inclined to condemn Defoe's works beoause 
of his dubious personal morality. Critics no longer condemn the low or 
coarse material the ~ay Stephen, Trent, Saintsbury, and Masefield did. 
Instead there is a tendency to condemn him for his spurious technique, 
his faithlessness to his craft as a novelist--his 1 ack of insii?Jl,t into 
particular character or his indifferent sense of unity. Woolf, Cather, 
~illiams, Dottin and others all accept Moll Flanders and The Fortunate 
Mistress as important contributions to fiction, but do not condemn them 
on grounds of propriety. Rather, they point to flaws in technique, 
inconsistencies in theme end character~ or the inadequacy of a unified 
structure. Boyce attempted to re-direct this criticism and justified a 
consistency of theme and subject :uatter in Defoe in terms of the principle 
of necessity or prudence. 
Unlike Defoe--whose view of reality depended on a one for one 
relationship of word to thing--contemporary novelists' perceptions of 
reality are not seen to be equivalent. For one, the mente.l lif'e treated 
by means of the stream of consciousness technique may constitute the 
significant reality. For another, authors may refuse to go beyond the 
materiality of events, but in selecting events~ emphasize its importance. 
It is not necessarily Defoe's realism that is his significant contribu-
tion to the modern novel, but his ability to find a way to create 
fiction that appeared to be realistic. 
32.7 
By way of conclusion, an attempt to define the novel on the basis 
of Defoe criticism will be offered with the understanding that it must, 
in order to be inclusive, be couched in general terms. Specific 
aspects of the definition appear in the development of the study, part 
to part, chapter to chapter. 
The novel in any period may be said to be an attempt to create a 
self-contained world which reflects the manners, the social conditions 
and the idealogical principles imbedded in the life experiences of the 
t iir.e and which is reflected through the individual novelist. The novel 
may--and today almost alwa.ys does--contain the dramatic elements. Variant 
forms o:f the novel may be distinguished by the author's method of 
composition, which includes his view of what is real and how he chooses 
to reflect that reality. Thus, the novel can be said to have existed 
prior to Defoe into antiquity; but in the tradition of English fiction, 
Defoe is the first s ignif'icant writer to express and contain in his 
fiction, bourgeois conventions about the nature of reality. The 
paradox of the two realities, spiritual and temporal, which is the grain 
and texture of his .,"'rk, continues to persist and i t .s solutions in the 
fiction continue to interest 'Whether in the non-literary frame of the 
fictional history or the artf'ully conducted plot of the dramatic novel, 
both of Which are now referred to as novels. 
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The Critical Reputation o:f De:foe' s Novels: 
A Ref lection o:f Changing Attitudes toward the Novel in England 
Daniel De:fo e' s critical reputation in the tradition of the English 
novel rests primarily on seven ~rks of prose fiction. Robinson Crusoe. 
Captain Singleton. M~nirs of' a Cavalier. A Journal of' the Plague Year, 
Colonel Jack, Moll Flanders, and The Fortunate Mistress have been objects 
o:f a renewed critical interest in recent years. 
This dis sertation has been an attempt to relate the criticism of 
De:foe' as novels with definitions o:f the form end function of' the novel. 
The initial problem is to justi~ Defoe's :fiction as a point of departure; 
the purpose then becomes an examination of subsequent criticism as an 
index to successive and current tastes in the novel in any given period 
and therefore, as a study. does not reduce itself simply to an account 
of Defoe's critical reputation as a novelist. but can be thought of as a 
comnentary on taste in English ficti on since the beginning of the eight-
eenth century to the present day--a period during which the novel. in the 
modern sense, became a critically recognized genre. 
The dissertation is divided into .four parts, each o.f which has as 
its theme the central tendency dominant in the criticism of the period 
covered. The :first part, ~Traditions,• involves an account of literary 
and sub-literary prose f'onns important to the eighteenth century novel. 
In the former tradition, the dominant theme 'WS.S a striving for !!:!!-
semblance in the romance, picaresque. and novel forms--explicit in the 
Scuderys. Mrs. Behn, Congreve, and Mrs. Manley. In the latter, the need 
for an amalgam of fact and moral instruction was implicit in periodical, 
pamphlet, and travel literature. Two related aspects characteristic of 
both traditions were the rise of the middle class and the development 
of a native prose idiom. 
The second part, "Fact and Fiction./ deals with three aspects 
of the eighteenth century novel, all related to the central problem 
of the emergence of a new form of the novel derived through Defoe's 
fiction from the literat~re of fact. Defoe's definition of his fiction 
is studied in the prefaces to his fiction. His first concern was to 
make fiction appear as fact; but his prefaces to Moll Flanders and 
Colonel Jack show positive attitudes toward fictional elements and 
an interest in fiction as a vehicle for social reform. Later critics 
found in The Fortunate Mistress dramatic elements of plot, character 
development, and the theme of marital status. But earlier in Serious 
Reflections Defoe called Robinson Crusoe an emblematic histo~--a term 
which raises the problem of critical nomenclature used to describe fic-
tion between 1700 and 1800. 
In Defoe's time, the ter.ms history, biography, memoir, or journal 
were applied loosely to fiction because the nee.d.',for authenticity was 
seen to be the dominant problem. By midcentury these terms merged with 
an esthetic which asked simply of fictional reality that it refleot a 
just standard of nature. Johnson, Fielding, and Smollett wrote fictional 
\lhi stories" without feeling that they were resorting to subterfuge by 
using the term. In the latter part of the century, as Defoe's critical 
reputation grew from sparse notes, critics of novels, Who tested Defoe in 
terms of the standard of nature--Blair, Beattie, and Reeve--began to link 
Robinson Crusoe with accepted classics: Don Quixote, Pilgrim's Progress, 
Gulliver's Travels, and Tom Jones. These critics and others, notably 
Charles Gildon 1 felt that Defoe's personal morality of necessity and 
prudence and the questionable authenticity of his subject matter weakened 
the artistic merit of his work (even of Robinson Crusoe) and disqualified 
his minor fiction from serious consideration as literature. In the 
nineteenth century these two reservations became dominant themes in 
Defoe criticism. 
Part three, 11 Art and Morality," traces the acceptance of the novel 
as an art form in the gradual dissociation of an author's personal morality 
from his works. During the romantic period (1790-1830}, Defoe's earliest 
biographers--Chalmers, Towers, and Wilson--tended to see him as an 
exemplary statesman-patriot, much mistmderstood in his time. The reform 
projects, the outspoken pamphlets, the plain and easy manner, the magnitude 
of his activities and writings--all had enormous appeal in an age or 
republican reform. The romantic view accepted the novel as a form and 
Defoe, at his best, as comparable to the great poets. Coleridge saw 
in Robinson Crusoe the lmiversal conflict or man against nature. Hazlitt 
said the Journal had epic grandeur. Then, Lamb and Wilson directed 
attention to the 11 secondary novels 11 : Captain Singleton, Moll Flanders, 
Colonel Jack, and The Fortunate Mistress. The coarse material in them 
was justified by Defoe's avowed purpose of effecting social reform by 
educating the lower classes. 
Scott undertook to analyze the fiction . He gave to Defoe and novel 
criticism a standard ter.minology for an esthetic. He isolated four 
aspects: style, structure, subject matter , and character. In a famous 
examen of 21Mrs. Veal" he showed that Defoe fell appreciably short in all 
four; but that in his ability to create verisimilitude, he was unrivalled. 
Scott related the secondary novels to the picaresque, the memoirs and 
journals to rudimentary historical fictions. His edition for Ballantyne 
was much respected in the nineteenth century, and his view of the novels 
has since been echoed by numerous critics: Forster, Lee~ Stephen, Minto, · 
Raleigh, Lovett and Hughes, Baker, and Sherburn. 
\~hila the picture of Defoe as a republican patriot remained intact, 
the question of the relation of his personal morality to works of fiction 
was held in abeyance. By the end of the century thi.s generous view 
was ourtailed. Because of Lee's discovery of Defoe's ambiguous political 
activity (1714-1724), the morality in his novels becwne subject to 
question. Gildon's charge of an expedient morality was renewed; and a 
dualistic picture of Defoe's fiction emerged in the criticism of Stephen, 
Minto, Raleigh, and Saintsbury. They praised his remarkable verisimilitude, 
but decried the superficial morality and the vulgar scenes. 
In the present century, this criticism bas taken the form of impugning 
Defoe's motives as an artist. Vioolf, Cather, Anderson, Burch, and Ross 
find his moral sentiments the chief flaw, and his view of reality::·limited. 
other critics point out that the morality in Defoe's fiction is consistent 
with his characters, and that it 1W.S a.n effort to reconcile ~ conflicting 
realities--the demands of the spiritual and the temporal. Lee, Aitken, 
Wright, Secord, Roorda, and Boyce are all ~lling to grant Defoe a measure 
of sincerity. Same insist that morality in Defoe's fiction is a minor 
aspect, that the key to his importance lies in his method of accumulating 
detail to achieve verisimilitude. 
Part four, 11 Techn1ques of Realism," attempts to show the resolu-
tion of the moral and esthetic proble.m in Defoe and identify it ~~th the 
problem of a definition for the modern novel. The period 1900·1950 
is characterized by an effort in critical canons to see relativity in 
novel forms. The Defoe novel has been viewed as a distinct departure, not 
so much in terms of dramatic elements, but in the direction of technique. 
Aitken provided a pivot in Defoe criticism in that he interwove the 
strands of Defoe criticism and research that derived and expanded from 
Scott, through the period in the midcentury When novels reflected a 
moral and social consciousness, to the end of the century, when it became 
fashionable to think of the novel in terms of the tradition, the experience 
of the author, and the literary and social environment. Thus Aitken, 
working from hints in Defoe criticism .from Chalmers to Lee, suggested an 
examination of sources in the factual literature of the seventeenth 
century to account for Defoe's teohnqiue of composition. Aitken's views 
were developed by Wackwitz, Nicholson, Secord, and Moore. 
From Stephen, Saintsbury, Raleigh, and Baker c~e definitions of 
the novel as an ordered presentation of a probl$m 'in life, which unified 
its elements of plot, character, setting, and style. It was seen as a 
complex art:tfaot and Defoe as an important transitional figure, whose tone 
of voice--the easy style, the enumerations, the accumulations of detail--
prepared the way for the novelists more in terms of technique than in 
the adaptation of dramatic elements to .fiction. Defoe as a journe~an 
novelist bec~e respectable. As he was studied ~~thin the limits of 
special traditions (in Morgan,. Chandler, Secord, McBurney, and Peterson), 
his achievement and stature grew. 
Defoe is no longer oonde~ned because of his super.ficial morality 
or his coarse material, but rather for hasty composition, faithlessness 
to his craft as a novelist, lack of insight into particular characters, 
or an indifferent sense of Wlity. _ Even these criticisms are vitiated by 
the knowledge t~at they are made tram twentieth century dispensations 
of the novel. By these standards, however, Moll Flanders, Robinson Crusoe, 
The Fortunate Mistress, and A Journal of the Plague Year are seen as 
important contributions to the modern novel. 
In terms of technique, Defoe's method is defined as an arrangement 
of historical but disparate incidents fictionally fused into a set of 
probabilities which create a sense of the real--not real as in life 
experiences, but with sufficient selection and order that they appear 
life-like. This forms a parallel to contemporary views of technique in 
the novel, when writers do not have to convince their readers that 
their novels are not fiction. Their works are appreciated in accord with 
the success they achieve in convincing readers that what they describe 
oould be. The present century demands techniques of conceal.Inent in the 
novel, parallel to those of Defoe; but unlike Defoe, whose view of reality 
depended on a one-for-one relationship of word to thing, novelists' 
perceptions of reality are not seen to be equivalent. For ' cne, the mental 
life treated by means of the stream of consciousness. technique may 
constitute the significant reality; for another, the selection of naterial 
detail may be the means to reality. It is not necessarily Defoe's realism 
that is his contribution to the modern novel, but his ability to find a 
way to orea.te fiction that appeared to be real. 
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